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====================
1. Introduction 
====================
Greetings, I'm Beastly, the creator of the RM Shadows of Evil series, and creator of Wings of Time. For those of you who have played the original Wings of Time that was released back in 2004, this is the deluxe version; simply put: It's WoT with a LOT of changes and added and subtracted stuff in it. In other words, it's like a totally different game now. I hope you like it. I'd like to thank you for taking the time to download this game. I really appreciate it. This is a strategy guide I composed to help assist you through the game. This guide is really for those of you who get stuck somewhere, or don't know exactly where to go next, or having trouble defeating an enemy/boss, or if you just need some tips and hints or basic information in general, look in here for the answers. If you have played RM2k(3) games like this before, then you might not need this guide at all. But, if you haven't, then that's ok. Also, please read the READ-ME file that was included within the package first. So, if there are any questions about the game, or about this guide, or just questions in general, please feel free to e-mail me at either lilbeastomega@yahoo.com OR at beastly23@gmail.com. You can use either e-mail, as I do check both of them. The addresses can also be located at the bottom of this guide (in the Conclusion section) or in the READ-ME file. Also, if there are any faults with this guide, please e-mail me. Enjoy the game!


=======================
2. The Characters 
=======================
There are seven other characters that will join your main character on her adventure and as you go through the game. This list will explain a bit of detail about each of the characters you will encounter during the course of the game.


A. Lilliana Syrius
Age: 23
Sign: Sagittarius
Weapon used: 2-handed battle pole
Class: Adventurer/Mystic Warrior
Special Ability: Surge (transforms her into the Mystic Warrior after four uses; allows her to use special non-elemental techniques that do lots of damage)
Synopsis: Lilliana is the beautiful, young princess of Syrius Kingdom; although she is no expert when it comes to adventuring, she is exceptionally skilled in the use of a battle pole, and isn't too shabby in the artes of water magic. She's very determined once she has her mind set on something, but also learns to explore her other emotions during the course of the adventure, love, sorrow, fear, etc. She's not too keen on formality and being the traditional dress-wearing, noble and royal 'princess', but would rather be unique; she often finds herself treated just like the local citizens and as a regular person, which is exactly the way she wants to be treated. She would rather be called just "Lilliana" than "Highness" or Ma'am'. Everyone at Syrius loves her for many reasons; the citizens love her for her intelligence, kindness and strong will, while her guards on the other hand, love her for her physical looks and other..."reasons".

	


B. Race Mitsorubi
Age: 32
Sign: Leo
Weapon used: Heavy Sword
Class: Soldier/Guardian
Special Ability: Sacrifice (exchanges 1/8 of Race's current HP and adds it to his attack power, allowing him to deal more damage.)
Synopsis: A knight who was exiled from the army of Navarre when they found out he knew top-secret information that wasn't meant for anyone else to learn. Bounty hunters and soldiers have chased him out of the country and have been after him for some time, and Race seeks only one thing: freedom. He respects all those who are in higher position than he is, and is quite the gentleman. Thinking he may find that through Princess Lilliana and her father, he decides to travel along with her to prove to her that he is willing to do anything for freedom and respect. He is especially fond of Lieutenant Tessa Borden, who was his former commanding officer, and even seems to have strong feelings for her.


C. Kerrie Dunford
Age: 25
Sign: Aries
Weapon used: Umbrella
Class: Priestess/High Priestess
Special Abilities: Prayer (heals all allies an amount of HP equal to 1/8 of Kerrie's current HP total), Wish (heals all allies an amount of HP equal to 1/5 of Kerrie's current HP total and has a slight chance of reviving any dead allies)
Synopsis: A priestess who is very wise beyond her twenty-five years of her life. She is extremely intelligent and seems to know just about everything about everything. She has sometimes also been known as somewhat of an oracle, as she can somehow recieve impathic premonitions, as well as sense other people's feelings. She searches the world for the other summoner of the 'Memory', and to learn more about her almost unknown past. She and Lilliana become extremely close, and she vows never to leave her side until her dying breath. She also takes care of everyone else, making sure that they don't get injured in any way. Despite her being incredibly smart, she's also a tough and brave young woman, but her sensitive side shows itself on more than one occasion, especially when Lilliana is involved anywhere in the equation. When her friends are stumped, they usually look to Kerrie for the answers.


D. Brash Thompson
Age: 38
Sign: Aquarius
Weapon used: Axes
Class: Mercenary/Champion
Special Abilities: Boost (doubles attack power and critical hit rate is boosted as well), Frenzy (doubles attack power and speed, but renders him uncontrollable, much like the berserk status effect)
Synopsis: Brash Thompson is a mercenary working for the country of Navarre. Or at least he pretends to be. On the side, he is also a champion of the Kaskonian Arena for five years running, until he meets up with Princess Lilliana, which he loses to on purpose just because she happens to be his first female opponent! Then he finds out that she is after the same person that he is, and works alongside her. He's tough-talking, arrogant, and cocky, yet he has a weak spot for gilla and food! He only joins the princess for the money...which he thinks he can make a fortune from the Time Stone itself! He's feisty and loves a good fight, and never backs down from any sort of challenge, but he tends to mellow himself out when he's around his cousin Heather. He may seem uncaring, but his heart is in the right place. 


E. Heather Larson
Age: 19
Sign: Taurus
Weapon used: Magical rod
Class: Sorceress/High Magician
Special Ability: Focus (allows Heather's spells to deal more damage), Doublecast (allows her to cast two at once, at the cost of doubling the AP consumption)
Synopsis: The cute, younger cousin of Brash; Heather, who used to hate the arcane artes, is now extremely skilled in the arcane arts and is travelling the world in search of a mystical tome which is said to bring the bearer immense magical power. She believes that once she has this power, the other wizards and mages at her hometown of Centrius will stop teasing her and respect her for who she is. She also knows a thing or two about piloting skyships, to the group's surprise. She volunteers to travel with Princess Lilliana and her friends thinking she can help find the tome, however, she finds a whole new adventure instead, and she thinks that this adventure is the perfect chance to show everyone what she's made of.


F. Quinn Celebio
Age: 24
Sign: Gemini
Weapon used: Bows & Crossbows
Class: Monster Hunter/Beastmaster
Special Ability: Examine (examines enemy's current and maximum HP, weaknesses, and hints on what the enemy does in battle)
Synopsis: The leader of the Nalladian demihuman tribe that lives in the forestlands northeast of present time Rikkania. Even though he is human, the Nalladian tribesmen have accepted him as their leader. He has a soft spot for girls & women, and will not waste any time hitting on the first beautiful female he sees. Some have even claimed that he is obsessed with the opposite sex. Once he lays eyes on Princess Lilliana however, his heart goes into overdrive, and he solely concentrates on winning her heart, despite her attempts to brush him off! Even with Princess Lilliana on his mind all the time, he is also concentrated on helping her with her quest, and he also travels with her to find some answers as to what's going on in the world around him and to see the world as it is with his own two eyes.


G. Brittany Jaspers
Age: 13
Sign: Libra
Weapon used: Whip
Class: Dancer/Gypsy
Special Abilities: Shift (transfers 1/5 of Brittany's current AP and divides it up between the other party members evenly)
Synopsis: A mysterious young demi-human girl with the ability to perform magic by the use of dancing. She has seen many things in her life so far, and oddly, she is assigned by the last of the remaining guardians to observe the actions of the human race, and to retrieve the power of the late dancing sensation, Bonaparte. Although she is only a tender 13 years of age, and she talks funny, she is actually very wise beyond her years, and never seems to be wrong when expressing her opinions on something. Even the last of the guardians know about her magical dancing abilities and they believe that she can inherit the power of the Fallen Gypsy and tap deeply into her dancing abilities. She's the one that keeps everyone happy and content while adventuring, and she, like Kerrie, will always stick by her friends, who have vowed to protect her. Brittany is actually very smart and knows about a LOT of things, she's actually almost as smart as Kerrie! Her long, pointed ears proves that she is one of the few living members of the Nalladian demihuman race. 


H. Tessa Borden
Age: 28
Sign: Capricorn
Weapon used: Rapiers
Class: Mage Knight/Holy Maiden
Special Ability: H. Magic (allows Tessa to cast healing and support spells based on the holy element)
Synopsis: Born in Navarre Sanctuary, but raised in the castle of Navarre, Tessa has built a reputation for herself as the best mage knight in all of Navarre. Some even believe that she's the best in the world, but lately, she's been missing in action from the army of Navarre to take up a personal quest of her own, which involves her former superior and her older sister, Isabella. She eventually learns that her sister isn't the same as she used to be, and tries her hardest to get Isabella to return back to the way she was before, but to no avail. This frustrates Tessa so much to the point where she is almost ready to call it quits on her, but Princess Lilliana and Kerrie won't let her. They ultimately urge her to continue to fight for her sister's life, and when she finally realizes what she must do in order to get Isabella back, Tessa decides to stick with everyone else to get retribution on the one who tried to threaten her sister's life. 



==================
3. Basic Game Info
==================
This section contains some info about what's to expect in the game and someother miscellaneous stuff. Again, this is mainly for those who haven't played games like this before...if you have, then don't read unless you want to.

------------
1. Elements
------------

There are twelve attributes into which all skills/spells/abilities are grouped into. They are: Physical, Magical, Fire, Water, Wind, Earth, Darkness, Light, Time, Nature, Ice & Electric. Except for physical and magical, the others have opposites to them. They are listed below:

Fire > Ice
Water > Electric 
Wind > Earth
Earth > Wind
Darkness > Light
Light > Darkness
Time > Nature
Nature > Time
Ice > Fire
Electric > Water


If an enemy is favorable to a certain element, use the opposite element(s) on it to inflict maximum damage to it. For example, if you are fighting fire based enemies, it's natural to use water or ice against it. Remember that physical and magical have no opposites, but some enemies are immune to physical attacks. In that case, you might want to use magical or elemental against it. Also remember that most flying and floating enemies will take no damage against earth, but will take extra damage against wind.

--------------------------------------
2. Status Abnormalities & Enhancements
--------------------------------------

These are the basic status ailments that you'll run across at least once in the game. Use the proper item(s) to cure that status ailment or the proper spell to inflict that status ailment onto an enemy. You can also see what condition your characters are in in a battle, and what condition your enemy is in, if it has been inflicted with an abnormality or an enhancement and is targeted.

Normal: Your character is fine and has no status ailments affecting him or her. 

Poison: The character will have dots appear above his/her head and wobble a bit. Their HP drops by a percentage after every single action, whether it be from ally or enemy.

Blind: The character's eyes will become darkened, and he/she won't be able to hit their target too well (the hit % drops down to 20%).

Silence: The character can still perform normal attacks, but cannot cast any spells or use any special abilities.

Confuse: The character's head becomes clouded and will randomly attack one of your party members. This is especially bad if the confused character is using a weapon capable of inflicting a status ailment. Attacking a confused character will return him/her to their senses again.

Berserk: The character becomes enraged with fury and will randomly attack an enemy. 

Petrify: Your character turns to stone and cannot act at all. Most attacks will be negated, but if the entire party is petrified, it's a game over, so be careful.

Paralyze: The character becomes shocked and cannot move until cured. This will also drop the character's defense by 50%.

Sleep: The character is put to sleep and cannot move until either attacked physically or cured by an item. 

Stop: The character becomes frozen in time, and cannot act until it wears off. Only Remedial Pills or negative status removing spells can get rid of Stop, or you will have to wait until it wears off.

Freeze: Similar to Stop, this causes the character to become frozen in a blue aura, and prevents them from moving. 

Fear: This condition is similar to poison, but it affects AP rather than HP. It drops the character's AP by a percentage after every action, and reduces all stats by half (except speed). If all party members are feared, you could quickly lose a lot of precious AP.

KO: The character's HP is zero, and is knocked out. The only way to remove KO is to use an Angel Feather, resurrection magic, using a Golden Save golem or by sleeping at an Inn.

Regen: This is a status enhancement that increases a character's HP by a percentage after every single action, meaning that character is able to regain lost HP over time. This can also be used to cancel (not remove) the poison status (if you put regen on someone who is poisoned, the poison won't decrease HP, but the regen won't increase HP either.) A very good status to help with healing.

Strong Regen: This is similar to Regen, however this increases a character's HP by 5% after every single action, and never wears off unless the character is KO'ed or if the battle ends. The only way to achieve this status effect is by the use of Kerrie's Sanctuary spell.

Heighten: This status enhancement is much like Regen, except that it will gradually restore the character's AP over time. A useful status effect for characters that need to use lots of AP for their skills. This can also be used to cancel (not remove) the fear status (if you put heighten on someone who has fear status, the fear won't decrease AP, but the heighten won't increase AP either.)

Slow: An abnormality that reduces the character's speed by half, which causes him/her to take actions less frequently, but the character is still able to fight. Haste does not remove this effect.

Haste: This status enhancement doubles the character's speed, allowing him/her to act more quickly in a fight. Very useful against fast bosses and on slower characters.

Zombie: This causes the character to become like a zombie, and forces them to attack party members randomly, like Confuse. It also drains a percentage of the character's HP after each action, which can really deplete a character quickly! Also, the character loses 100 HP for every step they take on the field.

Focused: (Heather only) This enhancement increases the damage of Heather's magic spells by 20%. This will also increase her magic defense, and she'll take less damage from elemental and magical spells. 

Dualcast: (Heather only) This enhancement allows Heather to cast any selected spell twice in one turn, however, there is a drawback in that this status effect will slowly drain her AP!

Surged: (Lilliana only) This enhancement doubles all of Lilly's stats (except speed) and replaces her old abilities with powerful high-damage neutral skills. Good for taking out bosses.

Boosted: (Brash only) This enhancement doubles Brash's attack power and 
increases the chances for him to get a critical hit. When boosted, he can deal some toppling blows with the right ax in hand.

Frenzy: (Brash only) This enhancement not only doubles Brash's attack power, but also inflicts the Haste status as well! However, this will also render him uncontrollable for the remainder of the battle, or until he's KO'ed. It will also deal 1% of Brash's maximum HP of damage to him per round. With the right axes in hand, this can be your best friend in a fight!

Invisible: (Brittany only) This enhancement is only achieved through the use of Brittany's Aurora's Wind dance, which she gets towards the end of Chapter 3. When used, it will completely negate all physical attacks coming her way, and it will set Haste status on her, however, skills and magic spells will still harm her!


---------------------------------------------
3. Reading the Boss Information & Statistics
---------------------------------------------

When reading the boss information stated in this guide, you will see their statistics listed in the following format:

==================
BOSS: Zombie
==================
HP: 500, AP: 15, EXP: 1000, G: 500, Spoils: Remedial Pill (100% chance of getting)
Weak: Fire, Light
Nullify: Darkness
Suggested Level: 2
Suggested Party: Lilliana
Attacks: Normal attack (~15-20 damage), Claw Swipe (~25), Sleep Breath (causes sleep)

What everything means:
HP: Boss's Hit Points - how much damage you need to deal in order to defeat it.
AP: Boss's Ability Points - how many ability points it has for using skills and spells. Be warned that some bosses can use spells without consuming AP.
EXP: The experience point total that is added to all surviving characters after defeating the boss. When your current EXP reaches or exceeds the total points needed, that character will gain a level.
G: The amount of gilla that is awarded to your party after defeating the boss.
Spoils: The item(s) that will be awarded to your party after defeating the boss. You will also see a number in parenthesis after the item; this is the success chance that the item will drop.
Weak: The attribute the boss is weak to. Hitting the boss with these attributes will result in the boss taking extra damage.
Nullify: The attribute the boss will nullify. Hitting the boss with these attributes will result in the boss taking 0 damage.
Half: The attribute the boss will halve. Hitting the boss with these attributes will result in the boss taking only 50% of the damage.
Absorb: The attribute the boss will absorb. Hitting the boss with these attribute will result in the boss being healed.
Suggested Level: The recommended level that your party should be at in order to fight the boss and comfortably handle its attacks. Of course, nothing is stopping you from fighting the boss at a lower or higher level than what is indicated here.
Suggested Party: The recommended party that you should use to battle the boss with the most efficiency. Of course, nothing is stopping you from fighting the boss with a different party - if you think you can handle it, although in some cases, the party listed here is forced upon you by the game, and you won't be able to do anything about that (you will see 'Forced' in parenthesis next to the party if this is the case).
Attacks: Abilities and spells that are used by the boss during battle.

NOTE: All bosses and mini-bosses will take normal damage from all attributes unless indicated under Weak, Nullify, Half and/or Absorb.


==============================
TIPS TO REMEMBER WHILE IN GAME
==============================

- Always, always SAVE OFTEN! You never know what'll happen either in the game, or in real life. The Save Golems are placed in the game for a reason - use them. The brown golems will only save your game, but the golden golems will not only let you save, they will also fully restore your party! You can also save anywhere on any of the three overworld maps. Saving in multiple slots is also a good idea.

- Talk to everyone you meet. You never know what they will tell you. It's also a good idea to talk to everyone more than once and revisit places that you've been to before to learn any new information.

- Only run away from a battle if you absolutely have to. I will tell you right now: If you're a completionist and want to find absolutely everything in this game, you do NOT want to run away from too many battles (see sidequests for more info). You've been warned.

- Always play smart in your battles. If you're up against a monster that uses many status effects, it's natural to equip your party with status resisting gear beforehand; likewise, if you're up against a flying monster, use Quinn, or a monster that's weak against a certain element, use Heather, or a monster that can only be hit by physical attacks, use Race or Brash. Get a feel for the what the enemy does, then fight accordingly.

- Always keep a healthy amount of sundries in your inventory. If you like to use skills and spells a lot, it's obvious that you should keep a good supply of the colored potions. Healing potions, status removing items, Angel Feathers, Remedial Pills - keep some of each item at all times. 



==============
4. Walkthrough
==============


The meat of the walkthrough begins here. Enjoy! Important notes that should be heeded are marked in bold and red text. MAKE SURE YOU READ THESE - I'm not putting them in red text for nothing.


						xxxxxxxxxx
						 PROLOGUE
						xxxxxxxxxx

After selecting New Game on the title screen, you're treated to a few intro scenes. After those are over, you're asked to select a scenario. There are three scenarios to choose from; you have to finish all three of them to finish the prologue and start Chapter 1. You can play the scenarios in any order you choose; however I would recommend playing Kerrie's scenario first, followed by Race's scenario, and finally Lilliana's scenario. However, it's all up to you to decide which order you want to complete the scenarios - you'll have to do all three eventually to begin the first chapter anyway. This walkthrough will go in order of the scenarios listed in the game.


--------------------------------------------------------
Lilliana's Scenario: A Young Princess Craving Adventure
--------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------
S1-1: Castle City Syrius
----------------------------
Treasures: Antidote Leaf (1), Small Potion (2), Blue Potion (1), 200 G (1), Hide Shield (1)
Enemies: None
Suggested Level: 1

Lilliana is the main protagonist of the game, and her scenario starts out in Castle Syrius, where she and her father King Syrius are attending a banquet of some sort. They'll talk for a bit, and then the princess will head off to her room, where she speaks with her late mother. After a lengthy conversation, you're treated to another scene in the audience hall. The soldiers tell Princess Lilliana that the king is missing and she decides to find him. 

At this point, you can take control of her and walk around the castle. Take this time to look around the castle and loot it for some goodies, and talking to the guards that are positioned around the place. When you're done here, head outside.

Before you can enter the residential sector, a woman named Melanie stops you and tells Lilliana that she'll be travelling around the world to teach her new poleskills. Then she hands you the Wooden Pole; equip this now. So, basically, if you want to learn Lilliana's poleskills, you'll have to heed Melanie's hints and find her. Go south to enter the residential sector.

Talk to all the locals that are wandering about the residential sector. You can also buy items from the Item Shop, but you don't have to unless you're not feeling confident. This is also your first chance to save your game progress at the Save Golem inside the Inn. (Make sure you save often, there's a Save Golem in almost every town, and inside of almost every dungeon.) After exploring town, head to the northwest corner. You'll hear someone screaming soon enough. If you talked to some of the locals, they'll tell you that a little girl named Kamona is missing her dog, and they'll direct you to a large house to the west. Go there and speak to Kamona's mother to learn that the dog was last seen headed toward Syrius Beach. This may seem like an odd task, but Lilly agrees to find the dog and bring it back for little Kamona. 

After talking to them, you are able to leave the castle. Doing so will put you on the world map for the first time. Head south along the beach to find your destination.

*NOTE: (The weapon shop's storage room is currently locked. You will find the key to it after a battle in Chapter 2. Make sure you equip your party here before heading out.)

----------------------
S1-2: Syrius Beach
----------------------
Treasures: Small Potion (3)
Enemies: Green Beetle, Beach Squid
Suggested Level: 1

Here's where you can see your first action with monsters. Make sure you fight and kill all the monsters here for experience and more Small Potions; they have high drop rates.

Anyway, fight around as much as you want, and talk to the woman walking around. She'll give you 3 Small Potions and send you on your way. Continue on south until you reach the next area, the Beach Cavern.

-----------------------
S1-3: Beach Cavern
-----------------------
Treasures: Small Potion (1), Hide Helmet (1), Small Potion (1), Small 
Potion (1), Hide Armor (1)
Enemies: Green Beetle, Beach Squid, Petite Demon
Suggested Level: 1 - 2

There's one new monster in here, the Petite Demon, but the other monsters here are the same ones you fought on the beach. This place is very easy to navigate; collect the treasures - make sure you grab the Hide Helmet and the Hide Armor before attempting to fight the Zombie here. You will notice the dog and a monster facing off soon enough, when you intervene, the monster attacks you instead.

=======================================================================
BOSS FIGHT: Zombie

HP: 500, AP: 15, EXP: 1500, G: 500, Spoils: Strength Pill (100%)
Weak: Fire, Light
Nullify: Darkness
Suggested Level: 2
Suggested Party: Lilliana (forced)
Attacks: Normal attack (~15-20 damage), Claw Swipe (~25), Sleep Breath (causes sleep)

Simple battle. Attack and heal when your HP gets lower than 35. You should only need to heal maybe two or three times, but you should have plenty of potions by now if you're level 2. Sleep Breath can only be used once; if it connects, just wait until he attacks again and it'll go away. Just don't let him catch you with Sleep Breath when you're low on HP. If you game over here, you really do not need to be playing this game. 
=======================================================================

Now that the Zombie has been disposed of, you can rescue the dog and head back to Kamona and her mother. Don't forget to use the Strength Pill you just won, or you can save it for someone else. Return the dog to them, and Kamona's mother mentions King Syrius heading southwest towards the town of Macroon. Save at the Golem if you need to, then head back out of the city to end Lilliana's scenario. You're then returned to the scenario selection screen.


--------------------------------------------------------
Race's Scenario: A Soldier Who's On The Run
--------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------
S2-1: Timberwood Forest
------------------------------
Treasures: Padded Helmet, Small Potion (1), Small Potion (1), Blue Potion (1), Power Pill, Small Potion (2)
Enemies: Bumblebee, Mud Mangler, Goblin, Poison Beetle
Suggested Level: 1

This short scenario starts out in the forest of Timberwood, where a soldier is on the run from Navarrian sentries. Soon, a small girl from the village shows up and gives him back his ID badge that he dropped earlier, and then tells him about the monsters in the forest and gives you 5 Antidote Leaves. 

Bumblebees and Poison Beetles can inflict poison status, so be careful around them. Use Power Missile to take these guys out in one hit. If you run out of Antidote Leaves, Bumblebees drop them at a 50% rate, and Poison Beetles drop Blue Potions at a 40% rate. Good time to stock up.

After their conversation is over, head east into the forest. Use the Save Golem in this area to save your game and walk south, and then to the left corner to find a chest with a Padded Helmet inside. Put this on to increase your defense slightly, then head east. You'll see two chests, both containing Small Potions. Make sure you fight the monsters out here and gain a level or two before exiting Timberwood Forest. Head to the upper right area to exit to the next area. 

Head north from here. If you go back, you'll have to traverse a small maze, and if you get lost, take the left path first, then the bottom path, then the right path, and then the right path again, then backtrack. Make sure you get the Power Pill and the Blue Potion in this area, then head north again. The chest to the right has two Small Potions inside, pick them up and then exit the forest to the world map.

On the world map, head northeast until you see a village to the north next to a river. Enter.

---------------------------------
S2-2: River Village Macroon
---------------------------------
Treasures: Magic Pill (1), Antidote Ring (1), Small Potion (1), Angel Feather
(1), Angel Feather (10)
Enemies: N. Soldier, N. Captain
Suggested Level: 2 - 3

Approach the river and you'll find out the bridge is out, obviously. That sucks. You're then confronted by Navarrian sentries and their captain. There's no way out of this one, so you'll have to fight your way out of it.

=======================================================================
MINI-BOSS: Navarrian Soldier x3

HP: 70; AP: 12; EXP: 75; G: 30; Spoils: Small Potion (100%)
Suggested Level: 2+
Suggested Party: Race (forced)
Attacks: Normal attack, Slash

1 Power Missile for each soldier will do the trick. You'll get your AP restored for the next battle, so don't worry. If you somehow get low on HP, use a Small Potion.

=======================================================================

The soldiers may have been defeated, but that Captain isn't going to go down that easily. It'll take some work to bring him down.

=======================================================================
BOSS FIGHT: Navarre Captain

HP: 750; AP: 100; EXP: 1000; G: 500; Spoils: Strength Pill (100%)
Suggested Level: 2+
Suggested Party: Race (forced)
Attacks: Normal attack, Slash, Multi Slasher

This battle is a little tougher, so be careful. Multi Slasher is used when he gets below 50% HP, other than that, he'll attack or use Slash. You can Power Missile him five times before running out of AP (unless you overlevelled); if he doesn't die after the fifth Power Missile, just finish him off with regular attacks instead of wasting a Blue Potion. Heal up when your HP gets below 50 to avoid being killed by Multi Slasher. You get another Strength Pill here.

=======================================================================

After the battle, Race says a few words, and the scenario ends.


----------------------------------------------------------------
Kerrie's Scenario: A Priestess Seeking Someone Dear
----------------------------------------------------------------

-----------------------------
S3-1: Navarre Sanctuary
-----------------------------
Treasures: Blue Potion (1), Blue Potion (1), Blue Potion (1), Small Potion (2), Yellow Pin (1), Hide Helmet
Enemies: None
Suggested Level: 1

Kerrie's scenario takes place inside a local Navarrian sanctuary in the middle of the night with the high priest researching some information. Another priest and a priestess join him in a short conversation. Eventually, the High Priest Nain dismisses the other priest so he could have a chat with the priestess Kerrie. She explains to him why she is travelling and why she came to this particular sanctuary. 

She tells him that she is an impathic priestess, meaning she has the power to sense the feelings and emotions of those around her, and also a summoner of the "Memory". Nain then tells her about a book which may help Kerrie find the person who she's looking for and that it could be found in the basement of the sanctuary. She agrees to find the book, and after Nain tells her that there's monsters down there, he wishes her luck. You can take control of Kerrie now.

Before heading down to that basement, loot the main sanctuary for items; you'll find most of the chests upstairs in the rooms above. You can also find a Save Golem in the same room where Bishop Nain is located, save your game here. When you're ready to proceed, take the east path and go down the hallway (making sure to stop in the small room for a treasure along the way) and you'll see the stairs to the basement in the next room. Go on down.


-------------------------------
S3-2: Sanctuary Basement
-------------------------------
Treasures: Violet Leaf (1), Super Agility Pill (1), Remedial Pill (2), Eyedrops (1), 
Enemies: Magic Orb, Disfigured, Petite Demon
Suggested Level: 1

Magic Orbs and Disfigured like to lower your stats, but they shouldn't be a threat. Petite Demons are a little more sturdier, however. Just kill them; Kerrie's high critical hit rate from her Umbrella should take these guys out in one or two hits.

Go down the stairs, then make your way north at the fork to pick up a Violet Leaf. Fight enemies as you go; they are very easy to kill, even for Kerrie. Most should die in two hits on average. Find the stairs on the southern end of the room and go down. Work your way through the next room and find the stairs in the center. Go down. In the third room, there are two sets of stairs leading down. The bottom path will eventually lead you to a dead end. The stairs next to the wall will lead you to a chest containing a Remedial Pill, the bottom set will keep you on track to your destination. Take those stairs. 

On B4, follow the path until you get to a fork in the path. Take the northern passage all the way around to get to a staircase leading up. You'll find a Super Agility Pill in the chest here. I would actually save this for Race, as he needs the agility boost more than Kerrie does, but if you want to use it now, go right ahead. Backtrack to B4, and go to the fork again. This time, head west and down the stairs at the end of the large path. 

Go down the LONG stairwell and fight enemies if you run into any. You'll eventually be in B6, which is the final floor. There is a Save Golem to your left, use it now. Now head around. Before going up the small flight of stairs, continue left and you'll reach a chest containing some Eyedrops. 

Now go up those stairs and Kerrie will find the book that Bishop Nain was talking about earlier in the scenario. Before Kerrie can finish researching however, a monster rudely interrupts her reading and attacks her!


=======================================================================
BOSS FIGHT: Arcanshroome

HP: 400; AP: 400; EXP: 1500; G: 500; Spoils: Red Potion (100%)
Half: Fire, Water, Wind, Dark, Light, Ice, Time, Nature, Electric
Nullify: Earth
Weak: Ranged
Suggested Level: 2+
Suggested Party: Kerrie (forced)
Attacks: Normal attack, Green Vine, Waterwhirl

Should be a rather easy fight for the priestess. Waterwhirl is used when he gets below 50% HP, but this boss can be silenced. So cast Seal to stop his spellcasting. Seal may not connect on the first try; keep casting it until it connects. Cast Protect to reduce his physical damage and just attack him. You will probably need to heal only once. If silence wears off, recast Seal. Use a Blue Potion if your AP runs low.

=======================================================================

After the battle with Arcanshroome, Kerrie finds out what she wants to know, and now she's even more determined to find the other summoner. Return to Bishop Nain in the main room of the sanctuary and he'll see you off. Exit the sanctuary to end the scenario.


When all three scenarios are complete, Chapter 1 starts officially. You now are in control of Lilliana again in front of the city. From your position, Macroon is southwest, so head that way.


						

						xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
						CHAPTER 1: REUNION
						xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx



---------------------------------
1-1: River Village Macroon
---------------------------------
Treasures: Magic Pill (1), Antidote Ring (1), Small Potion (1), Angel Feather
(1), Angel Feather (10)
Enemies: None
Suggested Level: 3+

When you arrive in Macroon, approach the bridge. You'll see Race on the other side, and she assumes that he destroyed the bridge. After Race tries to convince the Princess that Navarrian sentries destroyed it and that he isn't a part of them, Kerrie arrives shortly after looking for the Princess. Race tells her that he is also looking for the King, and Kerrie is looking for the Princess wishing to ask her questions about the Memory, Lilliana realizes that it would be best to travel together to find King Syrius. 

She believes that he may in be in Timberwood, but there's one problem: Lilliana is on the wrong side of the river! So she'll have to find a way across herself. Enter the hut nearest the river and speak to the man inside, and he'll tell you that the person who can fix the bridge is still at Syrius Beach. Leave town and head for the beach again.

Once there, speak to the woman wandering around and tell her that the bridge in Macroon is out. She'll meet you back there, so walk back to Macroon and talk to the woodwoman. Take a nap in the hut, and the bridge gets fixed overnight. Now that the bridge is fixed, you can access the southern half of the village, and after a short conversation with Race and Kerrie, they both join your party. 

So now you have a party of three. Take this time to upgrade your party up to the Padded Gear from the Armor Shop, and if you kept that Super Agility Pill from Kerrie's scenario, give that to Race or Kerrie. If you have a spare set of Eyedrops, you can give them to the old man in the house on the bottom to receive a nice gift - ten Angel Feathers! Talk to the rest of the villagers and they'll tell you how to get through the maze in Timberwood Forest, which is your next destination. Leave town and head southwest to Timberwood.

---------------------------------
1-2: Timberwood Forest revisited
---------------------------------
Treasures: Padded Helmet, Small Potion (1), Small Potion (1), Blue Potion (1), Power Pill, Small Potion (2)
Enemies: Goblin, Mud Mangler, Bumblebee, Poison Beetle, Flitterbird, Cottonball
Suggested Levels: 3+

If you've leveled each character to at least level 2 during their respective scenarios, they should now be at or very close to level 3. You've been through here before during Race's scenario. So you should know how to get through the forest. If you paid attention to the villagers in Macroon, you should know how to get through the maze. 

I hope you bought some Antidote Leaves and a few Eyedrops from the village - the Poison Beetles and the Bumblebees have special attacks which can cause poison to a party member, so be careful. There are also two new enemies inhabiting the forest: the Cottonball and the Flitterbird. If you encounter a Flitterbird, make sure you go after it first, as it can heal any other enemies. This is also a good opportunity to gain some levels, so it would be a very good idea to do just that (the Flitterbird x2 + Cottonball x2 formation gives over 300 EXP!). Try to reach level 4 at this time.

Work your way through the forest, first by going south, then west into the mini maze. Then at the start of the maze, go right, then down, left, then left again. Then work your way west until you reach Timberwood Village. 

There's a sign along the way in case you get lost. When you reach the village, you learn that King Syrius isn't here, and Race almost falls to pieces trying to figure out who Lilliana is talking to. Eventually you'll have to reenter the forest to find the monster who has the villagers hostage, so go back to the Save Golem located at the entrance to the forest. Save there, and get ready for a boss fight. Go west and Kerrie persuades the monster to release the villagers. It doesn't pay attention to her, and your presence sets it off. You'll have to beat the monster first.

=======================================================================
BOSS FIGHT: Gloom Tree

HP: 2,000; AP: 200; EXP: 5,000; G: 2,000; Spoils: Cudgel (20%)
Nullify: Dark, Nature
Weak: Fire
Suggested level: 4+
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Race & Kerrie (forced)
Attacks: Normal attack, Double attack, Heal Water, Root Striker, Absorption Wave 

Your first real boss battle. Everyone should be at least level 4. Beware of Root Striker as it hits everyone. Absorption Wave is also strong and heals him. Double Attack has a 1/12 chance to cause a critical hit, which can be dangerous. Power Missile is your best form of damage right now, so try to save the Blue Potions for Race when he runs out of AP. Put Kerrie on healing duty and Lilliana should just attack as that's pretty much all she can do right now. Heal up if anyone's HP falls below 100. Cudgel drops at 20% rate, and is a slightly stronger weapon for Lilliana. If you don't get it, no problem.

=======================================================================


After the battle, release the villagers which are placed in a hidden cellar under the bushes. You'll automatically return to Timberwood Village, where you go through a lengthy dialogue scene. Here is where you learn the relationship between Lilliana, the Memory Staff, and Kerrie.


-------------------------------------
1-3: Forest Village Timberwood
-------------------------------------
Treasures: Eyedrops (1), Padded Armor (1)
Enemies: None
Suggested Level: 5+


After the touching scene in the inn, you can take some time to explore the village, and more importantly, you can purchase your first spells here. Take Kerrie to the magic shop and buy Confuse, Might, and Berserk. Next, visit the item and weapon shop and purchase some weapon upgrades for the party; these include the Cudgel for Lilliana, the Sentry Blade for Race and a Battle Umbrella for Kerrie. Then talk to the villagers to learn the way to Navarre - you'll need to travel through the mountains near Syrius. 

Also, don't forget to speak to Melanie to get Lilliana's first poleskill: Hard Strike! You can find her near the entrance to the forest, inside of the small cemetary. So, after you're done here, return to the world map and take a trip to the cavern just southwest of the city. This is the Mountain Pass.

-----------------------
1-4: Mountain Pass
-----------------------
Treasure: Antidote Leaf (1), Leather Cloak
Enemies: Goblin, Mud Mangler, Poison Beetle, Bumblebee, Cottonball, Flitterbird
Suggested Level: 5+

The Mountain Pass is another simple, yet straightforward dungeon to get through, with the same enemies you fought in Timberwood. If you need to purchase items, there is a shopkeeper standing outside on the first screen. 

It may take you some time to get through here, there are many paths that lead to dead ends. Find the Antidote Leaf, then head north. Now, you'll need to jump over the small pits to get to the other side. Just make sure you level up to level 7 if you can, you might want the extra HP and stats. Before leaving the room, examine the sword icon and pick up the Explosion Sword swordskill for Race. Exit the cave and you'll end up outside again. 

Follow the path and onto the next area. Continue to follow the path until it splits. Head east, follow the path and you'll score a Leather Cloak in a chest at the very end. Equip that, then backtrack around and exit the Mountain Pass to the west. On the world map, head south and around the lake until you reach the next village, which would be...

---------------------------
1-5: Lake Village Plieko
---------------------------
Treasure: None
Enemies: None
Suggested Level: 7+


Nothing much going on in this small village; all you need to do is find and speak to a soldier named Marcos. The shops here sell the same weapons and armor as the ones in Timberwood, so if you didn't get a Cudgel from the Gloom Tree battle, go ahead and buy one here, also make sure you have the Sentry Blade for Race, and the Battle Umbrella for Kerrie. If you didn't get these weapons in Timberwood, get them now, because they will last you for the rest of this chapter and a little way into Chapter 2. Then make sure you buy some items from the shop if you need them. 

Visit Marcos's house (it's the middle house on the top row). Talk to him and you'll learn that Lilliana really wants to help out and she says she wants to join in the fighting, then Marcos says to catch a boat to Syrius in the town of Kaskonia, which lies to the west. After the conversation, sleep at the Inn, then head west to Kaskonia. 

NOTE: If your team is level 5 or below, I would strongly advise you to go back to the Mountain Pass and level all three characters to at least level 6, 7 would be even better.


------------------------------
1-6: Market City Kaskonia
------------------------------
Treasure: 500 G (in barrel in northwest corner of city)
Enemies: None
Suggested Level: 7+

As soon as you enter, you learn that a special event will occur concerning King Syrius in the Town Square soon. 15 minutes to be exact. There's no way to skip this event, so why don't you put that time to good use and start buying and trading for some items at the market. You can trade for much better armor, your first set of accessories, and a few other unique items here at the market. The items that you should be going for are as follows:

------------------------------------------------------------------------Insomniac Ring 
-Loudmouth Bracer
-Shade Ring 
-Sanity Ring 
-Spirit Bracer 
-Speedy Bracer 
-Shield Bracer 
-Antidote Ring 
-Leather Vest
-Chain Mail
-Leather Shield 
-Silk Robe
-Leather Helm 
-Tiara
-Leather Cloak 
-Chain Plate 
-Broken Part 1 
-Orc Trinket 

The Silk Robe might come in handy for a future boss fight in Chapter 2. Get it if you want - it's up to you.

The Orc Trinket is the key to opening those purple crystals (like the one you saw at Timberwood Village). Powerful hidden bosses await inside each one. It's advised that you be at an extremely high level before taking on any of them!

If you can't get all this stuff within the 15 minute time period, you can always come back at the beginning of Chapter 2 and shop with no time limit.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Here are some tips to get you started on your trading:

1. Start on the eastern side of the market. Goods here, such as the Grain Rice, the spices, and other stuff tend to sell for Gilla. Buy as much as you think you need. A good start is to buy 99 bags of grain rice, then move on to the Lavender Spice and Mahogany Spices. Then go from there.

2. If there is more than one merchant selling the same goods, buy from the one that is the cheapest. 

3. Spend as much money as you can. I'll tell you why a little later. In other words buy as much as you can in 15 minutes.

4. You may not need the accessories now. You can buy the same accessories later in stores, although at a higher price. They are cheaper here, so you may want them here and now. 

5. Try to trade for the strongest armor, helmet, and shields. 

6. You DO have 15 minutes, so take your time and shop around to look for the best deals.

If you shopped right, at the end of the 15 minutes, you should have the
following equipment on your characters:

Lilliana: Cudgel, Chain Plate, Tiara, Shield Bracer.
Race: Sentry Blade, Leather Shield, Chain Armor, Padded Helmet, Speedy Bracer.
Kerrie: Battle Umbrella, Large Shield, Leather Cloak, Leather Helmet, Loudmouth Bracer.

*NOTE: You don't have to have it this way. You may switch them around as you choose, although this setup is the most effective.

After 15 minutes is up, you'll be automatically taken to the Town Square. It seems that a nice blue tower has been built in the name of the Navarrian King from King Syrius. That can't be true...King Syrius has been missing for a while now. So, it's obvious that this king is a fake. Xanabie, an advisor, tells the king to pick a contestant for the upcoming battle at the battle arena. Guess who he picks? Lilliana, of course. After she's been chosen, you're automatically taken out of town, so head over to the arena, which is just east of town.

-----------------------------
1-7: Kaskonia Colosseum
-----------------------------
Treasure: Leather Cloak (1), Mid-Potion (1), Tiara (1)
Enemies: None
Suggested Level: 7+

Speak to the young woman at the front desk, and she'll send you off toward the contestant rooms to your right. Before you go though, get some Sanity Serums; around 5-10 should do. You might need them very soon. Make sure you grab the Leather Cloak, the Mid Potion, and the Tiara(which either Lilliana or Kerrie can use) before going into the last room. This is where you'll meet the current champion, Brash Thompson. He can't believe that his opponent is a girl, and decides to go easy on her - if she hands him all of their gilla! (This is why I told you to spend as much money as you can at the market.) 

You have no choice, so hand Brash all of your money, and we can get this fight started. Soon enough, you enter the battleground itself, and then the fight ensues. Brash, who is indeed going easy on Lilliana, won't do any damage to her, so you don't need to worry about healing. Just keep attacking him until he goes down. 

After the fight's over with, Xanabie comes out and is upset because Brash went easy on the princess. His real job was to kill her, but since Brash has a soft spot for money, he couldn't do it. Now Xanabie is really upset, and everyone will see what he REALLY is....

=======================================================================
BOSS FIGHT: Xanabie (1st fight)

HP: 5,000; AP: 500; EXP: 10,000; G: 10,000; Spoils: Red Potion (75%)
Nullify: Wind, Earth, Dark, Light, Time, Nature, Electric
Absorb: Fire
Weak: Ice
Suggested Levels: 7+
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Race, Kerrie, Brash (forced)
Attacks: Double attack, Under-Roaster, Flame Rust, Fireball, Confuse

Under Roaster will hurt on a character hit by Flame Rust, remember that. Also, beware of Fireball and Confuse. Stay close to or at full HP as much as possible. Power Missile does great as does Hard Strike. Brash should just attack; hope for criticals from him especially. Kerrie needs to keep everyone healthy.

=======================================================================

After the battle, your engaged in a lengthy conversation. Brash decides to join the Princess and her friends, so now you have a full party of four. END OF CHAPTER ONE.


						

						xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
						CHAPTER 2: IN PURSUIT OF XANABIE
						xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx




Return to Kaskonia. If you missed out buying any items at the marketplace, you're free to do so now with no time limit, so take your time and make sure you get everything that you need. After purchasing anything that you couldn't get before from the marketplace, head up to the dock and pay 50 G to ride the ship over to Syrius. 

--------------------------------------
2-1: Castle City Syrius (2nd visit)
--------------------------------------
Treasures: None
Enemies: N. Elite, N. General
Suggested Levels: 8+

You must dispatch ten groups of soldiers before you can enter the castle grounds, so search the city and kill off all the soldiers. Normal attacks are more than enough to deal with these guys, but make sure to keep your HP up.

Once that's done, head for the castle grounds and face off with more soldiers. In the third battle, you'll have to fight two more sentries as well as a general. 

=======================================================================
MINI-BOSS: Navarre General

HP: 2,000; AP: 150; EXP: 1,500; G: 1,500; Spoils: Shop Key (100%)
Attacks: Normal Attack, Double Attack, Charge Up, Lifestealer, Under Roaster
Suggested Level: 9+
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Race, Kerrie, Brash (forced)

Shouldn't be too difficult. Lifestealer and Under Roaster are his best attacks. Just use Hard Strikes/Power Missiles and normal attacks from Brash until he dies. Have Kerrie keep everyone healthy and toss a Might spell at Brash sometime during the fight to increase his damage a bit.

=======================================================================

You now have to fight with Gordavon.

=======================================================================
BOSS FIGHT: Gordavon (1st fight)

HP: 4,500; AP: 300; EXP: 6,500; G: 5,000; Spoils: Double Mace (20%)
Absorb: Electric
Attacks: Normal attack, Flash Shock, Multi Slasher, Recover
Suggested Level: 9+
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Race, Kerrie, Brash (forced)

Kill off his support first, then concentrate on Gordavon. Flash Shock hits everyone for nearly 100 damage, so Kerrie should try her best to keep everyone healthy. Gordavon starts healing when his HP gets below 50%, so keep up the pressure. Do Hard Strike with Lilliana, Power Missile or Explosion Sword with Race and attack with Brash. If Kerrie needs help with healing, have someone use a Small Potion.

*NOTE: Gordavon may drop the Double Mace after the fight, which is Lilliana's strongest weapon in this point of the game. It's a 20% drop, so if you don't get it, it's no big deal. You can still purchase the Long Staff, which is the next best thing.

=======================================================================

After the fight, GO INTO THE CASTLE to make sure everyone's ok, then go back into the city. The weapon store is now selling better equipment, so make sure you go there first to upgrade your party's equipment. If you didn't get the Double Mace from the Gordavon fight, make sure you pick up a Long Staff for Lilliana, a Broad Sword for Race, and two Bronze Axes for Brash. You don't need to buy the Parasol, as you will be able to get one in the next section shortly. Also pick up a Casque for Race. Brash won't need any armor upgrades from this shop, but also get two Chain Plates for the women, and upgrade Kerrie's and Race's shields to Large Shields. 

If you have extra money, you may also want a Power Bracer for Lilliana so she can hit harder and a Shield Bracer for Kerrie to up her defense. You can also take that Shop Key you won during the invasion to unlock the storage room behind the shop to find a Mystic Potion, 1,500 gilla, a Splint Mail and a Super Agility Pill, as well as an Arcane Pill and a Strength Pill in the cabinets. The Splint Mail should go to Brash since he has less defense than Race, and the Super Agility Pill should go to either Brash, Race or Lilliana. That should do it. Make sure you get the best stuff from this shop, because your next upgrade is a long time from this point.

Next thing you should do is to stop by the library and speak to Melanie, who has a new poleskill for Lilliana. She will teach her Twin Spiraller, which hits one enemy with magical damage. MAKE SURE YOU PICK THIS UP!! You'll need to have already learned Hard Strike before you can learn this, so if you don't have Hard Strike, you'll need to go back to Timberwood Village and learn it first. Get this skill because you'll probably be using it for quite a while. 

Now that you're all set and ready to go, save at the Save Golem near the Inn, and head south to Macroon. In order to get to the Forbidden Island, the party must get to Beach Port Agradia, which is on the other side of the vast Faerie Grasslands, on the southern tip of the continent. It's quite a trip from where you are now. You should see a hut to the south between some mountains. Enter and talk to the guy there if you want, but you will soon discover that the entrance to the Faerie Grasslands is blocked by a magical barrier that the faeries put up to keep monsters and humans out. There's two items that you'll need in order to cross, the Mystic Bell (which will dispel the barrier) and the Wisp Earrings, which allows you to communicate with the faeries. Kerrie tells you that the Mystic Bell can be found on a place called Serenity Isle. Let's retrive the first item now. 

From Macroon, bypass the town, and head west to Timberwood, but instead of entering the forest, travel along the western path and eventually you should end back up at Kaskonia. Enter the market and then go to the docks. Pay the boatman 50 G to sail over to the Serenity Isle. 

*NOTE: You may want to level Lilliana up to 11 before getting on the boat so she will learn Deluge Field, which make the upcoming boss fight a little easier.

===================
2-2: Serenity Isle
===================
Treasure: Parasol, Spirit Pill, Mystic Bell
Enemies: Terrapin
Suggested Levels: 11+

Serenity Isle is a peaceful sanctuary for wildlife, and it has many trees and waterfalls around. Getting through here is a piece of cake, as there are no enemies in the area, only a boss at the end. For starters, head across the bridge and make your way easy and wrap your way around to the bottom right corner of your screen. Here you should see a little bridge. Cross it and claim the Parasol for Kerrie from the chest here, then turn around and head northwest to the next area. If you didn't already buy a Parasol from Syrius, make sure you get this. The central path here is blocked by flowers, so you can't go that way...yet. Instead, keep heading west. In the third area, cross the bridge and head north. 

Search behind the tree closest to the river to find a Spirit Pill (give this to Kerrie), and head south. Cross another thin bridge to find a switch; activate it and you'll hear the sound of something moving in the east. Head back to the previous room. Check the middle path again to find the flowers that previously blocked your way gone, so go on up that path. Use the Save Golem located here. If you got the Silk Robe from the marketplace, equip it on Kerrie now. Head north and open the chest to find the Mystic Bell. Kerrie tells you about its mystical powers, but before long, you're interrupted by something big...

=======================================================================
BOSS: Terrapin

HP: 5,100; AP: 1,000; EXP: 7,000; G: 1,750; Spoils: Resist Water (100%)
Half: Wind, Dark, Light, Time, Nature, Ice
Nullify: Earth
Absorb: Water
Weak: Fire, Electric
Suggested Level: 11+
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Race, Kerrie, Brash (forced)
Attacks: Gusher, Aquablast, Recover, Water Claw, Seal

Try to have Lilliana's Deluge Field spell for this fight, as it will halve all water damage. You can live without it, though. If Kerrie has the Silk Robe equipped and Deluge Field is used on her, she'll take 0 damage from all of the boss's water attacks. Water Claw is dangerous to Kerrie because it adds silence, as does Seal. Aquablast is his strongest attack, but he won't start using it until he loses 50% of his HP. Use Twin Spiraller, Explosion Sword and Brash's normal attacks. Heal when needed. Aquablast may give you some problems if you do not have Deluge Field.

=======================================================================

After the battle, you'll get the Mystic Bell. Return to the Save Golem and head south. Watch the scene and you'll jump into the water.

==========================
2-3: Ocean Fortress Ruins
==========================
Treasure: None
Enemies: None
Suggested Level: 11+

Another conversation takes place. Head east, then use the teleporter. You're now back at Castle City Syrius.

Now that you're back at square one again, exit the castle unless you need items or need to sleep and save and you're back on the world map. This time, you need to head for the Misty Forest; to get there, head southwest towards Macroon and bypass the town. When you get to the fork that leads to Timberwood and the Faerie Grasslands, go east this time. Keep going and cross the bridge and you'll see another sign. The Misty Forest is directly north of this sign (it tells you anyway), so enter the forest.


==================
2-4: Misty Forest 
==================
Treasure: Speedy Bracer (1), Blue Potion (1), Small Potion (1), Antidote Leaf (1),
Insomniac Ring (1)
Enemies: Mist Mangler, Myconid, Wind Mage, Helpershroom
Suggested Levels: 11+

This is a good place to gain a few levels. Especially look out for a monster called Helpershroom - it has 150 HP and killing just one will net you 350 EXP! However, they ALWAYS go first, and they have a tendency to run from the fight, so be advised. They can be inflicted with berserk status, so if you get the chance, have Kerrie cast Berserk on them to prevent them from running away. Kill as many as you can in order to gain some quick EXP. Try to get everyone to level 13 before leaving here.

Anyway, as you enter, you can take one of two paths, left or right. The right one will eventually lead you to a dead end, but has a new skill for Race and quite a few treasure chests worth getting. Nab the Mental Blade swordskill (steals enemy AP) and the chests, then backtrack and take the left path. Go down to find a Speedy Bracer (great for characters like Brash or Race who are slow in battle.), then go back and take the upper right path to enter the next area. Work your way to the right, fighting (or avoiding) monsters as you go, then head north through the maze of trees until you reach the world map again. Head north to the sanctuary.


======================
2-5: Syrius Sanctuary
======================
Treasure: Leather Cloak, Power Pill x2, Valor Pill, Wisp Earrings (1)
Enemies: Alligator, Dark Crocodile, Venom Snake, Lizzard, Mist Mangler, Helpershroom, Myconid, Wind Mage, Bronze Baron
Suggested Levels: 13+

Start by saving at the Save Golem outside, then head inside and speak to the Dryad. He tells you the Wisp Earrings are deep inside the sanctuary and that they're being guarded. Go figure. Then he heals your party fully (if you need healing, you can always return here). Head east through the door to the next area.

The enemies aren't that tough, however, you're likely to get poisoned a lot in here, so make sure you have some Antidote Leaves on hand; and the Antidote Ring can become real handy as well. The dungeon itself isn't too hard, although you'll have to do some backtracking to actually get anywhere. It can be a bit confusing, so read along here if you're lost or stuck. Follow the path until it reaches a fork; keep going north at this point to get to a chest containing a Leather Cloak, then backtrack and go west to the next area. Make your way through the enemies and use the teleporter. 

When you emerge, head up and to the right and follow the path. Eventually, you'll get to a chest with a Power Pill inside, then backtrack again. This time, follow the path all the way through two rooms until you get to a fork. The path on the right is blocked at the moment, so you have no choice but to go left to the next room.

The path leading north is also blocked, so continue heading left. You should now be in a large room. There are three paths in this room. The south path leads to a small room with a Save Golem inside; take this opportunity to save your game if you desire. The north path, as you may have guessed, is blocked. So, this leaves the west path; go that way. In this next area, there is a path branching to the south which leads to a teleporter; take it and you'll end up in a previous section of the sanctuary where you'll find a switch. Move the switch and the barrier that blocked the north passage in the room before the large room will disappear. Return to that area and head down the newly opened path to find a sword and another switch; moving this one will remove the barriers that blocked that eastern path in the room before the previous room. 

Make sure you examine the shield to make Race learn the Sacrifice ability, which transfers some HP into attack power. Sweet stuff, indeed. This new path will lead to two chests containing a Valor Pill and another Power Pill. Return to the large room with the four paths and head west again like last time. Instead of going south, continue to head west and you'll find a third switch; this removes the barriers blocking the stairwell in the large room. Backtrack to the room with the Save Golem and save, then head north up those stairs. Equip one of your female characters (preferably Kerrie) with the Silk Robe and a Loudmouth Bracer, then enter the room and go up and you'll be thrust into a boss battle.


=======================================================================
BOSS: Bronze Baron

HP: 5,000; AP: 5,000; EXP: 6,400, G: 2,000; Spoils: Wisp Earrings (100%)
Nullify: Magical, Earth
Weak: Wind
Attacks: Normal attack, Stone, Weaken, Inspire, Fireblast, Might, Category 2 Tsunami, Category 7 Tsunami
Suggested Levels: 13+
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Race, Kerrie, Brash (forced)

This is a pretty tough battle. Fireblast hits pretty hard for around 300+ damage. Other attacks include Category 2 Tsunami (~120+ damage), and Category 7 Tsunami (160+ damage & silence effect to everyone). You may want to equip a Loudmouth Bracer on Kerrie as well as get Lilliana's Deluge Field up for those tsunami attacks, so use Lilliana's first four turns to set everyone up with Deluge Field. He can also boost his attack power with Might and lower yours with Weaken and Stone can petrify a character. If he petrifies someone, have Kerrie cast a quick Softener spell on him/her or just use a Soft Pill. 

You'll want to take this boss out real fast. Lilliana should use Hard Strike (not Twin Spiraller as he nulls magical), Race should Sacrifice, then normal attack or use Power Missile, Kerrie should heal when needed and cast Might on anyone who have been hit by Weaken. Brash should just normal attack. Around half health, he'll start chucking out the Category 2's, and at 25% HP, he'll throw out the more dangerous Category 7's, so make sure those Deluge Fields are in effect. Also, keep an eye out for that Fireblast spell; it'll hurt Kerrie and Lilliana especially, so stay healed up. Your reward for beating him are the Wisp Earrings.

=======================================================================

After the battle, Lilliana's mother speaks to her again, and asks her to visit a place called the Ruin of Lost Memories before heading back to the grasslands entrance. If Lilliana wants to find out everything she wants to know, she'll have to travel to this ruin....so head back through the Misty Forest and out.

NOTE: Bring about 5-10 Sanity Serums and equip Kerrie with a Sanity Ring before going into the Ruin of Lost Memories.

===========================
2-6: Ruin of Lost Memories
===========================
Treasure: None
Enemies: Doppleganger
Suggested Levels: 13+

You can find the Ruin of Lost Memories if you travel to the Misty Forest and head east from there. It's sitting on the peninsula of the great forest, so stop here and you'll learn some more of the story between Lilliana, the Memory Staff and Kerrie. However, Kerrie, poor thing, learns something that she did not see coming, and Lilliana and her mother show her sympathy and compassion...but someone is out trying to feed off of Kerrie's sorrow and guilt and that someone is asking for a lot of trouble....

*NOTE: Kerrie gets the Prayer ability here, which restores HP equal to 1/5 of Kerrie's current HP. It can be useful in the right situations.

=======================================================================
BOSS: Doppleganger

HP: 2,500; AP: 300; EXP: 1,000; G: 1,000; Spoils: Green Potion (30%)
Half: Light
Nullify: Magical
Absorb: Fire, Water, Wind, Earth, Dark, Time, Nature, Ice, Electric
Attacks: Double Attack, Skill Copy, Hard Strike, Twin Spiraller, Enspiriter, Confuse, Recover, Berserk
Suggested Levels: 13+
Suggested Party: Lilliana & Kerrie (forced)

Kerrie should have the Sanity Ring equipped for this fight. This guy is like a Kirby. He will use Skill Copy on his first turn, which steals some of your skills, and after that, it will use those skills against you. Hard Strike is the greater threat, as it hits for nearly 100 damage. It can also confuse you with the Confuse spell and berserk you with the Berserk spell. Kerrie with a Sanity Ring equipped is immune to both confusion and berserk. Utilize Kerrie's Recover spell to stay healthy. Lilliana should spam Hard Strike. If someone gets confused or berserked, immediately use a Sanity Serum.

=======================================================================

Return outside to the guys and after a short convo, you'll be on your way to crossing the Faerie Grasslands...

=====================================
2-7: Faerie Grasslands/Hidden Outpost
=====================================
Treasure: None
Enemies: Giant Ant, Fireball, Horsefly, Stinger, Field Gargoyle
Suggested Levels: 14+

-Faerie Grasslands-
Return to the Grassland entrance which is due south of Macroon and speak to the guy standing here. He will give you the Faerie Orb, which will allow you to return to this point if you should happen to get lost. Enter the grasslands and the barrier will dissolve before you. As for enemies, they aren't too bad, although they are stronger than what you've been fighting thus far. Most can be easily dispatched. 

Faerie Grasslands consists of nine areas that connect with each other from various points. If you're not paying attention to your surroundings, you'll get lost quickly. The faeries in the beginning give off a clue, though. Follow this path if you're truly lost...

- From the starting point, head east.
- Follow the path east until it splits. Head east again.
- Follow the path until you reach a square shaped lake (this is the big lake that the faerie at the start was talking about).
- From here, head east again.
- Follow the path until it splits; head north from here.
- Inspect the thicket of grass to your left to enter Hidden Outpost.

-Hidden Outpost-
Talk to all the faeries to learn what's going on. It seems that a monster is on the loose somewhere near the colony, and they want you to destroy it for them. Go figure. So, after talking to the leader faerie, the formerly blocked south exit will be open, and you can work your way to the monster. 

=======================================================================
BOSS: Grass Beast

HP: 6,500; AP: 500; EXP: 7,500; G: 5,000; Spoils: Mid-Potion (35%)
Nullify: Fire, Dark, Light, Time, Nature, Ice, Electric
Absorb: Earth
Weak: Water, Wind
Attacks: Double attack, Grass Bomb, Explosion, Trap, Sandstorm
Suggested Levels: 14+
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Race, Kerrie, Brash (forced)

This guy can cause three different status effects, slow (Trap), blind (Sandstorm) and poison (Grass Bomb). Slow is the biggest threat because it can't be cured (except Remedial Pills). You can drain his AP with Mental Blade so he can't use Grass Bomb if you want to. Poison should be cured right away to avoid further loss of HP. Keep HP high as much as possible. Use Twin Spiraller, Explosion Sword and Brash's normal attacks to subdue this beast quickly.

=======================================================================

Return to the faerie colony and speak to the leader faerie. She thanks you and in return, tells you how to get through the grassland. She tells you to return to the lake shaped like a square (you should have passed this area on your way here) and go south. Take the path that has a distinct difference from the other paths...

In other words, pay attention to the flowers. The small flowers show the correct path, so follow all the paths will small flowers. Be careful in the third area, there are two paths will small flowers - take the one to the south, otherwise you'll be returned to an earlier section of the grassland. Keep following the paths with small flowers and you're as good as out of the grassland. You'll find yourself back on the overworld.

You're now officially in Agradia, so follow the path as it winds its way west, then south. You'll eventually get to a three-way fork; you'll want to head south to find Port Town Agradia on the shore.

=======================
2-8: Port Town Agradia
=======================
Treasure: None
Enemies: None
Suggested Levels: 15+

First order of business is to hit the shops, as they have new equipment that everyone can use. If Lilliana already has the Double Mace, skip it, otherwise, get it. Race could use the Storm Saber, which is wind elemental, Kerrie should get her hands on the Funbrella, which attacks all enemies at once, and Brash should definetly get two Ice Axes, which which are ice elemental and can prove to be useful later on in this chapter. Also get a Splint Mail for either Race or Brash (one of them should already have one equipped), and two Breastplates for Kerrie and Lilliana. Also take a gander at some of the accessories, although you probably won't have the cash for any of them. 
You can find a whopping 13,000 gilla behind the building to the west, so make sure you get that if you need any extra gilla. Don't forget to speak to Melanie to learn the Extension Staff poleskill; she can be found in the shop. 

When you're done, talk to the priestess located in the house to the left of the inn. If you didn't get Revive back in Castle City Syrius, get it here, and definetly get the Haste spell! Next, sleep at the Inn if the trip through the grasslands did a number on your HP. When you're all done, head south to the harbor.

Speak to the boatman at the end of the dock and he'll tell you that the ship you need to take east to the Forbidden Island has gotten into some trouble out at sea, and the party is pretty much stuck here for the time being. You're then met by an energetic, young girl by the name of Heather, whom you soon learn to be Brash's little cousin. They reunite and Brash introduces her to the rest of the gang, then you're automatically taken to the inn in town. 

Heather says that she is an arcane arts user (a black mage, if you will); and is currently on a little quest of her own. She then mentions that the reason the ship could be lost out at sea is because of the lighthouse to the east. The young sorceress volunteers (as well as forces her cousin Brash) to join you, and you must leave one party member behind in town. 

I recommend leaving Race behind, as Kerrie serves as a much more useful character to have in your party right now for her healing abilities. Once you're all set, save your game and head out of town and travel to the three-way fork in the road; travel east from there and walk southwest and you'll see the East Lighthouse.

NOTE: You may switch out one party member for the other, i.e. if you chose Kerrie, you can switch her out for Race, and vice-versa. You can find your fifth party member at the harbor.


=====================
2-9: East Lighthouse
=====================
Treasure: None
Enemies: Sand Squid, Mantrap, Giant Ant, Horsefly, Ray Eater
Suggested Levels: 14+

This area is nice and short and isn't too tough to get through, and the enemies are the same ones you've encountered in the Faerie Grasslands, with the exception of the Sand Squid and the Mantrap. The Mantrap's drain attack is nothing to worry about, and they'll go down to any element except earth and nature, but the Sand Squids can use Biotentacle, which often causes poison, and between them and the Horseflies, you're bound to be poisoned quite often, so be careful. Make sure you have at least one person equipped with an Antidote Ring. Heather is a great asset to your party now that you have access to elemental spells, so use her arcane magic to your advantage.

Inside, head on up the stairs to the second floor. Plow your way through the two enemies here and head up to the third floor. You'll see a giant stone tablet on the pathway on the third floor, read it. It tells you a hint on the upcoming puzzle ahead; walk up to the fourth floor. Stay on the left side of the room and you'll come across an angel statue. You must turn it so that it faces left; once this is done, the other angel statue above will change. If this isn't done, you won't be able to get past this room. Head on up to floor 5.

Scenery changes a bit, but nothing new. Continue to climb the lighthouse. The sixth floor has a giant pit with a steel walkway as the only way across, so continue onward, fighting monsters as you go. You should see a giant spiralling staircase at the end of the path; take it up to floor seven and a Save Golem. Save your game, and head up to the eighth floor, where the giant light resides. On the top floor, examine the giant light machine and Lilliana and Brash will ask Heather to turn on the light. 

The room brightens, but only temporarily, as it goes dark again. You then figure out the source of the problem; a monster is determined to keep it dark, and thus attacks you.

=======================================================================
BOSS: Ray Eater

HP: 7,000; AP: 1,200; EXP: 6,500; G: 2,000; Spoils: Poison Rod (10%)
Half: Physical, Fire, Water, Wind, Earth, Time, Nature, Ice, Electric
Nullify: Dark
Attacks: Double attack, Shadow Bolt, Paralysis Bite, Tail Spear, Healing Wave, Berserk Blow, Dark Force
Suggested Levels: 15+
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Kerrie, Brash, Heather

This boss can be quite tough, and he is the first boss resistant to your physical based attacks, which means that skills like Hard Strike and Brash's normal attacks won't have much effect. Twin Spiraller will prove to be much better in this battle. Also, be on the lookout for Berserk Blow, which does damage and can berserk a character; use a Sanity Serum to cure the effects of that, and Paralysis Bite, which can paralyze someone. You'll want to have Heather cast Light Ray as much as she can, as it is the only element that will damage him normally, and Kerrie to heal as often as she can, so put a Sanity Ring or Vigor Ring on each of them. Also, have Kerrie cast Haste on Heather at some point during the fight, and perhaps on herself as well. 

At half health, he may start using Healing Wave, which is quite strong, as it can heal for 500+, and Dark Force will start coming at 40% health. Dark Force can take your party down pretty quickly, so keep healed up. Keep Kerrie healing and Heather casting Light Ray, and it will go down eventually. Since Brash won't be doing too much damage, have him run utility by tossing out potions to whoever needs them. If you're lucky, you'll score a Poison Rod, a GREAT weapon for Heather at this point in the game.

=======================================================================

Turn on the lights, and then head back toward Agradia. Go to the boatman at the dock to find that the ship has safely returned, and pay him 500 gilla to take the boat to the Forbidden Island. The party member you left behind in town is already waiting for you on the boat, so don't worry about that.


===========================
2-10: The Forbidden Island
===========================
Treasure: Violet Bracer, Earth Charm
Enemies: Sand Squid, Desert Bug, Mantrap
Suggested Levels: 15+

Heather forces herself into the active party again, so pick two other characters to join you and you're off into the desert. Kerrie is a given because of her healing spells and enhancements. Race is also a good choice for his abilities, but you may want more power by taking Brash. Either fighter is a good choice; it all depends on your preference. I prefer a team of Lilliana, Race, Kerrie and Heather.

Monsters here are not that bad, although if Race is equipped with the Storm Saber, he won't be able to normal hit the Desert Bugs, which nullify wind, despite the fact that they fly. Instead, have Heather take these pests down with Light Ray and Under Roaster, and Sand Squids will get owned by Gusher. 

Anywho, the Forbidden Island is easy to get lost in. To get through the maze, you need to find and activate six switches that are hidden under small leaflets growing out of the ground. I'll walk you through the place, so read along if you're lost or stuck in this area. 

Leaflet 1: This is the easiest one to find. From the start, go straight south and enter the next area. The leaflet is found at the edge of the leftmost rock near the flowing quicksand. 

Leaflet 2: After activating Leaflet 1, backtrack to the entrance, and cross the bridge, then go south to find another leaflet at the edge of the rightmost rock near the flowing quicksand.

Leaflet 3: Backtrack to the beginning area and cross the bridge again. This time, head east into the eastern area and wrap your way around, but halfway, take the right path and you'll see the leaflet near a large palm tree.

Leaflet 4: After activating Leaflet 3, go cross the eastern bridge (don't cross the second one!) and head north from there. You will find Leaflet 4 in the upper left corner.

Leaflet 5: After activating Leaflet 4, go back and take the bottom of the two paths and into the next area. Follow the path as it leads into another large area. This one contains a large river of quicksand with three bridges leading across it. Before crossing, head south for a Violet Bracer, then cross the first bridge, then cross the bridge to the south to get an Earth Charm. Cross the bridge to the west to find the leaflet out in the open.

Leaflet 6: Backtrack to where you found Leaflet 3. This time, head straight north (west leads to a dead end). You should find the leaflet before you get to a bridge leading east.

After activating the last leaflet, cross the bridge leading east. Head south from there. When you can't go south any further, head east to the next area (this area will be blocked by skulls if you haven't activated all six leaflets) and it should be cleared. Continue heading east. You'll come across a large area of flowing quicksand and a Save Golem. Save your game here (on a separate file if you're not confident that you can finish this area with your current status) and head east, then north. After that conversation, head through the cave entrance into the Tomb of the Fallen Gypsy.


====================================
2-11: The Tomb of the Fallen Gypsy
====================================
Treasure: Valor Pill, Spirit Cane, Red Potion x3, 1500 gilla x2, Iron Shield, Double Axe, Iron Mail, Icecloud Staff, Blue Potion, Darkness Blade, Acolyte's Parasol, Violet Bracer, Violet Leaf, Mystic Potion, 13000 gilla
Enemies: Sand Squid, Mantrap, Desert Bug, Evil Wisp, Cephilid, Thunder Mage, Volcannon, Lava Hound, Shock Sphere, Ruffler, Fire Dragon, Xanabie
Suggested Level: 16+

The Tomb of the Fallen Gypsy is the biggest dungeon you've been to in the game so far, compact with loads of enemies, teleporter puzzles, and to top it off, three bosses, so you'll be here for a while. This area is separated into three sections: the tomb itself, the catacombs under the tomb, and the lava caverns under those catacombs. The enemies here can be annoying as well, especially the ones in the last section, but you'll likely gain a couple of levels in this place. Just be prepared; you'll be in this place for a good while. 

Be careful of the Cephilids in this dungeon, they like to silence you and poison you, and Thunderbolt from the Thunder Mages. Use wind spells to quickly take out the Cephilids and Gusher on the mages. Everything else shouldn't be much of a problem, especially if you use Extension Staff. 

Ok, from the moment you enter you have two ways you can go, west and north. Go west first and you'll soon come across the first of MANY active arrow teleporters in this dungeon. The arrow teleporters are simple; they will simply teleport you in the direction that the arrow is pointing. Get used to these things because there are four different colors of them scattered throughout the tomb, and they will get more complicated to deal with. Anyway, step on this golden teleporter to get across the pit and head west into the next room. There's another one of those purple crystals again, this one contains one of the hardest hidden bosses in the game, so you DEFINETLY don't want to touch it if you have the Orc Trinket on you. If you don't have the Orc Trinket, don't worry about it. What you want is that nifty Spirit Cane that's sitting in the nearby chest. Equip this to Heather and return to the entrance of the tomb. 

Head north and get the Valor Pill from the chest in the northeast corner of the room, then head west to the room you just came from. There's three paths you can take from here. The path directly below you will lead you to a chest with 1500 gilla in it, and using the gold teleporter will score you a Red Potion. Get both of those, then continue west into the third room. Use the green teleporter to get to a chest containing the Iron Shield, and use the gold teleporter to teleport to the other side of the room. 

Head south from there, fighting enemies as you go and work your way around. You'll see an open door at the very end; head on through. Head east across the bridge over the flowing quicksand and enter the doors to your right.

You'll then run into a strange looking girl. At first, she doesn't trust you because she thinks you're going to steal the concealed powers of the Fallen Gypsy, but after you tell her of your real reason why you're in the tomb, she mistakes Lilliana and Heather for dancers. Then she tells you that she herself, is a dancer. Not just any dancer, but the descendant of the Fallen Gypsy, who happens to be her great, great, great....aunt! How lovely. The child dancer's name is Brittany, by the way. 

Brittany realizes that she won't be able to find the Fallen Gypsy's sarcophogus alone and decides to give up on her search for the time being and asks you to take her to a place called Rikkania; meanwhile she joins your group. After officially joining, you get the Communicator, which when used, allows you to switch out party members! Perfect! And...that's not all. You also get the first copy of Dance Lessons, a book read by dancers so they can learn new dances. These books are the key to unlocking Brittany's dancing skills, so make sure you find them. This particular copy will teach her Slow Dance (slows all enemies) and Twilight Elegy (poisons all enemies). Nice stuff, indeed. In fact, because of those two dances, and Healing Dance (regen on all allies), she definetly isn't a bad choice to bring into the active party right now. She starts out at level 17, which is around where your party should be at this point (you may be higher). If you prepared back at Agradia, you may even want to replace Kerrie with Brittany (unless you're low on Blue Potions). 

In fact, I would recommend a solid team of Lilliana, Brash or Race, Heather and Brittany for normal battles, and save Kerrie's AP for the bosses, unless you really need Kerrie's Recover spell now, then choose Lilliana, Race or Brash, Kerrie and Heather. After you reform your party to whoever you want it to be, continue onward to the next room.

This next area is full of arrow teleporters. Most of them are stationary, however there are a few which will constantly change directions on you, so you'll have to have good timing and step on the teleporter when it points in the direction you want to go. Keep this in mind for later on in this dungeon, as well. As for how to get through this room, read carefully. From the entrance, head north until you see a red teleporter; this one will constantly switch from left to right; warp to the right. Use the next teleporter (this one should be gold) when it points right as well. The next teleporter (which is red) won't change direction at all, so go ahead and step on it. You should now be on the right side of a giant statue with a red teleporter switching between left and right. Step on it when it points right. Walk north and you'll find yourself staring at two blue teleporters, both of them are constantly switching directions. 

Be careful here; while the one on the left is going through an actual cycle of directions (left, then right, then up, then it repeats again), the one on the right has no preset cycle and as such it will point in a random direction when it switches. There's a treasure that you can obtain here, so you'll want to step on the left blue teleporter when it points left and follow the path to come across the Weakness Missile swordskill for Race (you'll need to bring him in the party to learn it.) Return to the blue teleporter and warp right. Head down and step on the red teleporter (it doesn't switch, don't worry), and step on the next red teleporter. DO NOT STEP ON THE THIRD RED TELEPORTER JUST YET! Otherwise, you will have to start all over from the beginning of the room and work your way back over here again. Instead, go north and at the end lies a chest containing a Double Axe for Brash. Equip that if you're using him, THEN go back to that red teleporter and use it. 

Make your way back to the two blue teleporters again; this time, watch the right blue teleporter carefully (it's random, remember), and when it points right, hurry and step on it. Head north and use the star teleporter, then go down the stairs.

You're now in the catacombs under the Fallen Gypsy's tomb. Stronger enemies await you here, especially look out for the Shock Spheres, as they are capable of paralyzing someone with Shock Flash, and they'll use Electric Sphere when alone. Waste the monster that will attack you as soon as you enter, then head east. Follow the path to the chest at the end, which has an Icecloud Staff for Lilliana. You'll definetly want to equip this, as there are fire based enemies in this section and in the lava catacombs. Brash with two Ice Axes can especially dominate in this part of the dungeon; consider using him right about now.

Backtrack to the previous room, ignoring the arrow teleporters for the time being, and head all the way left. You'll find an Iron Mail in the chest in the small room; stick that on one of your fighters, and backtrack again. This time, use either of the red teleporters; doesn't matter which one, and head south into the next room.

This section can be a bit annoying. I would clear the room of all the enemies first though, so they won't be in your way. Then you can concentrate on the arrow teleporters. The blue teleporter in the center also points in a random direction, so watch it closely. There's three treasures in this room, so you'll want the teleporter to point left before you step on it. If you mess up, just try again. 

When you get over to the left side, you'll come across another switching teleporter, however, this one isn't switching directions, it's switching colors! Randomly, at that. Yikes. Each color will take you to a different treasure chest. So, make sure you step on each color once to get all three treasures. Red will lead you to a Blue Potion, Gold will lead you to 1500 gilla, and Green will lead you to a Darkness Blade for Race. You'll definetly want that, so if nothing else, make sure you get the sword at least. When you get the treasures you want, return to the blue teleporter. This time, wait until it points down before you step on it. This will lead you to a Save Golem, finally. This is the first of two Save Golems in this one dungeon. Save here, reform your party so that it includes Kerrie, then head east and use the star teleporter. Head north and you'll find the entrance to the lava catacombs, but you'll need to get past the Ruffler first.


=======================================================================
BOSS: Ruffler

HP: 7,000; AP: 500; EXP: 8,000; G: 2,000; Spoils: Magical Mail or Tomahawk (15%)
Half: Physical (flared form only)
Absorb: Water, Wind, Dark, Time, Nature, Ice, Electric
Weak: Fire, Light
Attacks: Normal attack, Double attack, Devour, Rusty Claw, Toss and Turn!
Suggested Level: 17+
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Kerrie, Race, Heather

When he changes forms (he'll turn into a flared up version of himself) he'll use Toss and Turn on you, which will hit everyone for nearly 300 damage. Other than that, he mainly uses physical attacks. His Devour is really weak, but Rusty Claw does about 300 and sets poison status. Do not normal attack with Lilliana if you have the Icecloud Staff equipped on her as Ruffler absorbs ice; instead, have her spam Twin Spiraller for decent damage. Have Heather use either Under Roaster or Light Ray every turn, Brash should normal attack, and Kerrie heal when needed. If Race is in the party, sacrifice first, then spam Weakness Missile, as it is considerably more powerful than anything else he has right now. Brittany should use Healing Dance, then Flash Dance. If he's flared up, physical attacks will do less damage, so be advised. If you're really lucky, he'll drop Magical Mail if killed in his normal form, or the Tomahawk if killed in his flared form (the Tomahawk is a REALLY good axe at this point in the game).

=======================================================================

After defeating the Ruffler, continue forward and you'll end up in the third and final area of this dungeon: the lava catacombs.

Follow the path and bust through a few enemies until you get to an open area with two pillars. Head south to find a blue arrow teleporter and step on it to teleport to the ledge above. Make your way westward, using the green teleporters and you'll find an Acolyte's Parasol, a new weapon for your priestess friend, Kerrie. Equip that, then return the the center of the area. Go north and follow the path west to find a Violet Bracer. Get that, then head east to the next area. More arrow teleporter madness ahead. Gah. Don't worry, you're almost done, I promise.

The next room is small with two of each color teleporter dotting the room. Go ahead and step on the blue teleporters to get the southern end of the room and enter the first small room. You'll find a color block; examine it to change its color to red. Pick up the Red Potion from the chest and return to the teleporter room. Now both red teleporters are active, so use them both to get to the east end. Grab the Violet Leaf, then change the next colorblock from red to gold and return to the teleporter chamber. Teleport up to the north end and change the colorblock from gold to green and grab another Red Potion. 

Return to the previous room and head out the western exit again to emerge in a new area. Teleport west using the red teleporter. You'll find a blue teleporter which is inactive at the moment, so you're forced to use the nearby green teleporter. Next, go up using the gold teleporter, get rid of the baddie in the way and change the colorblock from green to blue. You won't be able to go back the way you came; instead, you go the long way around, so use the active teleporters until you get to a switching teleporter. Use good timing to nab both the 13000 gilla and the Mystic Potion from the two chests. 

Return to the start and use the red teleporter again, then use the blue teleporter to go north. Use the left red teleporter to get to the save golem, then head north and you'll come face to face with the fearsome Fire Dragon. Equip Violet Bracers onto Kerrie and Heather.

=======================================================================
BOSS: Fire Dragon

HP: 7,600; AP: 2,300; EXP: 8,300; G: 4,200; Spoils: Icecloud Staff (15%)
Nullify: Wind, Earth, Dark, Light, Time, Nature, Electric
Absorb: Fire
Weak: Water, Ice
Attacks: Double attack, Doom Claw, Firestorm, Firebreath, Flame Rust, Heart Shock, Recover, Fireblast
Suggested Levels: 18+
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Kerrie, Race or Brash, Heather

Firestorm, Firebreath and Flame Rust are the main threats here. Doom Claw instantly kills if it successfully connects, and Heart Shock inflicts fear on everyone. Race's and Brash's Casque will lessen fire damage for them, but the girls aren't going to be so lucky. Kerrie'll have to really start casting those Recover spells if they're to stay alive. Have Heather cast Ice Spike every round, Race should Sacrifice then use Weakness Missile, and Lilliana should either normal attack with the Icecloud Staff or use Twin Spiraller. If Brash is with you, definetly have two Ice Axes equipped on him; he can deal a LOT of damage, especially if he criticals. If Brittany is in the party, she can poison the dragon with Twilight Elegy; that'll drop his HP fast. He can also be berserked. The dragon can also heal itself using Recover for about 500 or so HP, so try to keep up the damage. Remove fear status and KO status ASAP.

=======================================================================

After defeating the Fire Dragon, if you have Brash in the party, I would advise you to switch him out for Race, then go back to the previous room and use the Save Golem again, then go west and use the star teleporter. Use the arrow teleporter to get to the teleporter on the other side, and walk north to encounter Xanabie once again. 

=======================================================================
BOSS: Xanabie (2nd fight)

HP: 10,000; AP: 2,500; EXP: 12,000; G: 8,800; Spoils: Iron Helmet (20%)
Half: Physical
Nullify: Wind, Earth, Dark, Light, Time, Nature, Electric
Absorb: Fire
Attacks: Double attack, Heart Shock, Flame Rust, Doom Claw, Firestorm, Shock Flash, Meganuke, Fireblast, Miniflare, Blazing Wall
Suggested Levels: 19+
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Race, Kerrie, Heather

Kerrie should heal any who are low in HP and protect everyone as best as she can; Xanabie hits pretty hard with his fire spells. Blazing Wall, Fireblast, Firestorm and Miniflare all do high amounts of damage, especially with Flame Rust attached. Race should Sacrifice, then use Explosion Sword, and Heather should use Ice Spike. Lilliana should stick to Twin Spiraller or use the Silk Robe as an item. If you're going to use Brittany, dance the Healing Dance, and then run utility with her, tossing out potions to any party members who need them. She won't be able to do much else other than that. Try to have Kerrie cast Inspire on Heather right off the bat, as her spells will do more damage to Xanabie. If you're having big problems, Xanabie can be berserked.

=======================================================================

After defeating him, Xanabie manages to summon a dimensional portal which sucks up Lilliana and the rest of the party into a time-space continuum - which takes them....who knows where? But, this will take you into Chapter 3, the longest chapter in the game.


						xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
						CHAPTER 3: CORRUPTION & EXORCISM
						xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx




You awaken in a hut. You have no idea where you are, and you learn that a man named Crissius watched over you the entire time. You also eventually learn that that time-space continuum threw you 1,000 years into the past....alone. That's not a good thing. Fortunately, there's a small village on the other end of the island you're on, and you'll need to go there and find out just where the heck you are....

-----------------------------------
3-1: Twilight Town Rikkania
-----------------------------------
Treasure: None
Enemies: None
Suggested Levels: 20+

This is a small town that's constantly under a blanket of twilight. Make sure you do the usual; check out the stores for new equipment - especially the iron gear. Then talk to the villagers. You'll learn that there is a way to get back to the present time, and that's by using a whirlpool that's located in a secret underwater fortress inside the mines. But, the mines are chock full of monsters, and it's going to be impossible to get through alone. So, after talking to Barter, head back to Crissius's hut and talk to him. He'll give you a pass so that you can enter the mine. Now go back to Rikkania. 

Soon as you enter the village again, you hear voices...familiar sounding voices...only to discover that they belong to Heather and...Brittany. Brash is with them, as well. They're surprised to see you here. Race and Kerrie however, are nowhere to be found. That's not a good thing, so Lilliana and Heather will have to go find them. After the conversation is over, you'll end up with a party of Lilliana, Heather, Brash and Brittany. Equip/buy new gear for Heather, Brittany and Brash and when you're ready, enter the mines to the north.

NOTE: If you've been relying heavily on Kerrie's healing magic until now (heck, even if you haven't), this next portion of the game can be pretty tough, especially if you're underprepared. You'll be without Kerrie and her healing magic for quite some time, and you'll only have Lilliana (and to an extent, Brittany) to rely on for healing, so make absolutely sure you keep a good stock of Blue/Red Potions for her to drink (you can probably get by with about 10 for this next dungeon, but later on, I highly advise 30+). Also, keep a healthy stock of Small and Mid Potions on hand for emergencies. Make sure your party is no lower than level 20 at this point.


-----------------------
3-2: Twilight Mines
-----------------------
Treasure: Remedial Pill, Power Pill, Magic Pill, Iron Pole, Loudmouth Bracer,
Lasher, Mid-Potion, 1,500 G, Red Potion
Enemies: Evil Wisp, Thunder Mage, Cephilid, Toxic Haggar
Suggested Levels: 20+

There's plenty of enemies which like to cause the silence condition here, so having plenty of Magic Pills do you a lot of good. You should use Brittany's Healing Dance to restore lost HP in your battles. 

After entering, speak to the guards and they will let you through. Now enter the next room and chances are you'll be attacked by a monster right off the bat. Defeat him and go left across the two bridges. You should see two boulders and two pentagrams. To open the door in this room, you need to push the boulder on the right down to the lower pentagram, and the left boulder up onto the upper pentagram (just remember to watch out for the spikes - they will deal some damage to you if you step on them.). Loot this room for any treasure, then head through the door to the upper right. 

You'll come to another large room with a giant pit in the middle, four paths to take, and a locked door to the north. Head east and go up to the upper right path. Go down this path and you will end up in a small room with two pentagrams in it. To open the door in the other room, all you have to do is step on the pentagram on the top. Backtrack through the door and enter the next room. Activate the switch on the left side of the room to open the locked door located here and enter it. 

Now you should be in a room with retracting spikes everywhere, and a small maze that leads over to a field of spikes leading over to a chest with a Loudmouth Bracer, which makes the wearer immune to silence. Equip this to Heather or Brittany, and backtrack a bit. You should have passed a passageway leading west. Take this and you'll find an Iron Pole in the chest there (equip it if you somehow forgot to buy one in town - it's stronger than the Icecloud Staff.) Return to the room with retracting spikes and head downstairs. 

You'll come to a room with a bunch of crates and stones, and a locked door across a bridge to the north. Opening this one takes some searching. You need to look for two specific crates, which have switches in them. The first is located on the very bottom row of crates at the bottom of the room; it is the crate located directly below the crate with two stones next to it. To find the second one, go to the column of crates NEAREST to the giant pit and search the crate directly above the two rocks. After activating these switches, head up to the northeast part of this room following the tracks to find a Lasher, a slightly better weapon for Brittany. To get to the door though, you'll need to defeat the monster standing guard first. Enter the next room.

Walk around the pit and you'll eventually come to a large room with a bottomless pit - the only way across is to use the wooden bridges. From the start, head south to grab 1,500 G and a Mid-Potion, then continue north. Work your way east, and when you come to a "T" junction, turn south and follow the path to a Save Golem. Save your game here, and go north until you come to a flight of stairs. Go down and you'll reach the underwater fortress. Turn south at the T junction to find a Red Potion, then backtrack and head west, then north. 

After some dialogue, head east and follow the path until you get to a small control system. Examine it and try to get it started. Brittany senses something wrong, and Heather agrees, then a rather large crab-like monster attacks your party.

=======================================================================
BOSS: Toxic Haggar

HP: 7,500; AP: 300; EXP: 6,500; G: 2,500; Spoils: Angel Mace (10%)
Nullify: Wind, Dark, Light, Time, Nature, Electric
Absorb: Water
Weak: Fire, Earth, Ice
Attacks: Double attack, Poison Claw, Explosion, Doom Claw, Meganuke
Suggested Levels: 21+
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Heather, Brash, Brittany (forced)

Doom Claw is a 30% shot at instant death, so watch out for that. Other than that, look out for Poison Claw and Meganuke. Weak to fire, earth and ice; Heather can get him with the most damage from Ice Spike. Icecloud Staff physicals do some decent damage, as does Brash's physicals (he'll do more damage if he has two Ice Axes equipped). Let Brittany do Healing Dance, and then have her run utility. He isn't hard to beat and it really shouldn't take too long to drop this guy.

=======================================================================

After Lilliana starts the machine up, return to the previous room and go through the door. The pool is fading, and the party will have to jump into it now or be stuck in the past forever. What about Race and Kerrie, you ask? Don't worry, you'll see them again later on. Once you're back in the present, Heather tells you of a village called Rikkania, which is to the northwest. Hmm, Rikkania...weren't you just there? This Rikkania happens to be the present day Rikkania, so travel northwest and enter the town.

----------------------------
3-3: Bay Town Rikkania
----------------------------
Treasure: None
Enemies: None
Suggested Levels: 22+

The present day Rikkania is larger, brighter and more peaceful than the darker and more eerie past day Rikkania. This is also the home of Brittany and a few of the last remaining members of the Nalladian tribe (which is what she is, by the way - that would explain why she has such powers). 

Upon arriving, visit the weapon shop. They have even better stuff here, but you may or may not have the cash to afford it all right now - especially if you've been running from battles. But, do at least get the Angel Mace for Lilliana, a Tomahawk for Brash, and a Poison Rod for Heather, you will need them for the next dungeon. Brittany should get her hands on the Dancer's Rope. Brittany and Heather could use Magical Robes but Lilliana and Brash, will do better with Magical Mail. The Flame Shields are also nice to get, as are the Magic Tiaras. Buy what you can afford, as before, it's a while before your next major upgrade, then save your game at the nearby Save Golem. 

Next, visit the the house to the far north - this is Brittany's house. You'll learn quite a bit of information about the Fallen Gypsy, about Xanabie's plan, the dying forest and about Brittany herself. Her father wants her to ask the Nalladian tribesmen about the dying forest; they can be found in a forest northeast of the city. 

When you are done, finish your business here, then stop by the restaurant. Speak with the young, brunette woman at the bar. She mentions that Gordavon and a woman named Isabella are in the area and that she's after the both of them. You'll eventually find out that she is none other than the missing Lieutenant Tessa Borden of Navarre. She also mentions a sanctuary that lies to the north, and that Gordavon may be there, but you have other things to attend to at the moment. 

After your conversation with Tessa, spend the night at the Inn (you must do this to progress the story), then head out of town and head northeast to the Nalladia Settlement.

-------------------------
3-4: Nalladia Settlement
-------------------------
Treasure: Magical Robe, Dance Lessons vol. 2
Enemies: None
Suggested Levels: 22+

This is where the remaining members of the Nalladian demihuman tribe reside. Talk to all the Nalladian tribesmen. You'll also learn that your friend Brittany is also of the Nalladian tribe, and her relations between herself and the tribesmen. 

Head east into the backwoods. Search the area to find the Magical Robe and Volume 2 of Dance Lessons for Brittany, which will teach her two of her more important dances: Recovery Step and Mind Dazzler (recovers status and inflicts party-wide confusion, respectively). 

You can find Melanie on the lower path; speak to her to learn the important Pole Protector poleskill for Lilliana. Make sure you get this poleskill! Find the blonde guy and speak to him. His name is Quinn, and he's the leader of the tribe. He's tough-talkin', but he falls to pieces when he sees Lilliana. He literally instantly has a crush on her...and it's going to take a bit to actually calm him down. As far as important stuff goes, he advises you to visit the head priest in a place called Rikkania Sanctuary to the northwest of the forest, so....you have your next destination...let's get to it.

NOTE: If you need sundries, either purchase them from the item seller at the settlement or hike back to Rikkania and get them, because you have two tough fights ahead of you. I highly advise that you stock up on Sanity Serums, Blue Potions, Mid Potions and Angel Feathers before going to the sanctuary. Also, make sure that you have at least one Sanity Ring in your inventory.

----------------------------
3-5: Rikkania Sanctuary
----------------------------
Treasure: Magical Mail, Ice Shield, Magic Tiara, Motion Bracer, Red Potion, Power Bracer, 1,500 G, Angel Feather
Enemies: Mayfly, Beezerker, Wood Beetle, Basilisk, Wave Snake, Isabella, Gordavon
Suggested Levels: 22+

Head inside and talk to the wounded priest, then take a mental note on the purple crystal's location (if you have the Orc Trinket, DO NOT examine the crystal, because you will automatically open it, and release the hidden boss that's inside and get destroyed). Head up the stairs to find the next room crawling with monsters. 

They aren't terribly hard, but do be careful of the Beezerkers (weak vs. nature), as they have some high attack power as well as a potent Air Slash spell, and the Basilisks (weak vs. wind), which can petrify you. The Mayflies like to confuse your party members, and Wave Snakes (weak vs. electric) can annoy you with tsunami attacks which can possibly inflict silence. Wood Beetles (weak vs. time) are the least of your worries, although if they stick around long enough, they may start hitting you with Razor Sprout spells as well as increase the defenses of the enemy party and heal them. Battle through them and wind your way through the room. 

Make sure you grab the Magical Mail for Brash or Lilliana. Wind your way through this room, collecting treasures and fighting baddies as you go. Be sure to save at the save golem before heading upstairs. Walk all the way west to find a Motion Bracer and a Red Potion, then turn north to meet Isabella. She is working for Gordavon, so you know she's bad news, so...with that said, get ready to fight.

=======================================================================
BOSS: Isabella (1st fight)

HP: 7,500; AP: 1,200; EXP: 8,000, G: 5,000; Spoils: Hi-Potion (100%)
Nullify: Fire, Water, Dark, Light, Time, Nature, Ice, Electric
Absorb: Wind
Weak: Earth
Attacks: Double Attack, Blaze Thrust, Glacial Burst, Air Slasher, Thunder Slash
Suggested Levels: 22+
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Heather, Brash, Brittany (forced)

Make sure Heather and Brittany both have Flame Shields equipped for this fight. Isabella specializes in HARD hitting single attacks, so you will need to heal very often. Isabella will most likely start things off with Blaze Thrust, which deals 500+ damage to one character. She also has Glacial Burst which is ice elemental, Air Slasher which is wind elemental and Thunder Slash which is electric elemental. You'll have a hard time if you don't heal the damage fast enough. She's weak to earth though, so Sandpit does lots of damage. 

Stick with Twin Spiraller with Lilliana and normal attacks from Brash's Tomahawks; if he has two Tomahawks equipped, you have a 50% chance of sticking slow status on her. Slow Shuffle also works on her. Be very careful when she gets below 20% of her HP, because that's when she starts using Thunder Slash, which can easily do 800+ damage to a single character. She can and will destroy you with her bladeskills if you don't heal fast enough.

=======================================================================

Continue on through the temple. On the next floor, head west to find a Power Bracer, then go north, then west until you find a switch being guarded by a monster. Defeat the monster here, then stomp the switch to remove the statues that are guarding the stairs. Head on up to the next floor. 

There are no stairs leading up on this floor...at least for the moment. If you explore this floor, you might notice that one of the pedestals does not have a mini-statue on it. Examine this pedestal to find a hidden switch behind it. Activate it and stairs appear to the far east. 

Go up to find Father Haubek being harassed by Gordavon. Listen in on the convo, and when Tessa appears, she tries to tell Gordavon that he's being used like a puppet. She then threatens him, but Gordavon knocks her out with a thunder spell, then continues to threaten the priest. 

Eventually, Lilliana decides to intervene and save the priest from an already bad situation. Unfortunately, Lilliana gets very angry and attacks Gordavon...you know what this means, right...?

=======================================================================
BOSS: Gordavon (2nd fight)

HP: 8,000; AP: 2,000; EXP: 9,500; G: 5,000; Spoils: Caduceus (13%)
Nullify: Fire, Wind, Earth, Dark, Light, Time, Nature, Ice
Absorb: Electric
Attacks: Double attack, Charge up, Flash Shock, Thunderslash, Recover, Fatal Slasher
Suggested Levels: 22+
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Brash, Heather, Brittany (forced)

He's much more difficult this time around because his Flash Shock can cause over 400 points of damage to every character, and you don't have Kerrie in your party at the moment, so this means that you WILL need at least one person healing every turn, preferably Lilliana. Thunderslash does 400+ electric damage to one character, and Fatal Slasher can damage and sometimes cause instant death, so watch out for that, too. Have Heather cast Gusher every round if possible, and have Lilliana use Tranquil Water as much as possible. If you have an opportunity, use Twin Spiraller or cast Enspiriter to boost the effects of Tranquil Water a bit. Have Brittany use her Healing Dance, then run utility as usual; Healing Dance can make a difference between life and death so make sure the regen status is on everyone at all times. Brash should just normal attack with two Tomahawks. Unfortunately, Gordavon is immune to slow, so that won't save you this time. 

Even with a Poison Rod, a Magical Robe, a Magic Tiara and a Spirit Bracer, Heather's Gusher spells probably won't even hit 400 damage, so you'll need to cast a lot of them. Remember, he's not weak to water, but it is the ONLY element that will damage him. If Lilliana falls, use an Angel Feather on her ASAP, then use a Mid Potion on her - you DON'T want her down and Gordavon Flash Shocking your party because chances are if that happens, you'll most likely lose the fight. Brash should have at least 1,700 HP at this point, and he can take a few Flash Shocks or Thunderslashes before needing to be healed, and when Brittany isn't running utility, just have her defend to increase her survivability. When he starts casting Recover, you know you've got him on the ropes. Again, healing should be everyone's top priority; Gordavon will destroy your party if you don't heal fast enough. He'll drop a Caduceus, a stronger pole for Lilliana - if you're really lucky.

=======================================================================

After the battle, talk to Father Haubek to learn that the cause of the forest's withering may be in a place called Greenleaf Mountain. Tessa decides to head her separate ways for now, but you'll meet up with her later on. After some convincing, talk to Haubek again to teleport to the beginning of the temple, and head back to the Nalladia Settlement. 

Speak to Quinn and he'll tell you how to get to Greenleaf Mountain. However, a certain someone doesn't want to go - it seems that Heather doesn't approve of the party going to the mountains and she runs off. Lilliana follows her, talks to her and convinces her to stay in the settlement until they complete their business at the mountain. Heather agrees, and then leaves the party temporarily (great, another party member gone...). Meanwhile, you gain Quinn as a new party member, and the party is ready to set out for Greenleaf Mountain, but first, they'll have to make it through Lake Rikkania. 

Now your party will consist of Lilliana, Brash, Quinn and Brittany. If you're running low on items, you can buy some from one of the tribesmen.

*NOTE: Quinn's bow and arrow attacks are ranged, not physical, therefore, he will be able to deal extra damage to flying monsters and floating monsters. Keep this in mind!*

-----------------------
3-6: Lake Rikkania
-----------------------
Treasure: Super Agility Pill, Magic Potion, Healing Rod, 13,000 Gilla, Earth Charm, Dance Lessons vol. 3, Angel Feather, Red Potion, Long Bow
Enemies: Mayfly, Beezerker, Wood Beetle, Basilisk, Wave Snake, Assassin, Cuttleshell, Bloodworm, Skelescorp, Queen Finklily
Suggested Levels: 24+

This is a pretty big area, and it can seem a little perplexing at first, but it's not too hard to get through here. The enemies are the same ones you've battled inside Rikkania Sanctuary, and there's a few new ones too. Assassins can instantly KO a character, so be careful of them. Bloodworms will annoy you by constantly draining your HP and replenishing their own, so you'll want to take them out fast.  Cuttleshells are also annoying. 

As for your levels, level 24 is a good place to be right about now, if you're lower than 22 though, I suggest leveling up around here. You should have gained at least one level, if not two, from the two boss fights in Rikkania Sanctuary, and if you've been fighting monsters regularly, you SHOULD be around 23-24, maybe higher. Brittany's Mind Dazzler dance is nice to use here on the monsters, since most of them can be inflicted with confusion; and you can pick up the pieces while they tear each other apart. Quinn can learn Category 2 Tsunami from the Wave Snakes here, so make sure you have him learn that as a monster skill.

From the start, head left and you'll quickly come to a fork in the path; head north from here. Fight the monsters on the way; it's pretty hard to avoid them on the tight spaces of land, and you'll eventually get to a chest with a Super Agility Pill inside. I would actually give this to Lilliana, but if you want to give it to Brash, be my guest, and then backtrack to the fork. Head west into the next area. At the next fork, continue to go west to reach an area with a chest containing a valuable Magic Potion, then return to the fork again. 

Head south this time and follow the path into the next area. Head south all the way. You should see a partially hidden path leading west (careful, there's monsters on this path, and you'll have no choice but to fight them). Head through the next area, and you'll come out next to a river. There is a chest on an island in that river, but you can't get to it just yet. Turn north; about halfway up the path is a hidden path behind the tree; search behind the tree for a Healing Rod. This special weapon will restore the HP of anything it strikes, however, if it hits an undead enemy, they will take quintuple the damage! That's right, 5x the damage of a normal hit! This is one of Heather's better weapons, but yeah, it can only damage undead monsters. Keep it around, though. Exit to the north.

Walk north, then head west at the left-right fork and follow the path to find the Angel Feather, then turn back and go east until you get to a up-down fork. Head down. Now before heading left to the next screen, head down first to snag the Earth Charm from the chest here, then go left. Get the monster out of your way; beat him and you can grab the 13,000 gilla from the chest here. Now backtrack to up-down fork you saw two rooms ago. Head north this time and follow the path. 

In the next area, follow the path until it splits again; there's a path heading south (you should see the chest here already) and a thin path that juts north into the lake. Follow the south path to get the Long Bow, a better bow for Quinn. Equip that to him, then take that thin path northward; follow it and you'll find a hidden chest with a Red Potion inside. Return to the fork and head west to the next screen.

We're almost there! This next path is shaped like an oval, and both ways will lead you to the same exit to the west. However, there is a path leading south from here, and you'll want to go down this path for yet another treasure. Battle and beat the monster guarding the chest, and you'll obtain Volume 3 of Dance Lessons! This will teach Brittany her first offensive dance, Impulsive Riff and the Hush Harmony dance, which silences every enemy on the battlefield. Good stuff.  

Return to the oval shaped path and head west to the next area. Continue west through another oval shaped path. Eventually, the path turns north across a bridge, which leads to another fork. You'll find the Save Golem across the small bridge to the south; now's a good time to save. Then head north to encounter the Queen Finklily herself.

=======================================================================
BOSS: Queen Finklily

HP: 8,300; AP: 1,235; EXP: 8,600; G: 7,000; Spoils: Shadow Mail (15%)
Half: Physical, Wind, Dark
Nullify: Earth
Absorb: Water, Nature
Weak: Ranged, Fire
Attacks: Overgrowth, Doom Pollen, Pollination, Leafwhip, Poison Bullet, Sandpit
Suggested Levels: 24+
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Brash, Quinn, Brittany (forced)

Poison Bullet, Sandpit and later on, Overgrowth, are the heavy hitters, so you'll want to have Lilliana heal with Tranquil Water as much as she can. Pollination blinds the entire party, not to mention its physical attacks can also sting a bit too. And Doom Pollen is a 56% shot at instant death. You'll want to go all out in the beginning. Queen Finklily can also be slowed, so Brittany's Slow Shuffle should be of some good help here. 

Quinn can learn the Leafwhip monster skill here, so make sure that you let Queen Finklily use it at least once. Then have him strike back with Leafwhip once he learns it. Brittany should be concentrating on curing status effects, if needed, otherwise just have her dance Healing Dance, then use Impulsive Riff over and over. Be careful though; when Queen Finklily gets low in health, she'll spam Overgrowth every turn, which hits everyone for high damage. Definetly go on the defensive here, attacking the boss when you have the opportunity. 

=======================================================================

Head east to exit Lake Rikkania, and you'll see Greenleaf Mountain soon enough. Enter.

-----------------------------
3-7: Greenleaf Mountain
-----------------------------
Treasure: Power Pill x2, Mid Potion x2, Plate Helmet, 1500 G x3, Aura Ring, Yellow Pin, Red Potion, Remedial Pill, Strength Pill, Valor Pill
Enemies: Grotesque, Evil Doll, Pyroball, Ghoul, Demon Gate, Greater Demon (boss)
Suggested Levels: 25+

NOTE: Quinn can learn Explosion from the Grotesques and Firebreath from the Pyroballs here; make sure you pick those up.

You'll spot Tessa as you enter, but she doesn't notice you and keeps moving forward. You'll want to go after her because this mountain is definetly not a nice place to be.

Greenleaf Mountain is crawling with undead, so you should use magical weapons and skills to do away with them quickly. Lilliana and Brash will do well with the Angel Mace and Tomahawks, respectively. It's highly recommended that you have a few Remedial Pills on hand as well as Lilliana's Cleanse spell (she learns it at level 24, so she should have it by now) because the Ghouls and the Evil Dolls can inflict the zombie status on your characters. Especially be careful of the Demon Gates, as they have a spell that can kill the entire party instantly, and you really don't want that happening! 

So, with that said, head north from the start, then head east down the path. When you get to the third area, follow the winding path until you come to an up-down fork. Go down from here, then make your way to the upper right hand corner of this area to find a Power Pill and a Mid Potion, then take the eastern path to get to a chest containing the Plate Helmet. Backtrack to the up-down fork, and head north this time. 

Head down the lower eastern path and you'll get to a chest with 1500 gilla, then return and take the upper eastern path. Follow the path until you get to another up-down fork; take the south path to find another 1,500 gilla, then return and head up the north path. Use the arrow teleporters to work your way south until you get to a cave entrance; head on inside.

You're now inside the caves of Greenleaf Mountain. Start by going south at the T junction. To make the stairs to the next area appear, you need to push both carts along the tracks so that they crash into the boulders at the end. Once that's done, head into the next area. Read the sign, and then find and locate four inactive crystals. Activate each one (two are on the left side of the room, and the other two are on the right side). Once all four are activated, you can find the stairs in the center passageway. Continue on. The sign here tells you how to get into the next area. First, head left along the narrow path to find two chests, then backtrack and head east, checking the side paths for treasures and continue until you get to a large area with two switches. 

Activate the left one and the stairs to your right appear, but activate the right one to make the stairs appear to your left. This path leads you to a chest with a very useful Aura Ring, which, when equipped, will add a permanent regeneration status. Equip it on whoever you want, then backtrack to the switches and head right. 

You will soon be outside in the rain, in a storm, to be exact. Travel east and follow the path to your left (the one on the right leads to a treasure chest) and save at the Save Golem. Travel directly down from the save golem to find a hidden chest containing a Strength Pill, then continue on up the path. Grab some treasure chests, then work your way north until you encounter Tessa again. 

This time, Tessa's in a bit of a bind. Before Lilliana and company offer to help, a strange being appears before them, and grants the monster with even more power. Power that you've never seen. Power that will officially whip your butt from here to next Thursday. Greater Demon will nearly wipe your party out on its first turn, and your party is too weak to defend themselves against him. The scene switches back to Heather and the Nalladia Settlement.

Heather senses that there's trouble at the mountain, and despite of how scared she is of the mountain, she runs up and helps anyway. Back at the mountain, she quickly rejoins the others and distracts the monster. Soon afterwards, Heather realizes that this same monster is the one that attacked her and her father four years ago, and she vows to destroy the Greater Demon and then, all of her level 2 elemental spells are unlocked, as well as her gaining of the Focus ability. You must now face the Greater Demon again, and this time you must defeat it. Tessa will join you and help out in this battle.

=======================================================================
BOSS: Greater Demon

HP: 12,000; AP: 2,500; EXP: 10,000; G: 5,000; Spoils: Mega Spirit Bracer (10%)
Half: Ranged, Water, Wind, Earth, Time, Nature, Ice, Electric
Absorb: Light
Weak: Magical
Attacks: Double attack, Flash Rust, Sun Shower, Impulse Spectra, Sunflare
Suggested Levels: 25+
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Heather, Brittany, Tessa (forced)

This is probably the toughest battle yet. This guy can lower your resistance to light, and then do a huge amount of damage to you with his light spells. Impulse Spectra especially hurts. So you absolutely have to stay healed up at all times. He can also cast Sun Shower to heal damage you give to him. All the girls should have on Magic Tiaras, which naturally resist light (Tessa comes equipped with one already); if any of them get hit by Flash Rust, they'll take normal damage afterwards, but still be careful. Use Heather's newly acquired Focus ability on her first turn, then unleash her Black Wave spell every round. As for your other party members, Lilliana should use Twin Spiraller, and Brittany should use Impulsive Riff. Tessa's Blaze Thrust can do some decent damage as well, but you should save her AP for healing instead.

=======================================================================

Your victory over the Greater Demon finally alerts Tessa to just how serious you are about your mission. During the convo, she mentions that she is all out of ideas about finding Gordavon, and asks if she can join you. No one objects, and so she permanently joins the party! You should be glad because you now have a dedicated healer other than Kerrie. 

Tessa is like a mix between a fighter and a supporter, much like Lilliana is, only Tessa's healing spells are MUCH better than Lilliana's, and almost on par with Kerrie's. Of course, Kerrie's still got the best healing spells, but Tessa's healing strength comes very close to Kerrie's. She's strong, fast, and able to dish out the damage right alongside the rest of the team, while still able to protect your party. She is a VERY good character to use, especially right now. 

After the convo, Lilliana fixes the force that is causing the forest to wither, and then the group needs to return to Rikkania to recuperate and recover. To get there, travel west around Lake Rikkania, and walk west through the plains, then south through the beaches, then head eastward. 

In town, you're automatically taken to Brittany's house. There, you learn that there is a skyship that can help you locate Xanabie. Fortunately, Heather tells you that the skyship is in a storage hangar inside a large tower near Greenleaf Mountain, and that's where the party is heading next. However, you'll need to cross the Grand Coast to get there. When you're ready and all healed up, travel northeast towards the Nalladia Settlement; when you see a path leading northward, take it and walk up the beach and you'll come across the Grand Coast eventually.

---------------------
3-8: Grand Coast
---------------------
Treasure: None
Enemies: None
Suggested Levels: 26+

It's already high tide, and you won't be able to cross at the moment, so the party decides to just wait it out. Meanwhile, Tessa decides to take this time to tell them some background story about herself and bring the party up to speed about the problems she and Isabella are having lately, and tells them that Isabella is actually her older sister. Eventually, Lilliana intervenes and tells Tessa that she can relate to the subject about sisters, and tries to comfort Tessa, and tells her not to give up on Isabella. The conversation lasts until almost nightfall, when Brittany points out that the sky is getting dark, and Lilliana suggests that they set up camp for the night.

At the campsite, you'll see another scene between Tessa and Lilliana. Poor Tessa, she's almost ready to give up on her sister, but Lilliana, who strongly agrees with Kerrie, tells her not to give up and she won't allow her to. After Lilliana heads back inside the camp, Tessa calls her a friend and promises that she won't give up. 

The next morning, the party (except Brash and Brittany) is all gathered at the spot they got stuck yesterday. Fortunately, it's low tide now, and they can cross. Brash and Brittany went to scout the area ahead, and come back to report that there is a cave full of monsters and sand ahead, and they'll have to pass through it to get to the skytower. So, head north up the beach until you come across the cave entrance.


--------------------------
3-9: Tidal Sand Caves
--------------------------
Treasure: Super Agility Pill, Mist Blade
Enemies: Bombman, Suicide Man, Aqua Drake, Petite Shade, Assassin, Cuttleshell, Bloodworm, Skelescorp, Spectral Knight
Suggested Levels: 26+

The Tidal Sand Caves are large and can be a little confusing to navigate at first. It's grassy and the sand flows like water, much like the sand on the Forbidden Island. To get through, you'll need to find the four levers to pull which will free up the paths. The new enemies here aren't that much of a problem, however, the Bombmen will transform into Suicide Men if there's two enemies or less, and they can do some decent damage to your party when they blow up, so keep an eye on your party's HP's. The Petite Shades can instantly KO a character, so be careful of them too. 

It's a good idea to bring in Tessa now not only to test out her fighting skills; (her Blaze Thrust and Glacial Burst skills are pretty powerful), but to start levelling her up. She learns Healing Light at level 30, which heals everyone at once, and you'll definetly be wanting that ASAP.

From the start, head west and follow the path. Cross the bridge and head north into the next room. The east path is blocked, so head west until you see a fork. Turn south, head across the bridge, and collect a Super Agility Pill. Give this to either Brash or save it for Kerrie, then turn back and head west. This room contains one of the four levers you need to pull, so go ahead and pull it to remove the rocks that blocked the path in the previous room. 

Backtrack and head east down the new path and you'll come across another lever...you know what to do. You'll also see a pair of rocks blocking the small path on the other side of the sand river. This one will remove the rocks blocking that western passage in the first room, so return there, and head down the path. Dispatch the two enemies you see here if needed, then pull the lever at the other end. This one removes the rocks on that small passage you saw earlier. To get over there though, return to the first room, head south and east past the entrance, then turn north. The eastern bridge is blocked by rocks, so continue to head north. At the very end, lies the last lever. Pull it to remove the rocks blocking the bridge leading east. Backtrack to that very bridge and head east into the next room.

You're in a new area now. Head east and around the giant wall and follow the path as it takes you back into the first room again, then turn north and enter the next room. Head east and before long, you'll see a tiny path leading south; at the end lies a golden arrow teleporter. Step on it to teleport to the other side and you can claim a Mist Blade for Tessa from the chest there. Teleport back across and head north. Follow the path, using the gold arrow teleporters to get across the sand and exit the room to the north. In the next room, head east down the path, killing enemies as you go. Follow the path to a fork; turn north, then east and you'll see a blue arrow teleporter. Use it, then use the green teleporter, and the red one ahead to get to a Save Golem. Save here, then teleport back using the green teleporter at the very top. 

If you have Brash in right now, I would advise that you switch him out for Heather. Now's also a good time to bring Tessa into the party, and you might want to equip that Healing Rod, too. Your fourth party member should be either Quinn or Brittany. Head west into the next room, where the party encounters a mean ghostly knight...


=======================================================================
BOSS: Spectral Knight

HP: 9,950; AP: 5,500; EXP: 10,000; G: 2,500; Spoils: Power Bracer (50%)
Half: Physical, Fire
Nullify: Physical (ghost form), Water, Wind, Earth, Time, Nature, Ice, Electric
Absorb: Dark
Weak: Light
Attacks: Normal attack, Double attack, Knight Blaster, Sonic Wave, Twin Spiraller, Rejuvenate, Phantasmal Field, Hidden Blast
Suggested Levels: 27+
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Heather, Tessa, Quinn or Brittany

Hidden Blast and Phantasmal Field aren't used unless he's in his "invisible" mode. Other than that, be on the lookout for his Sonic Wave and Knight Blaster attacks, they'll do some decent damage, but Tessa should be able to keep those at bay with Holy Light. If he's in his other "invisible" form, physical attacks are useless, as well as most of Heather's spells. Magical based attacks (Twin Spiraller, Impulsive Riff, Explosion) work well as does Spark Light. If you're really getting hammered, you can use Tessa's Sage's Basilica skill to boost your magical resistance. If you should happen to kill him in his invisible form, you just might receive a Mega Power Bracer!

=======================================================================

Exit the caves to the north, and you're back on the world map again. You should see a ruin ahead, enter it.


------------------------
3-10: Sephyria Ruins
------------------------
Treasure: None
Enemies: None
Suggested Levels: 27+

The Sephyrian Ruins are all that's left of the capital city of Sephyria, which was destroyed almost 3,000 years ago. There aren't any enemies here, so you don't need to worry about any battles. There IS, however, a purple crystal here, which you should avoid for the time being, unless you want to get owned by the boss awaiting inside of it.

Once inside, head west to the next area. Your magical friend Heather gives your party a little history lesson, as it seems she knows more about these ruins than anyone else does. Listen to what she has to say. When that conversation is over, continue to head west. Follow the path until you come to the entrance of the castle. Go on inside. You can explore the ruins if you want, but there's nothing here for you at the moment. This place looks a little like the Syriusian Sanctuary a bit. But anyway, just make your way north and eventually you'll be on the world map again on the other side of the ruins. The skytower is right around the corner. Head on inside.

----------------------------
3-11: Sephyria Skytower
----------------------------
Treasure: Red Potion, Vigor Ring, Spirit Pill, Mid-Potion, Green Potion x2
Enemies: Bombman, Suicide Man, Aqua Drake, Petite Shade
Suggested Levels: 27+

Start by talking to the peddler off to your right to buy items and some upgraded equipment for Lilliana and Heather. Consider getting a Caduceus for Lilliana, which ups her critical hit rate slightly, and the Faerie's Cane for Heather, which increases her magic power even more than the Poison Rod, and that's always a good thing. The other characters will receive weapon upgrades in the next town that you're going to visit, so don't worry - the weapons they have now will suffice for this dungeon. 

After you're done shopping, start climbing the tower. The tower is very straightforward, and the only way to continue is to go up, of course. 

Explore the side paths for treasure chests in the first area. To get to the second area, look for a darkened tile on the floor in the southeastern corner of the room. Stomp on it to make the teleporter appear. Continue on up the tower, battling the enemies as you go. When you get to the fifth floor, you will notice another darkened tile on the floor (below a treasure chest). You cannot stomp this one, but make a mental note of its location. Continue on up to the 7th floor. Same layout, except that the candles in the middle are out and there's no darkened tile on the floor. 

If you looked closely on the 5th floor, you should have noticed that the darkened tile was right between the lit candles there. Which means there has to be something between the unlit candles on the 7th floor, right? Right! So, stand on that spot and press your action button. You find a switch. Stomp it, and the way forward will open up. Save at the Save Golem, and head east to the teleporter. 

You're teleported back to the 3rd floor. If you're using Brash, definetly switch him out and bring in characters like Heather or Quinn. Tessa's a good choice not for her bladeskills, but for her healing magic. Go forward and fight the boss.

=======================================================================
BOSS: Slimex

HP: 8,900; AP: 2,500; EXP: 12,000; G: 6,000; Spoils: Resist Fire (100%)
Nullify: Physical
Absorb: Electric
Attacks: Normal attack, Charge up, Stun Shot, Shock Ray, Slimy
Mucus, Thunderblast, Smash Slash, Rejuvenate
Suggested Levels: 27+
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Heather, Quinn, Tessa

This boss is completly immune to all physical attacks and skills. So, with that said, you'll need to use characters like Heather, Brittany, and Quinn to do damage to him. If Slimex starts glaring at you with a demented smile, he'll use Thunderblast, which will smack the whole party for some good damage, or Smash Slash, which causes instant death, so keep Tessa casting Holy Light. If Quinn is with you, he can learn Thunderblast as a monster skill. Slimex is susceptible against magical skills and abilities. So anything except physical attacks and electrical attacks will be fair game to use against him. Keep hitting him because he is able to cast Rejuvenate, which heals him for around 500 to 1000 HP. Also you may want to equip a Vigor Ring on your healer in case Slimex uses Stun Shot a lot. You'll get a Resist Fire when you're finished.

=======================================================================


After defeating Slimex, get the two Green Potions and use the teleporter. You'll be in the dockbay of the skyship Yggdrasil. Examine it and then once the convo is over, Heather, surprisingly, starts it up, and your party will be in the skies before you know it. She also suggests the party to visit the Shrine of Artemis, which is just northwest of the Sephyria Skytower, so fly over to that island and land and enter.

NOTE: After acquiring the skyship, you can ask certain NPC's to come along on your skyship. Each one offers different things, so search the time periods well!

----------------------------
3-12: Shrine of Artemis
----------------------------
Treasure: None
Enemies: None
Suggested Levels: 28+

Artemis, one of the last remaining guardians in the world, automatically senses Brittany's presence, and directs her to come forward. She tells them that she has assigned Brittany to be "her eyes" and watch the actions of the human race. Brittany tries to apologize for the fact that she couldn't find the Fallen Gypsy on the Forbidden Island, but Artemis tells her not to worry, and to continue to travel with Lilliana and the others. Then she tells you the whereabouts of Xanabie (finally - you've been wanting to know that since the beginning of the chapter now!); he is located in the frozen country of Centrius to the north. 

However, she says that a cold polar wind is blowing over the continent, freezing out the inhabitants of Centrius, and that it may be the work of Sylphi, the wind guardian, and another of the last remaining guardians in the world. She asks you that you check it out, and that she'll have more information for you after the situation of Centrius has been remedied. So, with that said, you now know where Xanabie is - hurry to the snow continent of Centrius. Hop in your skyship and head northeast to the icy village of Centrius.

Before going to Centrius, let's get another Monster Skill for Quinn.

Poison Bubble: Position the skyship just a tiny bit north of the Shrine of Artemis, then fly directly westward. You should come across the Syrius Sanctuary in about five seconds. Land here, go inside and find a battle with a Dark Crocodile. Wait until it uses Poison Bubble, then Quinn will learn it. Finish it off, then leave.


--------------------------------
3-13: Snow Village Centrius
--------------------------------
Treasure: Angel Feather, Dark Charm, Dance Lessons vol. 4
Enemies: None
Suggested Levels: 28+

Centrius is the hometown of Heather and you should start your search for Sylphi here. Someone has taken Sylphi hostage and is currently residing in a tower to the northeast. 

Start off by visiting the weapon shop and purchase some upgrades for the rest of the party, mainly a Twin Bow for Quinn, a Brainbuster for Brash and the Battle Whip for Brittany, and Tessa should already have a Mist Blade. If you didn't get Lilliana's and Heather's upgrades back at Sephyria Skytower (or didn't have the money), you can get them here too. Make sure you get the better armor as well; Wizard Robes for the casters/supporters, Plate Mail or Plated Vest for the fighters, and Plated Helmets/Shields for everyone. The Performing Shoes are nice to have as well. The Twin Bow, in case you haven't figured out, shoots twice a turn, so that can really help Quinn. 

When you're done here, loot the village for a few chests; the Angel Feather is in the Inn, the Dark Charm is inside the house next to the spell shop, and the Dance Lessons (this one is volume 4) book is inside the house in the lower-left corner of the village. Make sure you get that, as it teaches Brittany two more useful dances: Moonlight Shuffle (puts the enemy party to sleep) and Flash Dance (blinds all enemies). 

Your next stop should be Monroe's house, who is Heather's uncle, and learn how to get to that tower. Leave the village whenever you're ready to see a cutscene. And after that cutscene is over, head west to Frosty Forest.

*NOTE: Talk to Monroe a second time and he'll give you Broken Part 2! 

----------------------------------------
3-14: Frosty Forest / Frozen Lake
----------------------------------------
Treasure: Spirit Pill, Remedial Pill, Motion Bracer, Power Bracer, Red Potion, Mystic Potion, Insomniac Ring, Wake-Up Pill
Enemies: Ice Gargoyle, Wing Cannon, Puffball, Ice Mangler
Suggested Levels: 28+

Frosty Forest is straightforward and easy to navigate, with the exception of some side paths leading to treasure. The enemies can inflict freeze on your characters in one way or another, so it's wise to equip a few Motion Bracers on your party members. If you have an Ice Shield or two, consider tacking those on. Speaking of a party, Brittany's dances are very effective on these monsters; both Moonlight Shuffle and Hush Harmony work on every monster out here, not to mention you'll be needing her Recovery Step very soon. So it's a good idea to take her along. 

Heather's Under Roaster and Fireblast spells will generally OHKO these guys, so she's a good contender too. More importantly, it's a good idea to start leveling Tessa up now; try to get her to level 30 ASAP. Quinn is a good choice since he can hit twice with the Twin Bow and make short work of flying monsters even faster. And even better, if he has Firebreath (he should), he can really dominate out here. He can also learn the Cold Blaze monster skill from the Wing Cannons. Brash works nicely too, pick who you want, and let's get going. 

Start out by heading west, make sure you scout the area for treasures, and battle the monsters to gain some good experience. In the next area, get the Motion Bracer and the Red Potion from the center platform and continue to head west. Now you'll come to an area separated by a small river. Explore the east side of the river to find a Mystic Potion, then cross the bridge. Go north and then cross the bridge to the east. Head south to find an Insomniac Ring (equip this now, trust me, you'll need it), and north to find a Wake-Up Pill. (This should tell you something, if you can't figure it out now, you'll find out soon enough.) 

Head north across the bridge, and navigate the next area until you get to the Frozen Lake. Once you're here, head west to find a Save Golem and save your progress and fully heal everyone. Before you approach the lake, a woman stops you in your tracks. You learn that her name is Porima, the mistress of nightmares, and she serves Xanabie. Uh oh. Yeah, she's not going to be nice to you, so get ready to battle Porima.

=======================================================================
BOSS: Porima (1st fight)

HP: 9,000; AP: 5,000; EXP: 10,500; G: 3,500; Spoils: Magic Potion (50%)
Nullify: Fire, Water, Wind, Earth, Dark, Light, Ice, Electric
Absorb: Time
Attacks: Double attack, Hypnotize, Dream Lullaby, Black Nightmare, Rift
Explosion
Suggested Levels: 28+
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Tessa, Brittany, Brash 

Porima's main attacks can put your party to sleep. So make sure your healers, AT THE VERY LEAST, have an Insomniac Ring equipped. Porima will immediately open the fight with a Black Nightmare, so be prepared to heal and cure sleep/slow. Her worst attacks are Dream Lullaby (which does damage and puts the entire party to sleep) and Black Nightmare (which damages and causes sleep AND slow to the entire party). Porima may also cast Hypnotize. Make sure that Brittany is casting Recovery Step often to remove the sleep/slow effects from the party, or you can use Wake-Up Pills. Don't take Porima lightly. She is fond of casting multiple Black Nightmares or Dream Lullabies while your entire party is sleeping away in hopes of destroying them in their sleep. Try to damage her while keeping sleep status off of everyone with Brittany. Twin Spiraller, normal attacks from Brash, and Bioburst spells from Heather all work well. Quinn should use Leafwhip and Tessa should focus on healing everyone.

=======================================================================

Porima casts a weird sleeping spell on Lilliana and teleports the rest of your party to her inner subconciousness. The party's gonna have to dive inside Lilliana's mind and save her before they're destroyed by the dream rift inside her subconciousness...

------------------------------
3-15: Lilliana's Nightmare
------------------------------
Treasure: None
Enemies: Nightmare Doll, Sorcerer, Nautilus, Deathtrap
Suggested Levels: 29+

Your objective here is to rescue Lilliana from her own nightmare, before Porima destroys her subconciousness - which is where you are now. It's a good idea to use Quinn in here as most of the monsters fly; with the Twin Bow equipped, he should be able to dispatch the monsters with relative ease. Also Brittany is good to use for Recovery Step since many of these monsters take after their master and can put you to sleep. The Sorceror's Black Wave spell can do some heavy damage so make sure you bring Tessa to heal often. Quinn can also learn Galactic Rift from the Deathtraps, as well.

Begin by heading north out of the initial room. The screen will periodically blacken out to a point where you can't see a thing - and there are monsters running around, which makes it even more tough. If you're caught in a battle with the screen pitch black, or beginning to go pitch black, you'll have to fight in pitch black darkness. Work your way through the maze and you'll find the stairs to the far north. The next area is a maze as well, traverse it and you'll find the stairs to the north again. The next area is a four-way junction: nothing off to the west, nothing off to the east (for now), and a boy guarding the stairs to the north. Talk to this boy and he changes into a creature called the Knightmare. This creature CANNOT be defeated right now, so the only choice you have is to....run away. When you run, examine the path to the east to find a flight of stairs. 

Now, you'll be in...Lilliana's bedroom in Syrius Castle!? You learn that in order to shut off Porima's source of black magic and to defeat the Knightmare, you need to shut off a crystal that can be found somewhere within the area. It's Lilliana's only hope. So, with that said, exit the room and head east. When you get to the throne room, head south. Soon enough, you'll be in the Ruin of Lost Memories. Continue to head south, and you'll eventually be in Kaskonia. Locate the crystal in the southern end of the market and turn it off. You'll have to destroy the monster in front of it first though. 

Now with the crystal deactivated, backtrack all the way to the four-way junction where the Knightmare awaits (make sure you save at the golem first), and confront him again. This time, you can beat him.

=======================================================================
BOSS: Knightmare

HP: 8,800; AP: 500; EXP: 6,666; G: 0; Spoils: Hi-Potion (100%)
Half: Fire, Water
Absorb: Earth, Dark, Time, Ice, Electric
Attacks: Double attack, Fatal Slasher, Knight Blaster, Spirit Shard, Tidal Wave
Suggested Levels: 29+
Suggested Party: Brash, Heather, Brittany, Tessa

Knightmare is pathetically easy because he's susceptible to almost EVERY negative status in the game, except for zombie, berserk and fear. 
His attacks aren't nothing major to worry about; if you really need to heal up, just use Holy Light. The quickest way to win is to poison him. Silence him so he can't use his spells, and then just let the poison eat away at his HP every turn. If poison wears off, reapply. If he stops taking poison damage, but is still under poison status, it means he's at 1 HP, and then you can just finish him off with a normal attack from anyone. There's lots of ways to beat this guy, I'll let you decide.

=======================================================================

Once you've defeated the Knightmare, go up the stairs and go north to meet Porima again. She's surprised that you've made it through, and you'll have to fight her to awaken Lilliana from her nightmare...

=======================================================================
BOSS: Porima (2nd fight)

HP: 9,000; AP: 5,000; EXP: 10,500; G: 3,500; Spoils: Magic Potion (50%)
Nullify: Fire, Water, Wind, Earth, Dark, Light, Ice, Electric
Absorb: Time
Attacks: Double attack, Hypnotize, Dream Lullaby, Black Nightmare, Rift
Explosion
Suggested Levels: 29+
Suggested Party: Brash, Heather, Brittany, Tessa

This rematch with Porima should go similar to the first battle. Porima's main attacks can put your party to sleep. So make sure your healers, AT THE VERY LEAST, have an Insomniac Ring equipped. Her worst attacks are Dream Lullaby (which does damage and puts the entire party to sleep) and Black Nightmare (which damages and causes sleep AND slow to the entire party). Porima may also cast Hypnotize. Make sure that Brittany is casting Recovery Step often to remove the sleep/slow effects from the party, or you can use Wake-Up Pills. Don't take Porima lightly. She is fond of casting multiple Black Nightmares or Dream Lullabies while your entire party is sleeping away in hopes of destroying them in their sleep. Try to damage her while keeping sleep status off of everyone with Brittany. Nrmal attacks from Brash, and Bioburst spells from Heather all work well. Quinn should use Leafwhip and Tessa should focus on healing everyone.

=======================================================================

She gives up for now and lets Lilliana go. She'll be back, though, so keep on your guard. For now, recover yourself, save your game at the nearby golem, then continue on your journey to the tower where Xanabie is by going north to the next area, the White Forest.

----------------------
3-16: White Forest
----------------------
Treasure: Remedial Pill, Antidote Ring, Wizard Robe, Green Potion
Enemies: Yeti, Ice Crystal, Frost Fluff, Ice Mangler, Puffball, Ice Gargoyle
Suggested Levels: 29+

NOTE: The Frost Fluff that appears in this area (and in the next area) is quite difficult to kill. It has 2,000 HP, absorbs every element, and resists physical attacks. However, negative status effects like poison, paralysis and sleep work quite well against them, but they have a 50% to escape from the battle every turn, and they usually go first. An effective tactic is to have Brittany use Moonlight Shuffle to put it to sleep (or Quinn's Cold Blaze or Galactic Rift monster skills), and then follow up with Twilight Elegy to poison it. It's tough, but if you should happen to kill just one, you'll recieve 1,250 EXP and an Arcane Pill, if lucky! Good luck with these little guys.

You're one step closer to the weathertower. The White Forest is similar to the Frosty Forest in difficulty and in enemies, so it's not going to be too hard to get through here. Some enemies are slightly stronger, like the Yetis for instance, but you can continue to burn them with fire elemental magic and build experience here. You might want to use Fireblast against the Yetis, as Under Roaster won't take them out in the first try. 

This is a GREAT place to get Tessa to level 30, so if you haven't done so already, go ahead and bring her into the party and level her to at least 30 so she'll learn Healing Light. She WILL need Healing Light a little later on in this chapter so don't forget to learn it now while you still can. Also, you can level up your other characters here too. Before you get to the Sylphi Weathertower, make sure Quinn learns Cold Blaze and Tessa learns her Healing Light spell.

From the start, head north across the frozen river to come to two exits. The one on the right leads to a chest with a Remedial Pill. Get that, then take the left exit. Work your way north, then east. Grab the Antidote Ring from the chest and continue on eastward. In the next area, walk around the frozen pond and take the lowest path to come to a chest with a Wizard Robe inside. Backtrack and take the northern path and you'll be out of the forest in no time. Don't forget to grab the Green Potion on your way out. The next area you'll come to is Ice Wall Canyon.

-------------------------
3-17: Ice Wall Canyon
-------------------------
Treasure: Hammer, Angel Feather, Silver Helmet, Magic Ring, Prismic Vest, Twinblaze Staff
Enemies: Yeti, Ice Crystal, Frost Fluff, Ice Mangler, Puffball, Ice Gargoyle
Suggested Levels: 30+

The first thing that you should do is to locate the Hammer. This allows you to shatter the special crystals that will open up paths within Ice Wall Canyon. When you locate the hammer, break the crystal (they look like diamond-shaped rocks) and the path will open up for you. In the next area, get the Angel Feather from the nearby chest, then follow the path until you get to a cave entrance. Go inside and continue to follow the path until you reach a fence with a strip of frozen ice between them. You can walk on this ice, so head east on the ice until you come to another blue crystal. Shatter this crystal to open up the way to the third crystal. Head north and follow the path until you get to another crystal. Shatter this one to access the northern exit of the room. 

Backtrack to the strip of ice and head towards the northwestern corner of the cave. Before leaving though, make sure you shatter the crystal that lies to the east (otherwise you won't be able to get much further). Exit to the north and follow the path as it leads outside, back inside, then back outside again. Make your way north until you reach a new area.

In this area, head east, through the monsters and when you come to the steps, go up and continue eastward. Go down the second set of steps to reach a blue crystal; go ahead and shatter it, then go back up and exit to the east. You'll come out behind some snowy trees on the bottom of the screen; head east (there is a monster that you'll need to get rid of to continue), and head into the cave. The path east is blocked for the moment. 

Inside the cave, there are three giant crystals blocking the three paths; two of them leading to chests, and several colored crystals.  All you have to do is make all the stones a single color to break one crystal. There are three colors: Red, Blue and Green. Change them all to each color at least once and you can move forward, and grab a Silver Helmet and Magic Ring from the chests. Definetly stick that Magic Ring on someone like Brittany or Heather to reduce the costs of their spells by half. Head east to exit. 

In the next area, go all the way to the right and go up the stairs and check behind the lone tree to find a hidden blue crystal. Shatter it and it will remove a barrier in a previous area of the canyon. Backtrack through the cave where the nine colored crystals are and exit to the south. The barrier to the right of the cave entrance is now gone, so head that way. Go all the way to the right to find the Prismic Vest. It's a rather weak piece of armor, but it does resist every element as well as grant 30% extra resistance to all status effects. Not bad. Then head up the nearby stairs and go west. Kill all the monsters in the way and at the very end of the path you'll find the Twinblaze Staff, a nice fire-elemental battle pole for Lilliana. It can be pretty useful immediately, so equip that, then return to the cave entrance. Go on through. 

Head up the first pair of stairs in the next area, then you'll find a blue crystal off to the west and a barrier to the right. Break the crystal to remove the nearby barrier, then exit to the north and you'll end up inside another ice cave. 

Head north. See the boulder above you? You need to stomp on the corresponding tile to make the boulder move that way....direct it to the brown tile above and a path to the east will open up. Head through that door and save your game (using the Save Golem you find in front of you), and go north across the bridge to get ready to confront...one rather large beast...

=======================================================================
BOSS: White Dragon

HP: 15,000; AP: 9,999; EXP: 12,000; G: 6,200; Spoils: Cross Stiletto (100%)
Nullify: Water, Wind, Earth, Dark, Light, Time, Nature, Electric
Absorb: Ice
Weak: Fire
Attacks: Double attack, Icicle Rain, Tail Stinger, Frost Explosion, Blizzard, Freeze Breath, Claw Massacre
Suggested Levels: 30+
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Heather, Quinn, Tessa

15,000 HP's, but he's weak to fire. If you have any Ice Shields, they will be very useful here, especially on your characters with lower HP. Unfortunately for you though, all of his attacks hurt like hell, especially Tail Stinger (this will do 800+ if it connects; pray that it doesn't), and his Icicle Rain spell, and Claw Massacre. Lilliana should have the Twinblaze Staff equipped, cast a first turn Pole Protector, then normal attack. Pray for a lot of critical hits. Brash should normal attack with his Brainbuster. Pray for a lot of critical hits. Heather needs to Focus, then spam Fireblast, Quinn should use Firebreath. Tessa should hopefully have Healing Light to heal your party when needed; Brittany isn't a viable choice here, but if you want to use her, she can use Impulsive Riff for decent damage or just run support and utility.

=======================================================================

You'll score a Cross Stiletto after defeating this beast, which is a good weapon for Tessa that has a chance of paralyzing the enemy it hits. Equip that to Tessa and continue forward to exit the canyon and you'll reach your destination at last, the Sylphi Weathertower.

--------------------------------
3-18: Sylphi Weathertower
--------------------------------
Treasure: Angelic Charm, Super Potion, Poison Bow, Power Pill, Sundress, Silver Shield, Dance Lessons vol. 5, Thornvine Tail, Super Agility Pill, Evil Rod 
Enemies: Skull Wizard, Grey Hound, Stone Soldier, Civernex, Poltergeist, Xanabie
Suggested Levels: 31+

The monsters here can be pretty dangerous; especially be careful around the Stone Soldiers (which are weak to wind), as they can petrify party members, and the Skull Wizards (weak to light) which can cast a variety of elemental spells. Grey Hounds aren't too much of a threat, but they can freeze you with their Frostbite attack. The Civernex, Skull Wizards and Poltergeist are all undead, so you can use Heather's Healing Rod to dispose of them quite quickly, but be careful of the Poltergeist's Poison Breath attack (damage + poison status) and Civernex's Curse, which can zombify one character. The Poltergeists especially have a good chunk of health. You may want to unequip the Twinblaze Staff and go back to using the Caduceus, since many of these monsters halve, nullify or even absorb fire (as well as several other elements). Be cautious in your battles in this dungeon.

You'll need to find and activate the two switches on this floor to get access to the third floor. Both switches are located on the paths leading east. You'll find the stairs up to the northwest. Head up and around. Dispose of the monster in your way and continue up to Floor 3. On the third floor, you'll need to use the arrow teleporters to get around. Start by using the green teleporter to get to the Super Potion in the chest here, then take the blue teleporter to get an Angelic Charm, which stops the zombie status. Head all the way to the right to find a gold teleporter; use it. Follow the path to a blue teleporter and use it to get to a chest containing a Poison Bow for Quinn. Then head east to a green teleporter; use it to access the next area. 

Spiral around, defeat the monster in the way and you can head up to the fourth floor. This floor has a bunch of red and blue teleporters, but it's not as confusing as it may first seem. All you really have to do is take the teleporter in front of you every time. You'll need to defeat a monster to access the first blue teleporter. Work your way around until you reach the stairs at the north end of the room. In the next spiral, you have to defeat two monsters to get to the stairs leading to floor 5. If you head to the left when you enter this room, you can find a hidden pathway that will eventually lead you to a chest containing a Sundress, which is a very nice piece of armor for this point in the game! This will boost the wearer's defense by nearly 20 points and has zombie resistance on top of that. Definetly equip that on one of your female characters, then use the nearby teleporter to return to the central area. Now all you have to do is simply head north into the next room, then go up the stairs to Floor 6.

Now for Floor 6. This floor is MASSIVE. There are a LOT of teleporters around the room for you to use, however, only one color teleporter is active at a time; the other three will be inactive (you will learn this in game as you access the first control panel). You can change which teleporter is active by accessing the control systems dotted around this floor. Red will start out as the active color, but the first teleporter you'll come across is a blue one, so you will need to access the control panel to change the active color to blue. Once that's done, use the blue teleporter. Ignore the blue teleporter you will appear next to, and head south until you come to a left-right fork. If you go right, you'll find a red, a gold, and a green teleporter; all of which are inactive at the moment since the current active color is blue. The control panel can be found if you go left at the fork, then take the first path leading up. Let's change the color back to red for now, then return to the three teleporters to the east. Red should be flashing now, so use it to get to a chest containing a Power Pill. Warp back and return to the control panel. 

This time, change it to gold. Use the gold teleporter to get to a chest with a Silver Shield inside of it, then make your way back to the control panel. Now you want to change it to green. Do so, then take the green teleporter. Follow the short path to get to a chest which contains volume 5 of Dance Lessons (teaches Brittany Antiflame and Antideluge Solo; which reduce fire and water resistance, respectfully) Return to the control panel once more. Change the active color to blue, and head south until you reach a blue teleporter. Use it. Change the active color to green now (using the control panel you'll find to the north) and continue to teleport. Continue to change active colors as needed and proceed to teleport around the floor until you get to a sword seal. This one has Breaker Missile for Race to learn; bring him in to learn it if you don't have him in. Head left from the seal to find another control panel. Change the color to blue, and head around until you see three teleporters. The blue teleporter will be pointing left; use it to get to a chest with a Thornvine Tail (nature-elemental whip which also inflicts poison on striking). Give that to Brittany and warp back. 

Change the active color to gold and teleport up to the next section. Change to color to red and take the red teleporter you'll find off to the far upper right. You should find a warp here, take it and it'll warp you to the fifth floor. Grab the Super Agility Pill, then take the red teleporter to get to the other side of the room. Warp over, get the monster out of your way, and snag the Evil Rod from the chest (darkness-elemental rod for Heather which also has a chance of inflicting zombie status). Backtrack and head back to the control panel on the sixth floor. Change the color one last time to green, use the green teleporter and you'll finally find the stairs to Floor 7. Whew.

Floor 7. There is a Save Golem located here (about time). Better use this one, because you have a tough fight ahead of you. Make sure you take off Lilliana's Twinblaze Staff and equip her with the Caduceus. Also equip any fire-resistant equipment, because Xanabie loves to play with fire as well as absorb it. Flame Shields are great to have here, as well as the Prismic Vest you got from Ice Wall Canyon earlier. Change your party to include Heather and Brittany as well as Tessa and head upstairs to the final floor. Xanabie has Sylphi captured and soon initiates a fight with you once again.

=======================================================================
BOSS: Xanabie (3rd fight)

HP: 15,000; AP: 3,000; EXP: 20,000; G: 14,000; Spoils: Magic Potion (100%)
Half: Physical
Nullify: Water, Wind, Earth, Dark, Light, Time, Nature, Electric
Absorb: Fire
Attacks: Double attack, Infernoline, Fireblast, Falling Star, Firesaber, Wide Devour, Flame Rust, Meganuke, Flame Breath
Suggested Levels: 32+
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Tessa, Heather, Brittany or Quinn

Once again, Xanabie has physical resistance, so it'll take some time to bring him down. Infernoline and Falling Star aren't used until he loses 75% of his HP; be extremely careful during this part of the fight. If he manages to get everyone with Flame Rust, you could be eating a whole lot of damage. Definetly make sure Tessa is level 30+ so she can heal everyone at once with Healing Light. With Heather, you want to have her use Focus, then start spamming Solidify. If you have Brittany, have her run utility and support, or if you have Quinn, use Cold Blaze. He's not that bad; just make sure you keep your health high at all times.

=======================================================================


After the battle, you'll set Sylphi free, and Lilliana advises for the team to return to Artemis's shrine to see if she has any more information. So, let's get back to the skyship, which is all the way back at Centrius Village. Fortunately, a new path has opened to the south of the Sylphi Weathertower, and you can just take a little walk there. 

Before returning to the Shrine of Artemis, make one last stop at Centrius Village and go to the weapons shop. You'll find Melanie once again, and she's here to teach Lilliana the Blazing Ring poleskill, which has a chance of inflicting fear. Nifty stuff. You can also purchase some slightly better weapons here, but you should already have most of it. Return to the Shrine of Artemis to the south.

-----------------------------------------
3-19: Shrine of Artemis (2nd visit)
-----------------------------------------
Treasure: None
Enemies: None
Suggested Level: 32+

Speak to Artemis to learn about how you can match your power with Xanabie's. She speaks of a power that can be obtained in the past, but you'll need a special part to make your skyship warp through time periods. And the part you need is sitting in a place that you wouldn't even think of...Navarre Castle.

--------------------------------
3-20: Water Castle Navarre
--------------------------------
Treasure: Angel Feather, Mid Potion, Violet Leaf, Fire Charm, Power Bracer, Silver Axe, Vigor Ring
Enemies: N. Sentry, Killer Snail, Cave Scorpion, Hobgoblin, Isabella, Blaze Pheonix, Gordavon
Suggested Levels: 32+

*NOTE: Before you enter the castle, make absolutely sure that Tessa is at least level 30. If not, I strongly advise you to go back to Centrius and level her up to 30 so that she learns Healing Light - you WILL need this spell for this next section. 

Upon arriving, your party gets arrested right off the bat, and you're thrown in jail. While stirring in your cell, you and Quinn (and the two guards) hear a ruckus going on in the cells upstairs. You soon realize that the one causing the ruckus is none other than...Tessa? Yep. Then you overhear that the Core Crystal, is indeed, in this castle, but how are you to get out of the cell? The guards, however, try to start a fight with the former lieutenant, and you're thrusted into a battle. 

You'll be controlling Tessa for this 2 on 1 tussle, but Tessa is more than a match for these guys. Just use any of her bladeskills (it doesn't matter which one) a few times, and they'll be down before you know it. You shouldn't even need to heal. Once the battle is over, the princess convinces Tessa to let them out of the cells, she does so. 

Quinn then finally decides to try his luck with Tessa and hit on her, but the former lieutenant quickly blows him off. Wrong girl, Quinn! Shortly afterwards, the 'Dancing Sensation' appears in the room literally out of nowhere, and surprises the others. She then learns the Aurora's Wind dance, which hastes her and lets her go invisible in battle for a few rounds (and is really how she got in the room), meaning she can't be touched by physical attacks, but still able to be hit with magic. Time for a flawless escape!

Well, not really. Brittany mentions that guards have released monsters into the prison, meaning you'll have to fight your way out. Speaking of monsters, none of them are really dangerous, aside from the Killer Snails which can zombie you and the Navarre Sentries which can confuse you. And do not let a Killer Snail be the last one on the field, because then it'll resurrect every last enemy. Tessa explains that the relic that you need could be in the caverns above the prison and offers her help in retrieving it. 

So, you'll have a party of Lilliana, Quinn, Tessa and Brittany to escape the prison. Follow the path, collect the Angel Feather from the chest nearby, then head west through the dungeon. You'll find the stairs on the southern end of the room. On the next floor, you'll have to get past some forced battles with Sentries. After the first forced battle, head to the northeast corner of the room to find a guy dressed in armor. Talk to him and agree to let him on your skyship. (This is the only opportunity that you can do this, so better do it now). Proceed west to the second forced battle. 

Win that, and head south. Take the Mid Potion from the chest and head south to the third and final forced battle. After winning that last battle, equip both Tessa and Brittany with Sanity Rings, then head up the stairs and you'll run into Isabella again. Tessa tries to reason with her, but Isabella refuses to listen, and picks a fight with you anyway. Get ready. 


=======================================================================
BOSS: Isabella (2nd fight)

HP: 11,000; AP: 2,500; EXP: 12,500, G: 6,000; Spoils: Shining Mail (5%)
Nullify: Fire, Water, Dark, Light, Time, Nature, Ice, Electric
Absorb: Wind
Attacks: Double Attack, Thunder Slash, Aqua Thrust, Divine Burst, Seismic Slash
Suggested Levels: 32+
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Quinn, Tessa, Brittany (forced)


Isabella's back, and she's tougher than when you first fought her back at Rikkania Sanctuary. This time, however, she can use the deadly Thunder Slash at any point in the battle, and besides Double attack, that's her WEAKEST attack, doing around 1,000 damage to a single character! She also has added Aqua Thrust (water elemental), Divine Burst (light elemental), and Seismic Slash (earth elemental) to her repitoire of attacks, each of them capable of doing well over 1,000+ damage to your characters. Isabella will use Seismic Slash towards the end of the fight, so stay healthy and you'll defeat her again. 

Lilliana should use a first turn Pole Protector, then spam Blazing Ring. If Tessa is not level 30, she will need to spam Tranquil Water or Power Healing. Which is NOT recommended. So just have Tessa at level 30 at least for your own sake. Quinn should either run utility, normal attack, or use Leafwhip or Explosion or something.  

Brittany should use her Healing Dance first turn, then spam Impulsive Riff. Use Aurora's Wind to give her haste status if you'd like, or run utility when the need arises. Tessa should definetly use Knight's Basilica to ease the pain that Isabella is dishing out with her bladeskills, then use Healing Light when HP gets low, and spam it as soon as you start seeing Seismic Slash. If everything is alright, just normal attack with the Cross Stiletto (bladeskills won't work here). 

=======================================================================

So close, yet, so far. Tessa mentions that she almost got through to her, but she isn't giving up yet. The caves are ahead and that the Core Crystal might be somewhere in there, so head up the stairs.

You're now in the caverns beneath the castle. Go up and get the Violet Leaf from the chest nearby, then head west to the next area. Head west for a Fire Charm, then turn south. Take the furthest path leading north to get to a Power Bracer, then take the other path leading north to get to the next area. Head down the ladder from here. You have two ways to go from here. West will eventually lead you to a chest containing a Silver Axe, which is equippable by Brash. Get that, then backtrack to the ladder, then go south from there. Follow the path until you get to a left-right fork (both have bridges leading each way). 

Take the bridge to the right to get to a chest with a Silver Cloak (equip on one of your females), then go left to exit. Equip the Caduceus to Lilliana, equip any Flame Shields you have (Prismic Vest on Lilliana), then use the Save Golem and continue until you get to the Core Crystal. 

Quinn decides to hit on Lilliana yet again, and Brittany gives a short synopsis about the love between the four of them, strangely Tessa agrees with her. Anywho, a monster decides to pick this opportunity to show itself to the group, and attacks...

=======================================================================
MINI-BOSS: Blaze Phoenix

HP: 11,500; AP: 2,500; EXP: 11,000; G: 5,500; Spoils: Magic Potion (35%)
Nullify: Wind, Earth, Dark, Light, Time, Nature, Electric
Absorb: Fire
Weak: Ranged, Ice
Attacks: Firesaber, Flame Claw, Wing Rush, Blazing Wall, Novaburst
Suggested Levels: 32+
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Quinn, Brittany, Tessa (forced)

Firesaber can cause fear, so be careful of that. Make sure Lilliana does NOT the have the Twinblaze Staff equipped for this battle, as the boss absorbs fire. If you have any Flame Shields, now would be a great time to use them. Also make sure that Tessa has Healing Light now, because you will need it. Use Lilliana's Blazing Ring, Quinn's Cold Blaze monster skill, Brittany's Impulsive Riff dance, and Tessa's Glacial Burst when she gets a chance. Cold Blaze and Glacial Burst especially will do lots of damage because they will hit the boss's weakness. Leafwhip also works well. Be careful of Blaze Pheonix's Wing Rush attack as it deals considerable damage, so keep your HP up by casting Tessa's Healing Light repeatedly. Blazing Walls will start coming out once the boss is low enough in life, so keep healing and the battle will be over.

=======================================================================


Take the Core Crystal and head for the ladder, which is to the north. Go through the castle and head for the throne room. In the hallway, head east to find a Vigor Ring, which stops paralysis. You may need this really soon. You'll find Brash and Heather in the throne room, along with a dead King Navarre. She then asks how King Navarre died; Brash tells them that he was dead when they got there. 

But Tessa seems to know who could have murdered him: Gordavon, then she goes on to explain why he would do such a thing as well as a bit more about the purpose of the Navarrian Army. Brash says that Gordavon is outside of the castle, and that's where you should go. 

Before you go outside to confront him, take this time to reform your party. Tessa automatically forces herself into the party, so choose two other party members carefully - there is a tough fight ahead. I strongly recommend Heather and Brittany. Also, make sure to equip a Vigor Ring on Tessa. Outside, you'll meet up with Gordavon, and he claims that it is time for Navarre to realize their true king...Xanabie. He'll then initiate a fight with you.

=======================================================================
BOSS: Gordavon (final fight)

HP: 16,000; AP: 2,300; EXP: 15,000; G: 13,000; Spoils: Silver Pole (15%)
Nullify: Fire, Wind, Earth, Dark, Light, Time, Nature, Ice
Absorb: Electric
Attacks: Double attack, Thundersaber, Flash Shock, Rejuvenate, Fatal Slasher, Plasma Slasher, Thunderblaster
Suggested Levels: 33+
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Tessa, Heather, Brittany

This will easily be the hardest battle you've had in the entire game thus far. Be EXTREMELY careful here. Tessa is forced to be in the party for this fight for obvious reasons, so PLEASE make sure she is AT LEAST level 30! Also make sure that everyone is a high enough level so that they all have at least 1,000 HP. With an impressive 16k HP, he's not going to be defeated so quickly. 

He'll start out by taunting Lilliana, then nailing a random character REALLY hard with Plasma Slasher. This does around 1,000 damage so you must heal ASAP. His double attack also has a 33% chance to critically hit, so be very careful with that. You may want to have Tessa as well as a second character (prefeably Brittany, since she's most likely your fastest character right now) to run support in this battle, simply because Gordavon's attacks deal so much damage. On the 15th turn, he'll start a conversation with Tessa, then use another Plasma Slasher; heal up quickly. Tessa really needs to stay on the ball in this fight and keep everyone healthy, otherwise, you might lose this fight. Use Angel Feathers if anyone dies, which is very likely to happen in this battle.

Offense. Have Brittany, when she gets a chance, dance Antideluge Solo; once this connects, Gordavon will become weak to water. Heather should Focus and then use Aquawhirl, and Lilliana should stick to Blazing Ring. Once Brittany does her thing, have her help Tessa support the party by tossing out potions, Healing Dance, etc. Hard battle, but you can win if you concentrate on staying healthy.

=======================================================================


After defeating Gordavon, pay your respects and then get on the skyship. Talk to Heather and she'll install the Core Crystal while you can go below deck and take a nap in the new inn off to the west. After waking up, speak to Heather again, and ask her to take you to the past. Once there, save your game, then speak to Heather to fly the skyship. You start next to Rikkania Village. 

So start by heading due south to find Crissius's Hut. Speak to him to learn more about the Mystic Power which Artemis told you about earlier. You'll need to travel to Forgotten Ruins to find the Mystic Power, and once you save your game, you can leave for the ruins. This...finally...ends a lengthy Chapter 3.


					xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
					CHAPTER 4: THE LAST STAND
					xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


Welcome to Chapter 4. Your goal in this chapter is to, yet again, located Xanabie; this time, to put an end to him for good. Also, you'll obtain the Mystic Power early in this chapter. To get started, stop by Crissius's Hut for some tea, and then stop by Crescent and upgrade your team to the silver equipment. When you're ready to go, hop in your skyship and search for the Forgotten Ruins.


------------------------
4-1: Forgotten Ruins
------------------------
Treasure: Green Potion, Motion Bracer
Enemies: Berillius
Suggested Levels: 34+

From Crissius's Hut, fly northeast until you find a triangular shaped island. This is the Forgotten Ruins. Head inside to view another cutscene between Xanabie, Porima and Isabella. It seems they have a surprise for you, and you'll get it pretty darn soon, so beware. As you enter, a voice enters Lilliana's head. She doesn't know who it is, but her mother knows. Venture on inside. 

In the second area, trigger the switch to open the path, then make sure you save here. Go north and enter the next area. You learn that that spirit that talked to Lilliana is the spirit of the Mystic Warrior. He and Gabrielle (Lilliana's mother) want to make sure the future of mankind is safe, and they are the ones who fill the shell of the mystic power for Lilliana. But before they can get started, something violently interrupts them and attacks the party....

=======================================================================
BOSS: Berillius (1st fight)

HP: 15,000; AP: 2,500; EXP: 15,000; G: 5,200; Spoils: Varies depending on whose attacks it was copying upon deathblow
Half: Physical, All elements (if it is in default form)
Nullify: Varies upon its mimicry abilities
Weak: Varies upon its mimicry abilities
Attacks: Default - Berillius Bomber, Power Punch, Lightning, Various others depending on mimicry abilities
Suggested Levels: 34+
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Quinn, Heather, Tessa

Berillius attacks with Berillius Bomber on the first turn; this does around 750+ damage to everyone at once. Cast Healing Light after that. Other than that, he also has Power Punch (800+ damage to a single character), and Lightning. But its real abilities lies in its mimicry skills. Berillius can copy the abilities of former bosses that you've fought - like Isabella, Gordavon, Xanabie and Porima. Which means he has random access to skills like Sky Funnel Toss, Flash Shock, Meganuke and Black Nightmare. Be ready for these skills, especially the annoying, status inflicting ones, like Porima's Black Nightmare. 

Keep an eye out on the top message screen to see if he changes tactics. If and when he switches tactics immediately pound him with all that you have - he must waste a turn by uploading the abilities to his battle tactics before actually using them on you. His weakness also depends on whose abilities he is using at the time - for a quick reference:

Isabella's form - weak against Earth
Gordavon's form - weak against Fire
Xanabie's form - weak against Water
Porima's form - weak against Nature
Default - weak against Nothing

So, in short - if he changes to a battle tactic, use his weakness element on him. If he changes back to default, start healing because he will usually use his Berillius Bomber attack in this state. Keep attacking him and changing your tactics when he changes his, and you'll defeat him...for now.

=======================================================================

After the golem's defeat, Lilliana gains the Mystical Power. It is explained in-game how to use it. Unfortunately, you're not out of the woods yet, as Berillius will choose this moment to attack Lilliana from behind...

=======================================================================
BOSS: Berillius (2nd fight)

HP: 15,000; AP: 2,500; EXP: 0; G: 5,200; Spoils: Mid-Potion (100%)
Half: All elements
Attacks: Berillius Bomber, Power Punch, Lightning
Suggested Levels: 34+
Suggested Party: Lilliana (forced)

This time, he won't use his mimicry abilities on you, but unfortunately, that leaves his big-damage abilities - Berillius Bomber, Power Punch and Lightning. But, with Lilliana's new mystical powers, she's able to wipe the floor with Berillius in a few turns! Set up a Pole Protector on the first turn to reduce the damage of Berillius Bomber and Power Punch, then use the Surge command four times while keeping your health up with Mid-Potions. 

Once you see the message, "Surge power max!!", the surge battle music starts playing, Lilliana's attack, defense, and magic defense are doubled, and she gets two special abilities in which she can use to destroy this boss within a few rounds. Lightspear, which is a 1,800+ damage, defense piercing attack for 16 AP, will be your bread and butter for most boss fights - however, if you're feeling lucky, you can also try out Lilliana's Mystic Flash ability. This deals 3,000+ damage to a single enemy at the cost of half of your maximum AP, with a 75% success rate. 

It's definetly more powerful, but you can't afford to make any mistakes now, so just stick to Lightspear, which may do less damage, but is guaranteed to hit every single time, plus you can use it a lot more often, since it is only 16 AP per Lightspear. With that said, just keep whacking at Berillius with Lightspear while keeping yourself alive with Mid-Potions until he goes down.

=======================================================================

Now with your new Mystic Powers, head back to the entrance of the ruins. Before you can leave, Kerrie and Race will show up! It's about time they came back, right? After greeting everyone again, they'll rejoin the team again, and then you'll be able to leave. Kerrie and Race rejoin with the latest gear and some brand new spells and skills.

Head for Crissius's Hut nowand he'll tell you about Xanabie's Skybase Fortress, where he could be residing in this chapter. Problem is, it's hidden to the naked eye, and you couldn't see it even if it were in front of you. Fortunately, he also tells you of a ruin called the Ocean Fortress where you can find more information about the Skybase Fortress. But, this ruin is also inaccessible unless you can find and locate two special tablets. 

One is located in a magma mine northwest of Syrius Province, the other is located inside a shrine on a tropical island. You can tackle the next two dungeons in either order, but you'll have to go through them both to get inside the Ocean Fortress. Crissius also joins the crew on board the Yggdrasil as an informant to help you on your quest.

*NOTE: You can learn two new spells for Heather right now. Lifestealer (steals enemy HP) can be found in the strip of forestland south of Navarre Province and the Navarre Generator Tower, and Magicstealer can be located on a snowy island west of the Forgotten Ruins. Make sure you get both of them; they will prove to be invaluable in many fights ahead! Keep in mind that you must have Heather in the active party in order to gain these spells.

-----------------------------
4-2: Island Town Palmiro
-----------------------------
Treasure: None
Enemies: None
Suggested Levels: 34+

From Crissius's Hut, you can reach this distant island town by flying southwest until you see a huge patch of forest. When you see that, just go south from there, and you should find it. You can land your skyship on the easternmost island on the patch of grass; walk south from there to find the town and enter.

These islands are known as the Sunshine Islands, where the sun never stops shining and night is unheard of. A rather pleasant place to be. Anywho, if you haven't bought the silver equipment from Rikkania Town yet, you should do so here and now; there's a weapon seller on the beach. Also, make sure you don't leave without 4 Soft Bracers.

Word around town is that there is a sanctuary on one of the Sunshine Islands where an ancient relic lies, and a large tower with machinery inside. Hmm. Crissius said that one of the demonic tablets needed to get inside the Ocean Fortress is inside a sanctuary on one of these islands. Looks like this sanctuary could be the place we're looking for, indeed. 

After doing what you need to do here, visit the priestess on the far end of the beach. She has some new and important spells for you to get, mainly Dispeller, Supplication and Remedy. BUY THE DISPELLER SPELL IMMEDIATELY! I can't stress this enough. There are some monsters in this chapter (bosses mainly) that will use positive status effects on themselves, and the Dispeller spell is the only way to remove them. Remedy is also nice to have as is Supplication to amplify the effects of all healing magic and items. That means Mid Potions, for example, will heal 1500 instead of 1000 with Supplication in effect! Sweet stuff. Melanie is also on the beach to teach you the Impulse Blow poleskill. Make sure you get that, because it'll be your strongest poleskill yet, and you won't see the next one until Chapter 6. Get what you need, then visit the boatman down at the docks. Slip him 1,000 gilla to use the boat and you can travel anywhere within the waters around the Sunshine Islands. 

The sanctuary is located on the island to the northwest; you'll see a dock on the eastern coast and a temple in the middle. This is the place you want to go.

-------------------------
4-3: Sanctuary of the Sun
-------------------------
Treasure: Silver Shield, Prismic Vest, Dance Lessons vol. 6, Heaven Mail, Yellow Pin, Thunder Charm, Violet Leaf, Hi Potion
Enemies: Fire Ant, Ruby Drake, Nature Demon, Hades Dragon
Suggested Levels: 34+

This sanctuary is the cause of why the sun always shines on the Sunshine Islands, hence its name. Enemies here are not hard at all, especially compared to the ones you've been facing in the last parts of Chapter 3. 

The beach area is easy and short. In the first area, move northwest and you'll quickly find the entrance to the next area. Go west and you'll find a Silver Shield on the end of the pathway, then make your way northeast. You should see the entrance to the sanctuary ruins ahead of you. Enter it. Out here, you'll encounter a small maze, but it's nothing difficult. Search this area well for treasures, you can come across another Prismic Vest (useful, as it can resist ALL elements and help prevent status changes, but it has really crappy defense) and volume 6 of Dance Lessons. Sweetness...more dances for Brittany. This one will add two more resistance-lowering dances to her repitoire; Antiskye (lowers wind resistance) and Antigrav (lowers earth resistance) Solos. 

Next, make your way westward to find a Heaven Mail in a chest near some flowers (this armor ups your resistance to light and completly nullifies the sleep status, while having slightly less defense than the Silver Armor or Silver Cloak). Equip this to any of your fighters, then make your way to the northeast corner of the room to find the Vampiric Blade swordskill for Race. Don't leave without it. Exit to the north to the next area. 

You are now inside of the sanctuary itself. This area is also a slight annoyance to navigate, as there is a teleporter maze in which some of the teleporters will lead you nowhere. So you might find yourself warping around the sanctuary getting nowhere fast. So...read this part carefully; from the start, follow the path until you get to three large flame torches. From here, go north until you get to a four-way junction. Make a left and bolt down the very next path you see that heads downwards. If you've done this right, you should see a teleporter at the end of the small path. This is the one you should use. After using it, you'll end up in a small area next to a large flame torch and a pool of water. Another teleporter lies to the west; Use it. 

Now, if you take the teleporter you emerge next to (it'll be to your immediate left), you'll find yourself a nifty Thunder Charm in the nearby chest. However, when you use the teleporter, you're sent back to the entrance of this room; just make your way to the pool of water again and use the teleporter to the left. This time, head south, dispatch the monster in your way, and use the teleporter at the end of the path. Defeat the monster in the way again, then use the teleporter ahead to warp to the next area. You're now in a small room at the southern end of a four way junction, however there's only two teleporters total in this room. There's a blockade in the northern path. The teleporter to the east will warp you back all the way to the start of this entire dungeon (the beach section), so DO NOT use it unless you are trying to level up or something. 

Instead, head west and soon enough you should find a switch in the ground next to a treasure chest. Grab the Yellow Pin from the chest, then stomp on the switch to remove the blockade in the north pathway. Now backtrack to the four way junction, and travel all the way up the north pathway and use the teleporter at the end. 

You're now in a room with forked paths to the left and right. Don't worry, you're almost done. Use the right path to get to a chest containing a Hi Potion, and the left path to get to a chest with a Violet Leaf inside. Travel up the center path and use the teleporter. Another three way junction. The north path will lead you to the boss, but don't go up there just yet, instead go east to find the save golem and save your game here. Next, head left and follow the long path, dispatching the monsters as you go. Eventually, you'll see a chest containing a Vortex Mail. This is like the Heaven Mail; it is a nice piece of armor which resists time magic and completely nullifies the stop status effect, albeit it's a tad weaker than the silver equipment you should be using. Best thing about it is that everyone can use it! Equip that if you wish, then backtrack to the three way junction and head north up the middle path to encounter the monster. Equip your Soft Bracers now.

Brash thinks that this monster will be easy to defeat, but Brittany and Lilliana think that it might be give them some sort of a challenge. Depending on your equipment and characters' levels, this fight can be a piece of cake or a tougher one...you'll just have to see for yourself. 

=======================================================================
BOSS: Hades Dragon

HP: 19,000; AP: 5,000; EXP: 14,500; G: 9,500; Spoils: Monkey King Mace (10%)
Absorb: Fire, Water, Earth, Dark, Light, Time, Nature, Ice, Electric
Weak: Wind
Attacks: Double attack, Gas Bomb, Stone Breath, Stalagmite, Petrify Mist, Mega Drain, Meteor Shower, Earthen Force
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Kerrie, Heather, Quinn or Tessa
Suggested Levels: 35+

This boss has the potential to wipe your entire party out with Petrification Mist/Stone Breath, so you definetly want a Soft Bracer on at least two people (all four people is highly recommended). Hades Dragon is very weak against wind attacks, so you'll want to have Heather in this fight for Twister Claw. He can also be slowed, so if you have Kerrie, have her cast Slow sometime during the battle, or you can normal attack with Lilliana's Silver Pole to inflict it as well. Brittany's Antiskye Solo isn't needed as the boss's wind resistance is already at zero. Earth resistance is also recommended.  

Have either Tessa or Kerrie be the medic and heal the damage with Healing Light or Rejuvenate. This is also a great opportunity for Lilliana to use her newfound Surge powers - as usual, have her cast Pole Protector on the first turn, then surge with her for four more turns until she changes, then start beating the boss down with Lightspear. He's not too hard, although he will heal himself repeatedly, just use Lightspear, any wind-based attacks like Heather's Twister Claw, Local Twister if you have Quinn, Air Slashers from Tessa and Brash's normal attacks until he goes down. If you're lucky, he may drop a Monkey King Mace for Lilliana.

=======================================================================

Continue on. In the next room, you'll find a treasure chest which has one of the two demonic tablets needed to get into the Ocean Fortress.  If this is your first one, you'll need to complete the Volcanic Mine which is located northwest of Syrius Provinces to get the second one. If this is the second one, hop on your skyship and have another chat with your friend Crissius who'll tell you how to get to the Ocean Fortress. It is located on an island north of the Volcanic Mine. So, let's get moving! Get on the skyship. 

From your current position, Syrius Province is almost directly north of where you are; just fly north until you see a tower and a town below a mountain range. This is Navarre Province. Syrius Province is just northeast of that point.

-----------------------
4-4: Syrius Province
-----------------------
Treasure: None
Enemies: None
Suggested Levels: 34+

You will need to visit this town before looking for the entrance to the Volcanic Mine, which is where the demonic tablet is located. If this is the first tablet you're going for, make sure you get the Dispeller spell from the priestess in the spell shop, and upgrade your party to silver equipment if you haven't done so already. Next, head for the castle and speak with the king. After Lilliana proves to the guards that she is in the royal family, the king tells her to visit the ruins to the northwest, after giving her the letter of recognition. Buy stuff if you need to, then head northwest to the Volcanic Mine.

---------------------
4-5: Volcanic Mine
---------------------
Treasure: Red Potion x2, Green Potion x2, Mid Potion x2, Super Potion, Fire Charm, Remedial Pill, Dark Charm, Hi Potion
Enemies: Fire Ant, Red Drake, Nature Demon, Scorpinus
Suggested Levels: 34+

As you enter the mine, show the pass that your ancestor gave to you, to the guards, and they'll let you inside. Enter the next room. Here, you must play a minigame in which you must get to the switch which is located on the other side of the room while avoiding three lava guardians - in 45 seconds. Sounds easy, right? 

Well, it isn't. The first two are relatively easy to avoid, but the third one may pose some problems to you. It's hard to get past him - lure him up to the top then quickly sneak past him. Once you reach the switch, the lava guardians disappear, as well as the barrier that guards the path to the next area. Remember if a lava guardian touches you, you'll be forced to start over again. Keep trying until you get to the switch. 

In the next area, you'll notice that another barrier is preventing you from proceeding. The objective here is to push four boulders onto the four switches. Kill any wandering monsters in your way, then push the boulders. After all four boulders are on the switches, the barrier disappears, and you can continue forward. Keep going and make sure you nab all four treasures in this room. Continue northward. You should reach a Save Golem and a chest with a Fire Charm in it soon enough...and also something else, which will stop you from entering the next area...

=======================================================================
BOSS: Scorpinus

HP: 14,800; AP: 5,000; EXP: 13,500; G: 8,000; Spoils: Mega Power Bracer (10%)
Half: Physical, Magical, Fire, Water, Earth, Dark, Light, Time, Nature, Ice
Attacks: Normal attack, Life Force, Thunderblaster, Poison Tail, Sleep Stinger, Bomber Stinger, Local Twister
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Kerrie, Heather, Quinn or Brittany
Suggested Levels: 34+

It's very important that you have Kerrie and her Dispeller spell in this battle because this boss can use Life Force, a magic spell which inflicts the regen status (bring Quinn so he can learn this monster skill and Local Twister too). You definetly don't want that happening, otherwise it will be near impossible to defeat her. Scorpinus also comes into battle with two Nature Demons, which can blind the entire party. Get rid of them first, then concentrate your attacks on the boss. Scorpinus's Bomber Stinger causes 750+ damage plus possible Stop on one character, so watch out for that. Other than that, and her Thunderblaster spell as well as the sleep and poison attacks, she's not terribly hard to beat. Although she has resistance to both physical and magical attacks, she only has 14k HP, so she won't last too long, thanks to Lilliana. 

So do the usual strategy here - Lilliana should Pole Protector herself on the first turn, then surge four times, then Lightspear every turn after that. If Scorpinus uses Life Force, have Kerrie cast Dispeller ASAP; cast Haste on her if need be. Scorpinus halves every element except for wind and electric, so Quinn's Local Twister (once he learns it, that is) can cause some good damage here. 

Definetly consider using Quinn, mainly because he can learn Life Force and Local Twister and Brittany can dance Antiskye Solo to drop the boss's wind resistance to zero, thereby making Local Twister that much more powerful. Heather can nail her with focused Twister Claw spells in the meantime. Your physical fighters won't do too well here, so try to stick to elemental magic and Lightspear for this fight. 

If you need a second healer, by all means bring in Tessa, as she will only be good for that very purpose in this particular battle. Take advantage of Antiskye Solo + wind spells/abilities + Lightspear here, and the boss will go down in no time.

=======================================================================

After defeating Scorpinus, enter the next area. You're now halfway through the lava mines, at a left-right fork in front of a dragon statue. Well, east leads to a dead end, so your only option to go west from this point. Soon enough, you should see a small path off to your right, go down this path and enter the next area by going east. Grab the Red Potion from the nearby chest, then head up the stairs. Head up the second set of stairs and go east for a Green Potion, then head left. You should see a switch at the end of the short path; trigger it to remove a lava rock that blocks the path to the west. 

Now backtrack to the room with the dragon statue (Or you can take the middle pathway). Head west from this point. Grab the Mid Potion and Remedial Pill from the two chests in this room, then head all the way up to the top and exit to the east. If the lava rock is there, you'll need to go back and trigger the switch that lies to the east first, otherwise, proceed eastward to get the Dark Charm and a Hi Potion lies further east. Exit to the north.

The chest ahead has the Demonic Tablet; open it up and take it.  If this is your first one, you'll need to travel south to the Sunshine Islands and complete the Sanctuary of the Sun to get the second one.To get to the Sunshine Islands, fly due south from the Volcanic Mine and you should have no trouble finding it.  If this is the second one, hop on your skyship and have another chat with your friend Crissius who'll tell you how to get to the Ocean Base. It is located on an island north of the Volcanic Mine. So, let's get moving!

--------------------
4-6: Ocean Base
--------------------
Treasure: Ultra Potion, Green Potion, Remedial Pill, Loudmouth Bracer, Super Potion, Dance Lessons vol. 7, Monkey King Mace, Shadow Mail
Enemies: Fire Orb, Water Orb, Wind Orb, Earth Orb, Lightning Orb, Orb Sphere, Shadow Dragon, Isabella, Transmitter
Suggested Levels: 36+

NOTE: All treasures in this dungeon are one-time only. If you miss anything in here, you cannot go back to get them later. So make sure you grab all the treasures here, ESPECIALLY Dance Lessons vol. 7! I cannot stress this enough. 

Fly your skyship north of the Volcanic Mine and you should see an island with a cave entrance off to the left a bit. This is where you want to be. Land the skyship on the small patch of grass and hike east to the cave and enter. 

As you enter the cavern, you'll see a short cutscene between Isabella and her demon companions. She is now definetly having trouble staying focused on her mission, add the fact that she has to choose between serving Xanabie, and helping her younger sister Tessa, and that may ultimately be her downfall. She knows you're inside, and she has a surprise for you, or so she says. 

This section of the dungeon has no monsters inside, but as you will soon discover, the place is almost pitch black. Fortunately, there is a little light source around your character. These rooms also feature many blocked paths, so you'll have to snake your way through the rooms. It's not too hard to get through the darkened rooms, so take your time - there are no monsters. You'll need to snake your way through three of these darkened rooms, once you get past the third room, you'll appear in a small water cavern. Go right to find a ladder leading down into the water, and you're taken down a metal pipe which leads into the fortress itself.

This is another area where the music is nice, which will also play throughout the regular encounters here. Now is where the fun begins. As your group steps foot inside the submerged Ocean Base, Kerrie takes a moment to observe the place. Say...does this place look familiar to you? It should, since your party has seen something like this back in Chapter 2. It turns out that this place and the place your party ended up after jumping into the water back at Serenity Falls are one and the same, and it is one of the main fortresses for the demon race. 

After the conversation, head left and at the up-down fork, go up to find a chest with an Ultra Potion. Nifty. Now go down and follow the path until you see a sealed door. Here is where you use your two demonic tablets to get inside.

You are going to need loads of elemental resistance for the monsters in here and each one of them is resistant to physical attacks, except for the Orb Sphere (which nullifies elemental attacks and can only be hit by physicals). Now would be a good time to use those Prismic Vests, and you should have two of them by now. I would advise that you bring Heather for her elemental spells and Quinn for his ranged attacks, since every enemy here flies. You'll definetly want a healer along, and Kerrie or Tessa will fit that job nicely. The elemental orbs also churn out some nice EXP too, and each battle will yield almost 1,000 EXP, making this a nice place to level up your characters! They will also rarely drop the elemental boosting items, like Resist Fires, Resist Waters, Resist Winds, Resist Earths and Resist Electrics, and the Orb Spheres can drop Hi-Potions! 

In the second area, the fancy looking teleporter is out of order for the time being. Head directly north and then east and you'll come out in a hallway. Dispose of the monsters as you go, they give good EXP for this part of the game. Eventually, you'll get to two chests containing a Remedial Pill and a Loudmouth Bracer. Backtrack to the second room. Now head west and you'll get to a chest with a Green Potion at the end of the path. Backtrack one more time. Now explore this room and you should find two switches. Both of them need to be triggered to activate the teleport in the center of the room; once you've done that, use that teleporter to get to the next area. 

Work your way around to the door to the north, get the Shadow Mail from the chest to the west and enter, then follow the path and before you get to go down the stairs, someone stops you. It's the guy that appeared before you defeated Greater Demon at Greenleaf Mountain last chapter, and he tells Princess Lilliana that she will learn what she wants to know...at the cost of some sacrifices. Then he sics the Shadow Dragon on your team...

=======================================================================
MINI-BOSS: Shadow Dragon

HP: 18,000; AP: 6,500; EXP: 15,000; G: 11,000; Spoils: Sylvaria Cane (100%)
Nullify: Fire, Water, Wind, Earth, Time, Nature, Ice, Electric
Absorb: Dark
Attacks: Double attack, Sandpit, Black Breath, Deathspell, Enchant Chaos, Negative Wave
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Kerrie or Tessa, Heather, Brittany or Quinn
Suggested Levels: 36+

Deathspell and Enchant Chaos can both instantly kill one of your characters. You will also need dark resisting gear or else your party will be taking heavy damage from the dragon's Black Breath and Negative Wave attacks. Sandpit does around 500 damage itself, but Negative Wave hits one character for nearly 700 damage at a time. He's dangerous, so you will need to heal fast and often. Use both Kerrie and Tessa if you really have to. Also, consider using Quinn here, as he can learn Deathspell as a monster skill. If you don't get it here, don't worry about it - there's plenty of chances you can get it later on in the game.

A good strategy to defeat this beast is to have Heather Focus and repeatedly cast Spark Light for massive damage. Have Kerrie cast Slow sometime during the fight to make his attacks more tolerable, and Lilliana should just surge into Mystic Warrior form right away (Pole Protector isn't needed here) and repeatedly use Lightspear. Hit hard and fast, because Shadow Dragon will do the same to you. There probably isn't much you can do about his Deathspell or Enchant Chaos spells, but you can lower the damage you take from Black Breath with dark-resistant gear like the Shadow Mail and Dark Charms. Prismic Vests can work too, but it might not be a good idea to put those on since Shadow Dragon's normal attacks can sometimes critical, resulting you taking a lot of damage. Fighters like Race and Brash will be effective here, as well, but you can do better with Heather and Spark Light. 

When he gets to half health, he'll use Enchant Chaos and Black Breath much more often, so try your best to stay alive, and when he's down to around 30% health, he'll start spamming Negative Wave, which REALLY hurts without dark protection. It's a tough fight, but as long as you hit him hard and fast while keeping yourself alive and healed up, you'll defeat him without too much trouble, hopefully. Your prize is a Sylvaria Cane for Heather, which is a time elemental rod that can also stop enemies on striking.

=======================================================================

Now that the Shadow Dragon has been taken care of, we can get back to business. You're now in a rather large room with several pathways to take; two leading west, and three leading eastward. Head west down the lower path for the time being. Follow the path until you get to a small room with a chest inside. This contains Volume #7 of Dance Lessons, which teaches Brittany Antidark Solo and Antiholy Solo. They are important dances too, and they'll come in handy on several occasions, so make sure you get your hands on this book. 

NOTE: THIS IS THE ONLY CHANCE YOU CAN GRAB DANCE LESSONS VOL. 7! IF YOU FINISH THE DUNGEON WITHOUT THIS BOOK, YOU CANNOT GO BACK AND GET IT! YOU HAVE BEEN WARNED!

Backtrack to the large room again, this time, take the upper left path. Follow it until you get to a room with a lot of teleporters in it. The first six teleporters won't get you anywhere, but if you pay close attention to the floor, you should be able to make out an arrow pointing left. Step on the lone gridiron piece on the floor to teleport to the opposite side of the wall. Follow the path until you reach another teleporter. Now keep teleporting your way eastward until you get to a chest containing the Monkey King Mace, a nifty battle pole for Lilliana. The nice thing about this unique pole is that it's wind elemental as well as magical, and it has a decent chance to confuse the enemy, not to mention it is 8 points stronger than the Silver Pole. Equip this, as it will make your battles easier with the elemental orbs. Now you'll have to teleport all the way back to the beginning of the room; once you've done that, return to the large room with all the pathways.

Now you want to take the lower eastern path. You'll come to a fork. Ignore the upper passage for now and continue along the lower path. Follow this path and you'll come to another small room with a chest; this one has a Super Potion inside. You may be needing it shortly. Go back to the fork in the path, and take the upper path this time. Follow it until you reach yet another room with a lot of teleporters. Fortunately, this one is much simpler to navigate. All you have to do is take the teleporter ahead of you; killing the monsters as you go. 

After seven teleports, you should be at the bottom of the area with a doorway in the center and a Save Golem located to your right. Switch your party around to include Tessa, Kerrie and Brittany and check if you have wind resistant gear (most likely not), freeze protection like Motion Bracers and any Sanity Rings. Equip as many characters with Motion Bracers and element resistant gear as possible; you will be needing it. Also, give Lilliana her strongest pole, which is the Monkey King Mace to make her Lightspear deal optimal damage. When you're ready, head through the doorway. 

Use the teleporter and you'll come to a room with a machine at the other end. Before you can do anything though, a familiar someone decides to show herself again. Isabella, at first, decides to fight you once more, but this time, she seems very hesitant to do so. She knows that she doesn't want to kill her sister, but she also knows that she'll be killed if she disobeys Xanabie. All of a sudden, Isabella falls to the floor and her head starts to hurt. Despite Isabella's alliance with the demons, Tessa comes to the aid of her only sister, and then concludes that Isabella is under the effects of some demonic mind control device. It seems that her mind control is wearing off, thus why she couldn't immediately attack you. Tessa then has a weird idea that in order to save Isabella, she purposely makes her angry and taunts her to attack the party; Isabella naturally bites the bait. You're forced to use the party of Lilliana, Tessa, Kerrie and Brittany for this battle. Here we go.

===========================================
BOSS: Isabella (final fight), Transmitter

HP: 18,000 (Transmitter), 7,777 (Isabella); AP: 9,999 (both); EXP: 0, G: 0; Spoils: None
Half: Fire, Water, Time, Nature, Ice
Nullify: Wind, Earth, Dark, Light
Weak: Ranged
Attacks: Mind Malfunction, Deathspell, Hurricane Bolt, Restore, Superchiller, Laser Blaster, Self-Destruct (Transmitter); Normal attack (Isabella)
Suggested Levels: 36+
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Tessa, Kerrie, Brittany (forced)

The only way to win this battle is to destroy the Transmitter, and NOT Isabella. If Isabella is killed, you'll get a game over. So, therefore, you have to stay away from attacks that hit multiple targets. Kerrie casts a strong regeneration spell on Isabella to keep her health up, and it will last for the remainder of the battle, but Isabella is weak to everything in the game. Just do not target her with anything that inflicts damage, and you'll be fine.

The Transmitter will start the battle by using Mind Malfunction on both itself and on Isabella, which causes haste to both of them, and berserk status to Isabella. This will cause her to attack your party for the entire battle for a fair amount of damage (she will always critically hit, too). 

The very first thing you should do is to cast Dispeller on the Transmitter to get rid of its haste status; you do NOT want this thing hasted for very long, as it has some very dangerous attacks. As soon as you've dispelled the Transmitter, you'll want to cast Haste on both Kerrie and Tessa, so they can heal your party from Hurricane Bolt. 

Isabella can be put to sleep with Brittany's Moonlight Shuffle dance, therefore she won't able to attack you for a few turns. When she wakes up, dance Moonlight Shuffle to put her to sleep again; just remember not to damage her in any way.

The Transmitter will hit characters with Deathspell, Hurricane Bolt, which hits everyone for around 600 damage, Laser Blaster (~600 damage + slow status), and Petrify Beam (petrifies one character). You'll want to take out the Transmitter as fast as possible. Lilliana should quickly surge into the Mystic Warrior and repeatedly nail it with Lightspear. Tessa should be healing right along with Kerrie; if there's a window of opportunity, nail the Transmitter with Glacial Burst. Kerrie should try to keep characters alive and hasted as well. Cast Supplication to amplify the effects of hers and Tessa's Healing Light magic. 

Brittany's job is to keep Isabella asleep by dancing Moonlight Shuffle every few turns; when Isabella is napping, sneak in a Healing Dance, and maybe a couple of Impulsive Riffs aimed at the Transmitter. When it gets down to around 7,500 HP, it will start healing itself with Restore, so keep up the pressure. The hard part comes when it gets down to 30% of its health, and it starts using Superchiller on your party. This is an ice attack which has the chance to freeze everyone (this is why you need the Motion Bracers); if the whole party gets frozen, it's pretty much all over for you. At the very least, have Motion Bracers on Kerrie, Tessa and Brittany. When you get it extremely low in health, it may be nice to you and self-destruct, thus ending the battle. Isabella will come to her senses and be completely free from Xanabie's control.

=======================================================================

After the battle, Tessa examines the weakened Isabella and determines that she has a case of amnesia, and that she needs to rest as soon as possible, then brings her to the Yggdrasil to rest. (She'll be sleeping in a room on the skyship until Chapter 6.) 

Before you go, examine the machine to learn the information you came down here for. Brash gets psyched up for the upcoming battle with Xanabie and learns the Boost skill, which doubles his attack power in battle. Good stuff. Once you get out, return to Crissius onboard the skyship and he'll tell you about the three towers. You'll need to disable the generator inside of each tower in order to uncloak Xanabie's Skybase Fortress, and like the Sanctuary of the Sun and Volcanic Mine dungeons earlier, you can also tackle these three towers in any order you choose. The Cursed Tower will take the longest to get to, so I would save that one for last or you can choose to tackle it first to get it out of the way. It's up to you. Just make sure your party is around level 37 or higher before attempting any of these towers.

NOTE: After completing one of the three towers, you can go back to Palmiro and buy some better armor for your party members, as well as a few new weapons! You won't be able to find any better armor than these until next chapter so take advantage of this.


--------------------------------------
4-7: Sunshine Islands Generator Tower
--------------------------------------
Treasure: None
Enemies: Deformed, Red Guardian, Bronze Warrior, Rustshroome, Berillius
Suggested Levels: 37+

You might have noticed this tower earlier when you were on your way to get the demonic tablet from the Sanctuary of the Sun, but you couldn't land there with your skyship. To get here, travel to Palmiro and speak to the boatman. He'll let you use his boat to get to the tower. Enter and start climbing. 

Monsters. Of course you knew that there were going to be some, right? Right. Well, anyway, the only monster that may pose to be problematic is the Deformed, which often poisons your entire party with its Poison Breath attack and slows you with its Slimy Mucus attack and often come in groups of five. Use light based attacks and/or Brittany's dances to neutralize them. The Bronze Warriors have a good deal of HP and will use elemental powered physical slashes which can deal some moderate damage. The Red Guardians aren't much of a threat. They'll just attack you or shoot more painful Fire Balls at you. However, if one is alone, it'll use Hot Divide, which deals considerable damage to the entire party. Just watch your party's HP around these monsters while climbing the towers.

These towers are very identical to each other, are all straightforward, and each one has two bosses inside. Start by using the pad to jump across the hall to the other side, then wind your way around to the teleporter, which will send you to the second floor. Continue to work your way through the tower, battling enemies as you go. When you reach Floor 3, trigger the switches randomly until the teleporter appears. Continue to Floor 4 and use the teleporter there to warp to Floor 5. A boss awaits you here, so get prepared.

=======================================================================
MINI-BOSS: Rustshroome

HP: 19,000; AP: 3,200; EXP: 18,000; G: 5,800; Spoils: Sunshade (100%)
Nullify: Water, Wind, Earth, Dark, Light, Time, Nature, Ice, Electric
Weak: Ranged
Attacks: Poison Breath, Paralysis Bite, Life Force, Thunder Inferno, Tidal Wave
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Kerrie, Brash or Quinn, Heather or Tessa
Suggested Levels: 37+

This is another battle that Kerrie is mandatory for. Rustshroome is a stronger cousin of the Arcanshroome that you fought at the beginning of the game with Kerrie, only this guy will use Life Force from time to time, and Dispeller is the only way to get rid of it. If Quinn missed learning Life Force from Scorpinus earlier, here's another chance to learn it.

Rustshroome has some pretty nasty attacks in store for you, so be ready with those Rejuvenate or Healing Light spells. His Thunder Inferno and Tidal Wave spells will hit your entire party, his Paralysis Bite can stun characters, and Poison Breath will poison characters. But, fortunately, although his attacks hit fairly hard, he still doesn't do enough damage to be considered a serious threat. 

He nullifies every element except for fire (although he is weak against ranged attacks), so throw as many fire-based spells and attacks at him as you can, and use Lilliana's surge command four times, then smack him down with Lightspear. Just make sure you have one character taking care of the party (Kerrie or Tessa) while your other party members make mushroom soup out of this guy. Quinn is also a good choice to use in this battle for his monster skills. You'll receive Kerrie's Sunshade after winning, which has a 50% chance of causing instant death to a monster, but has a side effect of draining 20 of Kerrie's AP per strike. It's still a good weapon especially for her.

=======================================================================

After the battle, a teleporter to Floor 6 will appear. Continue on up until you get to Floor 8. Here, you find a boulder constantly moving a circle. Repeatedly stomp on the bottom square and try to make it stop between the right arrow and the down arrow to make the teleporter to Floor 9 appear. Continue on to Floor 10, where the Save Golem is. Save here, then continue on to Floor 12, where you'll encounter Berillius once again. He's guarding the generator, and he won't let you through without a fight to the death.

=======================================================================
BOSS: Berillius (3rd fight)

HP: 20,000; AP: 2,500; EXP: 20,000; G: 6,000; Spoils: Varies depending on whose attacks he was copying upon deathblow
Half: Physical, All elements (if it is in default form)
Nullify: Varies upon its mimicry abilities
Weak: Varies upon its mimicry abilities
Attacks: Default - Berillius Bomber, Power Punch, Lightning, Various others
depending on mimicry abilities
Suggested Levels: 37+
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Kerrie or Tessa, Heather, Brittany

Same attacks, same mimicry skills. The only exception is that he has 20k HP now, so it's gonna take quite a while to bring him down, especially if he is constantly switching tactics. He still has the first turn Berillius Bomber, which still hurts, so be ready with Kerrie's Rejuvenate or Tessa's Healing Light spell for that, then start pounding on him. Remember that his weakness depends on whose tactics he has downloaded, so switch tactics when he switches his. Fortunately, Lilliana can make this battle quicker by surging into the Mystic Warrior and pounding on him with Lightspear. He'll be dust after a few of those; keep the pressure up from your fighters and keep your party alive with Kerrie or Tessa and he'll be done for.

=======================================================================

Deactivate the generator and you're done! You can move on to the next tower. Remember that you can complete these towers in ANY order you choose.

NOTE: Before going into the Navarre Generator Tower, make a short pit stop at Navarre Province and enter the upper right house to find two Super Strength Pills!

-----------------------------
4-8: Navarre Generator Tower
-----------------------------
Treasure: None
Enemies: Deformed, Red Guardian, Bronze Warrior, Drogna, Mini-Orb, Carlose, Marlok
Suggested Levels: 37+

This tower can be found along a river southeast of Navarre Province. Enter. This tower is of the same layout as the first one, so navigating it should be cake. On Floor 3, stomp the switch to get into a battle. Defeat the monsters, and the teleporter to Floor 4 will open up. Continue on to Floor 5, where the next mini-boss awaits you.

=======================================================================
MINI-BOSS: Drogna & Mini-Orb

HP: Drogna (19,500), Mini-Orb (12,500); AP: Drogna (3,500), Mini-Orb (9,999); EXP: 16,000 (Drogna); 4,000 (Mini-Orb); G: 7,000 (Drogna); Spoils: Electric Whip (100%), Magic Potion (100%)
Half (Mini-Orb): Fire, Water, Wind, Dark, Light, Time, Nature, Ice, Electric
Nullify (Mini-Orb): Earth; (Drogna): Fire, Water, Earth, Light, Time, Nature, Ice, Electric
Weak (Mini-Orb): Ranged
Attacks: Normal attack, Double attack, Gas Bomb, Detonate, Particle Bomb, Megaton Bomb (Drogna); Berserk, Sanctuary, Replenish, Multiprotect, Multimight, Multishield (Mini-Orb)
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Kerrie, Heather, Brash
Suggested Levels: 37+

If Mini-Orb dies first, Drogna will start to go berserk and begin to cast a very damaging spell called Megaton Bomb, which can deal over 2,500+ points of damage to your entire team, and he casts this over and over until your party's dead. That means it will be near impossible to keep your party healthy, or alive for that matter, and still cause constant damage to him. So, your main goal is to take out Drogna first, leaving the more vulnerable Mini-Orb at your mercy, which is what you should do to win this battle. 

While Kerrie is casting Rejuvenates to keep your party healthy or Enfeeble to drop Drogna's magic power, Lilliana should be using her Lightspear ability, after surging, of course, to pummel Drogna to death. Don't worry about the Mini-Orb right now. Heather and Brittany should work together and cast Twister Claw or Black Wave/dance Antiskye or Antidark Solo on Drogna. Brash, if you're using him, should Boost with the Silver Axe (or Golden Axe, if you have it), and work on Drogna as well. Once Drogna is out of the picture, the Mini-Orb is as good as dead, as it has NO offensive attacks to use on you. Just pummel it until it dies. You'll receive an Electric Whip for Brittany after winning this battle, which is her strongest weapon until you get to Chapter 5. It has a electric-elemental attack, casts Electroshocker when used as an item, and it has a chance to cause paralysis on striking.

=======================================================================

After the battle, continue up the tower until you get to Floor 8. This floor is identical to Floor 3, except that there are two switches that need to be activated in order to proceed. Defeat the monsters on both switches and continue up to Floor 10. Save here, then move on to Floor 12, where you'll meet someone you'd never expect to fight you - well, maybe you did, but anyway...

=======================================================================
BOSS: Carlose & Marlok (1st fight)

HP: 10,000 (both); AP: 2,500 (Carlose), 3,000 (Marlok); EXP: 5,000 (both); G: 5,000 (both); Spoils: Green Potion (10%), Typhoon Mail (10%)
Half: (Carlose) Physical; (Marlok) Magical
Attacks: Normal attack, Double attack, Aquasaber, Naturesaber, Firesaber, Windsaber (Carlose); Normal attack, Double attack, Deathsaber, Aquasaber, Naturesaber, Thundersaber, Firesaber (Marlok)
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Race or Brash, Heather, Tessa
Suggested Levels: 37+

Although they only strike a single party member at a time, their sabers are capable of inflicting well over 400 damage and they are pretty good at getting their added negative abnormalities to stick to you, too. Carlose is strong against physical attacks, while Marlok is strong against magical attacks (not spells). A good strategy to use here is to have two physical fighters (like Lilliana, Race, Brash, Quinn, Tessa) to concentrate their attacks on Marlok, while Heather should throw everything she has at Carlose. Also, look out for Marlok's Deathsaber, which can kill a character instantly if it connects. If the status effects start to pile up, use Brittany's Recovery Step. Have Lilliana surge four times, then use Lightspear, and Kerrie or Tessa should cast Rejuvenate or Healing Light to heal any damage constantly. Keep this up and they should go down before long. 

=======================================================================

You figure out that they disabled the generator already, which shouldn't hurt your feelings any. You now should head on over to the third and final tower - the Lumitz Tower, or whichever tower you saved for last. But getting there takes some work, so for starters, head over to Lumitz Island, which is the island east of the Sunshine Islands area (where the first tower and Palmiro Village are located.)

--------------------------
4-9: Lumitz Marshland
--------------------------
Treasure: Super Strength Pill
Enemies: None
Suggested Level: 37+

If you tried to enter this place before, you found out that you couldn't enter it. Now you can. There aren't any enemies out here so go on through and explore. The water in the second area, can be walked on (well part of it, anyway), so if you want to, go play around with that until you get bored. Take the Super Strength Pill while you're here. You should see a path leading south soon enough, but make sure you save at the Save Golem located to your left. You'll meet Porima once again, and instead of attacking you, she plays it smart and throws you directly into the dream rift...again. Oh boy, here we go again. You have a trek ahead of you, so get ready.

-----------------------------------
4-10: The Dungeon of Dreams
-----------------------------------
Treasure: Sundress, Serpent Cudgel, Goddess Ring, Golden Axe, Crossbow, Shining Mail, Vortex Mail
Enemies: Golem Ghost, Armored Bat, Beetleclops, Battle Demon, Horror Gate, Porima
Suggested Levels: 37+

You'll first start off in a city - but you realize that you're stuck in an endless loop. To break the loop and continue on to the next area, locate the Save Golem in this area. But, something's wrong - it's transparent, and once you talk to it, you'll have to...fight it. 

=======================================================================
MINI-BOSS: Golem Ghost

HP: 20,000; AP: 5,000; EXP: 30,000; G: 0; Spoils: Dancing Blade (100%)
Nullify: Physical, Fire, Water, Wind, Earth, Time, Nature, Ice, Electric
Absorb: Dark
Weak: Light
Attacks: Dark Force, Enchant Chaos, Deathspell, Giant Swing, Replenish
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Kerrie, Heather, Brittany
Suggested Levels: 37+

If you want a challenging fight, look no further, but put that dark and death resistance gear on for this battle. Much like the Shadow Dragon back at the Ocean Fortress, this guy can really dish out the pain with its Dark Force spell. He's also immune to physical attacks, so that means you'll have to use magical skills and focused Spark Light against him. Lifestealer works well, too. Or, you can surge Lilliana into the Mystic Warrior and beat him down with Lightspear. 

Aside from the Dark Force spell he'll cast when he's low in health, this guy's not a serious threat, as long as you stay healthy. If he uses Replenish, it'll heal him for over 3,000 HP. So keep up the pressure. If Quinn is with you and didn't get Deathspell from the Shadow Dragon, you have another shot at it here. Once defeated, it'll drop Tessa's Dancing Blade rapier, which is very useful, as it can strike all enemies (due to its Multistrike property) per attack, at the cost of a slightly lowered hit rate.

=======================================================================


When it dies, it transforms into a regular Save Golem, so you can use it to save your progress here before continuing. Head north and you'll emerge inside Porima's dungeon. Follow the path until you reach the maze room. Generally, you'll want to make your way east and south, and you'll find stairs on the other side of the dungeon. In the next area, you come across four paths each with stairs leading to the upper floor. Take the second flight of stairs. The tiles on the floor on the other paths will warp you back to the beginning of this room, the tiles on the path you're taking will not do anything, so you can safely walk over them. Go south. The green tiles will all warp you back to the beginning of the area; instead step on either white tile. 

If you navigate the area completely, you should find a Sundress (adds some zombie resistance for a female character) and a Serpent Cudgel (sometimes poisons enemies) for Lilliana on both sides of the room. Both the Serpent Cudgel and the Monkey King Mace are great poles to use in this point in the game; pick one that works best for you. Proceed to the next area.

You're now in the last and most frustrating part of this dungeon - the vortex maze. Your objective here is to reach the teleporter to the far right of this area. But, you might want to explore the area to find some upgrades for some of your characters; in particular, you can find a Golden Axe for Brash (sometimes blinds enemies), a Crossbow for Quinn (increased critical hit chance), a Goddess Ring, which stops instant death and zombie. Give that to Lilliana for now, as well as a Shining Mail (resists zombie status slightly). 

Once you find the items, head for that teleporter and use it to access another teleporter which will put you on the path to Porima herself. Don't forget to grab the Vortex Mail along the way. You might want to bring Quinn in the party right about now, as there are two new monster skills he can learn from Porima. She's not too happy to see you, and she's ticked after what you did to her last time, so get ready to rumble with the mistress of nightmares - again.

=======================================================================
BOSS: Porima (3rd fight)

HP: 23,000; AP: 3,800; EXP: 18,000; G: 10,000; Spoils: Winged Helm (12%)
Nullify: Fire, Water, Wind, Earth, Light, Ice, Electric
Absorb: Dark, Time
Attacks: Normal attack, Hypnotize, Dream Lullaby, Black Nightmare, Rift Explosion, Time Freeze, Cure
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Race or Heather, Kerrie, Brash or Brittany
Suggested Levels: 37+

Once again, you'll want to have Insomniac Rings equipped for this fight. Porima still has the same attacks, however they've been upgraded somewhat, and the success rate from the sleep effect of Dream Lullaby has been improved a bit. When she starts casting Rift Explosion near the end of the fight, have your healer (either Tessa or Kerrie) start healing with either Healing Light or Rejuvenate. Have Brittany in the battle so she can remove those ever annoying status effects, and Quinn can learn both Time Freeze and Cure here. Use Lightspear, Crippler Missile or Vampiric Blade, boosted normal attacks from Brash, or Bioburst from Heather to quickly put Porima out of submission before she gets the chance to do the same to you with her abilities.

=======================================================================

After the battle, you're teleported out of the dream world and back into the marsh. It seems that Porima wants one last fight with the princess, and she dares her to come to the Lumitz Tower where the generator is. That's where you're headed anyway, so exit the marshland and make your way towards the Cursed Caldera.

------------------------
4-11: Cursed Caldera
------------------------
Treasure: None
Enemies: Armored Bat, Beetleclops, Battle Demon, Horror Gate, Hellhound
Suggested Levels: 38+

Porima's monsters have taken over the bridge, and your objective is to clear the bridge from the monsters. Save, and battle your way north across the bridge. There are a total of 16 sets of monsters, so be prepared. You'll find Porima on the other side of the bridge, and she sics some hellish-looking...hounds on you...

=======================================================================
MINI-BOSS: Hellhounds (x2)

HP: 7,600; AP: 9,999; EXP: 5,000; G: 2,000; Spoils: Magic Potion (50%)
Nullify: Water
Absorb: Fire, Wind, Earth, Dark, Light, Time, Nature, Electric 
Weak: Ice (only if in flame form)
Attacks: Normal attack, Enfeeble, Blazing Wall, Firesaber, Novaburst, Rotating Flame, Blaze Runner
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Kerrie, Heather or Quinn, Tessa
Suggested Levels: 38+

All of their attacks are fire based, so it would be wise to equip gear that protects against fire, like Flame Shields. If a hellhound starts to coat itself in a wave of flames, it can use the dangerous Blaze Runner ability, which does moderate to heavy fire damage to the entire party. 

For starters, surging into the Mystic Warrior is really not needed here, so unless you really wanna destroy these dogs quickly, stick with Impulse Blow or Blazing Ring for Lilliana. Kerrie, again, needs to constantly heal the party with Rejuvenate. Heather can use Focus, then spam Solidify. Quinn's Cold Blaze is also a good choice to use, as well as Tessa's Glacial Burst ability. Also, take note that when a Hellhound coats itself in a wave of flames, it will be weak to ice, making this the perfect opportunity to nail them with Solidify or other ice-elemental skills you have access to. Just keep attacking and these two hounds will go down shortly.

=======================================================================

Now that the hellhounds have been defeated, you can finally climb the third and final tower, the Lumitz Tower. It's the same layout as the previous two - so there's nothing different about it.


-----------------------------
4-12: Lumitz Generator Tower
-----------------------------
Treasure: None
Enemies: Deformed, Bronze Warrior, Red Guardian, Metal Haggar, Porima
Suggested Levels: 38+

When you reach Floor 3, trigger the switches until they all light up blue to make the teleporter to Floor 4 appear. Continue onward until you reach Floor 5, where yet another boss awaits to beat the stuffing out of you...yeah, right.

=======================================================================
MINI-BOSS: Metal Haggar

HP: 24,500; AP: 2,500; EXP: 18,000; G: 8,200; Spoils: Defender (100%)
Half: Physical, Fire, Water, Earth, Dark, Light, Time, Nature, Ice
Attacks: Double attack, Iron Claw, Eye Spear, Evil Gaze, Particle Bomb, Poison Tail
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Kerrie or Tessa, Heather, Brittany
Suggested Levels: 38+

Eye Spear will deal some good damage to your whole team, while Evil Gaze will blind your entire party. It will constantly try to blind you, so you can try to negate blind by equipping Shade Rings on your fighters. Ironically, the boss can also be blinded. Let Kerrie or Tessa handle your healing and curing job, and let Brittany use Healing Dance, Recovery Step if the party gets blinded, then use Antiskye Solo. Heather, after Focusing, should use Twister Claw or Electroshocker every turn. Lilliana should stick to her normal boss fighting routine by casting a first turn Pole Protector, surging four times, then unleashing Lightspear after that. Watch out for Poison Tail when he's at half health. With this potent combo, Haggar won't survive for more than a few rounds. You'll get the Defender for Race after winning, which will boost his defense quite nicely while adding a bit more attack power than the Silver Blade.

=======================================================================

Continue up to Floor 8. Examine the statue to light it up, then examine it again to trigger a fight. Win it to make the teleporter to Floor 9 appear. Continue on up until you reach Floor 10. Save here, then head for Floor 12, where one determined Porima awaits you for one last fight. Give it your all, because she won't be playing around with you this time...

=======================================================================
BOSS: Porima (final fight)

HP: 30,000; AP: 4,400; EXP: 22,000; G: 5,000; Spoils: Remedial Pill (77%)
Nullify: Fire, Water, Wind, Earth, Dark, Light, Ice, Electric
Absorb: Time
Attacks: Normal attack, Hypnotize, Dream Lullaby, Black Nightmare, Nightstorm, Hypno Waves, Curse, Repel Leafkind
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Kerrie, Brash, Brittany
Suggested Levels: 38+

The final battle with Porima is going to be a tough one. She's learned a few new abilities to use on you. Porima's first-turn Repel Leafkind will increase her resistance to nature, so Heather's Bioburst spell won't help you much as it'll do only half the damage this time. You're going to need more than Insomniac Rings this time, because of her Curse spell (which causes zombie). Her Rift Explosion spell now does over 1,000+ damage to a single character AND can come randomly now. As if that wasn't bad enough, she's added a high-damage shadow spell called Nightstorm, not to mention the nasty Hypno Waves, which puts the entire party to sleep. 

The Goddess Ring you found in the Dream Rift will definetly come in handy here, so stick that on someone before getting into this fight. She also has that annoying Lullaby of Dreams spell, so also watch for that. Brittany's job should mainly be to dance Recovery Step to remove status effects. Kerrie, if you have her, should stick to support magic and healing with Rejuvenate. Because of Repel Leafkind, Heather isn't going to be too helpful here, instead you can replace her with someone with a lot of HP, like Brash or Race, or Tessa if you need extra healing. Race should Sacrifice, attack with Weakness Missile and then spam Crippler Missile. Brash should just Boost, then normal attack. Lilliana should do the usual: Pole Protector self, surge four times; proceed to beat Porima down with Lightspear. You will have to stay healed up at all times, because between Porima's sleep attacks and her high damage spells like Rift Explosion and Nightstorm, she can be a NASTY customer to deal with. Deal 30,000 points of damage and you win - just stay alive.

=======================================================================

After the battle, she tells you that she had a thing for Xanabie, and that he will be enraged once he hears that she's been destroyed. Uh oh, that's not a good thing. She does actually die, and pays her last respects to you before vanishing. Disable the generator she was guarding. 

Now, if this is your last tower, you can fly your skyship east of Lumitz to locate the Skybase Fortress - it's hovering above a dark section of the ocean, so it might take some time to find. If not, just go to the other towers and deactivate the generators there first. 

If you're ready, head on over to the Skybase Fortress, the last dungeon of this chapter. Your party should have gained several levels while en route to completing all three towers - if you're level 42 or higher, than you're good to go.


-----------------------
4-13: Skybase Fortress
-----------------------
Treasure: 13,000 gilla, Prismic Vest, Flare Mail, Speedy Bracer, Fire Charm, Super Potion x2, Wing Rod, Wing Shield
Enemies: Metaltaur, Living Sword, Thunder Cannon, Airrow Fish, Metal Mangler, Pod Grunt, Xanabie
Suggested Levels: 42+

The monsters in this dungeon are rather nasty. The Airrow Fishes are immune to physical attacks and can only be destroyed with elemental or magical power, the Living Swords are capable of inflicting fear, the Thunder Cannons like to spray your party with electrical attacks and can sometimes paralyze a character. The Metaltaurs are perhaps the worst of the bunch, as they can hit your characters very hard with their Particle Bombs and Claw Massacre (I've seen them hit for over 900 with it before). The Metal Mangler is the least of your worries, but still be careful, as it does have some pretty high attack power for a normal monster. Also, if any Airrow Fishes are left alone, it will inflict fear status on your entire party with Fatal Smoke. Now's a good time to break out Heather's Electroshocker spell - it will damage tough enemies like the Metaltaur very easily. Also, don't be afraid to bust out any strong abilities like Impulse Blow, Vampiric Blade or Thunder Slash, as these guys have a lot of HP. Make sure you bring paralysis and fear protection and at least one healer; in fact, it's not a bad idea to take both Kerrie and Tessa along with Heather in this dungeon. Brittany is a good idea to bring along for her dances and better yet, her Electric Whip, which casts Electroshocker when used as an item (not to mention her magic power isn't shabby at all)! Overall, do not expect to breeze by these battles, because these monsters WILL hurt you if you let them stay around too long. Do not be surprised if you have to use a couple of Angel Feathers here; these monsters are strong, especially the Metaltaurs and the Living Swords.

Ok, here we go. Like the Tomb of the Fallen Gypsy in Chapter 2, and the Sylphi Weathertower in Chapter 3, this is quite a lengthy dungeon to traverse, so be prepared. Start by collecting all the treasures in the first room - especially get the Flare Mail, which will increases the wearer's fire resistance. Work your way through this rather large room, fighting enemies as you go. 

Anywho, in the next area, you have three paths in front of you - two of which are blocked for the moment. Each area has a passcode you need to find and a computer terminal that you must input said passcode in order to move forward. Take the left path. Soon enough, a barrier blocks your path. Head right and use the computer terminal to disable the barrier (and to find out the passcode for this section.), then go back to the hallway and continue north until you reach another computer terminal. Enter your passcode here and the middle path in the previous room will open up. Backtrack to that room and take the middle path now.

Head north only to find your path blocked again. Head west to find the computer terminal that will unlock that door (and to find the next passcode you need). Continue. In the next room, beware of the flashing floor - this will damage you if you come into contact with it. Instead, wait patiently for the path across the damage zone to appear and use that to get across. Make your way north, and use the computer terminal in the next room to input your passcode for this area and you can access the third area that was blocked before. Backtrack to the three-way passage and take the right passage. If you examine the computer terminal off to the west, you'll find that it's down, and it needs power to run again. So, there's not a thing you can do about this at the moment. 

Head north until you get to a room with a damage zone and three computer terminals. Examine the far left one to turn on the power, then return to the previous terminal to learn the passcode. Once you've done that, return to the room with the three terminals and activate the middle one. This one turns on the Save Golem (DO NOT FORGET TO DO THIS) in the final room, then examine the far right one to input the passcode. This one unlocks the door in the very first room (the one with all those treasures in it). Backtrack all the way to that room and head east. Pick up the Super Potion and head up to the deck.  

On the deck, walk around until you see stairs leading up, go on up. You'll find yourself in an entirely new section of the ship. A barricade bars your way east, so look around for the computers, which are located in the upper left corner of this large room. Well, the computer on the right will allow you to remove the barricade, but the left computer tells you something about the power output having to be 50% or above for the Deck 3 teleporter to function. We'll deal with this in a second. For now, head east into the next room; watch out for the monsters here, they'll hide behind the poles and ambush your party most likely. You should see an exit to the south, go into the small room, where you'll find two more computers.

Examine the left computer. It will tell you that access to the deck is denied and a power boost is needed to start the system. The computer on the right is the one that actually controls the power output of the teleportation system, and currently it's running on only 10% power. Remember what the computer in the previous room said? You'll need to get the power output to at least 50% in order for the system to function correctly. However, if it reaches 80% or higher, it will overload, won't function and the power output must be reset. So, with that said, you want to alter the output so that it runs on at least 50% power, but NOT greater than 70%. In other words, anywhere from 50% to 70% and you can use the deck teleporter. There are several ways to increase the power output to the required levels: 30+30, 30+20, 30+10, 20+20+20, 20+20+10, 20+20, 10+10+10+10+10+10, 10+10+10+10+10, and finally 10+10+10+10. 

All you need is simple math to figure this out, really. Add any of the above combinations to the power output using the right computer terminal; just make sure that you stay above 50%, but don't go over 70%. If you go over 70%, you'll have to travel back two rooms and reset the power output back to 10% and start over. Once you get the power output to say 50%, 60% or 70%, take the east path and use the deck teleporter.

Follow the path and bypass the stairs leading down for the moment. Continue eastward. Take the middle path to get to a chest with a Super Potion and a chest containing a Wing Rod for Heather. Now take the bottom path to find the Combustion Sword swordskill for Race. Now read this next line very very closely: MAKE SURE YOU GET THIS SKILL!! I CAN'T STRESS THIS ENOUGH. IF YOU FINISH THIS DUNGEON WITHOUT GETTING THIS SKILL, IT IS LOST FOREVER!! YOU HAVE BEEN WARNED!! IF YOU MISS THIS, TOO BAD, IT'S GONE FOR GOOD!! I can't stress this enough. Make sure you do not leave this dungeon without obtaining this skill. 

Now that that's been said, no e-mails complaining that you missed this skill; you miss it, you're outta luck. Either reload from an earlier save or just deal with it. Get Combustion Sword, then return to the stairs leading down. Go down. From here, follow the path as it leads south, and ultimately west. In the next room, head north to find a Wing Shield (resists electric attacks) in the chest, then plow your way through the battles with the monsters littering the west hallway. Follow it as it turns north and enter the final room.

Before saving here, take this time to reform your party. If you have Heather and Brittany, replace them with Race and Brash, and for your healer, I strongly recommend replacing Tessa with Kerrie. Equip some gear that protects from poison and paralysis, as well. Move forward and you'll run into Berillius 2.0.


=======================================================================
BOSS: Berillius 2.0

HP: 32,000; AP: 3,600; EXP: 18,000; G: 8,000; Spoils: Fireflasher (20%)
Nullify: Magical, Fire, Water, Wind, Earth, Dark, Light, Time, Nature, Ice, Electric
Weak: Physical
Attacks: Double attack, Berillius Blaster, Golem Laser, Diffusion Beam, Paralysis Attack, Rocket Punch, Reversal Laser
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Race, Kerrie, Brash
Suggested Levels: 43+

Xanabie has taken Porima's golem and spiced him up a good bit, in other words, Berillius 2.0 is much tougher than the Berillius you have fought several times in this chapter, so be very careful here. He will not use his mimicry abilities this time, but his old abilities have been upgraded, and he also has some new ones as well. He now nullifies all elemental attacks and magical attacks, however he has lost his physical resistance and now takes 1.5x damage from physical attacks. Meaning you will want to have your physical fighters for this battle (and one person to heal, of course). 

Berillius 2.0 will start off by using Berillius Blaster, which is a more powerful version of the previous Berillius Bomber. This deals close to 1,000 damage to everyone; you definetly want to heal up after this one. He also has Rocket Punch and Golem Laser, both which can deal upwards of 1,000 damage to a single character. Golem Laser is especially annoying because it can also inflict slow on the character. He also has Diffusion Beam which damages and can cause poison and/or paralysis. 

Your best bet is to use a party of damage dealing fighters, like Brash, Race and Quinn. Heather and Brittany are virtually useless here, and they have lower HP, so don't bother bringing them to this fight. Also, Tessa won't be able to do anything other than normal attack, so your healer should definetly be Kerrie for this battle. 

Start off by having Lilliana use Pole Protector, then surging into the Mystic Warrior and repeatedly pounding Berillius 2.0 with Lightspear. Kerrie needs to use Haste on herself ASAP, then keep everyone healthy with Rejuvenate, and if she has a window of opportunity, have her use Sanctuary to place a permanent regen status on everyone. If Kerrie's healing isn't cutting it, have her cast Supplication to boost its effects. Race can lower Berillius's defense with Weakness Missile and then spam Vampiric Blade for some good damage. Brash can Boost with a Golden Axe + Silver Axe combo and hack away every turn. If you want to take a risky chance and use Tessa, go for it, but I don't recommend it here since she will prove to be much less useful than Kerrie here.

When Berillius 2.0 reaches half health, he starts getting really dangerous because he'll start using Reversal Laser which will drain the targeted character of ALL of his/her HP in one shot! What's worse is that Berillius 2.0 will get healed by it. There's really no way to prevent this attack; all you can do is use Angel Feathers to revive whoever died by it. Just keep attacking him when you get the chance, revive whoever falls and you'll beat him eventually. If you're really lucky, he'll drop the Fireflasher, a very powerful sword for Race at this point in the game.

=======================================================================


If you didn't activate the Save Golem, you'll have to go all the way back to the previous section of the ship and do that. Either that, or make sure you get through these next few fights in one attempt. Anyway, after beating Berillius 2.0, save your game at the golem again and head north. 

Before you enter the room to the north, make sure you equip everyone with dark resistant gear and death resistant gear (Goddess Ring and Dark Charms/Prismic Vests). Also, make sure that you got Race's Combustion Sword swordskill before entering the room, because once you enter this room, you can't go back. Again, don't bother using Brittany, Heather or Tessa for this next battle - they'll be virtually useless. If Quinn does not have Deathspell learned yet, here's another chance to get it.

Enter the north room to encounter...a pissed off Xanabie. He's furious that you killed his Porima, but he shrugs it off as it's nothing. He's still talking that nonsense, so show him who's boss...again!


=======================================================================
BOSS: Xanabie (4th fight)

HP: 10,000; AP: 2,500; EXP: 0; G: 0; Spoils: None
Half: Physical, Magical
Nullify: Wind, Earth, Dark, Light, Time, Nature, Electric
Absorb: Fire
Attacks: Double attack, Meganuke, Novaburst, Wide Devour, Falling Star, Infernoline, Flame Rust, Firesaber, Deathspell
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Race, Kerrie, Brash
Suggested Levels: 43+

All you have to do is stay alive for around 15 turns. Meanwhile, he'll try to throw out dangerous spells like Novaburst and Falling Star; make sure Kerrie keeps everyone healthy. Have everyone defend while Kerrie heals whatever damage you take until the battle ends. Don't bother surging, don't bother even attacking him, just sit there and wait the 15 turns.

Xanabie will then morph into his demon form, which is a lot tougher.

=======================================================================
BOSS: Xanabie Z. (1st fight)

HP: 35,000; AP: 7,500; EXP: 30,000; G: 25,000; Spoils: Goddess Ring (100%)
Half: 
Nullify: Magical, Fire, Water, Wind, Earth, Light, Time, Nature, Ice, Electric
Absorb: Dark
Weak: Ranged
Attacks: Double attack, Hell's Judgement, Eraser, Deathspell, Negative Wave, Earthquake, Anti-Magic Field, Doom Attack, Soul Rot, Restore
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Race, Kerrie, Brash
Suggested Levels: 43+

Xanabie's demon form is very tough. He has a repitoire of darkness based spells to use on you, as well as a few instant kill spells. He can also zombie/poison a character with Soul Rot, wipe out your AP with Anti-Magic Field, and has a 1 in 3 chance to critical with his double attack. He is not to be taken lightly; if your party does not come into this fight protected from dark and/or with zombie protection, you'll have a very hard time with this boss. Hell's Judgement and Eraser especially will be annoying; Hell's Judgement hits one character for over 1,000 damage and Eraser will take out one character no matter how much HP he/she has and drain it back to Xanabie Z. You will need to have Kerrie really stay on top of healing to survive. If you have found the Goddess Ring in the Dungeon of Dreams (and you should have), place it on either Lilliana or Kerrie.

Start this fight off by using Pole Protector with Lilliana; then start surging as soon as you can. Race should Sacrifice, then hit Xanabie with Weakness Missile, then use Vampiric Blade for some good damage. Make sure you keep his AP up, as Vampiric Blade will drain him pretty quickly. Kerrie should immediately haste herself and then cast Supplication, and start healing or reviving any dead characters. Brash should Boost, then normal attack with his axes. Don't bother bringing Heather or Brittany to this fight, and Tessa should only be used if you REALLY need a second healer. Quinn should only be used if he needs Deathspell, which you can get easier later on in the game.

Eraser will start coming when he gets to half life, so be very careful of that - it WILL kill someone if it hits. Once Lilliana is surged, nail him with Lightspear every turn; she, Race and Brash will be your main damage dealers. Make sure you have some Remedial Pills just in case anyone gets zombified by Soul Rot. Keep everyone alive and healthy with Kerrie and he'll go down eventually. You'll recieve a Goddess Ring for defeating him.

=======================================================================

So, Xanabie has been defeated yet again - but, now he attempts to destroy the fortress with you inside of it - in 15 minutes. There's only one problem: There's only five escape pods and eight of you. Heather volunteers to stay behind to help the Yggdrasil escape, and Tessa and Lilliana stay with her. Meanwhile, you must control your other party members and help them escape the fortress individually. Remember that you have 15 minutes to do all of this - which should be plenty of time, provided that you don't screw around too long.

Race's Route

His route is very simple to navigate. From the start, just follow the path given to you until you reach the end. When you get to the escape pod room, Lilliana deactivates the barrier for Race, which also causes a Pod Grunt robot to attack him. His battle with Pod Grunt shouldn't be difficult - start off by hitting him with Crippler Missile; this should slow him - if not, don't worry about it, then hitting him with Weakness Missile to drop his defense. Those first two attacks alone should cut his HP by 1/4. After that, just spam Vampiric Blade for a quick and safe victory.

Kerrie's Route

Good thing that Kerrie is somewhat athletic, because she'll need to do a lot of jumping on her route. Before moving, equip the Sunshade weapon - this is very important. There's only one path to take so just jump gap after gap until she gets to the escape pod room. After Lilliana deactivates the barrier, she's attacked by another Pod Grunt. How to beat it quickly with Kerrie you ask? Well, she's not the best damage dealer around, and these Pod Grunts have 4,000 HP a piece. Her saving grace is that this particular Pod Grunt is susceptible to instant death, so what you should do is have her equipped with the Sunshade and normal attack with it to hopefully cause instant death to the monster. It may take a few tries, but you'll get him. It usually works on the first or second try, so you shouldn't be here too long unless you get REALLY unlucky...

Brash's Route

The former champion's escape route is a small maze which isn't that hard to navigate. Just make your way to the north and you'll arrive at the escape pod room before you know it. Just try to avoid all the robots wandering around here; when touched, they will deal damage to Brash, so be very careful. Heal yourself if you get low. When Lilliana deactivates the barrier for Brash, he is attacked by a Pod Grunt as well. Have him equipped with the Golden Axe and the Silver Axe, as this grunt can be blinded and frozen. Just Boost and hack away at him and heal with Mid Potions when/if the need arises.

Quinn's Route

Quinn's route is also a small maze, but his is a little tougher to get through due to the barriers. Find your way through, it's not too hard, and make your way north to the escape pod room. Lilliana will then deactivate the barrier for him, causing yet another Pod Grunt to attack. This is your first chance to learn the Spike Laser monster skill, which is very nice to have at this point in the game. Try to prolong the battle until Pod Grunt uses Spike Laser, then spam Cold Blaze, as it's very weak to ice. Or, if he somehow doesn't have Cold Blaze, an alternate way of dealing damage would be to use the Crossbow as an item, which will cast Solidify. Less effective, but still better than nothing at all. 

Brittany's Route

Brittany's route is also a maze, but there's no obstacles in her way. She'll need to actually take some out of the way paths to continue forward, but these paths only take as little as two or three seconds off your time, which is nothing. Eventually, you can find the escape pod room at the end of the long hallway to the far north. When Lilliana deactivates the barrier for the dancer, she too, is attacked by a Pod Grunt. This Pod Grunt is weak against magical abilities and can be poisoned, so put on Healing Dance, dance Twilight Elegy to poison it, then spam-dance Impulsive Riff until it dies. Or, if you're having trouble getting Twilight Elegy to hit, forget it and just spam Impulsive Riff, while keeping Brittany's health up.

Lilliana's, Tessa's & Heather's Route

Before moving, make sure that Lilliana and Tessa each have a Goddess Ring equipped - this is very important. You may also want to equip Lilliana with the Flare Mail and Tessa with a Flame Shield if you have one. Activate the computer terminal at the end of the middle hallway to open the door at the far end of this room, then continue to the door, however, it seems that the girls have to deal with one of those Pod Grunts before they can escape as well. Since you have three people here, it should be that much easier to defeat. There's no need to surge here - basic attacks and poleskills from Lilliana, any spell from Heather (except earth since it flies) and any of Tessa's bladeskills will be more than enough to send this guy packing within a few turns. 

After the battle, you'll emerge in the first room again. Backtrack to the exterior of the fortress, where you surprisingly find King Syrius WITH the Time Stone and your skyship in good shape. Unfortunately, Xanabie shows up out of nowhere and initiates yet another battle with the princess as well as Tessa. She tells Heather to help her father escape while she and Tessa hold off Xanabie - unfortunately, the fortress is on the brink of blowing to smithereens, but Lilliana and Tessa still have to hold off Xanabie and buy Heather enough time to start the Yggdrasil and help King Syrius escape...

=======================================================================
BOSS: Xanabie Z. (2nd fight)

HP: 17,500; AP: 3,500; EXP: 0, G: 0; Spoils: Super Arcane Pill (100%)
Absorb: Dark
Weak: Ranged
Attacks: Double attack, Flame Rust, Infernoline, Flamestrike, Deathspell
Suggested Party: Lilliana and Tessa (forced)
Suggested Level: 44+

Xanabie attacks Lilliana and Tessa in a last ditch effort to finish them. He starts this battle already in demonic form, but this final fight of Chapter 4 is easier than before, as long as both girls have a Goddess Ring equipped on them. If they do, Xanabie's Deathspell will not touch them. Watch out for Flame Rust though, if it hits, Infernoline and Flamestrike will smack them for some good damage, so have Tessa keep their HP up with Healing Light or Serene Light. Flare Mail and Flame Shield will help you there. Cast Pole Protector on the first turn, then surge four times, then start smacking Xanabie with Lightspear. About five or six Lightspears and a few Aqua Thrusts or Divine Bursts from Tessa will do the demon leader in for good.

=======================================================================

As Xanabie goes down, Lilliana decides to finish him off. Since the fortress is about to explode within seconds, she knows that she doesn't stand a chance of making it out in time. As the chapter ends, she tells Tessa to jumps on the skyship at the very last second, the screen goes black and the fortress explodes....with Lilliana apparantly, still on it....and this ends Chapter 4.


						xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
						CHAPTER 5: HOPE & REDEMPTION
						xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx




Chapter 5 starts with your party recuperating inside a room on the Yggdrasil, mourning the death of Lilliana. Kerrie is nowhere to be found - and Heather appears shortly saying that Kerrie is somewhere on the ship crying her eyes out. Poor thing, it seems that Kerrie has given up hope, and Heather and Brittany are about to do the same, with the remainder of the party right behind them. Fortunately, Crissius saves the day by telling the group of a mystical shell that can restore Lilliana, and a mystic warrior that supposedly lives in a time period 1,000 years from now. That would have to be the future, and this is where Chapter 5 starts. 

You'll be without Lilliana for all of Chapter 5, and so, your party had better be up to speed, because the monsters are not going to get any easier from this point on. You'll take control of Race as you try to find the items needed to restore Lilliana. When you finish recovering, find Kerrie in a room on the Yggdrasil's east wing, and she will then force herself into the party for the remainder of the chapter, then ask Heather to take you to the future time period - a dark and gloomy era of robots and machinery. When you arrive in the future, you start near a dome of some sort - this is Diamond Dome, and should be your first stop.

NOTE: Keep in mind that Race and Kerrie CANNOT be removed from the party for the rest of this chapter, so make sure they are leveled up and have all their abilities. The other two party members can be chosen by you. Heather is a great choice for her sorcery, and Tessa is a good substitute for Lilliana, as well as Brash for his superior power. Brittany will be getting some very useful dances in this chapter, so consider using her, as well, and Quinn is a natural for any flying monsters you come across. He'll also be getting some new monster skills during this chapter. However, if anyone is on a lower level than the rest of your party, take some time to work with them here and catch them up.


-----------------------
5-1: Diamond Dome
-----------------------
Treasure: *Green Potion, *Magic Potion, *Heaven Mail, *Spirit Bracer
Enemies: None
Suggested Levels: 43+

*NOTE: You can't get to these treasures right now, as you'll need a special item to get inside the room that they lie in. Just forget about them for now - you'll be able to get them later on in this chapter.

Diamond Dome is the main point of civilization contact in the future, so you'll be coming back here pretty often. 

First of all, hit the shops - everyone can get new upgrades from the Wing stuff, and make sure you get everyone equipped in the wing gear - a few characters will have it on for quite a while - possibly well into Chapter 6 until their next upgrade. Especially outfit Race and Kerrie with their respectable wing gear, since they cannot be removed from the party for the rest of Chapter 5. After spending some serious cash on the wing gear, check out the accessories if you need any and the items if you're running low. Also make sure you grab the Resurrection, Replenish and Turn Undead spells for Kerrie. 

Now start gossiping. Word on the street, or should I say, word in the dome is that robots have killed off all the humans in a place called Terra Dome, which lies to the south of here. The old scientist-looking guy also mentions a person named Seltessa who can especially tell you information about the Mystic Warrior of this time period, but only if you manage to rescue her, first. So, there you have it - your first mission in the future is travel to Terra Dome and find out where Seltessa is. Before leaving, you may have noticed a door that is sealed. Don't worry about it right now - you can get in there later on. Sleep in the inn if you want and save your progress, then head south to Terra Dome.

-------------------------------------
5-2: Terra Dome/Seltessa's Lab
-------------------------------------
Treasure: *Dance Lessons vol. 9, *Battle Axe, *Agile Armor, *Super Potion, *Magic Ring, Mega Speedy Bracer, Super Potion, Mystic Potion, Aura Ring
Enemies: Robo Soldier, Grenade Bot, Metal Wolf, Berserker Bot, Hyperdriver, Diamond Driver
Suggested Levels: 43+

*NOTE: You can't get to these treasures right now, as you'll need a special item to get inside the room that they lie in. Just forget about them for now - you'll be able to get them later on in this chapter.

*NOTE 2: There is no excuse for not getting the Spike Laser monster skill for Quinn in this dungeon. The Robo Soldiers will randomly use it, as will the Hyperdrivers and the boss Diamond Driver. So make sure you get it. Like I said, there is no excuse NOT to.


-Terra Dome-
This place is like a ghost town - it's empty with no one to be found. However, if you explore a bit, you will find a laboratory that's in full activity. Enter it and you'll soon see why the robots killed off all the humans. After a short convo between Kerrie and Race, start exploring the lab.

-Seltessa's Lab-
Seltessa's laboratory, on the other hand, is bustling with activity. The enemies here are easier compared to what you faced on the Skybase Fortress and they are all metallic, which means that Heather and her electric spells will be their worst nightmare here. Consider taking along Heather as you go through here (and in any other places in the future time period.) Another reason to use Heather here is because of the Berserker Bots; they're immune to physical attacks and can only be damaged by elemental spells. You shouldn't have any problem with anything else in here. If you didn't get Spike Laser from the Pod Grunt during the fortress escape, you can get it here from the Robo Soldiers.

Wrap your way around the room, while grabbing treasures found on the side paths, until you come to a door in the bottom right corner of the room. You'll come out into a series of hallways. Follow the hallway and you should pass a locked door soon enough - don't worry about it right now, just keep going until you see another yellow door. Enter it and you'll come upon a laboratory-type room with green slime all over the place. The door in the center of the room is locked, so explore this room until you find a switch. Jump to trigger it - this opens that door, now travel to the door and go in. 

Examine the center section of the computer terminals to trigger a switch which unlocks the door that you saw in the hallways earlier. Backtrack to the hallways, enter that door and press your action button on the pads to jump across the slime rivers. Stay to the left side of the room to find a room with a switch in it. Trigger it to open the room on the right side. Backtrack to the slime room, and make your way over to the Save Golem. Save here (don't forget to pick up the
Aura Ring here) and enter the room. 

You'll notice a young woman being bullied by the head robot in charge of the operation, and soon enough, she decides not to do their dirty work for them anymore. You also learn of the Entity of Time here (you'll learn more about him as you work your way through this chapter and Chapter 6) who supposedly programmed the robots here. After a few moments, this convo is more than Kerrie can take, and she and Race decide to interfere and save the woman from the robots, but they'll have to bust through the two guards first. 

The two Hyperdrivers aren't a serious threat, but they will deal some good damage to you over time. Keep one person in defensive mode by healing the whole time, while your other characters pound away at them. Since they're weak against electric, have Heather cast Electroshocker. After they're cast off to the side, the robot leader attacks.

=======================================================================
BOSS: Diamond Driver

HP: 22,000; AP: 2,500; EXP: 10,000; G: 0; Spoils: Ultra Potion (100%)
Half: Fire, Wind, Dark, Light, Time, Nature, Ice
Nullify: Earth
Weak: Ranged, Electric
Attacks: Normal attack, Double attack, Eye Spear, Diamondsaber, Tremor, Spike Laser
Suggested Party: Race, Kerrie, Brash or Heather, Quinn
Suggested Levels: 43+

Diamond Driver isn't terribly hard to beat, but still look out for his Spike Laser attack and his Diamondsaber when he gets down to about half life or so. Diamondsaber can also inflict fear, so be ready to cure fear status if it connects. Other than that, he really doesn't have many attacks to throw at you. 

Heather can wreck this guy with focused Electroshockers, while Race and your second character can assist her by tossing out their strongest abilities. Kerrie should use Rejuvenate or Restore to heal the party when they get low, and support magic to give your party an advantage. If Quinn is in the party and he has Spike Laser already, have him use that (if he doesn't, he can learn it here, THEN use it.) He can also learn the Tremor monster skill here, too. Keep those electric spells coming (you can also use water, too) and he'll go down in no time.

=======================================================================

After the battle, the woman introduces herself as Seltessa, and she tells you a little more about the Entity of Time, and why the robots are acting the way they are now. It seems that she too, is a robot programmer, and she is the cause of the programmed robots in Diamond Dome. She then shuts down the laboratory via a backup slave generator switch, and then you're booted out. Return to Diamond Dome. 

Speak to Seltessa again and she'll tell you that the Mystic Warrior is locked up in a place called Crystal Dome to the west. The only way to get in there is to use a Crystalline Battery, but it seems that you can't find any crystalline in this time period. You'll have to go back in time....WAY back in time to find some. Speak to Seltessa a third time and she'll give you a hint on where you can find the crystalline as well. 

Hop in your skyship and ask Heather to take you into the past. Once you get there, land on the grassy spot near the sign southeast of Syrius Province, and walk your way southward until you get to the eerie...

-----------------------
5-3: Lake of the Dead
-----------------------
Treasure: Power Pill, Dance Lessons ver. 8, Remedial Pill, Heaven Mail, Sorcery Dress, Super Agility Pill
Enemies: Stroper, Blue Guardian, Swamp Wing, Light Orb, Mud Dragon
Suggested Levels: 44+

The Lake of the Dead is a creepy, marshy area that is home to some pretty annoying enemies, like the Swamp Wings, which like to cause multiple status abnormalities, the Stropers, which are cousins to the Beetleclops that you fought back in Chapter 4. Stropers however, are meaner, and will constantly try to freeze party members. Blue Guardians will also tend to freeze characters as well as revive their fallen allies. Also, you may encounter the annoying Mud Dragon and its Life Force spell (which causes Regen, use Kerrie and her Dispeller spell to get rid of it). They also have a pretty strong Aquawhirl spell. Last, but not least is the Light Orb, which likes to heal the damage you cause to the enemies with Restore, plus it has physical immunity. Most of the enemies can be inflicted with at least one status effect, so Brittany's dances will prove to be effective here. Use wind based attacks against the Mud Dragons, and if you have Kerrie's Turn Undead spell, you can use that on the Swamp Wings to one shot them if it successfully hits. 

Anyway, the Lake of the Dead can be a pain to get through - it's a small maze, and you'll find yourself moving more slowly getting through this area because you'll have to jump into the water lots of times. Start by grabbing the Power Pill off to the west, then follow the path until you reach the end of the bridge. You have no choice but to jump into the water; the lighter parts are shallow, and you can walk through it, but more slowly. Make sure you grab the latest issue of Dance Lessons for Brittany hidden in a chest in the marshy water. This one is version 8 and will teach Brittany two very useful dances: Dance of the Dead (causes zombie or instant death) and Blast Dance (deals piercing magical damage). You'll definetly want Blast Dance, as it's considerably stronger than Impulsive Riff, and Dance of the Dead which causes all sorts of gruesome chaos. Dance of the Dead also works on a few of the enemies here. Continue on through the area and make your way to the southwestern corner of the marsh. Head east to find some treasures, then turn and go south. 

The next area is pretty much the same, work your way through the marshy lake going southward. Follow the path until you reach the next island that has a four-way split. From here, head west, then south through the water. On the next island, follow the path, then start heading north. Eventually, you'll need to jump into the swamp again; follow this path and you'll get to a chest containing a Sorcery Dress.  

The Sorcery Dress is a fantastic piece of armor that deserves its own paragraph. It's only about as strong as a Silver Cloak, but it's great for heavy AP users. It inflicts a constant heighten status effect, which is basically like a regen spell, only with AP, instead. This is great for Kerrie or Heather, but actually it's most effective on Brittany; pair this with a Magic Ring, and you will hardly ever have to worry about her AP going down! Not to mention that this will make her Shift ability MUCH MORE useful. If you use this with the Shift command, you'll have infinite AP between your characters...to an extent, and the Sorcery Dress is the main piece of equipment necessary for the "Skill Battery" setup. Very, very useful, since her dances are rather expensive, not to mention that it boosts her magic power quite nicely. Definetly grab this item!

Once you've picked up the Sorcery Dress, head south as far as you can go; once you can no longer go south, head west and you'll find a Super Agility Pill in a chest at the end of the short path. Return to the four-way fork then head east and you'll be back on the world map. Once back on the world map, head south and enter the ice cave.


-------------------------
5-4: Crystal Ice Mine
-------------------------
Treasure: None
Enemies: Sasquatch
Suggested Levels: 44+

This is the same exact mine that Carlose and Marlok explored when they first stumbled upon the Time Stone in the very beginning of the game. It's empty right now, so begin by exploring and heading south until you get to that same spot where the Time Stone was placed. You may want to equip Sanity Rings on one or two people, as well as Prismic Vests or Ice Shields right about now. 

You'll find a large piece of crystalline here, instead. When you try to examine it, something shows up...who looks like a giant hairy monster, and it attacks you.

=======================================================================
BOSS: Sasquatch

HP: 25,000; AP: 4,000; EXP: 17,000; G: 12,000; Spoils: Skydancer (100%)
Nullify: Wind, Earth, Dark, Light, Time, Nature, Ice, Electric
Absorb: Water
Attacks: Double attack, Defense Down, Multimight, Berserk Blow, Howling Warcry, Icicle Drop, Solidify
Suggested Party: Race, Kerrie, Brash or Tessa, Heather or Brittany
Suggested Levels: 44+

Sasquatch has Berserk Blow and Howling Warcry; both being attacks which can cause berserk to your party members. Sasquatch's Solidify spell is also pretty painful, hitting for over 650+ damage. He can also double attack, and 50% of the time they will critical, so be really careful here. Other than that, he shouldn't be too difficult to defeat. 

Have Kerrie use Rejuvenate or Replenish when the need arises, while Race uses Weakness Missile to lower its defense, then nail it repeatedly with Vampiric Blade. Brash should attack with 2 Wing Busters, Heather needs to spam Fireblast, Quinn should use Spike Laser every turn, Brittany can dance Healing Dance, Antiflame Solo to drop Sasquatch's fire resistance to zero, and spam dance Blast Dance, and Tessa should either be helping Kerrie heal, or using Blaze Thrust. 

Watch out for Icicle Drop at half health though, it can damage and freeze someone. Keep attacking and you'll receive the Skydancer for Tessa after defeating it, which is a wind elemental rapier that boosts speed and berserks enemies on striking.

=======================================================================

After grabbing the crystalline, you're free to leave the mine and return to your skyship. You'll have to traverse the Lake of the Dead again, but I'm sure you could always use more EXP. 

NOTE: If you want to score some useful items before heading for Rikkania, take the Crystalline back to the old scientist standing near  Seltessa to get the Crystalline Battery. This will allow you to snag the stuff behind those metal doors in the two domes (see the treasure list for Diamond Dome and Terra Dome in the above paragraphs to see what items are there). And if you speak to Seltessa immediately after getting the Crystalline Battery, she'll give you a Ancient Ring, which has a 50% resistance to all negative status effects. Very useful!

After that, you need to find that Purifying Shell that Crissius talked about on the Yggdrasil. Your next stop should be Rikkania Town in the present...

-----------------------
5-5: Bay Town Rikkania
-----------------------
Treasure: None
Enemies: None
Suggested Levels: 44+

Speak to the maid inside Brittany's house and she'll tell you that Brittany's father wants to meet with her at the nearby Mirage Tower, which is east of the village. Brittany suspects that he has the Purifying Shell with him, and urges the party to head for Mirage Tower. Sleep and save here in Rikkania and off you go. If you don't currently have Brittany in the active party, you won't be able to enter the Mirage Tower until you do, so use the Communicator to bring her in, if you must.

------------------
5-6: Mirage Tower
------------------
Treasure: Prism Rod, Aqua Arrow, Platinum Helmet, Wing Shield, Red Potion, Pheonix Tail
Enemies: Blue Beetle, Grenade, Anemone, Cotton Fluff, Shellshifter
Suggested Levels: 45+

You should have at least eight copies of Dance Lessons at this point in the game (nine if you went to the future to unlock the metal doors in the two domes first). If you don't have Brittany in your party, you're forced to take her along in this dungeon - not that that's a bad thing, though. Choose one other person to take along with you to the Mirage Tower. Tessa is an excellent choice, as she can fight as well as heal when the need arises. Or you can choose whoever you wish. Go through the cave and speak to Brittany's father and he'll let Brittany and the rest of the party through, then use the teleporter to warp into the Mirage Tower itself. 

NOTE: Be warned that you will not be able to use the Communicator once you warp inside the tower, so choose your fourth party member wisely. You already have a mandatory fighter in Race, a mandatory healer in Kerrie, and a mandatory support character in Brittany; you should choose wisely who your fourth member is going to be. I would recommend Tessa, as she can serve as both an extra fighter and an extra healer, so you really can't go wrong with choosing her, or Brash, for his high attack power, plus if you have his Battle Axe, he'll be able to paralyze the enemies in here quite easily. Heather or Quinn are also good choices. It's up to you in the long run.

The monsters in here aren't as bad as the ones in the Lake of the Dead, however you'll still need to be careful dealing with a few of them. The Cotton Fluff is by far, the biggest threat. These little guys love to sling around dark based spells, like Black Wave, Shadow Bolt and Deathspell, so it is probably a good idea to have a few of your party members equip the appropriate resistant gear like Dark Charms or the Goddess Ring. Anemones will tend to cast Black Wave right along with the Cotton Fluffs most of the time, but by any circumstances, DO NOT LEAVE THEM FOR LAST. If you do, they will start resurrecting the other monsters and just pretty much cause problems; the 3 Cotton Fluff and 2 Anemone team is especially annoying. To make things worse, they are immune to silence, so that strategy doesn't work. The Blue Beetles like to debuff your party with Power Down and Spirit Down and may sometimes petrify you with Petri-bite. The Grenades aren't much of a threat, so you don't need to worry about them too much, although they will self destruct if their HP is low enough. Other than that, they'll just attack or spam Multimight. Brittany's Dance of the Dead works quite well on these monsters; as will her other dances. Use her dances liberally while the rest of your party picks them apart.

This dungeon has a hidden floor, which makes you feel like you're walking in the clouds, or mist, in this case. You can't fall, so don't worry. In this room, you need to find and locate all the monsters and defeat them, and also find the treasure hidden in this room. Once you defeat all five and found the Prism Rod for Heather, a teleporter will appear near the center of the room which will warp you to the next floor. 

On the next floor, you'll need to do the same thing as last floor, only you'll have to defeat ten monsters and find the Aqua Arrow for Quinn in order for you to proceed. Once that is done, the teleporter will appear in the northern part of the large room. In the next small room is a strange looking seal. Step on it and you will be able to change one of your party members if you should happen to choose to. If not, walk past it and go upstairs to the next floor.

The floor background changes to an outerspace theme on this floor, but the same concept is still there; you need to find and defeat three monsters and find the Platinum Helmet to proceed to the fourth floor. 

On the fourth floor, locate another five enemies, defeat them and find the Wing Shield and the Red Potion. On the fifth floor, defeat five monsters and get the Pheonix Tail, a fire-elemental whip for our favorite dancer Brittany. Equip that, and once you're saved using the Save Golem, head on up to the sixth and final floor. You'll find the Purifying shell on this floor, but a monster quickly shows up and initiates a fight with you.

=======================================================================
BOSS: Shellshifter

HP: 21,000; AP: 7,500; EXP: 11,500; G: 8,000; Spoils: Ultra Potion or Magic Potion (100%)
Absorb: All except weakness element
Attacks: Defense Down, Restore, Slash, Ball & Chain, Fire Ball, Explosion Nuke, Wind Cutter, Hurricane Bolt, Deathspell, Dark Force, Electrocution, Thunderstorm
Suggested Party: Race, Kerrie, Brittany, Tessa or Brash
Suggested Levels: 45+

Shellshifter acts a lot like Berillius in which he will switch tactics. Fortunately, the Shellshifter, although it periodically switches his weakness, will practically tell you what element he is weak against, by casting a spell of that element on your party. For example, if he uses Wind Cutter on you, he is weak against wind; but if he starts using Electrocution all of a sudden, his weakness has changed to electric. If you're lucky, Shellshifter will spend half of his time just switching weaknesses, so you can often get free hits on him. 

One thing's for certain though: you DO NOT, under any circumstances, want to mess with his physical form. Slash (~1,400+ damage to one target) and Ball & Chain (~1,600+ damage to one target + paralysis) are simply devastating. His elemental spells do less damage. 

There are two ways to beat this boss. One way is to wait until he uses an elemental spell, and then quickly utilize Heather and have her cast his weak element on him. Two, is to attack him physically. My suggestion: do a little bit of both. While Kerrie keeps you alive with Rejuvenates and Replenishes, Brittany can spam-dance Blast Dance, and Race can Sacrifice, then use Vampiric Blade. Brash should Boost, then normal attack. When he reaches 40% health, he may cast Defense Down, and if he's in his physical form, it'll make Slash and Ball & Chain damage you even more, so be careful.

=======================================================================

When the boss is dead, take the Purifying Shell and return to Brittany's father. He congratulates you and returns to Rikkania. 

Return to your skyship and have Heather take you back into the future, then head for Diamond Dome. Speak to the scientist and he'll give you the Crystalline Battery you need to get inside the Crystal Dome (if you haven't got it already). But, before going there, you can also use it to open the locked door here in Diamond Dome, and the one at Terra Dome to get those items that you couldn't get to before. Volume 9 of Dance Lessons lies in Terra Dome, so make sure you get that, as it will teach Brittany the ever-useful Magical Tango (inflicts heighten on everyone) and Mystic Requiem (dispels positive status effects from all enemies). Whenever you're ready, fly your skyship (or walk) west over the mountains, and you'll see Crystal Dome.


---------------------
5-7: Crystal Dome
---------------------
Treasure: None
Enemies: Corrupted Core
Suggested Levels: 46+

Crystal Dome is like Terra Dome - deserted...at least for now. Open the door on the other side to find the Mystic Warrior....dead? Yep, he's dead...and it seems that the cause of his death was that his core was corrupted by...this slime thingy. If you have any Aqua Mails lying around, now is a GREAT time to equip them!

=======================================================================
BOSS: Corrupted Core

HP: 28,000; AP: 3,500; EXP: 20,000; G: 8,800; Spoils: Water Charm (55%)
Half: Wind, Earth, Dark, Light, Time, Nature, Ice
Nullify: Physical
Absorb: Water
Weak: Electric
Attacks: Double attack, Aquablast, Waterstrike, Slowdown, Corrupted Wave, Gigasplash
Suggested Party: Race, Kerrie, Heather, Brittany
Suggested Levels: 46+

The Corrupted Core is actually pretty tough thanks to his various strong water elemental attacks. Be on the lookout for when he smiles dementedly, that's when he'll use his potent Corrupted Wave attack (~900+ water damage to everyone + poison) or Gigasplash (~900+ water damage to everyone). He'll mainly use them when he stares at you with an evil smile; you'll know it when you see it. Other than that, he'll use Aquablast and Waterstrike as well as Slowdown. Waterstrike can especially sting, so be careful of that. Just have Kerrie use Rejuvenate after any of those attacks; make sure she's hasted so she can heal you faster. 

Brash won't be of any help in this battle, and neither will Tessa's bladeskills (unless you bring her for healing - but Kerrie's healing should be more than enough, so you really do not need any extra healing from Tessa here) because the Corrupted Core is immune to physical attacks. Race can get by with Explosion Sword; although it will do only about 400-500 damage, it's better than nothing. A few Inspires on him from Kerrie may get it to 600. Brittany is helpful here in case CC uses Slowdown or Corrupted Wave, she can remove the status effects (if they connected) with the Recovery Step Dance. Brittany's Blast Dance will chop off a good 800 or so damage from the boss each time, so consider using that. 

Another option is to use the Pheonix Tail as an item, which will cast the equivalent of the Fireblast spell; after an Antiflame Solo, it should do about 700+. Heather should nail it with focused Electroshockers each turn. You can also inflict slow on it via Kerrie's Slow spell or Brittany's Slow Dance if it's beginning to become a problem. You should be good as long as he doesn't spam Corrupted Wave or something; if that happens, things can quickly turn for the worse. Keep up the pressure and it'll give up the ghost.

=======================================================================

Take the Corrupted Core, the Purifying Shell and your party back to Crissius's room on the Yggdrasil. There you can witness the revival of your friend Lilliana. Soon enough, she comes to, and she can't thank you enough for saving her life. Eventually, the king of Syrius tells the party to drop him off at Syrius Castle in the present, where you can see a scene...and eventually the end of the chapter.

*NOTE: Lilliana's fusion with the purified core has bestowed new abilities upon her. She still has her Lightspear and Mystic Flash abilities, but she's also gained Mystic Bomb, which is a heavy duty light skill (use against undead and enemies weak against light), and Final Explosion, which deals 9999 damage at the cost of all of her AP, but has only a 25% hit rate. Don't forget to upgrade Lilliana's equipment, since she is still using equipment from Chapter 4. Upgrade her to a Wing Staff and the wing gear that can now be purchased from the weapon shop in Syrius Castle and off you go into Chapter 6, another important chapter.


						

						xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
						CHAPTER 6: TIME, FATE & THE FUTURE
						xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx



You begin this chapter onboard the Yggdrasil in Crissius's room. In this chapter, you learn that the Entity of Time is starting to tamper with the time equillibrium. You don't know his exact plans as of yet, but Crissius tells you that you need to obtain seven time relics by completing seven tasks before attempting to confront the Entity of Time. Your characters will also change their job classes in this chapter as well, and there are some very tough bosses to fight in Chapter 6 as well. This chapter mainly covers the quest of gathering the seven time relics. Here are Crissius's hints:

-In a mountain range in the present, lies a relic of mass magical power.
-In a temple in the past, lies three hidden powerful guardian spirits as well as a relic.
-Robots in the future have began to revolt against the humans by threatening them with a powerful relic.
-In the past, a haunted spirit holds a relic in a new dimensional rift somewhere...it's up to you to find it, though.
-In the present, one awaits to be taken back from a thief in an arena...
-Someone needs your help again in the future era with some machine problems. If you help her, she may give you a relic.
-And last but, not least, one awaits you inside the wreckage of a 1,000 year old skyship.

These hints may be enough for you to figure out where they are hidden, but in case they don't, you can always ask the treasure hunter inside Crissius's room on the skyship.

Also, Isabella returns to help your party out by de-equipping non-active party members or all party members for an inventory check function, when you speak to her. She will also give you a Sunshine Rapier, a great rapier for Tessa. And last but not least, she'll mention a haunted spirit lurking the castle of Navarre, which starts a small sidequest to obtaining a secret item that opens up a certain place in Castle City Syrius.

---------------------
6-1: Faerie Mountain
---------------------
Treasure: Shadow Mail, Hi-Potion x2, Angel Feather, Dark Charm, Fireflasher, Power Vest, Sacred Tome
Enemies: Brain Eater, Chaos Doll, Neon Zero, Snowpuff
Suggested Levels: 46+
Gained Class Change: High Magician (Heather)

If you fly over the Faerie Grasslands in the present, you can find this mountain west of it. You'll eventually see it. The mountain music is back for this dungeon. This is where you can find the first of the seven relics, the Sacred Tome. Hey, isn't that...? Yep, it's the same tome that Heather has been looking for for four years now, and now she can finally claim it as her own. 

You might want to consider taking her along for this dungeon, as well as Brittany and Kerrie, since physical fighters will do almost jack-squat to the enemies here. Almost every enemy here is resistant to physical attacks, and Lilliana's poleskills won't be of much effect here, so you'll need to stick to magic and dances to win your battles here. Also, bring some zombie and instant death protection as the Chaos Dolls can zombie a character with Curse and the Neon Zeroes can cause instant death with Possess. If you're really lucky, you may get a Skyeshooter from one of the Neon Zeros, which is a stronger bow for Quinn to use. Do not leave a Snowpuff by itself, otherwise it will start casting Glacier on your party, and this can wipe you out if you don't kill it fast enough.

This mountain isn't too lengthy, and what's even better is that there is no boss at the end. Start by winding your way up the path. Head up and you'll find Melanie again. This time, she has Disemboweler, the latest poleskill for Lilliana, which can cause instant death if it successfully hits. Grab it and head east. You'll notice arrow pads on the ground, when you touch them, you're automatically sent in that direction. Follow the path until you come to a fork in the path; head west from here to find an Angel Feather and a Hi Potion. You'll also find yet another purple crystal here. Exit this area by going north.

In the cave, you'll need to work your way around the room until you encounter a ladder. Unfortunately, there are arrow pads leading away from the ladder, rendering it inaccessible for the time being. Don't worry, you'll solve that problem right now. Just keep going. Sooner or later, you'll come to a switch. Trigger it to deactivate the arrow pads in front of the ladder, then make your way back to the ladder and climb it to get outside. 

Explore the outside area to locate a few treasures - a Shadow Mail can be found in the southeastern corner, and another Hi Potion can be found further up the path. Use the arrow pads to get to them, and head north. 

In the next area, warp along the path until you get to a larger area with a lone tree in the middle. There'll be a green teleporter pointing left in the upper left hand area, and a path leading south. Go south, then turn west to find a chest with a Dark Charm inside. Now if you look closely enough, you should be able to see what looks like a small path leading west which goes behind a tree. Well, take this small path and you should find yourself warping to the far eastern edge of this area in front of an otherwise inaccessble chest. If you DO NOT see the chest here, use the Communicator to bring Heather into the active party to make it show up. Open it for the final broken part. You should now have all three broken parts of the legendary rod (read the sidequests and secrets section in order to learn how to restore it). Warp back to the main area and make your way northward. You'll be back in the caves after a bit. Just continue to follow the path until you get to a room with lava in it. 

You will want to bring Race into the active party right about now; there are some goodies waiting for him in this next chamber. Here, you encounter a small teleporter maze. Use the teleporters to warp around the room; when you get to the darkened path, follow it to a fork. Head right first and use the teleporter. You'll see two chests here. One contains a nifty Power Vest (which increases attack power and inflicts auto-regen on the wearer), and a Fireflasher, a good fire elemental sword for Race (about time he's had a weapon upgrade, eh?). The teleporter here, however, will send you back to the beginning of the room. So head back to that fork on the darkened path. This time, head west. Ignore the teleporter on the right as this one will send you back to the beginning. Use the teleporter on the left instead, and continue on. You'll find a Save Golem here. Save your game here if you'd like and move on. Follow this path and head all the way west to find the latest swordskill for Race, which is Tiger Missile. 

Tiger Missile is a stronger version of Power Missile, except this skill can sometimes paralyze the enemy! This is definetly a killer skill. But it will eat up Race's AP quickly and you'll probably be able to use it about four or five times before he'll need his AP refilled. So even though it's very powerful, try not to go overboard with it unless you have a LOT of Blue/Red Potions. Head back to the fork. Defeat the monster guarding the path north, then exit the room. 

You'll witness a dialogue between Heather and her late stepfather's spirit, and she receives the Sacred Tome. This tome also grants her class change to High Magician and her level 3 magic spells are finally unlocked! After that's over, use the teleporter to warp back to the beginning of the dungeon and exit. If you've figured out the clue to the location of the next dungeon, then head there - if not, head back to the skyship and have the treasure hunter tell you another hint.

NOTE: Broken Part #3 is hidden in Faerie Mountain, however, in order for it to appear on the map, you MUST have Heather in your party at that time. If you do have her, search the grassy areas on the mountain to find it.

Hint #2: "An island with three stone pillars on them...rumor has it that this island and another island in the past with stone pillars on it are connected somewhat.."

You may have flew over one of these islands earlier. If not, take your skyship in the present and fly to Castle City Syrius. Head east from there and you'll find it. Enter the cave, and activate the switch. Nothing happens here, but it opened up something in the past, so travel back to the past. From Twilight Town Rikkania, fly directly north to find the island again. There's a temple on it this time, and you should enter it to begin the search for the Gypsy's Amulet, the second time relic....


----------------------
6-2: Sealed Sanctuary
----------------------
Treasure: Angelic Charm, Silence Rod, Poison Axe, Runemaster, Plague Arrow, Rainbow Parasol
Enemies: Spark Crystal, Queen Ant, Ant Drone, Spore Cap, Time Mage
Suggested Levels: 47+
Gained Class Change: Gypsy (Brittany)

When you arrive, you find that the door's locked. Brittany says she can open it, though. After a small conversation with your dancer friend, the door automatically opens, as if were beckoning Brittany to enter. Hmm. Well, you want that relic, don't you? So, go on inside.

The Sealed Sanctuary is EASILY be one of the most confusing dungeons in the game. It is a huge maze, and it's very easy to get lost in. If you want the treasure described above, you need to find a total of six switches - each switch removes a barrier that guards one of the treasures. And they're good ones, too - most of which are weapon upgrades for your party members (Kerrie especially, since she's most likely STILL using the Wing Parasol from the beginning of chapter 5!) 

Brace yourself well though, the enemies here can be some of the toughest you've seen thus far. Be especially aware of the Galactic Star spell used by the Time Mages and the Rotting Mist used by the Spore Caps. Spore Caps are capable of annihilating the entire party at once - use a Goddess Ring to stop the zombie status. The Ant Drones are pretty powerful with their physical attacks (which critical 20% of the time), as are the Queen Ants which like to debuff your party or set poison and paralysis on your guys. 

Know that you do not have to activate the six switches to get through this dungeon - they're are there just for you to pick up some weapon upgrades, which I recommend, otherwise, they'll have to wait until they get platinum gear, and that a way's away from now. 

Ok, the Sealed Sanctuary is a giant maze, and I'll do my best to guide you through, so read carefully if you're lost here. From the start, head north to get to the first four-way junction. Here, head west to find the first switch, and east to find the second switch. After activating the first two switches, return to the four-way junction and head north to another four-way junction. Here, head west and follow the path until you get to the third four-way junction. Head west again to find a third switch. From here, return to the four-way junction - here you can either head north or east - both will lead you to the same four-way junction. Here, head north to find another switch. Activate it and return to the four way junction. (This may seem a bit confusing, but try and bear with me here.) If you've been following this so far, you should have found and activated four of the six switches.

Now, head right and follow the path until you get to another four-way junction. From here, head right to another four-way junction. Go south to find the fifth switch, and east to find the last switch. Activate them both and head north from the four-way junction and you'll come to a large room with six paths on the sides, one to the north, and a Save Golem in the middle. Push your way through the enemies to the Save Golem and then go down each of the six paths to find the treasure chests. 

If you've activated all six switches, you should come out with an Angelic Charm (resists zombie conditions), a Silence Rod for Heather (which will cause silence 33% percent of the time), a Poison Axe for Brash (causes poison status 33% of the time), a Runemaster for Lilliana (this is definetly one of her better weapons, as it has a 45% chance of causing a critical hit, and it is magical property.), a Rainbow Parasol for Kerrie (multi-elemental parasol) and a Plague Arrow for Quinn (causes zombie status 33% of the time). After taking your prizes, return to the Save Golem and head north until you come to a room with three crystals. 

These crystals, according to Brittany, seal the legendary guardian spirits that you may have heard about back in Rikkania. She chants something, which causes the guardians to awake and speak to her. But, in order to receive their relic, they want to test her - as well as the rest of your party.

=======================================================================
BOSS: Guardian

HP: 35,000; AP: 4,000; EXP: 20,000; G: 0; Spoils: Gypsy's Amulet (100%)
Half: All elements
Weak: Ranged
Attacks: Double attack, Lightning Lariat, Gigasplash, Meteor Shower, Impulse Spectra, Time Freeze, Razorleaf Storm
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Kerrie or Tessa, Heather or Quinn, Brittany
Suggested Levels: 48+

The first boss fight of Chapter 6 can prove to be a bit difficult. He will use Razorleaf Storm on his first turn; heal up with Kerrie's Rejuvenate or Tessa's Healing Light spells. You will definetly want to have elemental protection because in addition to Razorleaf Storm, he has Gigasplash, Meteor Shower, Lightning Lariat and Impulse Spectra, all of which can hit the entire party for 1,200+ damage. 

You'll need to have Kerrie or Tessa constantly cast Rejuvenate/Healing Light to keep your party alive. If Tessa has Rainbow Light now, definetly use her as Rainbow Light heals for much more than Healing Light. 

Your physical fighters...well, they can do something, but they really won't be able to cause much damage unless you equip them with non-elemental weapons, then they can prove to be helpful. Lilliana should go ahead and surge into the Mystic Warrior and do Lightspears. Now is also a great time to try out Heather's new magic - nail the boss with level 3 spells like Whirlwind, Dark Force and Razorleaf Storm. Brittany should assist Heather by dancing one of her anti-elemental dances, then assisting with Blast Dance. If Quinn is with you, have him use Spike Laser for a respectable amount of damage, since Guardian is weak to ranged attacks.

When the boss gets to about 50% of his life or less, he may start using Time Freeze, which sets stop on a character. If you didn't get Time Freeze back in Chapter 4, here's another chance to learn it. 

Your spells will only cause half the damage (since the boss halves every single element), so keep casting those spells and keep Lilliana attacking and he'll be dust before long.

=======================================================================

The guardians indeed know of Brittany's power, and they give her the Gypsy's Amulet. Brittany's class also changes to a Gypsy and she receives version 10 of Dance Lessons, which teaches her the super-useful Break Dance (drops an enemy's physical resistance), Stasis Step (inflicts stop on all enemies), and the awesome Riff of Rikkania dance (inflicts haste on all allies at once)! Do keep in mind that these dances will not connect 100% of the time, and will fail at times. When you're done, head for the next relic dungeon or back to the skyship for another hint...

Hint #3: "Ok, now let's see...the next relic would be...the Chronostone. That's a powerful relic that robots are using to control the humans in a mountainous area in the future. See if you can find this one...haha!"

Oh, you'll find it - it's not terribly hard to find. Time travel to the future and talk to Seltessa. She'll tell you exactly where to go: a mountain northeast of Diamond Dome. So let's head over there now and see what you can do...

------------------------
6-3: Isolated Facility 
------------------------
Treasure: Super Potion, Skullsplitter, Magic Potion, Earth Charm
Enemies: Bloodsucker, Robo Mage, Ice Demon
Suggested Levels: 48+
Gained Class Change: Guardian (Race)

Before entering this area, take some time to set up your party and equip items that protect from sleep. Some good choices would be the Insomniac Rings, or Heaven Mails. The Robo Mages use Hypno Waves that can affect your entire party with sleep, and if you get unlucky with your party sleep, it could mean a game over. Especially be very careful if you're fighting a party of two Robo Mages and two Ice Demons. The mages can just continue to put you to sleep while the Ice Demons wail away at your HP with their nasty Full Power ability and kill you pretty darn quickly (believe me, people have died several times to these guys already). 

Unlike the last few dungeons you went through, Isolated Facility is pretty straight-forward, although it has some side paths that lead to treasure. The 3 sasquatches are also pretty nasty, and should be handled very carefully. Start by slowly working your way through the first area, then when you reach the next area, head west to find a chest with a Super Potion. Head east then north into the next area. Continue along the path until you get to a cave. Before you even get to the chest here, a monster attacks you.

=======================================================================
BOSS: Alpha Sasquatch

HP: 32,000; AP: 9,999; EXP: 25,000; G: 10,000; Spoils: Divine Parasol (80%)
Nullify: Wind, Earth, Dark, Light, Time, Nature, Electric
Absorb: Water, Ice
Attacks: Double attack, Full Power, Resonance Smash, Tidal Wave, Magic Drain, Blow Needles, Inspire, Weaken
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Race or Brash, Kerrie or Tessa, Quinn, Heather or Brittany
Suggested Levels: 49+

NOTE: If you bring Quinn to this fight, he can learn the Blow Needles monster skill, which hits all enemies with ranged damage. It only hits 70% of the time, however.

This is the first of three sasquatches living on the mountain, and they're not friendly creatures. This particular one likes to toss needles, drain your AP, and Tidal Wave will start coming when he reaches half health. Don't take this guy lightly - he can decimate your party quickly if you're not careful. He may also use Resonance Smash or drain a character's AP. 

With that said, you'll need to have Tessa or Kerrie, if you're using her, stay on the defensive side of the fight, having her either churn out Healing Lights or Rainbow Light if she is level 46 or higher. While she's protecting your party, have Brittany dance Antiflame Solo to drop its fire resistance to zero, then dance Blast Dance, while Heather dualcasts Novaburst for huge damage. Brash should Boost, then wail on him with normal attacks. Lilliana shouldn't take any chances either, so have her use Pole Protector, then four surges, then Lightspear him. Race should use Weakness Missile, then either normal attack with the Fireflasher, or use Tiger Missile on him repeatedly, and Quinn, if you're using him, should stick to Spike Laser. He shouldn't last too long. He may drop the Divine Parasol, a light-elemental parasol for Kerrie which deals 3x damage to the undead. It's an 80% drop, so you do have good chances of him dropping it.

=======================================================================

When you defeat the boss, go ahead and take the Magic Potion out of the nearby chest and continue on your way. Go outside, and head west, then take the southern path. You'll end up at a switch soon enough - activate it to clear the path to the west. There is also a golden save golem here; use it to save your progress if you choose to do so. Backtrack to the previous area, then head west then take the next path. Before heading into the next area, walk down the thin snowy path across the water. Search behind the bushes to find a chest with a Skullsplitter inside (this weapon is magical, boosts critical bonus by 10% AND has an amazing 80% chance to inflict instant death, but it has only a 75% hit rate, so it will miss sometimes. Use it at your own risk.) Return to the snowy path then head west to encounter another sasquatch...

=======================================================================
BOSS: Beta Sasquatch

HP: 35,000; AP: 9,999; EXP: 25,000; G: 3,000; Spoils: Medusa's Hair (80%)
Half: Physical
Nullify: Fire, Water, Dark, Light, Time, Nature, Electric
Absorb: Wind, Ice
Attacks: Double attack, Full Power, Resonance Smash, Blow Needles, Cyclone Blade, Magic Drain, Remedy, Enfeeble
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Kerrie or Tessa, Heather, Brittany
Suggested Levels: 49+

This sasquatch has similar attacks like the Alpha Sasquatch earlier. This one however, has physical resistance, so it may take a bit longer to beat this one. Definetly utilize Brittany and Heather in this battle, and dance Antigrav Solo to drop his earth resistance to zero, then have Heather dualcast Meteor Shower as much as possible. Lilliana should follow the basic strategy; Pole Protector first turn, four surges, then Lightspear beatdown. He'll start using Cyclone Blade when he gets to half health, so your healer (Kerrie or Tessa) should keep everyone healthy at all times. If you didn't get Blow Needles with Quinn from the Alpha Sasquatch, here's your second chance to get it. This battle should be simple enough. This sasquatch will drop the Medusa's Bute for Brittany at an 80% drop chance, which will sometimes petrify enemies upon striking.

=======================================================================

Continue on up the mountain. In the next area, the monsters will move around faster than they normally do, so slide across the ice going south and you should reach a tall staircase leading up the cliff. Take this and follow the path and then get ready to do battle with yet another sasquatch...

=======================================================================
BOSS: Omega Sasquatch

HP: 38,000; AP: 9,999; EXP: 25,000; G: 3,000; Spoils: Lucky Blade (80%)
Half: Physical
Nullify: Fire, Water, Dark, Light, Time, Nature, Electric
Absorb: Earth, Ice
Attacks: Blow Needles, Resonance Smash, Full Power, Double attack,  Rock Storm, Magic Drain, Protect
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Kerrie or Tessa, Heather or Quinn, Brittany
Suggested Level: 50+

This is the last sasquatch you will face, and he has similar attacks like the Alpha and Beta Sasquatches before. This one also has physical resistance, so it may take a bit longer to beat this one. Utilize Brittany and Heather again in this battle; this time, dance Antiskye Solo to drop his wind resistance to zero, then have Heather dualcast her Whirlwind spell. If Quinn is present and does not have Blow Needles (should be no excuse why he shouldn't have it by now, I mean, come on), here's his third chance to learn it. Speaking of Quinn, Local Twister does quite well here, so use that. Lilliana should follow the basic strategy; Pole Protector first turn, four surges, then Lightspear beatdown. Beware of Rock Storm when he reaches half health, so make sure your healer (Kerrie or Tessa) keeps everyone healthy. If he's feeling nice, he'll drop Tessa's Lucky Blade at an 80% drop chance. This unique weapon has a perfect 100% critical chance but has a 50% hit rate, so basically, either you'll critically hit or miss completely.

=======================================================================

You're almost done! Go north to the facility entrance. After the conversation, head north to the next room. Take the middle path leading right and you'll come to a chest containing an Earth Charm. Exit to the upper right. Now you'll be in a room with pipes. Be careful because there are monsters hiding behind the pipes; chances are you'll run into them and do battle with them. Take the middle path leading left and you'll end up at another golden save golem. 

Take this time to switch your party so it includes Race, Heather and Tessa, and fully equip them as they will be forced upon you by the game soon. Save here, then backtrack into the previous room. Now take the upper path. Examine the computer to remove the invisible force field that's blocking the door. You'll encounter the Chronostone, Carlose and Marlok, and the leader of the facility. If you want the Chronostone, you'll have to fight for it - go figure. I hope you changed your party to include Race, Tessa and Heather, because this is your last chance to equip them....

=======================================================================
BOSS: Platinum Driver, Hyperdriver Z x2

HP: 38,000; AP: 3,500; EXP: 26,000; G: 0; Spoils: Green Potion (100%)
Half: Fire, Wind, Dark, Light, Time, Nature, Ice
Nullify: Earth
Weak: Ranged, Electric
Attacks: Normal attack, Double attack, Multimight, Eye Spear, Platinasaber, Spike Laser, Restore, Blow Needles, Tidal Wave, Whirlwind
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Race, Tessa, Heather (forced)
Suggested Levels: 50+

Platinum Driver will kick things off with Multimight, so you'll want to get rid of the boss's helpers with electric magic first, then concentrate on taking out the boss himself. Platinum Driver is quite a bit tougher than the Diamond Driver and he has some nasty abilities so make sure to keep your HP high at all times. Especially look out for Platinasaber at half health; this attack deals over 1k damage and can inflict slow status. Lilliana needs to surge into the mystic warrior and perform Lightspear every turn, while Tessa keeps everyone healthy with Rainbow Light. Race should use Weakness Missile, then Tiger Missile, and Heather should stick to dualcasting Lightning Lariat. Before you know it, this boss will fall and you'll have one more Green Potion added to your stock.

=======================================================================

After defeating the Platinum Driver, reform your party again. This time, you may want to include Brittany. Make sure you equip a combination of elemental protection and status protection; the Prismic Vests are a great choice. You'll also want to bring Kerrie as well as Heather or Quinn.

Lilliana decides to show her sympathetic side and asks Kerrie to heal Carlose and Marlok and put them back on their feet. But...it seems that these two still have a grudge on you for defeating them back at the Navarre Generator Tower, and they claim that they will not leave without the Chronostone. So, you know what that means, right? You'll have to not only fight another battle for the Chronostone, but you'll have to deal with a ticked off Carlose and Marlok. Here we go.

=======================================================================
BOSS: Carlose & Marlok (final fight)

HP: 20,000 (both); AP: 4,500 (Carlose), 5,000 (Marlok); EXP: 7,500 (both); G: 6,500 (both); Spoils: Crystal Shield (15%), Crystal Vest (15%)
Half: Physical
Absorb (Carlose): Dark, Light, Time, Nature, Ice, Electric
Absorb (Marlok): Fire, Water, Wind, Earth, Nature, Electric
Attacks: Aura, Stonesaber, Windsaber, Aquasaber, Firesaber, Multiblade, Prismsaber (Carlose); Defense Down, Icesaber, Timesaber, Holysaber, Deathsaber, Evilsaber, Multiblade (Marlok)
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Kerrie, Heather, Brittany
Suggested Levels: 51+


Carlose and Marlok have buffed up since the last encounter you had with them back in Chapter 4. They both have new attacks, and a few of their old ones as well. Starting with the new attacks, Multiblade does around 700 damage to all, but Carlose has added Stonesaber, Aura, and the dangerous Prismsaber. Marlok has Icesaber, Timesaber, Holysaber, and Evilsaber. Each saber deals over 800 points of damage of that element plus a high chance of causing the element's respectable negative status on you. For example, Stonesaber deals earth elemental damage and can petrify you. You've faced most of these saber attacks before from different enemies and bosses (like Firesaber from the Xanabie fights; you know by now that it does fire damage and can cause fear.) 

A few of them, like Marlok's sabers, you have never seen in action though. Holysaber deals light damage and can cause sleep, Timesaber deals time damage and causes stop, and Icesaber causes ice damage and inflicts freeze. So, with that said, you're going to have to spend some time curing negative statuses as well as healing the damage that these sabers cause. 

Carlose will use Aura on the first turn, so you will want to have either Brittany or Kerrie dispel that as soon as possible. It will be the only time you see Aura in the entire fight, so once it's gone, you don't have to worry about it anymore. Marlok, on the other hand, will use Defense Down on his first turn, making all of their sabers do a bit more damage.

You may need both Kerrie and Tessa to heal you here; have Kerrie go 100% defensive by casting Supplication, then constantly casting Rejuvenate or Replenish. Since both of them are resistant to physical attacks, Race and Brash won't be of much help, however, Race can use Combustion Sword or Crippler Missile to deal some decent damage. Heather needs to constantly cast spells the entire battle, she'll need to switch elements depending on who she is casting against. She needs to attack Carlose with any fire, water, wind or earth spells, and Marlok with darkness, light, ice or time spells. In other words, whatever elemental saber Carlose throws at you, cast that same element against Carlose, and whatever saber Marlok throws at you, cast that same element against Marlok. 

Lilliana, well, after she gets Pole Protector active, she has two choices: One is to attack with the Runemaster, or two, she can surge into the mystic warrior and pound them both with Lightspear, or better yet, she can wreck Marlok with Mystic Bomb. Continue to attack them and heal often, their sabers can do some harsh damage. Once either one is down to 25% of their HP or less, they will start using their strongest sabers. Marlok will start using his Evilsaber, which deals darkness damage and can cause zombie. Be on the lookout for this; you should know by now that zombie is a nasty condition. Carlose, when he's low, will use Prismsaber every turn, which deals damage from ALL the elements, but no negative statuses. Their final moves can deal over 950 damage at a time, so keep Kerrie and/or Tessa healing. After the battle is over, you may be awarded a Crystalline Vest and/or a Crystal Shield, both stronger equipment for Brash and Race respectively. Good luck in this battle; it's tough, but it can be won with patience.

=======================================================================

After the scene with Carlose and Marlok and Race's speech, you get the Chronostone and Race will class change into a Guardian and have his stats raised. It's time to head for the next relic - if you are unsure of its whereabouts, you can always run to the treasure hunter on the skyship.

Hint #4: "Ok, people have said something about a haunted spirit that 
infests a tomb southwest of a large tower in the past. A few have even said that this spirit has possession of the Spirit Ankh. If you find this tomb...then investigate it."

Well, as far as you know, the only large towers in the past are the Generator Towers. Let's do a process of elimination for a second here. The Sunshine Islands Tower is surrounded by water, so it can't be that one, and the Lumitz Tower is surrounded by a large caldera and a jungle, so it can't be that one. That leaves Navarre Tower - if you go southwest of that, you'll see a small building - this is the tomb that he was talking about. Let's explore.

-----------------------------------------
6-4: Haunted Catacombs/Anti-Spirit World 
-----------------------------------------
Treasure: Platinum Robe, Platinum Whip, Platinum Helmet
Enemies: Ice Demon, Time Mage, Chaos Doll, Brain Eater, Bloodsucker
Suggested Level: 51+
Gained Class Change: Hunter (Quinn)

-Haunted Catacombs-
As you enter the tomb, Porima...or Porima's ghost, I should say, appears and tells you that she has been roaming around restless. Lilliana, despite their past grudges, decides to make amends and help her rest in peace forever by taking back the Spirit Ankh from an evil soul. Porima tells you that you need to activate three switches in the tomb in order for the dimensional gate to even operate, so head into the tomb. 

The monsters here are the same ones you've encountered throughout the previous three dungeons (Chaos Dolls and Brain Eaters from Faerie Mountain, Time Mages from the Sealed Sanctuary and Ice Demons and Bloodsuckers from Isolated Facility), so you should know how to handle them by now. From the start, head north to find a chest with a Platinum Robe inside, then head west. Note that there are clues dotted around the tomb to help you locate the positions of the three switches which are hidden inside the caskets. Get the Platinum Whip for Brittany (it's about time she had a weapon upgrade) and head east.

Cross the bridge and activate a switch in the casket to your left, then head east into the next room. Activate a switch in the casket to your far right, then go south then west back to the previous room. The last switch to be activated lies in the middle of the three caskets located here. Trigger it, then return to Porima outside. 

NOTE: Before talking to Porima, I advise that you bring in Kerrie, Brittany and Heather into your party now, because once you're inside, you won't be able to use the Commnicator.

With the switches activated, she can open up the path to the Spirit Ankh, which lies in a dimensional rift known as the Anti-Spirit World. Unfortunately, you have limited time, so hop to it. 

-Anti-Spirit World-
You have 30 minutes to find five crystals that are scattered around 
the area. Try to work quickly and don't stay in battles too long. Once you find the five crystals and deactivate them, you'll find a teleporter in the center of the maze. Use it and follow the path to a Save Golem (on the left side), then continue on until you meet the Lost Soul. After speaking to her, you'll realize why Porima was the way she was...and you'll have to tussle for the Spirit Ankh....

=======================================================================
BOSS: Lost Soul

HP: 30,000; AP: 7,500; EXP: 30,000; G: 12,000; Spoils: Spirit Ankh (100%)
Half: Light
Nullify: Physical, Time, Nature, Ice, Electric
Absorb: Fire, Water, Wind, Earth, Dark
Weak: Magical
Attacks: Implosion, Shadow Rust, Curse, Rift Explosion, Nightstorm, Evil Invasion, Steal Soul, Double attack
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Kerrie, Heather, Brittany
Suggested Levels: 52+

You'd better be ready for this fight, because it's tough. First off, physical attacks are useless, although Race can use Explosion or Combustion Sword, and Quinn can get by with Spike Laser or Blow Needles, you can do better with Heather and Brittany. Lost Soul nullifies four elements, absorbs five others, takes half damage against light, and is weak against magical. She has plenty of hard-hitting spells, such as Rift Explosion, Evil Invasion and Implosion, and other nuisances, like Steal Soul and Curse. Add to the fact that you have to deplete 30,000 HP in an alloted time, and you've got your work cut out for you.

You'll need to work fast to bring this boss down before the time expires. Fortunately, Lilliana's Runemaster will work wonders against her - with the boss being WEAK against magical and the Runemaster's magical properties (not to mention its frequent critical hits) Lilliana is able to deal a great amount of damage in a short time by just regular attacking, surged, of course! Kerrie should cast Might on Lilliana, or if you're getting unlucky with the criticals, her Twin Spiraller can also work wonders. Or, you can just surge into Mystic Warrior form and nail her with Lightspear. Heather can inflict big damage by dualcasting Lifestealer, and Brittany should buff everyone with Riff of Rikkania, then go town on the boss with Blast Dance, which will also do a lot of damage. Tessa's skills won't work here, so use her as a healer if you have her in the active party. If one of your party members gets hit by Curse, immediately use either a Remedial Pill or have Brittany use Recovery Step. As long as you keep this strategy up and keep an eye on the clock, Lost Soul will be banished and you'll receive the Spirit Ankh for winning.

=======================================================================

Porima thanks you for banishing her tortured soul and letting her rest in peace for the days to come. Quinn will also class change into a Beastmaster, and he will gain a stat increase. She gives you the Cleansing Ring, a great accessory which completely nullifies all bad status effects! Exit the tomb and return to the skyship for the next clue.

Hint #5: "It seems that there's some chaos going on in the city of 
Kaskonia. Maybe it has something to do with the relic. You should check it out."

So it's obvious that you need to visit Kaskonia Colosseum next. 

NOTE: Before starting the next mission, you should purchase two Gaia Mails from the female shopkeeper aboard the skyship to make an upcoming boss fight easier on you. If you don't have the female shopkeeper there, you can recruit her from Diamond Dome now.


-----------------------
6-5: Kaskonia Colosseum 
-----------------------
Treasure: None
Enemies: None
Suggested Level: 53+
Gained Class Change: Champion (Brash)


If you speak to Emily at the counter, she'll clue you in on what's happening. It seems that a "clone" of Brash has stolen the Brave Necklace from the Arena, and for some reason, he has a bone to pick with Lilliana. The real Brash is upset and tries to get him to leak answers, but to no avail. Instead, he walks out of the arena and heads for the city. 

After the convo, speak to the item seller and equip your party in some heavy duty platinum gear. (You may want to save your money, because you can get even better equipment shortly - it's your choice on whether you want the extra defense now or extra abilities and defense later.) Do, however, get the Platinum Mace for Lilliana, a Platinum Blade for Race, two Platinum Axes for Brash, and maybe a Platinum Stiletto for Tessa. 

Next, take a quick trip to the bar located downstairs at the end of the hallway to find Melanie. This time, she gives you the Stasis Strike poleskill, which will damage and sometimes stop an opponent. Get it now, otherwise you'll have to wait until you complete this mission first. There's nothing more to do here at the moment, so leave the arena and go to the marketplace. If you speak to the townspeople here, they'll tell you that they saw the fake Brash go to the newly built Tower of Navarre. Head for the Town Square. You'll find that two guards have fallen; Kerrie tries her best to revive one of them, but she has no luck. Lilliana thinks that the fake Brash is in the Tower of Navarre, so enter the tower and start investigating...

----------------------
6-6: Tower of Navarre
----------------------
Treasure: Hi Potion, Motion Bracer
Enemies: Stroper, Blue Guardian, Carrion Wing, Light Orb, Mud Dragon
Suggested Levels: 53+

Old enemies lurk inside, so you should know how to handle them by now. This dungeon isn't that long. If you don't have Brash in your party now, you are forced to take him along for the moment. Take this chance to make sure that your party is equipped with the best gear - there are a few upcoming boss fights in a little while. Give Brash his Platinum Axes or you can have him use a Platinum Axe and the Skullsplitter and Lilliana her Platinum Mace. 

Anyway, head up at the starting split and when you come to a path leading north, take that path to get to a chest with a Hi Potion inside. Backtrack and continue to head to the right, where you'll eventually see another path leading north. Take this path and you'll come to a limestone tablet. Read this tablet and it will say something about colors and seasons. This is important because this has something to do with an upcoming puzzle. Take the stairs in the northeastern corner of the room to get to the second floor. 

On the second floor, you'll see another limestone tablet; READ THIS ONE. It reads: SUMMER-SPRING-WINTER-SPRING-AUTUMN-SPRING-SUMMER-WINTER-AUTUMN in that order. If you have trouble with this part, or have a short memory, you may want to grab a piece of paper and jot this down. Head on up to the third floor and you will encounter another fake clone. This one is of Kerrie, and Lilliana is starting to get upset in how these clones are coming about. After she disappears, you'll see four colored tiles, a pink one, a green one, an orange one and a blue one. Now if you've read the tablet on the first floor, you should know that each color represents a particular season, and if you've read the tablet on the second floor, you should have noticed the seasons being listed in a specific order.

Guess what? Those will come into play right now. In order to get to the next floor, you must walk on the colored tiles in a specific order. If you step on a tile in any incorrect order, you'll be teleported back to the second floor and forced to start over again. Step on the tiles in THIS ORDER ONLY: Green, Pink, Blue, Pink, Orange, Pink, Green, Blue and Orange. When this is done successfully, you should see a green arrow teleporter appear; use it to access the fourth floor.

The fourth floor has a lot of teleporters on it, but don't worry, it isn't nearly as perplexing as it may initially seem. To get the Motion Bracer that's sitting in the chest nearby, go up to the left-right split and take the left path; then take the teleporter. Defeat the monster blocking the pathway to the next teleporter and then claim your prize. Now go back to the left-right split and take the right path this time and use the teleporter. Follow the path, kill any monsters that get in your way and continue to teleport through until you get to the staircase, which takes you to the top of the Tower of Navarre. 

Here, you'll come across the clone of Brash again. He's still playing games with Brash, and now he's infuriated. Lilliana and Brash agree to split the party up; Brash wants to confront his clone alone, Lilliana wants to find out who the Kerrie clone is. So, for this next part, you'll be controlling two teams. 

When Brash leaves, take your first team (Lilliana, Kerrie, Quinn and Heather) back down to the first floor again. You'll see a Save Golem standing near the exit of the dungeon; I strongly advise that you take this opportunity to save your game here, as there are a few hard boss fights ahead. Exit the tower to meet the Kerrie clone again. This time, she transforms into a demon - a doppleganger, at that, and attacks.

=======================================================================
BOSS: Dopple Red

HP: 30,000; AP: 5,000; EXP: 25,000; G: 10,000; Spoils: Soft Bracer (35%)
Half: Magical
Absorb: Fire, Water, Wind, Earth, Dark, Time, Nature, Ice, Electric
Attacks: Skill Copy, Impulse Blow, Disemboweler, Spiral Maelstrom, Defenseless, Replenish, Defense Down, Impulse Spectra, Glacier, Magicstealer, Life Force, Thunderblaster, Local Twister
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Kerrie, Quinn, Heather (forced)
Suggested Levels: 53+

NOTE: Quinn can learn three monster skills here: Life Force, Local Twister and Thunderblaster. If you've been following this walkthrough, you should have all three of them already, but if not, you can learn them here.

This can possibly be one of the most difficult fights in all of Chapter 6. Do NOT take any chances with this boss - it can seriously hurt you in a short amount of time. With 30k HP's, absorption to almost everything, and hard-hitting attacks, you should easily be able to see why this boss is going to be tough to beat. 

First off, have your party protected against instant death beforehand - this will help protect you against the instant death effect of Disemboweler, and elemental protection will help against monster skills and the arcanic spells. Kerrie will have her hands full in this battle, since she's the only healer - so caste Haste on her, and have her constantly cast Rejuvenate or Replenish to keep your HP's up. Lilliana should surge as soon as possible, and nail the boss with Lightspear every round. Heather, well, she's not going to be too helpful, since Dopple absorbs almost every element - except Light, which he takes normal damage from. Dualcast Spark Light or Impulse Spectra for some decent damage. Quinn should be using Spike Laser, or have him help Kerrie out with healing by tossing potions. 

If you really get into trouble, have Kerrie cast Renewal to give your party members autolife status; this will automatically revive the person if he/she is KO'ed. It'll take a while, but keep this strategy up, and it should fall eventually...

=======================================================================

Exit the Town Square, and you're automatically switched over to your other party, Brash, Race, Tessa and Brittany at the Kaskonia Colosseum. Buy a Platinum Blade for Race and equip it to him. Also, make sure everyone is wearing platinum gear; these will reduce the chances your characters get berserked. Make sure Brash has two Platinum Axes and Tessa could use a Platinum Stiletto. 

Also, you may want to place some status protection on Tessa and Brittany; try to focus on silence and sleep protection especially. Save your game at the Save Golem, then head for the Contestant Rooms downstairs. You'll meet the Brash clone again, this time, he fights you.

=======================================================================
BOSS: Dopple Green

HP: 30,000; AP: 5,000; EXP: 25,000; G: 10,000; Spoils: Ultra Potion (35%)
Nullify: Magical, All elements
Attacks: Skill Copy, Normal Attack, Double Attack, Charge Up, Explosion Sword, Breaker Missile, Tiger Missile, Blaze Thrust, Thunder Slash, Seismic Slash, Hush Harmony, Twilight Elegy, Moonlight Shuffle
Suggested Party: Brash, Race, Tessa and Brittany (forced)
Suggested Levels: 53+

Hopefully you have some silence and sleep protection; you'll need them here - if you do have it, make sure that Brittany and Tessa get first priority on it. Dopple Green is about as difficult as Dopple Red; he can copy your party's abilities, then use them against you. However, now you'll have to deal with strong attacks like Tiger Missile, Thunder Slash and Seismic Slash, as well 50% critical double attacks and a few status inflicting dances.

With that said, Brittany should spend her first few turns getting Riff of Rikkania up on the entire party, and Healing Dance for regen status. Brash needs to Boost on the first turn, then constantly use normal attacks from the Platinum Axes, and Race should Sacrifice, then use Crippler Missile to slow down the boss, Weakness Missile to drop his defense, then unleash Vampiric Blade, Tiger Missile or normal attacks, but stay away from Combustion Sword as he nullifies magic. Tessa, on the other hand, is going to have her plate full here. You'll definetly want to have her use Knight's Basilica on everyone to halve the damage of Dopple Green's physical based attacks, and then constantly keep everyone's health up with Rainbow Light. Don't bother with using bladeskills.

If Moonlight Shuffle or Hush Harmony is used and people start falling asleep/getting silenced, remove those status effects ASAP, or you'll most likely face certain death - especially if everyone falls asleep (you do NOT want this to happen). This is why you want sleep protection on at least the girls.

After everything is set up, have Brittany start running utility by using potions and keep haste, regen, and maybe even heighten status on everyone, since her dances will be ineffective. Dopple's abilities can all deal great damage to the party, so keep those Rainbow Lights coming, keep Brash and Race attacking, Brittany running utility and Tessa healing and this guy will go down in no time.

=======================================================================

Now read this carefully. Before returning upstairs to the main lobby, if anyone has a Goddess Ring equipped, UNEQUIP IT. Also, if one of the guys has on the Agile Armor - UNEQUIP IT NOW. Now return upstairs and you'll find Lilliana at the entrance. Since the attempt to take back the Brave Necklace failed, it's up to her to beat some sense into him. 

If you haven't followed any of the advice on this entire walkthrough thus far, I hope you'll follow this upcoming advice. If not, your game ends here. Take this time to equip Lilliana with a Goddess Ring so she will be immune to instant death, and equip the Agile Armor for the auto-haste status and save again. Also, make sure you have a good stock of Mid-Potions and about 10-15 Hi-Potions. Walk into the arena battlegrounds to initiate Round 2 with Dopple Green.

=======================================================================
BOSS: Dopple Green

HP: 30,000; AP: 5,000; EXP: 25,000; G: 10,000; Spoils: Ultra Potion (100%)
Nullify: Magical, All elements
Attacks: Skill Copy, Blazing Ring, Impulse Blow, Disemboweler
Suggested Party: Lilliana (forced)
Suggested Levels: 53+

Having a Goddess Ring equipped is VERY important here, because if Lilliana is hit with Disemboweler and the instant death effect hits, you're history. She should also have the Agile Armor equipped so that she has auto-haste, which will make life easier for you in this fight. 

Dopple Green, of course, is going to use Skill Copy on its first turn - so nothing new there. However, now he has a 33% chance to use Disemboweler every turn, and if you aren't protected from instant death, you're finished. He may also use Blazing Ring, which can inflict fear and Impulse Blow.

It's essential that you cast Pole Protector on the first turn to halve the damage of Blazing Ring and Impulse Blow. Then, as you perform your four surges, keep Lilliana alive by feeding her Mid Potions or Hi-Potions. Once she surges, pound on the boss with Lightspear like there's no tomorrow - while keeping your health up. Be careful though, if you didn't equip the Agile Armor, Dopple can sometimes take two turns to your one, so time your healing correctly and attack when you get the chance. He should go down after around 11-12 Lightspears.

=======================================================================

Now that everything's settled...well, no not yet...it seems that both twins have come for revenge, and now you'll have to face off one last time. Now is the time to equip your two Gaia Mails. Before you initiate the fight, equip Lilliana with a Gaia Mail and a Goddess Ring, give Brash the Agile Armor, a Soft Bracer and his Platinum Axes. The Sorcery Dress/Magic Ring combo should go to Brittany and a Gaia Mail and a Magic Ring should be equipped on Kerrie to make things easier. Lilliana should use the strongest pole available, which will be the Platinum Mace right now. Of course, if you don't have the Gaia Mails, use Prismic Vests, and if you gave your Magic Rings to other characters, use Soft Bracers. Heal up before starting the fight.

=======================================================================
BOSS: Dopple Twins

HP: 44,000; AP: 8,000; EXP: 33,333; G: 33,333; Spoils: Magic Potion (100%)
Half: All elements
Attacks: Poison Breath, Takeover, Meteor Fall, Implosion, Dark Force, Impulse Spectra, Razorleaf Storm, Stonesaber, Hidden Blast
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Brash, Kerrie, Brittany (forced)
Suggested Levels: 53+

Hopefully, you have those Gaia Mails and/or Soft Bracers equipped; Meteor Fall can petrify everyone at once. On the first turn, they will both combine to form the Dopple Twins - a menacing monster with very dangerous spells and a whopping 44k HP. Dopple Twins has a staggering 60 speed, so you'll want to assign Kerrie to heal your party double time, and have Brittany assist with her dances; making Riff of Rikkania top priority. Be especially careful of Hidden Blast as it can do over 1,500 damage and Meteor Fall as it can petrify all of your party members. As usual, Lilliana should Pole Protector herself, then surge, then unleash Lightspear until the battle's over. Brash should Boost then attack and have Kerrie heal up often. Your reward for all this trouble is the Brave Necklace.

=======================================================================

Brash's class becomes Champion and he will gain the Frenzy command. This is like Boost, only it will double his speed, and make him berserk for the remainder of the battle. Now that you have the necklace, you can return to the skyship for another hint, or you can travel directly to where you are supposed to go next. If you didn't get the Stasis Strike poleskill for Lilliana yet, head for the bar downstairs and speak to Melanie to grab it before you head out.

Hint #6: "Well, this may be just a rumor, but someone is trying to restore an old dome in the future using crystalline. Perhaps that relic you're looking for is the tool she's using to restore the place...that's all I know about this one. You're on your own for the rest..."

That "someone" sounds a lot like Seltessa. Well, hop in your skyship and take a trip over to Diamond Dome. Speak to the old scientist and he tells you that Seltessa has gone over to Crystal Dome, so start your search there.

--------------------
6-7: Crystal Dome
--------------------
Treasure: None
Enemies: None
Suggested Levels: 54+
Gained Class Change: High Priestess (Kerrie)

Return to the room where you fought the Corrupted Core in the previous chapter and you'll find Seltessa and some of her assistants in there trying to restore the Crystal Dome back to the way it was before the Entity of Time's robots came. They will also mention a robot that Seltessa tried to upgrade in the lab called a Metal Flare and how it will be very dangerous should it be activated. Unfortunately, the Crystal Jewel (which is the sixth relic you're after, by the way) doesn't have enough power, and so she'll need a special battery to give it some juice. She tells you where you can find one: her laboratory, so fly on back to Terra Dome and enter Seltessa's Lab again.

--------------------------------
6-8: Seltessa's Lab (revisited)
--------------------------------
Treasure: Power Pill, Ancient Sword, Magic Potion, Super Agility Pill, Rose Bracer
Enemies: Robo Soldier, Grenade Bot, Metal Wolf, Berserker Bot, Viral Worm, Steelscorp
Suggested Levels: 54+

NOTE: Before entering, you might want to have (depending on your party) some Wing Armors and Wing Dresses for the upcoming boss. But if you're trying to save your money for the crystal gear you'll be able to get shortly, then don't worry about it. 

You went through this place before as Race back in Chapter 5, so navigating it should be easy. Just return to the room where you fought the Diamond Driver and rescued Seltessa before to find a door open in the rear of the room; go inside and you'll end up in a whole new section of the laboratory.

You'll encounter two new enemies here. The Viral Worm and Steelscorp are considerably stronger and possess strong attacks. Take them down with electrical attacks before they become a pain in the rear end! Also, you may want to bring Quinn because he can learn the Tremor monster skill from the Viral Worms. They are reluctant to use it, however, and these guys are the only way you're gonna get your hands on this skill, so try to be patient with them.

Head west at the fork and you'll end up in front of two chests which contain a Power Pill and an Ancient Sword. The Ancient Sword is unique; while being slightly weaker than the Platinum Blade, it has a high chance of causing the berserk status and it has a time elemental property tacked onto it, however it has a lower hit rate than other heavy swords. Use it at your leisure. Now head east, then north to find a chest with a Magic Potion. Go north to enter the next room. 

Make your way through the small maze to find the exit to the north. You should now be in a small room with two rooms. Enter the left room to find a Super Agility Pill, and you'll find a Rose Bracer in the other room, which nullifies the slow status. Head east and push through the three robot guards to find a Save Golem in the next room; use it, then return and go north. You'll find the battery sitting on a raised pedestal; but then an alarm is sounded. Remember the robot that the scientist in Crystal Dome mentioned? Well, apparantly, you've activated it - time for a boss fight.


=======================================================================
BOSS: Metal Flare, Flaredriver A, Flaredriver B

HP: 38,000; AP: 9,999; EXP: 28,000; G: 10,000; Spoils: Cleansing Ring (50%)
Half: (Metal Flare - 2nd phase): Fire, Water, Wind, Dark, Light, Time, Nature, Ice, Electric
Nullify (Metal Flare - 1st phase): Physical, Magical, Ranged, Mystic powers; (Metal Flare - 2nd phase): Earth
Absorb (Metal Flare - 1st phase, Flaredriver A): All elements
Weak: (Flaredriver A): Physical; (Flaredriver B): Magical; (Metal Flare - 2nd phase) Ranged
Attacks: Fear Flare, Energy Flare, Metallic Flare, Spike Laser
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Kerrie, Tessa, Heather
Suggested Levels: 54+

NOTE: I strongly advise you to equip everyone with something that resists magical attacks and instant death for this battle, like the Wing Armor or Wing Dress, and Goddess Rings. You're going to need it, trust me!

There are two things you need to look out for in this fight: 1) When you first start this difficult battle, pay attention to the message screens. You learn that Metal Flare has a physical and a magical barrier around him, which means he's invincible - at least for now. Flaredriver A has a magic barrier (which means he will only take damage from physical attacks and abilities), and Flaredriver B has a physical barrier (which means he will only take damage from magic and spells). 2) Both Flaredrivers can use two types of blasters - both of them capable of causing instant death, and type 2 is capable of dealing damage (Which is why I strongly suggest that your characters wear Goddess Rings). Flaredriver A is also capable of using magic like Replenish, Dispeller, Slow and Solidify. With that said, you'll really need to keep on your toes for this fight. 

There are two phases to this battle. In the first phase, in order to damage Metal Flare (and start phase two), you need to take out both Flaredrivers (which have 20k HP each, BTW). Metal Flare, meanwhile, will sit there and do nothing 66% of the time; use this opportunity to heal up. However, Metal Flare also has a 33% chance to attack one of your party members with Fear Flare, which deals around 800+ damage and can cause fear status - so look out for that. 

Lilliana needs to cast Pole Protector right off the bat, surge four times, and start by hammering Flaredriver B repeatedly with Mystic Bomb, while Heather dualcasts Lifestealer on it. Utilize Kerrie and/or Tessa to keep everyone healthy and un-feared, and focus on taking out Flaredriver B first, since he's the weaker of the two, then work on Flaredriver A. Once Flaredriver B is down, switch Lilliana back to Lightspear, Tessa should start casting Sage's Basilica on EVERYONE, ESPECIALLY if you aren't wearing Wing equipment, Kerrie should continue to heal and keep fear status off of everyone, while keeping them alive and hasted. Casting Renewal on everyone is also a good idea. Heather, unfortunately, is useless during this part of the fight, so you should just have her run utility by tossing out Red or Green potions to those running low on AP, as her spells will have no effect at all. If you have a physical attacker like Brash or Race in, have them use their strongest physical attacks, along with Lightspear, on Flaredriver A until he goes down. This ends Phase 1, which is the easier part of the fight.

Time for Phase 2. Once both Flaredrivers are KO'ed, Metal Flare will remove all of his barriers (so you can now damage him), BUT that energy he stored for all those rounds will start to come out and damage your party, and HARD! This part of the fight is what makes this boss very difficult to defeat. 

You'll now start to face spells like Energy Flare, which hits for nearly 2,000 damage, and worse, Metallic Flare, which nails your entire party with an explosion that deals more than 1,800+ damage! Ouch! And he's fond of casting these spells in quick succession, as he has 45 speed. You need to definetly have Tessa cast Sage's Basilica on everyone - this will halve the damage of both Metallic Flare and Energy Flare and if Kerrie needs help, have her assist in healing. They will have to seriously protect the party by healing EVERY TURN. Continue to pound on Metal Flare with Lightspear, and you can have Heather go on the offensive again and dualcast any of her stronger spells (they'll be halved, so take that into consideration). 

When you get him down to 30% of his HP or less, he will start using a very powerful Spike Laser - this deals over 2,500+ points of damage to a single party member, with a 100% chance of connecting.) That Spike Laser is something to be feared, for if it hits characters like Kerrie, Heather, Brittany, or even Quinn, it is certain to take them out without ranged protection, and it will bring your higher HP characters down to low HP or even critical condition - and this is if they are at full health. Now would be a GOOD time to have Tessa cast Archer's Basilica and Kerrie cast Renewal - Archer's Basilica will cut the damage to around 1,250 or so (which is still quite a lot, but at least it won't cause any one-hit kills) and Renewal will automatically revive the person if he/she is KO'ed. Be EXTREMELY careful during this part. When it finally dies, there's a 50% chance he'll drop the awesome Cleansing Ring, which stops ALL negative status effects (if you don't get it here, I strongly suggest that you reload and retry this fight again until you do get it.) After you beat it, return to Seltessa in Crystal Dome.

=======================================================================


Give the battery to Seltessa, and she'll install it - but it still needs to be charged up. How to do that, you ask? She tells you of an island off to the northwest where an infinite supply of natural energy is gathered. This island exists in all three time periods. Seltessa needs a ton of power, so you need to start charging up that battery in the past. 

Fly to the past and look for an island with a small cave on it (you can find it easy if you fly directly north of the Ocean Base and the Volcanic Mine). Enter it and leave the Crystal Jewel. Now, return to the future. Now go to that same island (northwest of Crystal Dome slightly) and you'll discover that the Crystal Jewel now has 2,000 years of energy built up inside of it. Take it to Seltessa in Crystal Dome. 

She thanks you by letting you keep part of the Crystal Jewel, and she devises a weapon/armor program for the robots that sells weapons and armor made of that same energized crystalline! Also, Kerrie will class change into a High Priestess, and she'll get a stat increase as well as gain the Wish command, which restores all allies' HP by 1/4 of her total HP and has a chance of reviving any KO'ed allies, too! 

If you wish to buy the crystal equipment, visit Diamond Dome. (It may be powerful, but it is very expensive and you may not have the money to afford it all - especially if you bought the platinum gear earlier). Try to get at least the armor, they do increase your chances of avoiding instant death attacks slightly. Also, visit the magic shop and get the Restore spell for Kerrie; you WILL want this now, trust me.

Now that the Crystal Jewel is in your hands, you can head back to the skyship and get your last hint or travel directly to where you need to go - I doubt that you know where it is, though.

Hint #7: "You're on the last one, I see. Ok well, here's your clue. Did you know that there is a crashed ship on a small island southeast of Rikkania? They say that the ship used to belong to the leader of the Demon Race 1,000 years ago. Something is stirring around in there, and it could have one of the relics."

Hmm...ship that used to belong to the leader of the Demon Race...sounds a lot like the Skybase Fortress that you destroyed at the end of Chapter 4, doesn't it? Well, if you take your skyship into the present, and fly southeast of Rikkania, you should see a small island (Valkyrie's Island) with a hut on it (this is the place where you can also get Heather's second best weapon). You'll see a hole on the northwestern corner of this island; land your skyship on the small grassy area here and enter the...

---------------------------------
6-9: Skybase Fortress Crash Site
---------------------------------
Treasure: Medal Emblem
Enemies: Xanabie Z.
Suggested Levels: 54+
Gained Class Change: Holy Maiden (Tessa)

NOTE: Before beginning this area, make sure you purchase the Restore spell for Kerrie at Diamond Dome. Also get the Renewal spell if you don't already have it!

This is all that remains of the Skybase Fortress since Xanabie destroyed it back in Chapter 4. Make absolutely sure that you equip everyone with something that gives dark resistance. Goddess Rings would be nice to have too. There's nothing here - at least it seems, so go on up and claim the Medal Emblem, the seventh and final Time Relic. Tessa will class change into a Holy Maiden, and she will gain extra stats. RE-EQUIP HER ITEMS BACK TO HER BEFORE MOVING! Attempt to return to the skyship only to be attacked by a familiar nemesis. Prepare for battle!

=======================================================================
BOSS: Xanabie Z. (final fight)

HP: 55,000; AP: 9,999; EXP: 40,000, G: 40,000; Spoils: Rainbow Bracer (20%)
Half: Light
Nullify: Physical, Fire, Water, Wind, Earth, Time, Nature, Ice, Electric
Absorb: Dark
Weak: Ranged
Attacks: Double attack, Earthquake, Hell's Judgement, Soul Rot, Anti-Magic Field, Deathspell, Doom Attack, Restore, Repel Flashlight, Dark Force, Eraser, Dark Zone, Gigaflare, Black Breath
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Kerrie, Heather or Quinn, Brittany
Suggested Level: 54+


This is, without a doubt, the toughest battle in the game thus far. Like the Lost Soul, Xanabie Z. is in ghost form, which means that physical attacks will be useless. That Crystal gear will be really helpful in this battle. He'll take a page out of Porima's book and cast Repel Flashlight on the first turn, which will increase his resistance to light, the only element that will damage him. I strongly suggest that you have dark protection, mainly because of Xanabie Z's next spell: Dark Zone, and Kerrie for Renewal. Dark Zone will decrease everyone's dark resistance. Then he usually will follow that up with a Dark Force, which, if your party isn't protected against dark, will most likely one-shot your entire party. 

Brittany is also preferred so she can dance Antiholy Solo to cancel out Xanabie Z's Repel Flashlight, although he may cast it again at some point during the battle. As for his other attacks, they're mainly the same as last time, although they're upgraded in damage now. Something like Hell's Judgement can deal nearly 2,000 points of damage. Kerrie will most likely be very busy healing and so make sure you have plenty of AP replenishing potions for her to drink. 

Start by using Pole Protector, of course, then surging four times, then letting loose with Lightspear or Mystic Bomb. Brittany should immediately dance Riff of Rikkania to speed your party up, then have her use Antiholy Solo whenever she can, to cancel Repel Flashlight, then finally Healing Dance. If Heather's with you, you can have her dualcast Impulse Spectra for some good damage all around, or if Quinn is with you, you can have him use Spike Laser. Lifestealer is also good to use, and it will deal normal damage. Make sure you have a Magic Ring on her though. 

For your healer, Kerrie will prove to be much more useful than Tessa for this particular battle. Restore is an absolute MUST in this fight. If you don't have Restore, you might want to bring both Tessa and Kerrie, because then you'll need Supplication, as Healing Light and Rejuvenate won't heal enough to constantly keep your party alive, and perhaps Renewal. Hopefully Kerrie has Restore at this point, and she should. Don't bother with Tessa's bladeskills, as they will all do 0 damage to Xanabie. Use her strictly as a healer.

Now to make your light spells do normal damage, you'll need to hit Xanabie Z. with two successful Antiholy Solos. Reason being is that Xanabie Z. starts out taking half damage from light, and Repel Flashlight will make him nullify light completely, therefore two Antiholy Solos will drop his light resistance enough for your light spells to do normal damage. Keep in mind that he can always recast Repel Flashlight - just use Antiholy Solo to cancel it out. As the battle wages on, he'll start to add Anti-Magic Field, Deathspell and Soul Rot to his repitoire; you know what these do. Keep attacking, using Kerrie's healing spells to keep your party alive.

Somewhere between 30 and 35% of his HP, Xanabie Z. is guaranteed to cast Dark Zone again. Make sure you're hitting him as often as possible during this point, because if not, he will cast it multiple times. At 30% health, he'll start tossing Dark Forces, Black Breath, and Gigaflare. Gigaflare deals around 1,500 magical damage to everyone, so keep healing and attacking when you get a window of opportunity. Try to keep Renewal up as long as you can. You may lose this battle, but keep at it. You'll best him for good eventually, and if you're lucky, he'll drop a Rainbow Bracer!

=======================================================================


*NOTE: After collecting the seven time relics, you can (and should) re-visit the Forgotten Ruins in the past and get the Lightzone ability for Lilliana's Mystic Warrior form. Lightzone will replace Lightspear, but it deals almost twice the damage of Lightspear at a cost of 32 AP per shot. It's highly recommended that you get this skill - especially if you plan on taking on any of the hidden bosses, not to mention that it will help heaps for battling bosses in Chapter 7.

Now that you have all seven time relics, buy any crystal equipment if you need to, then visit Crissius's room on the Yggdrasil. He'll tell you to take a nap; do so. During Lilliana's nap, thunder is heard. Crissius tells you that the something is wrong with the sky; go out to the deck and see what it is for yourself. 


------------------------
6-10: The Distortion
------------------------
Treasures: None
Enemies: Magna Ball, Gremlin, Death Sphere
Suggested Levels: 55+

According to Crissius, the skyship has been caught in the middle of a time distortion barrier, created by the power of the Time Stone itself. The Entity of Time resides in the middle of it, but you'll need to get through the distortion barrier somehow. Heather volunteers to do it, while you take three other members and fight off the monsters that attack you. Since Heather is busy flying the skyship, you can't select her as a member for the moment - instead, use Brittany if you need magical abilities. In fact, I recommend a team of Lilliana, Kerrie, Quinn and Brittany for this section. You can substitute in Tessa for Kerrie, if you so desire, too. 

As Heather flies the skyship through the time distortion, you will constantly be attacked by monsters - tough ones at that, so be very careful when dealing with them. Make sure you have status protection to counter their special attacks. The Gremlins, on the other hand, like to play around with Resurrection spells, although from time to time, they may unleash Whirlwind, so stay healed up. Before Heather can land on the strange floating building that she sees ahead, you'll have to deal with something big and ugly...

=======================================================================
BOSS: Warped Shroome

HP: 44,444; AP: 8,000; EXP: 19,000; G: 14,000; Spoils: Muramasa (75%)
Half: Fire
Nullify: Water, Wind, Earth, Dark, Light, Ice, Electric
Absorb: Time
Weak: Ranged, Nature
Attacks: Normal Attack, Magna Shockwave, Curse, Evil Invasion, Slowdown, Enchant Chaos, Iron Claw, Galactic Star
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Kerrie or Tessa, Brash or Quinn, Brittany
Suggested Levels: 55+

The Warped Shroome is a time-elemental monster with some pretty dangerous attacks. Make sure you bring some status protection with you for this battle. This guy can be moderately difficult, depending on who you're using at the time. Warped Shroome's attacks all deal some fairly harsh damage, and his Evil Invasion attack can damage and poison the entire party. Not to mention he can also randomly zombie and/or stop a character. So yeah, this guy can be pretty nasty when he wants to be. 

But fortunately for you, he isn't nearly as hard as Metal Flare or Xanabie Z., so you can take a breather here. Lilliana should do the usual: Four surges and then repeatedly use Lightzone (if you have it), or Lightspear. If you're using Race, have him Sacrifice, then perform his Weakness Missile to lower the monster's defense, then either do normal attacks or spam Tiger Missile. Kerrie should keep the party healthy by using her Restore spell almost every turn. Brash, well, if he has two good axes equipped and is frenzied, he will start doing some devastating normal attacks. If he's lucky, he may score a few critical hits that'll do well over 1,500 damage. Quinn can use his Spike Laser skill to do some damage. Brittany should just dance her Riff of Rikkania to speed everyone up, then assist with Blast Dance and Recovery Step if status effects start to pile up. Tessa should either be helping out with healing with Rainbow Light (if Kerrie is not with you) or running utility. 

Beware of Galactic Star near the end of the fight - if your party is wearing time resistant gear, you'll take half damage from it. Once he's defeated, you're off into Chapter 7, the last chapter in the game!

=======================================================================

NOTE: If Warped Shroome does not drop the Muramasa (it's a 75% drop), I highly advise you to restart this scene until he does drop it. It will be a very important weapon to have when facing some of the hidden bosses later on!






                                                           							xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
                               CHAPTER 7: THE FINAL PATH OF DESTINY
                              xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


You're in the home stretch now! This chapter mainly consists of the final dungeon, which you're about to head into now, and the final battle with the Entity of Time. You'll also face some mean enemies in here as well, so I hope you're ready for this last dash...


*NOTE: You can get a few powerful items and skills for a few characters before even starting this long dungeon. Also, make sure you have Kerrie's Restore and Renewal spells. Check the list below to see what you can get. You can also begin the Ultimate Dance sidequest to obtain Brittany's most powerful dances, as well as her second most powerful weapon (in fact, I strongly advise that you do this now)! See the sidequest section for more details on that.


Lilliana: Spiral Maelstrom
This poleskill (and Melanie) can be found inside a house at Bay Town Rikkania. You must have all poleskills up to Stasis Strike learned in order for her to appear. This is a much stronger version of Twin Spiraller.


Brash: Francisca
Travel to the future and go to Valkyrie's Island. It's the island with a small lake that looks like a plus sign. Enter the caverns (beware of the Crystagoyles) and go to the last room. There will be three chests. The Francisca is in the chest on the left, but you need to defeat the Crystagoyle guarding it first. This is Brash's second strongest axe. It boosts his speed by 10, and it ignores evasion.


Heather: Prism Blaster spell
You will need to place Heather into the active party for this one. This powerful spell can be obtained in the past. What you need to do is travel to Island Village Palmiro and speak to the woman standing near the save golem (she'll be to your right as soon as you enter the village). She'll mention a spell containing the power of all the world's elements being inside a cave in a secluded forest. Now get back on the skyship and travel north until you get to a mountainous area. If you have trouble finding it, fly to Syrius Province, then fly straight west and you can't miss it. Land the ship on the small patch of grass and enter the cave and claim the Prism Blaster spell. This is pretty much all you need against elemental monsters now. Stick a Magic Ring on her if you plan on using this spell a lot, as it costs 70 AP.

Tessa: Queen's Rapier
Travel to the future and go to Valkyrie's Island. It's the island with a small lake that looks like a plus sign. Enter the caverns (beware the Crystagoyles) and go to the last room. There will be three chests. The Queen's Rapier is in the chest on the right, but you need to defeat the Crystagoyle guarding it first. This is Tessa's second strongest weapon, and while it gives a nice speed boost, it can also freeze foes!


---------------------------------------
FINAL DUNGEON: The Distortional Barrier
---------------------------------------
Treasure: Dance Lessons vol. 11, Super Potion x3, Ultra Potion x2, Crescent Cloak, Goddess Ring, Angel Feather, Rainbow Shield, Atomic Buster, Super Potion, Rainbow Tiara, Mega Speedy Bracer, 13,000 G, Star Shield, Moon Armor, Starlight Staff, Magic Potion x2, Ageworn Key, Mystic Potion
Enemies: Magna Ball, Gremlin, Death Sphere, Neuro Crystal, Prototype, Distorted Gate, Terminator, Robo Sword, Doomsquid, Abyss Soldier, Storm Bee, Iron Golem, Space Bot, Berserker Bat, Death Gorgon
Suggested Levels: 55+


Finally, the last dungeon of the game, and it's the longest, so I hope you're prepared to take on some tough enemies and bosses as you make your way through the distortional barrier. This dungeon is separated into five parts - each with different things to do (you can tell you're in another section of the dungeon by the BGM as well). 



The Distortional Barrier - Entrance

This section is mainly outside in the time distortion. The first area is a moderate sized teleporter maze. It's easy to get through. Make sure you search every path or else you might miss out on some valuable treasure! Make sure you pick up the eleventh version of Dance Lessons for Brittany; this is found in a chest on the main path. You can't miss it. This will teach her Rainbow Requiem (prism damage to one enemy) and Chaotic Dazzler (inflicts random status effects on one enemy). Work your way through this maze to get to the next area. 

In the next room, you find that the far northern door is sealed. To open it, trigger the switch found on the far right side of this room. If you trigger the far left one, you'll get into a fight with two Iron Golems. This battle can actually be quite tough, so I'll give a strategy for defeating them. 

BATTLE: Iron Golem x2

HP: 20,000; AP: 500; EXP: 3,000; G: 0; Spoils: Gypsy's Shoes (1%)
Half: All Elements
Attacks: Double Attack, Plasma Rain, Timesaber, Trap, Multishield, Iron Fist

You'll need to be careful around these guys; Iron Fist does over 1,500 damage to one character, and double attack has a 33% chance of a critical hit. They'll also use Timesaber to stop a character and Trap to inflict slow. Don't bother using elemental magic as they halve all elements; instead, go for strong physical based attacks. They also have resistance to many status effects, but they're not immune - meaning you should try using Brittany's Chaotic Dazzler and see if you can get them with some status effects. Slow is especially helpful. Of course, make sure you keep your health high; and if things get hairy, have Tessa use Knight's Basilica.

If you can defeat these Iron Golems, you'll find a Cursed Crossbow. You can't do anything with it right now, but hang onto it.

Enter the door. In the next room, you need to safely make it past all the robots in order to get to the computer terminal found on the far right wall. Activating this will enable the space-gravity field (which lets you access the next area) and the gravity field in Section 2. Carefully make it past the robots without touching them (this may take you several tries; getting past them is easier said than done) and continue into the next area by heading toward the upper left corner of this room. 

The next room is a floorless chamber (kind of like the rooms in the Mirage Tower.) Carefully navigate to the west without touching the flashing stars - they will cause damage to your party should you come into contact with them. There are two exits to the far west. One leads to a chest with a Rainbow Shield, the other leads to the next room. 

Bring Quinn into the party now - trust me on this, just do it. Use the repair bot to replenish your party, then go west to encounter the first of several bosses in this dungeon....

=======================================================================
BOSS: Crystal Driver

HP: 45,000; AP: 3,500; EXP: 23,000; G: 20,000; Spoils: Rainbow Armor (100%)
Half: Physical, Fire, Wind, Dark, Light, Time, Nature, Ice
Nullify: Earth
Weak: Ranged, Water, Electric
Attacks: Double attack, Spike Laser, Explosion Nuke, Electroshocker, Electric Laser, Crystabomb, Bubble Storm
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Kerrie, Quinn, Heather
Suggested Levels: 56+

NOTE: This is the only time you can learn the Crystabomb monster skill for Quinn - if you miss it here, you will not get another chance at it! Make sure he learns it here!

The Crystal Driver is the strongest out of all the driver bosses you've faced so far. His most threatening attacks include Explosion Nuke, Crystabomb and Electric Laser, which can all cause great damage to the party. Crystabomb can also possibly reduce your magical resistance, so be careful. Assign either Kerrie or Tessa to be medic and heal the damage. Other than that, he possesses a double attack which can critical 50% of the time, Bubble Storm and Spike Laser. Go all out, don't take any chances - use spells like Lifestealer, Gigasplash, or Lightning Lariat. If Lilliana is surged, have her perform Lightzone to quickly take out this boss. 

After destroying him, continue west to enter Section 2.

=======================================================================


The Distortional Barrier - Cyberchambers

Almost all of Section 2 is floorless - which is why you needed to activate the space-gravity field in Section 1, otherwise, this section would become inaccessble. Follow the path to the main room, where you see five entrances and a robot guarding the path northward. This is the Cyber Assassin, a deadly robot warrior that WILL kill your party in a few rounds unless you destroy the sources where he is getting his power from. Let's be patient and go through each room in turn - starting with the room on the far left side. The first room isn't hard to get through. You can find an Atomic Buster for Brash in the upper left-hand corner of the room, and a switch (that will open the sealed yellow door) in the upper right-hand corner. Stomp it to open the door and fight the first of the five sub-bosses.

=======================================================================
MINI-BOSSES: Cyberbots

HP: 25,000, AP: 9,999; EXP: 10,000; G: 15,000; Spoils: Elemental Charms (100%)
Half: Physical
Absorb: All but weakness element
Weak: Opposite element
Attacks: Implosion, Blaster: Type 1, Magna Shockwave, Elemental Attack (Aerobic Slasher, Meteor Fall, Hydro Havoc, Drain Wave, Healing Wave)
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Kerrie or Tessa, Heather, Brittany
Suggested Levels: 56+

Each boss will be fought one at a time - in this room, you'll fight the Cyberbot A-14. They all have pretty much the same attacks, plus two special elemental attacks of their favorable element - one which it will use randomly, the other when it gets down to half health - in this case, the Cyberbot A-14 will use Twister Claw randomly and the dangerous Aerobic Slasher when it gets down to half health. Assign either Kerrie or Tessa to be the main healer, Heather should dualcast their weakness element against them, while Lilliana pounds away using her Lightzone. Physical attacks won't be very effective, so your best bet is to stick with Heather and Brittany, with either Kerrie or Tessa serving as medic. Be very careful when fighting against G-26 and D-67, as they can petrify and instantly kill the entire party, respectively. Use the proper protection. H-43 can silence you, which can be annoying, and A-14 may confuse everyone. L-99 is the easiest, but could be the longest battle, as it will constantly heal.

You can use this same strategy for all five minibosses, just remember to cast the robots' opposite elemental magic against it - when fighting G-26, use Wind, when fighting H-43, use Electric, when fighting D-67, use Light, and when fighting L-99, use Darkness. 

=======================================================================

Defeating the Cyberbot A-14 here will cut off the connection it has with the Cyber Assassin, making it lose one of its abilities - in this case, defeating A-14 will disable its potent Aerobic Slasher ability. Defeat G-26 to disable Meteor Fall, defeat H-43 to disable Hydro Havoc, defeat D-67 to disable Drain Wave, and defeat L-99 to disable its Healing Wave. Once all five sub-bosses have been defeated, THEN you should challenge the Cyber Assassin. 

Don't forget to pick up the Rainbow Tiara on your way to fight Cyberbot H-43. And don't forget that you can save, buy items and new weapons/armor, and escape the dungeon in the last room, the room where you fight Cyberbot L-99. Make sure you get your hands on some of the blessed armor, the Lunar Helms, the Star Shields, and a Starshade at the very least. Navigate each room to find any treasure then defeat each boss to make your battle with Cyber Assassin that much easier - taking him on with his abilities is basically asking for suicide. You won't win. Period.

=======================================================================
BOSS: Cyber Assassin

HP: 48,000; AP: 9,999; EXP: 25,000; G: 10,000; Spoils: Moon Armor (5%)
Half: Prism
Attacks: *Aerobic Slasher, *Meteor Fall, *Hydro Havoc, *Drain Wave, *Healing Wave, Assassin Knife, Energy Flare, Multishatter, Magna Shockwave, Double attack, Hidden Blast
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Race, Brash, Kerrie or Tessa
Suggested Levels: 58+

*These abilities cause massive damage to the entire party, except for Healing Wave, which heals the boss for 7,000+ life. They can be disabled if you defeat the support bots which guard each of the rooms.

Do not, I repeat, DO NOT challenge this boss if you have not disabled his strongest attacks (those being Aerobic Slasher, Meteor Fall, Hydro Havoc, Drain Wave and Healing Wave). If you do, you won't win. If you disabled his five uber-damage abilities though, then this guy's a piece of cake! Well, not really - he still has some other strong attacks, like Assassin Knife, which hits a party member for good damage with a high chance of causing instant death in the process, Energy Flare and Multishatter. Just because you disabled his abilities doesn't mean that you will beat him like he's nothing - he'll still put up a fight...and a good one at that. 

Since he halves the damage of all elemental spells, Heather won't be too effective. Your best bet is to attack him with non-elemental physical damage with characters like Race and Brash. Have Lilliana surge and use Lightzone, and have Brash equipped with two Crystal Axes or two Atomic Busters and attack regularly. Frenzy with him, if you so desire. Race should use Weakness Missile, then spam Tiger Missile. You'll need a healer though, and since Tessa has Rainbow Light (she'd better have Rainbow Light by now), it'll be a wise idea to use her - you could also use Kerrie if you want for buffs like Might, Heighten, or Renewal. If you want Tessa to go offensive, use Blade's Fury if she has it. Brittany's offensive dances won't be too helpful, but if you're using her, just have her buff the party with her assist dances and let her run utility. He can also be blinded by Flash Dance, which will negate his normal attacks. Just beat him down until he's no more. 

=======================================================================

After he's defeated, you can continue on to Section 3.


The Distortional Barrier - Laboratory

The BGM will change, signaling a new area of the distortional barrier. You'll also fight some new enemies. This section of the dungeon looks like a cross between Seltessa's Lab, and the Skybase Fortress. It's also very dark inside, so you'll need to be careful getting through here. 

Bring Race into the party and use the teleporters to get around - you can find a useful Star Shield in a chest in this area. Also, don't forget to grab the tenth and final swordskill, Graviton Missile from this room! Work your way to the switch in the upper left corner. There is a good thing about activating this switch and a bad thing. Good thing is that the lights will turn on, enabling you to see. The bad thing is that if you turn the lights on, the warp pads in the next room will also turn on, which will send you back to the beginning of the room - and thus you won't be able to get past this area, or get the treasures there. So, leave the lights off to get through and get the treasure; you can find a Moon Armor off to the west, and a Starlight Staff for Lilliana further up the path to your right. Continue on through until you meet someone familiar...

=======================================================================
BOSS: Berillius (final fight)

HP: 99,999; AP: 8,000; EXP: 0; G: 0; Spoils: Crystal Mail (10%)
Absorb: Prism
Nullify: Physical, Magical
Attacks: Berillius Bomber, Power Punch, Thunderbolt, Normal attack
Suggested Party: Doesn't matter
Suggested Levels: 59+

Berillius is invincible this time around, so none of your attacks will even put a scratch on him. All you can do is just keep your party alive for a few rounds until Porima suddenly breaks through Entity of Time's control over Berillius, and with her last remaining strength, she shuts down the golem for good. Just wait for him to self-destruct and the battle's over. You win.

=======================================================================

Porima tells you that the Entity of Time is sitting at the bottom of a giant time distortion and that you should drop down to his lair and destroy him once and for all. Continue on to Section 4.


The Distortional Barrier - Void Drop

This section consists of a lot of fighting. While you're falling down the distortion, you'll fight multiple hoards of the dungeon's local baddies. Keep your party alive by healing, and destroy them using electric, nature and other special attacks. 

After about four screens or so, you'll land at the very bottom of the dungeon. Continue on. In the next room is your LAST chance to buy items, weapons/armor, etc. Continue on to the right. You'll arrive at the room in where you see seven small pedestals. Each party member needs to place a time relic in a pedestal - the collection of all seven will reveal the path to the Entity of Time. 

NOTE: Placing the seven time relics in the pedestals will open up several new items and destinations on the overworld maps. Lilliana's Triple Impulse poleskill is also accessible at this time (she can be found inside your skyship), as well as shops opening at Crystal Dome.  Take this opportunity to go back down to the surface and collect these items and skills.



The Distortional Barrier - Elemental Chambers

Stomp the switch you'll find on the right side of this first room to remove the flame barriers, then take the teleporter behind it. Continue forward until you get to a fork in the path.

From here, you can use the teleporter ahead of you to warp to the Path of Destiny, where the Entity of Time resides and do battle with the final bosses of the game. OR, you can head right and start an optional, yet rather difficult sidequest, but it will ultimately yield great rewards. If you want more information on this sidequest, refer to the Secrets and Sidequests section of this walkthrough; I will not explain it here.



The Distortional Barrier - THE PATH OF DESTINY

This is the final section. Be EXTREMELY careful in here as the monsters here are some of the strongest in the whole game, they have anywhere from 8k+ HP to as much as 20k HP and are very tough to defeat. Take precise caution or just avoid them as best as you can. The path of destiny is very simple to get through. All you have to do is follow the path and take the teleporters. There are few chests around which you should get; they contain high-end potions which can become useful in the final battles ahead. Reach the fourth teleporter and you'll be whisked into the second area. Follow the path until you come across a flame of a different color. This one isn't moving out of the way, which, by now, should tell you that something is here that doesn't want you to get to the Entity of Time...


=======================================================================
BOSS: Eradicator

HP: 60,000; AP: 9,999; EXP: 50,000; G: 25,000; Spoils: Super Strength Pill (100%)
Nullify: Magical
Absorb: Fire, Water, Wind, Earth, Dark, Light, Time, Nature, Ice
Weak: Ranged, Electric
Attacks: Power Down, Dispellator, Prism Blaster, Dark Force, Gravity Spiker, Icestorm, Hurricane Bolt, Plasma Rain, Eternal Lance, Microlaser, Frozen Doom
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Kerrie, Tessa or Brittany, Heather or Quinn
Suggested Levels: 60+

NOTE: You should consider bringing Quinn to this battle so he can learn the awesome Eternal Lance monster skill. You'll definetly want to get your hands on this.

The Eradicator can be one of the hardest bosses in the game (not counting the optional bosses). He has access to an array of strong magic spells, and a spell called Eternal Lance. It does ranged damage, but it can deal well over 2,500+ damage to a single character. Also add the fact that he can put your entire party to sleep, freeze them via Icestorm and slow them, makes this boss even more dangerous. Freeze and elemental protection is crucial to surviving this battle. He also absorbs every element except electric. Magical attacks aren't effective on him, either. 

So, before Eradicator eradicates your party, do the same to him by having Lilliana surge as soon as possible. Pole Protector isn't needed in this fight, since all of Eradicator's abilities are magic spells. Kerrie AND Tessa need to work together in protecting the party by using their healing magic, and Heather...well, there isn't much she can do but Lightning Lariat. When you get it low enough, it will probably start using Frozen Doom, which hits everyone for around 3k (without ice protection), and can freeze or kill the entire party. This attack can cause you to get game over really fast, so you'd better recover as fast as you can to survive. If you have Kerrie, casting Renewal would be a good idea. It has 60K HP, so it will take a while to bring this sucker down.

=======================================================================


NOTE: WARNING! ONCE YOU USE THE TELEPORTER DIRECTLY BEHIND THE ERADICATOR, YOU WILL BE UNABLE TO GO BACK! MAKE SURE YOU ARE ABSOLUTELY READY FOR THE FINAL BATTLES TO COME! ALSO, DO NOT ENTER THE TELEPORTER WITHOUT THE PRISMIC ELEGY DANCE, YOU'LL NEED IT. I HIGHLY SUGGEST COMPLETING ALL OR MOST OF THE SIDEQUESTS FIRST!!

When you are ready to go beat the final boss, use the teleporter directly in front of you. Grab the Mystic Potion and the Ultra Potion from the upper right hand corner of this area, then make your way westward and use the teleporter. 

Follow the path until you meet up with the Time Stone again. It seems like the normal Time Stone, but Brittany senses that the stone is of immense evil, and soon enough, it reveals itself as the Entity of Time. After the convo, you're forced into a battle with the Entity of Time.


Preparations before the final battles

- Make sure that the four characters you're going to use to fight the final boss are not too high of a level, but no lower than level 65. My team was in the mainly in the mid 70's, with Lilliana being 83, and I still had a rather hard time with him. If your party's level is too high, you will most likely have a lot of trouble with the second and third forms, as the Entity of Time has level based attacks. The Entity of Time has a total of four forms, which will be separated into three separate battles. Instant death protection, time protection, physical resistance, magical resistance and elemental resistance in general is a must. If you already have the Valkyrie Tiara, Odin's Helmet and Goddess Helmet, as well as the Hero Shield, then your battle will be easier. If you have defeated Duras Dolan for the Hero Armor, more power to you! I recommend the following setup and party, but of course, if you don't have the Hero Armor or Hero Shield, replace them with either the specific character's ultimate armor or one of the blessed armors and either a Star Shield or Rainbow Shield and you SHOULD be fine for the most part, unless something goes horribly wrong:

This is the optimal equipment I suggest:

Lilliana: Twin Rainbow/Hero Armor/Rainbow Tiara/Mega Speedy Bracer or Haste Bracer or Championship Belt
Kerrie: Starshade/Hero Shield/Priestess Cloak/Goddess Helmet/Goddess Ring
Tessa: Holy Valkyria/Star Shield or Rainbow Shield/Fleetwind Vest/Valkyrie Tiara/Haste Bracer/Goddess Ring
Brittany: Psycho Lasher/Rainbow Shield/Red Rose Dress/Ribbon/Magic Ring


Ok, here we go. The final battles are fought with no rest in between so make absolutely sure that you are prepared!! I cannot stress this enough - you will lose if you are not prepared!

=======================================================================
FINAL BATTLE: PART 1: Entity Shell

HP: 65,535; AP: 9,999; EXP: 0; G: 0; Spoils: Ultra Potion (100%)
Half: Fire, Water, Wind, Earth, Dark, Light, Nature, Ice, Electric
Nullify: Time
Attacks: Parallel Vortex, Motionless, Eternal Lance, Time Freeze, Lifestealer, Seismic Eruption, Distortion Wave
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Kerrie, Tessa, Brittany
Suggested Levels: 65+


Entity of Time's first form is a giant tree-like creature with two tentacles which is able to churn out some wicked spells. This is the easiest of the four forms, but you'll be up against Eternal Lance, Lifestealer, Parallel Vortex, Seismic Eruption and other nasty spells, so be very careful. You should have Kerrie under auto-haste status, so utilize her speed to heal your party, support with spells like Supplication, Heighten, Renewal, and Multishield, and revive anyone who falls. 

Tessa's Sage's Basilica is especially important; make sure you cast this on everyone to lessen the damage they take from spells like Lifestealer and Seismic Eruption. Entity Shell will use Parallel Vortex on its first few turns, so make sure you have the Goddess Rings equipped; with the above setup, no one should die to Parallel Vortex. As for Brittany, have her dance Riff of Rikkania as soon as she gets a turn. Prismic Elegy can see some use, but you should have her focus on  assisting with Healing Dance, Magical Tango, or have her go offensive by using Bonaparte's Gift or Final Requiem. 

Lilliana should just start surging (she doesn't need Pole Protector on this form), and start beating the Entity Shell down with Lightzone, and Tessa should help Lilliana by using her Heaven's Fury or Blade's Fury skills repeatedly for a good 1.5k - 2k damage a pop. If Kerrie needs help healing though, switch her to defense mode and start assisting with Rainbow Light. This battle shouldn't be too hard as long as you stay healthy. You'll get an Ultra Potion after defeating this form.

=======================================================================

Defeating the Entity of Time's first form causes him to shapeshift into his more brutal second form. Get ready!

=======================================================================
FINAL BATTLE: PART 2: Entity of Time (arm), (base), & (core)

HP (arm/base): 40,000; AP: 9,999; EXP: 0; G: 0; Spoils: None
Weak: (arm) Various
Nullify: (arm) All elements except current weakness, Physical
Absorb: (base) Prism
Attacks: (arm): Physics Achilles, Eternal Lance, Squeeze, Whitebolt, Gigaslash, Evil Claw, Blood Fuse, Elemental Attack + Status (depends on form) (base): Seismic Eruption, Parallel Vortex, Distortion Wave, Divine Bolt, Hypervolt, Miniflare, Time Rewind (core): Core Fusion, Ability Drain, Observe Battle
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Kerrie, Tessa, Brittany
Suggested Levels: 65+

The Entity of Time's second form features three parts that can be targeted for an attack: the arm, the base, and the core. Well, the core, as you will find out on the very first turn, is invincible, so none of your attacks, this includes mystical attacks from Lilliana's surged form, will do no damage at all. This form also has a few attacks that can't be resisted in any way, and you'll just have to take them. Your objective in this battle is to terminate the arm and the base, which both have 40,000 HP a piece. I will break down each part in detail and how to defeat this form.

The Core
As said in the above paragraph, the core is invincible and none of your attacks will damage it. However, don't ignore it completely; the core will mainly do one of three things during the battle:
Observe Battle: The core will do nothing and will skip its turn.
Ability Drain: This is one of those attacks that can't be resisted in any way; this will completely drain one character's AP as well as remove heighten status. He only uses this every once in a while, though. Counter this by giving the affected character a high-end AP replenishing potion.
Core Fusion: Heals one part of the Entity of Time for around 2,800 HP and inflicts haste and regen status. This is why you need Kerrie under auto-haste status. You especially don't want haste status hitting either the arm or the base, as they can overwhelm you if they are. Use Dispeller or Brittany's Mystic Requiem skill to dispel these status effects ASAP!

The Base
The base has some of the same attacks you've seen during the first form, as well as the non-resistable Miniflare, Divine Bolt, and Hypervolt. Only physical and mystic based attacks can hurt this form; elemental attacks will heal it, and magical attacks will have no effect.

Divine Bolt:  Just like Kerrie's Divine Bolt, only this one does around 3,000 damage to one character without light protection. Counter with Restore or Revitalize, if it really hurts you.
Hypervolt: ~2,100+ electrical damage to the whole party. Counter this with Restore or Rainbow Light.
Miniflare: Here's where it gets interesting. This deals damage based on the average level of your party, removes haste and regen status, and is unresistable. Now if your party's average level is 55 or lower, this will barely do over 1,500, AND has a chance of missing you completely.
If your party's average level is 80 or lower, it should do around 2,200, and if it's over 81, well, Miniflare is pretty much an instant KO. Good thing is that it only hits one character, so it's healable (unless you're average level is higher than 81, then the only thing that can counter it is Angel Feathers or Renewal).

The Arm
The arm has the really dangerous attacks. It also has Eternal Lance and Gigaslash (which you also should have seen if you faced any of the hidden bosses before this). When the environment changes, it may alter the arm's weakness, so it will constantly change. This doesn't really matter unless you're using Heather or Rainbow Requiem, though.

Physics Achilles: Does pitiful damage, but it has a chance of lowering your character's physical resistance, making him/her more vulnerable to Gigaslash. The arm will use this during its first few turns. This is where Knight's Basilica comes in really handy!
Squeeze: ~1,800 damage + possible paralysis to one character.
Whitebolt: Inflicts every negative status effect in the game to one character. Counter this with Remedy, Remedial Pills or Brittany's Recovery Dance.
Evil Claw: ~1,750 damage + possible zombie to one character.
Blood Fuse: Absorbs HP from one character and adds poison status.


If your party's level is too high, you might have some trouble with this form, especially if the arm and base work in tandem and use Whitebolt + Miniflare. Just hope you don't see that particular combo too often. Basically, use Pole Protector with Lilliana and surge as soon as you can, then start a Lightzone assault on the arm. Meanwhile, Tessa can go to town on the arm using Heaven's Fury; again, if Kerrie needs help with the healing, have her assist with that. Brittany should get Riff of Rikkania up, and then assisting with Prismic Elegy. If you're lucky enough to get the swamp environment, the arm will be weak against light, and you can assault it with Mystic Bomb or Divine Bolt from Kerrie and cause huge damage. 

You'll want to take the arm out as soon as possible; once the arm is out of the battle, go all out on the base with physical attacks, Blade's Fury and Lightzone. Kerrie needs to keep an eye out for Core Fusion and promptly dispel the positive status effects that Entity of Time puts on itself, as well as keep everyone alive and healthy. If anyone dies, which is likely, revive them. When the arm dies, focus your attacks on the base; keep in mind that it will only take damage from physical and mystical attacks from Lilliana. Use Kerrie's and Tessa's healing skills to keep your party alive.

Now once you have terminated both the arm and the base, you will have a grace period in which the Entity of Time will sit there and do nothing. USE THIS TIME TO GET PRISMIC ELEGY UP ON EVERYONE! Use Tessa and set everyone up with Sage's Basilica, set up Renewal on everyone with Kerrie and wait. DO NOT ATTACK THE CORE, AS IT IS STILL INVINCIBLE!! When Entity of Time uses Prepare Transfusion, it is preparing to change into its third form; continue to wait or buff until the Entity of Time turns dark purple and the battle music changes. This begins the third phase. All status effects and abnormalites will carry over to the next battle...


=======================================================================
FINAL BATTLE: PART 3: Entity Core

HP: 99,999; AP: 9,999; EXP: 0; G: 0; Spoils: None
Half: Fire, Water, Wind, Earth, Dark, Light, Nature, Ice, Electric
Absorb: Time
Attacks: Double attack, Spell Roulette, Whitebolt, Life Force, Prism Blaster, Gigaflare, Motionless, Space Rift, Eraser, Anti-Magic Zone, Restore, Ultimate Star
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Kerrie, Tessa, Brittany
Suggested Levels: 65+

Attacks explained in detail

Spell Roulette: A random elemental spell will attack your entire party for heavy damage - includes Novaburst (fire), Gigasplash (water), Whirlwind (wind), Meteor Shower (earth), Dark Force (dark), Impulse Spectra (light), Galactic Star (time), Razorleaf Storm (nature), Glacier (ice) and Lightning Lariat (electric). Come prepared with elemental resistances/resist items/Prismic Elegy or face certain death.
Whitebolt: Inflicts every negative status effect in the game to one character. Counter this with Remedy, Remedial Pills or Brittany's Recovery Step dance.
Life Force: Heals the Entity Core for around 4,600 HP and inflicts Regen status. Use Dispeller or Mystic Requiem to get rid of the status effect.
Prism Blaster: Just like Heather's Prism Blaster spell. Only this can inflict a lot more damage.
Gigaflare: ~2,400+ magical damage to entire party. Use Sage's Basilica to reduce the damage!
Motionless: ~2,100+ time elemental damage to one character. Can sometimes inflict stop and/or freeze status.
Eraser: Drains all the HP from one character and KO's him/her. Cannot be resisted.
Space Rift: ~2,500+ time elemental damage to all characters and lowers time resistance. If too many of these are used too quickly and you can't recover, re-boost resistance in time, this will wipe out the entire party in one shot. Can miss.
Anti-Magic Zone: Depletes entire party's AP to zero and inflicts silence. Magical protection will cut down the AP depletion, although you're likely to be emptied of AP, anyway.
Restore: Just like Kerrie's Restore spell; heals the Entity Core for around 7,000 or so HP.
Ultimate Star: The Entity of Time's worst attack. Deals ~3,200+ non elemental damage to all characters, ignores defense and can inflict stop status or instant death. A second Ultimate Star can be fatal if you can't recover fast enough. Hope and pray you don't see much of this attack as it can definetly KO the party. Cannot be resisted.


This is where things get nasty. The Entity of Time's third form can easily kill you if you're not careful. For one thing, it has several attacks that are unresistable, and other attacks that will possibly make you see that Game Over screen easily, like Space Rift and Ultimate Star. You need to be extremely careful fighting this form. Now, the reason for the Prismic Elegies at the end of the second form is because of Spell Roulette, which can conjure up ANY element attack against your party. Depending on what it uses, this won't be of much effect, or it could hurt you greatly. Make sure you have Kerrie and/or Tessa stay on the ball and keep your party alive, while Lilliana (if she is surged already, and she should be) should continue to pound away with Lightzone. Entity Core will continue to use Spell Roulette until you get it to around 70% of its HP. If anyone has Renewal in effect and dies, recast it ASAP.

Next, it will assault your party with Gigaflare, Whitebolt and Prism Blaster, and it will also use Life Force from time to time - you know what this means; you'll need to dispel it with Dispeller or Mystic Requiem. With the above setup and Sage's Basilica in effect, Gigaflare should deal 0 damage. Continue to attack with Lightzone and Heaven's Fury, when you get the chances, and continue to have Kerrie heal and keep Renewal on everybody and revive with Brittany assisting with her dances.

When the message "The Universe Is Being Distorted" comes onto the screen, heal everyone up to full AS FAST AS YOU CAN, because the next attack will be Ultimate Star. This is a non-elemental attack (meaning it's unresistable by any means), does well over 3,000 damage to everyone, and can possibly inflict instant death or stop. Typically, this will happen around every 20 turns or so.

Once you get him down to half health, the battle becomes much more chaotic. He will most likely use a powerful attack called Space Rift during this time. This is a time-elemental attack that does over 2,500 damage and lowers everyone's time resistance to the entire party, and if your HP isn't full and/or you're not a high enough level, this attack could possibly wipe out everyone at once. You may get unlucky and have this attack wipe your party out anyway, but just pray that it doesn't. Hopefully you have several party members under Renewal, however, if all four members drop at the same time, Renewal WILL NOT AUTO-REVIVE YOU AND YOU WILL LOSE THE BATTLE! I repeat: IF ALL FOUR MEMBERS DROP, REGARDLESS IF THEY HAVE RENEWAL STATUS, YOU LOSE! 

Whoever is left standing after this attack better revive and restore ASAP; this is the most dangerous part of the battle. Also, Eraser, Anti-Magic Zone and Motionless will start coming into play. Eraser WILL kill one character no matter what level you are and no matter how much HP you have, so whoever is killed by Eraser, just revive him/her. This attack, as well as Space Rift and Anti-Magic Zone will definetly put you on the defensive. Space Rift is especially ugly, as it can deal loads of damage and lower everyone's time resistance. A second Space Disruption can be fatal if you don't start raising everyone's time resistance by either using Resist Times or Prismic Elegy. The only thing you can really do is to try your best to stay alive, get in what damage you can, and hopefully outlast it. He'll go down eventually.

=======================================================================

After the battle, Entity of Time laughs and then teleports Lilliana to another part of the distortion - alone. He wants to destroy her once and for all, and she's gonna have to give it her all in order to save her world and its future, so get ready to dispose of this fiend for good.

=======================================================================
FINAL BATTLE: PART 4: Entity Core

HP: 99,999; AP: 9,999; EXP: 0; G: 0; Spoils: None
Absorb: Prism
Nullify: Physical, Magical
Attacks: Prism Blaster, Miniflare, Ability Drain, Neutralize, Galactic Star
Suggested Party: Lilliana (forced)
Suggested Level: 65+

Apparantly Lilliana has had enough, and her own emotions have surged with the powers of the Mystic Warrior, creating her ultimate ability: Mystic Star. This is the fight that you will want that Haste Bracer equipped for, as the Entity of Time's Core is quite fast. It has most of the same attacks as before in addition to Neutralize, which removes haste, regen and heighten statuses. However, good news is that he'll no longer use Space Rift or Eraser, Galactic Star has been cut down in damage, but you'll have only your potions to heal the damage, so make sure you have a good stock of them. 

Since Lilliana is faster than the boss (hopefully), she can sometimes get two turns to his one - use one turn to nail him with a Mystic Star and the second to heal (if he attacked). Mystic Star will hurt him BADLY, this attack does over 7,500 damage to the boss! Keep using her Mystic Star - don't bother using anything else and keep her healthy; you'll probably need to heal every other round unless he uses Ability Drain. If he does, make sure she's at full health before feeding her a Red or Green Potion. 

When the boss gets down to half of his health, he has as 50% chance to use either Galactic Star or Miniflare. Miniflare you shouldn't worried too much about as it only has a 60% chance of even hitting; if it does hit, it'll do around 1100+ damage. Galactic Star typically deals around 2,400 points of damage, so make sure you do not let Lilliana's health drop below 2,500. 

A good strategy is to use a Resist Time (only when at full health, of course) right about now, then alternate between Mystic Star and using Hi-Potions; you can also use the Defense command to halve the damage if you need more time to heal. It should die after about 11 Mystic Stars. Once he's destroyed, you can pat yourself on the back, as you've just defeated the final boss of the game!

=======================================================================

As the Entity of Time is destroyed, the distortion starts to become unstable. Kerrie and the others still don't know what happened to Lilliana, and they start to get worried. But, Heather says they have to escape before they're blown to smithereens, too. Lilliana, on the other hand, has overdone herself, and the powers of the Mystic Warrior are fading - since they became a part of her, she's fading, too. Will she escape alive? Will the rest of the party find her and escape in time? Will Kerrie ever see her sister again? Sit back and watch the ending to find out!


=============================
5. SECRETS/SIDEQUESTS SECTION
=============================
This section contains all of the secret items and side-quests that you can do and find throughout the game. This section will also contain info about the hidden bosses, and what you get if you should happen to defeat them! You can do these sidequests in any order you wish, but I highly suggest doing them in this order shown below.



----------------------------------------------------
SIDEQUEST 1: The Haunted Castle & The Black Market
----------------------------------------------------
- This sidequest can start as soon as you reach Chapter 6, but I highly advise that you do NOT start it that early. I would, at the very least, get the gear purchasable in the final dungeon first, as well as the Crystabomb monster skill for Quinn. 

- The first thing you must do is to talk to Isabella onboard the skyship. She'll mention something about a haunted spirit lurking the depths of Navarre Castle. Completing this sidequest will ultimately give you access to Castle City Syrius's Black Market, which sells the useful Resist items and some other great stuff. You definetly want to do this sidequest, trust me.

- Ok, after talking to Isabella, travel to the present if you're not there already, and head for Navarre Castle. Venture inside. Return to the Golden Save golem in the prison section and save your game. Start setting up your party.

- For party members, I would bring Kerrie, Quinn and Brittany. You could also use Heather, but Brittany is definetly the better choice here. Make sure Quinn has learned Crystabomb; if he doesn't have it, I suggest going through the final dungeon until you get to the Crystal Driver and learn it from him first. Set your party up with instant death, zombie and dark protection beforehand. 

- There is a video on YouTube which you can watch if you need more assistance: here -> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jd6NDYZZ7bo


=======================================================================
BOSS: Apparition

HP: 45,000; AP: 9,999; EXP: 0; G: 50,000; Spoils: Silver Pass (100%)
Nullify: Physical, Prism
Attacks: Double Attack, Neutralizer, Ability Drain, Deathsaber, Curse, Unholy Shock, Distortion Wave, Eraser, Ultimate Night
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Kerrie, Quinn, Brittany
Suggested Level: 55+

The most important things to have for this battle are dark protection, zombie protection and instant death protection. Dark protection is especially important as it will reduce the damage of Unholy Shock, Ultimate Night and Distortion Wave. Death protection is for Deathsaber, and zombie protection is for Curse.

Apparition can only be hurt by magical based attacks, but he isn't that hard actually - especially if you have the above protection. Start things off by having Quinn use Crystabomb to lower Apparition's magical resistance, then start surging with Lilliana. Once she's surged, start using Lightzones. Make sure Kerrie keeps everyone's health up with Restore as usual; if you want, you can also have her cast Renewal on everyone as a safety net, and if he starts using Eraser later on.

Brittany should actually be more on the offensive here instead of her usual support role. Don't bother dancing Riff of Rikkania because the Apparition loves using Neutralizer, which removes positive status effects. Have her constantly use Blast Dance for respectable damage.

At half health, Apparition will start using Distortion Wave and Ultimate Night. Distortion Wave will poison everyone; make sure you continue to have Kerrie heal everyone as best as she can. Remove poison status by having Brittany dance Recovery Step and continue to attack with Lightzone and Blast Dance. If Quinn has Miniflare already, have him spam that; if not, stick with Spike Laser instead. Eraser will start coming when he's close to dead; if anyone dies, revive them and heal up and keep the pressure up. He'll drop the Silver Pass when defeated.

=======================================================================

With the Silver Pass in hand, you can return to Castle City Syrius and enter the Black Market. This is the ONLY place in the entire game where you can buy the AP replenishing potions as well as the resist items! Very useful indeed. It also sells some VERY expensive accessories. These items are definetly not cheap, so make sure you bring a lot of cash!


---------------------------------------------------------
SIDEQUEST 2: Becoming the 'Dancing Sensation'!
---------------------------------------------------------
- You can (and should) start this sidequest as soon as you start Chapter 7. You'll definetly want the rewards from completing this quest before challenging any of the optional bosses.

- Start this quest by speaking to Brittany's father in Rikkania. He'll tell you that the guardian spirit Artemis is no longer inside of her temple, and is waiting for young Brittany at the Tomb of the Fallen Gypsy. So, head on over to the Forbidden Island now. If you haven't noticed already, there is a small piece of land where you can land your skyship; head south to enter the desert. Examine the small plant off to your right to remove the skulls blocking the path leading south, then exit to the west and you'll come across the Tomb of the Fallen Gypsy. Enter.

- Head up the north path, and soon, a voice will speak to little Brittany. It will tell you that it is ready to hand over the powers of the late fallen gypsy to Brittany, but only if she passes an ordeal. Then it directs you to come to the lava catacombs beneath the tomb. When the scene is over, go through the dungeon as you did back in Chapter 2, until you get to the room where you fought Xanabie the second time. 

- The voice tells Brittany that she can only take three of her friends to help her with the ordeal, and now she's left with a decision. She automatically asks for Lilliana's help, so she's a must. Now you need to choose two party members to accompany you for the upcoming ordeal. You'll definetly need a healer, so bring Kerrie or Tessa along, or both if you want maximum security. Heather is a good candidate for her elemental spells, and Quinn is a very good choice since all the monsters in the upcoming dungeon fly. Brash is good for pure power, and Race for his swordskills. If Tessa has access to Rainbow Thrust, then definetly consider using her. I usually choose Heather and Tessa or Tessa and Quinn. It's up to you, though. Once you've made your decision, you're asked if you want to confirm it; if you're not sure or are having doubts, you can always change until you have made a definite decision. 

- When you're ready, stand on the blue teleporter and your party is whisked away to another world. Get ready to tackle the most confusing dungeon in the entire game...

--------------------------------------------
SIDEQUEST DUNGEON: Parallel Prison
--------------------------------------------
Treasure: Dazzletail, Dance Lessons vol. 12
Enemies: Necromancer, Wind Knight, Dark Fly, Zombie Susie, Death Cannon, Night Feeder, Bonaparte's Spirit
Suggested Levels: 50+

- The Parallel Prison is, by far, the most confusing and frustrating dungeon in the entire game. It's also one of the most unique dungeons, and it has some of the best music in the game. I have provided simple maps to look at just in case you get lost or confused in this dungeon. And to add to that, the enemies here aren't the nicest bunch around. However, the rewards for completing this area are well worth it, so be careful. I strongly recommend that your characters be at least level 50.

- As far as monsters are concerned, they can be pretty dangerous. Instant death protection is highly recommended as many of these creatures possess instant death attacks. You will also want to have sleep resistance and poison resistance. Be especially careful around the Necromancers, as they can take out your party one by one with Steal Soul, and the Dark Flies which have Deathspell and can also put someone to sleep. Dark resistance is also a good thing to have when dealing with the Necromancers. The good thing is that most of them are weak against light, save the Wind Knight, which is weak to earth, and the Death Cannon which is weak to dark. They all fly too, which means Quinn can wreck them with Spike Laser/Blow Needles/bow attacks. Overall, just be really careful dealing with these monsters.

- As you emerge inside the dungeon, the atmosphere around you will constantly change, and you'll find that out very shortly. After the initial conversation, open the nearby chest to obtain the Dazzletail. This is Brittany's second strongest whip, and it has a light elemental property attached to it. It could be useful in taking out monsters like the Necromancers and the Dark Flies. Now you should have noticed four teleporters around your starting position. Only three of them are accessible; the north one is currently not responding. You can take any teleporter you wish, but I'll start with the left teleporter and work around.

West Teleporter
When you get to this area, you should see a red switchblock and the number '3' above it. There are small crystals dotted around the area; what this means is that in order to escape this area, you need to find and activate three crystals and change them all to the color red. Once you've done that, a teleporter will appear. Take this teleporter to get to the exit. Look at the map below to find out where the crystals, the teleporter, and the exit are located. Note that you do not have to activate the crystals in any sort of order.

(Parallel Prison - western area)
Start = your starting position
T = teleporter's position when all crystals are changed
1,2,3 = location of crystal
Exit = exit teleporter to main area
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South Teleporter
When you get to this area, you should see a gold switchblock and the number '3' above it. There are small crystals dotted around the area; what this means is that in order to escape this area, you need to find and activate three crystals and change them all to the color gold. Once you've done that, a teleporter will appear. Take this teleporter to get to the exit. Look at the map below to find out where the crystals, the teleporter, and the exit are located. Note that you do not have to activate the crystals in any sort of order.

(Parallel Prison - southern area)
Start = your starting position
T = teleporter's position when all crystals are changed
1,2,3 = location of crystal
Exit = exit teleporter to main area
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East Teleporter
This area is much simpler to navigate. When you get to this area, you should see a green switchblock and the number '1' above it. There is a small crystal located in the upper right corner, but you'll need to get past several fights with the local baddies to get to it. Once you've done that, a teleporter will appear. Take this teleporter to get to the exit. Look at the map below to find out where the crystals, the teleporter, and the exit are located.

(Parallel Prison - eastern area)
Start = your starting position
T = teleporter's position when all crystals are changed
1 = location of crystal
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When all three areas have been traversed, the northern teleporter will become operational. Take it and you'll end up in a new area.

This next area is a bit confusing. There are four paths branching off from the middle platform, each has a teleporter at the end of the path. The thing is, that most of the teleporters will bring you right back to square one. Keep your eyes peeled on the teleporters themselves; the slower moving ones are the correct ones to take. The first one you'll find is off to the east. You'll emerge in an area with some rocks blocking a few of the teleporters. Work your way around the area to get to the slower moving teleporter to exit the area. You should see a chest off to your right; inside is the 12th and final copy of Dance Lessons, which will teach Brittany the awesome Prismic Elegy dance (another must for fighting some of the optional super bosses). Make sure you get this!! If you complete this dungeon without getting it, it's gone for good!! Use the teleporter to the north to emerge in a new area.

The BGM changes slightly here. Now comes the frustrating part of the dungeon: the two warp mazes. Ugh. This section is really confusing to explain, so I will once again provide maps to go by. Letters with different colors represent linked teleporters; for example - the green 'A' is linked to the blue 'A', and so on. Oh, also note that there are invisible monster encounters in this section.


(Parallel Prison - Warp Maze 1)
start = starting point from previous section of dungeon
! = invisible monster encounter
exit = teleporter to warp maze 2
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Your goal is to ultimately reach the teleporter marked with a green colored 'T' on the map above; using this teleporter will send you to the teleporter marked with the blue colored 'T', thus leading you to the exit, which sends you to Warp Maze 2. Here is the quickest way to get through this area; you'll have to fight at least two of the monster encounters, so be cautious.

- From the start, go north and fight the first monster encounter, then take a quick left and use teleporter C (green). You'll come out at teleporter C (blue). From there, head south and use teleporter L (blue). Fight the second monster encounter west of teleporter L (green), then head north and use teleporter N (green). Follow the path to teleporter R (blue), then proceed to teleporter S (green). When you get to the fork south of teleporter S (blue), take a right, then follow the path to reach teleporter T (green). Head north and you will see a green switchblock with the number '5' above it. Yes, that means that there are more crystals to find and activate, but they're sitting in Warp Maze 2 - head north to get to it.

The next maze has five crystals which you must activate in order to get to the area where the fallen gypsy awaits you. Again, if you are lost, use the following map to guide you. 


(Parallel Prison - Warp Maze 2)
start = starting point from previous section of dungeon
1,2,3,4,5 = location of crystal
golem = location of save golem
boss = location of dungeon's boss
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Your goal is to ultimately reach the teleporter marked with a green colored 'U' on the map above; using this teleporter will send you to the teleporter marked with the blue colored 'U', thus leading you to the area where the fallen gypsy (and the boss) awaits you. Note that blue letters R, N, & O will change destinations once you have activated crystals 1, 2 and 3 (once you have activated those three, then you should treat those teleporters as teleporter S. Here's the quick and easy way:

- From the start, you can take either teleporter A (green) or teleporter B (green), as they both lead to the same area. From here, take teleporter C (green). Next, get past the monster encounter on the right and head for teleporter D (green). This will send you into the actual warp maze at point D (blue) on the map.
- Now to start looking for those five crystals. They're actually bunched up together in the same general area, so finding them isn't that hard, it's getting to them that is. Keep reading if you're stuck.

- Crystal 1: Head for teleporter I (green), from there, go north to teleporter R (green) to find the first of the five crystals.
- Crystal 2: After activating the first crystal, hop west and enter teleporter L (blue). Next, jump right and then up to enter teleporter K (green). Now simply jump down and enter teleporter O (green) and you'll find the second crystal.
- Crystal 3: After activating the second crystal, jump down and then jump left for two platforms, bypassing teleporters Q and P (green). Jump up and enter teleporter N (green) to find crystal #3.
- Crystals 4 & 5: Now after activating the first three, teleporters R, N, and O (blue) will change destinations. Teleporter S (red) marks the destination change, and all three of them will take you to teleporter S (blue).

The rest is pretty much straightforward. Crystal 4 lies to the west of the four-way junction and Crystal 5 lies to the east. Activate them both, then go north to take teleporter T (green), which leads you to a golden save golem finally. Save here. Now start setting up your party for the upcoming boss battle.

Make sure you have both fire and dark protection, as well as instant death protection. When you're ready to go, take teleporter U (green) and head north to encounter the fallen gypsy herself. It seems that the fallen gypsy's spirit was possessing the guardian of light, Artemis this whole time! Bet you didn't see that one coming, did you? Well, she asks Brittany to exorcise the demon that is possessing her soul. Prepare for battle.


=======================================================================
BOSS: Bonaparte's Spirit

HP: 50,000; AP: 9,999; EXP: 40,000; G: 0; Spoils: Ribbon (75%)
Absorb: Fire, Water, Wind, Earth, Dark, Ice, Electric, Time, Nature
Weak: Ranged
Attacks: Spirit Powers: Speed, Regen, Resist, Death, Absorb, Healer
Demon Powers: Dark, Status, Weaken, Nullify
Demon Breaths: Dark, Fire
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Brittany, Kerrie or Tessa, Quinn or Heather
Suggested Levels: 50+


This is one of the more annoying fights in the game. Dark and fire protection is a must, as well as instant death protection. I think a thorough explanation of Bonaparte's Spirit's abilities may be in order, since they may confuse you on what they actually do, thus you can plan accordingly:

Spirit Powers
Speed: Inflicts haste status on her. Use Dispeller or Mystic Requiem to get rid of it.
Regen: Inflicts regen status on her. Use Dispeller or Mystic Requiem to get rid of it.
Resist: Boosts her resistance to magical and light. You can re-drop her light resistance with Antiholy Solo if you so choose.
Death: Inflicts instant death on one character. 95% chance - character's resistance.
Absorb: Drains around 1,300 or so HP from one character.
Healer: This heals her for around 2k HP when used.

Breaths
Dark: ~1,500+ dark damage to all party members. This can reach nearly 3k damage if character has been hit by Demon Power: Weaken beforehand.
Fire: ~1,300+ fire damage to all party members.

Demon Powers
Dark: ~1,700+ damage to one character.
Status: Inflicts multiple negative status effects on one character.
Weaken: Reduces dark resistance for one ally.
Nullify: Reduces all characters' AP to zero.

Looking at that list, you can see that she's a pretty nasty customer. Demon Power: Nullify is probably the most threatening thing she has in her repitoire, as it will drain everyone's AP completely. Early on, she likes to buff herself with Spirit Powers Speed, Regen and Resist. Use Dispeller or Brittany's Mystic Requiem to dispel those status effects. During Brittany's first few turns, she should either start using Prismic Elegy or using Resist Darks; the boss will eventually start pelting your party with her shadow breath and Demon Power: Dark, although I have seen her use Nullify and Status here, too. She will mainly use her breath attacks and mix them up with spirit powers, so keep on your toes. Especially utilize Kerrie and Tessa to keep your party alive and keep the boss off of positive status effects. 

Meanwhile, Lilliana should surge into Mystic Warrior form and nail her with Lightzone as much as she can. If the boss uses Demon Power: Nullify, use a Mystic Potion if you have any spares to quickly replenish AP. Brittany should buff everyone with Riff of Rikkania and Magical Tango, then run utility and keep everyone free of negative status effects. As her HP gets lower, she'll start using Absorb and Status more often. Keep attacking, keeping your party free of negative statuses, healed up, and keeping the boss free from positive status effects, and you'll eventually best her. She'll drop the Ribbon 3/4 of the time, and you will definetly want this! Read below if you didn't get it to drop.

NOTE: If she does NOT drop the Ribbon, I HIGHLY recommend restarting this battle until she DOES drop it. It's a 75% drop, so it shouldn't take too many tries. You WILL NEED THIS RIBBON for most of the optional bosses!!! I can't stress this enough. MAKE SURE SHE DROPS THE RIBBON!

=======================================================================

As Bonaparte says her final words to young Brittany, she gives her the powers of the fallen gypsy finally. She will also receive the Bonaparte's Gift dance (damages and inflicts random status effects) and Final Requiem (damages and has a high chance of inflicting instant death on all enemies). Both of these skills rock, however, like all final skills, they will use up a HUGE amount of AP. 

After the conversation ends, walk south and use the teleporter to return to the Tomb of the Fallen Gypsy, and from there, you can return to your skyship outside. Fly back to Rikkania and speak to Brittany's father. He will give you the Rainbow Shoes. These are awesome dancing shoes that will boost Brittany's speed by 15, resists all elements, and increases evasion! Definetly useful for facing the hidden bosses.


-----------------------------------------------
SIDEQUEST 3: Crystal Dome Completion!
-----------------------------------------------
- If you travel to Crystal Dome in Chapter 7 after you inserted the seven time relics into the pedestals in the Distortional Barrier, you can find it populated with people now! You can buy the crystal and final dungeon gear here, as well as Meditation Rings (which are a steep 300k gilla!), and the Revitalize scroll for Kerrie. Revitalize is a very useful spell that heals one ally to full AND removes all negative status effects. 

- Speak to Seltessa in the back room and she will thank you for all that you've done to help, and she'll hand over the extremely useful Haste Bracer (inflicts auto-haste on the wearer), which will be very important to have during optional boss battles! 


---------------------------------------
SIDEQUEST 4: Elemental Battle Royale
---------------------------------------
- I highly recommend doing this sidequest AFTER unlocking the Black Market so you'll have access to the resist items, and AFTER completing the Dancing Sensation sidequest.  

- Proceed through the Distortional Barrier until you get to the teleporter that leads to the Path of Destiny (the final area right before the final boss). Head right at that fork and use the teleporter and save at the Save Golem. 

- Ok, the way this works is this: Each door has a certain elemental environment you must go through, and a nasty elemental boss you have to beat in each one. I hope you're ready for them - they are tough. Let's start out with the leftmost door which leads to the light environment, but first, here is some information about the elementals you'll be fighting:

=======================================================================
BOSSES: Elementals

HP: 50,000; AP: 9,999; EXP: 25,000; G: 15,000; Spoils: Magic Potion (100%)
Nullify: All elements except opposite element
Absorb: Native element
Attacks: Double attack, Dispellator, Explosion, Stun Bomb, Restore, Elemental magic (see list below)
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Kerrie, Heather, Brittany or Brash
Suggested Levels: 60+


Elemental based attacks the Elementals will use
Light Elemental - Impulse Spectra, Shining Zone, Cross Beam, Divine Bolt
Fire Elemental - Fireblast, Fireball, Hot Zone, Novaburst
Water Elemental - Category 2 Tsunami, Water Bubble, Aquatic Zone, Gigasplash
Wind Elemental - Confuse, Air Slash, Storm Zone, Whirlwind
Earth Elemental - Stone, Petristone, Gravity Zone, Meteor Shower
Darkness Elemental - Curse, Dark Zone, Black Wave, Dark Force
Ice Elemental - Solidify, Icestorm, Freeze, Glacier, Freezing Zone
Electric Elemental - Thunderbolt, Thunder Inferno, Immobilize, Lightning Lariat, Electric Zone
Time Elemental - Distortion Wave, Black Hole, Disturbance, Haste, Distorted Zone
Nature Elemental - Razor Sprout, Poison Breath, Bioburst, Razorleaf Storm, Natural Zone

Each elemental will use the above-listed attacks, plus magic of their own specific element. For example, the Light Elemental will use magic like Cross Beam and Impulse Spectra. These guys are a good deal tougher and all of them have zone spells, which are basically multi-targetting version of rust spells. They tend to use their elemental attacks and mix them up with regular attacks (which can hurt if they critical - this is why the blessed armor can really help out here) and healing. They will also cast powerful spells when they get low enough in life every turn, so you'll need to constantly heal to stay alive. Their zone spells will make these battles difficult, so it's a good idea to bring the appropriate elemental protection, Prismic Elegy and a few of each type of Resist Item from the Black Market. 

Use Lightzone, their elemental weaknesses and strong attacks to do them in, but they won't go down quickly. You can also use Brittany's elemental resistance lowering dances and Heather's level 3 spells to do some major damage to most of the elementals. Be patient, and you'll eventually get the best of them.

*NOTE: You can tackle these rooms in any order; I will list them in order from left to right.


-------
LIGHT
-------
- You'll emerge inside a temple of some sort that looks like the interior of the Rikkania Sanctuary. This one is simple. Start off by heading east until you find a switch. You'll need to trigger it to remove the barrier that blocks the crystal. Now find your way through, battling enemies as you go, and make your way north to the crystal. Touch it, and you'll have to go face to face with the Light Elemental. 

- Just be aware that his spells hurt, especially if Shining Zone is used. Cross Beam can drain a character, so be wary of that. Star Shields will reduce the damage you take from his light spells, and an Antidark Solo followed by spells such as Heather's Dark Force will make short work of him. Tessa's bladeskills work on most of the elementals, too. Once the crystal has been stabilized, return to the hallway and enter another door.


-----
FIRE
-----
- This place looks like one of the caves inside the Volcanic Mine. This one is a piece of cake as well; use the teleporters to warp around until you get to the switch. Trigger it to remove the barrier. Beware, some teleporters will lead you elsewhere. Touch the crystal to engage in a fight with the Fire Elemental. 

- This one uses a painful Novaburst when it's low in life, other than that, look out for Fireblast, Fireball and Hot Zone. Make sure you have Lunar Helms equipped to reduce the damage you take from his fire magic. Use mystic power and Glacier to quickly put this guy away before it blows your whole party up with Novaburst.


--------
WATER
--------
- This room is similar to the Lake of the Dead in where you have to jump in the water and move slowly to proceed. The switch you need to trigger is near the big waterfall in the eastern section of the room. Certain paths are blocked by deep water, so navigate yourself through the small maze until you get to the switch; activate it to remove the barrier that blocks the way to the crystal. Touch it to pick a fight with the Water Elemental. 

- Be on the lookout for Gigasplash when he gets low and Category 7 Tsunami as that can silence a character. Aquatic Zone + Gigasplash can mean certain death, so stay healed up. Let him have it with strong electrical attacks; Lightning Lariat does very well here, as do normal attacks from Lilliana's Starlight Staff.


------
WIND
------
- This room looks like a section of Sephyria Skytower. There are several doors in each section. You need to enter the correct door or you'll find yourself starting over from the beginning of the room. From the beginning, take the left door, then the right door, then the right door again. You should be standing near a tree; find the switch hidden behind the tree, activate it, then head through the north door. After you activate the switch, take the same path - left, right, right. When you come to two doors, take the right door to get to the crystal; touch it to fight the Wind Elemental. 

- Make mince meat out of him by using earth magic. Beware of Storm Zone + Whirlwind; this can destroy your party. Use the door to your right to warp back to the beginning and enter another room.


--------
EARTH
--------
- This one takes place in an underground cave and it can be annoying because of the spikes that shoot up from the floor (very much like the spikes in the Twilight Mines). Only these spikes, if touched, will drain 100 HP and cause poison to each party member, and these spikes will shoot up a tad bit faster than the ones in Twilight Mines, so be very careful getting through here. Take your time, and head up and to the right. There should be a switch on the floor in the middle of a field of spikes. Make your way to the switch, step on it, and the barrier in the western hallway will disappear. Backtrack and go up the western hallway, slowly, to avoid the spikes, then touch the crystal to engage in a battle with the Earth Elemental. 

- This one can pose to be problematic as well, because he can constantly petrify party members with Stone (remember if the entire party is petrified, it's a game over!). The spell to look out for when he's low is Meteor Shower - this hurts, especially with Gravity Zone, so make sure you have resistance to petrification and earth magic, and use strong wind based attacks; Whirlwind and Local Twister are great choices to use here.


------------
DARKNESS
------------
- It's almost pitch black in this area, so be careful here. Follow the path until you get to a four-way junction. From here, head west to find the switch; activate it to remove the barrier guarding the way to the crystal. Now head east and follow the path and you'll find the crystal soon enough. Touch it and you'll be face to face with the Darkness Elemental. 

- This fight is annoying because of Dark Zone + Dark Force. Bring dark resistance gear/items; with pre-equipped dark protection (Star Shields/Dark Charms), you can pretty much shut down most of his offense. Also watch out for Curse. Kerrie should revive any characters that get KO'ed.


---
ICE
---
- This one takes place inside a small frozen cavern. This one's easy. Make sure you kill the four enemies here so they don't get in your way. To get to the crystal, you need to push all three boulders onto the X's imbedded in the icy floor. Once that's done, the path will open and you can touch the crystal to fight the Ice Elemental. 

- Make sure your party has freeze protection; he has Icestorm which can potentially freeze the entire party, and things will only get worse from there if that happens. Solidify and Glacier (when he gets low) are also painful. As usual, beware of Freezing Zone. If you use Flash Dance on him, chances are that he will be blinded, thus reducing the damage you take from his normal attacks, and your Lunar Helms will reduce the damage you take from his ice spells. Melt this guy with skills like Novaburst and you can move on to the next room.


-----------
ELECTRIC
-----------
- Hope you're geared up to answer a few quiz questions! To remove the barrier and get to the crystal, you need to speak to the robot hanging around to your right. Answer the five questions correctly, and he'll grant you passage to the crystal, where the Electric Elemental is waiting. However, if you get three questions wrong, you're forced to fight three Crystagoyles, which can possibly end your game. If you're stuck, here are the answers to the five questions:

1. "How many years in a row has Brash been a champion at the Kaskonia Arena?" (Answer: 5 years - NPC in the Colosseum tells you this.) 
2. "How many years older than Tessa is Isabella?" (Answer: 2 years - Tessa mentions this during the conversation at the Grand Coast; Isabella is 30, Tessa is 28.)
3. "If you add the ages of Lilliana, Brittany and Heather together, what would you get?" (Answer: 55 - NPC in Syrius mentions Lilliana just turning 23 recently, Brittany mentions that she's 13 during the conversation in the Sealed Sanctuary, and Heather mentions that she was 15 when her father was killed on Greenleaf Mountain, which happened four years ago, which makes her 19 in the game.)
4. "Who is known as the Corrupted Guardian Spirit?" (Answer: Archangel - Book in Syrius Castle library mentions this.)
5. "Which of these following skills does not have an ability cost of 12?"(Answer: Defenseless - this skill costs 14 AP.)

- Once that's done, head north to the crystal and examine it to trigger the battle. It would be a good idea to equip Wing Shields (if you have any) and some paralysis protection for this fight. They may be weaker defensively, but they do reduce electric elemental damage. Fight this guy with water; so use Gigasplash with Heather. Remember to have Brittany weaken the elemental with Antideluge Solo, and have Brash Frenzy if he's present. Just make sure you stay healed up, those Lightning Lariat and Thunder Inferno spells will hurt quite a bit especially if Electric Zone comes into play.


------
TIME
------
- This environment takes place in outerspace. This is by far the hardest one, both room and elemental. Remember the large room that was filled with nothingness in the beginning of this dungeon? This room is far larger. What makes it worse is that there are hidden teleporters on the hidden floor, which, if stepped on, will teleport you to a different place in the room. This makes it almost too easy for you to lose track of where you are, and you can get lost in the blink of an eye. You could literally walk around forever and not get anywhere. Well, since you're reading this guide, you're in luck! The crystal is directly (almost) northeast from your starting location. There is a very easy way to get to the crystal. What you want to do is this: as soon as you enter the room, take EXACTLY 35 steps down (south). Once you've done that, take EXACTLY 21 steps left (west). You'll find a hidden teleporter which will take you directly to the crystal! When you get to the crystal, touch it to begin a gruesome fight with the Time Elemental. 

- This is probably the hardest elemental out of them all. Why? Besides the fact that he casts a powerful Distortion Wave every turn once he's low enough in life, his spells do more damage than all the other elementals. He can also haste himself. Be extremely careful with this guy. If you've got time protection, then use it! Beat him down with Razorleaf Storm, and frenzied normal attacks from the Atomic Buster. Any other natural abiities will work too. 


---------
NATURE
---------
- This environment takes place in a lush forest setting. You'll need to find the switch again to remove the barrier that guards the crystal, but it's sitting on an island that seems unreachable. To get to it, walk along the southern end of the room. If you're down far enough, you should be able to find a hidden path in the trees that goes east which will take you to the switch. Activate it, then head north towards the crystal. Touch it and begin the fight with the Nature Elemental. 

- This guy isn't as hard as the Time Elemental, but be advised that he has a pretty mean Razorleaf Storm spell when he gets low in life, and if you're not careful, it'll kill you pretty quickly. Also watch out for Poison Breath as it can potentially poison the whole party, weakening them for an unsuspecting Razorleaf Storm spell. Dualcast Heather's Galactic Star spell for your offense here, as well any other time-elemental attacks you have and Lilliana's Lightzone ability to defeat this rather annoying elemental. The Ancient Sword also works well here.



- Once all ten elements have been stabilized, the lone green barrier blocking the path near the save golem will be removed. You can now open the chest here and claim the Ageworn Key, which is the key to obtaining everyone's ultimate armors! You should now start the following sidequest. 


----------------------------
SIDEQUEST 5: The Lost Trio
----------------------------

- Once you have the Ageworn Key, leave the Distortional Barrier and fly the skyship to Platinum Dome, which is due east of Diamond Dome and Isolated Facility. Save your game at the golem in the first room. Now reform your party.

- I highly suggest bringing in Brittany, Heather and Kerrie. Make sure you bring status protection on everyone. Enter the second chamber to find all the chests (these will be locked without the Ageworn Key!), but before you can approach them, a voice stops you. Proceed forward and then you'll be thrown into a rather unique boss fight. 

=======================================================================
BOSS: Fallen Warrior, Ghost Dancer, Lost Priestess

HP: 25,000 (Fallen Warrior), 22,500 (Ghost Dancer), 20,000 (Lost Priestess); AP: 5,000 (Fallen Warrior), 7,777 (Ghost Dancer), 9,999 (Lost Priestess); EXP: 18,000 (all); G: 10,000 (all); Spoils: Super Power Pill, Super Arcane Pill, Super Agility Pill (100%)
Nullify: Prism (Fallen Warrior), Physical, Magical (Ghost Dancer)
Absorb: Fire, Water, Wind, Earth, Light, Time, Nature, Ice, Electric (Lost Priestess)
Weak: Physical (Lost Priestess)
Attacks: All Poleskills, Tri-Delta Bolt (Fallen Warrior), Haste, Aura, Defense Down, Multimight, Rejuvenate, Remedy, Rebirth, Tri-Delta Bolt (Lost Priestess), Flash Dance, Mind Dazzler, Hush Harmony, Dance of the Dead, Rainbow Requiem, Chaotic Dazzler, Tri-Delta Bolt (Ghost Dancer)
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Kerrie, Heather, Brittany
Suggested Levels: 60+


These poltergeists act a lot like the Doppleganger bosses you've fought during the course of the game. They tend to use skills that you already know against you. The Fallen Warrior has access to all 10 of Lilliana's poleskills, the Lost Priestess has various healing and support spells like Kerrie, and the Ghost Dancer has some of Brittany's dances.

Status protection is important here, especially because the Ghost Dancer can inflict several types of status effects on your entire party, including blind, confusion, silence and zombie. You may also want to bring along instant death protection in case either Disemboweler or Dance of the Dead is used. Their most powerful attack is Tri-Delta Bolt, which does 2,500+ damage + possible petrify to one character, and all three of them have access to it. Fortunately, all three of them can be affected with a status effect that will make this battle easier for you; Fallen Warrior can be poisoned, Lost Priestess can be berserked and Ghost Dancer can be slowed. 

Slow the Ghost Dancer ASAP with either Slow Dance or Kerrie's Slow spell as she's easily the biggest threat in this battle, then have Kerrie cast Berserk on the Lost Priestess. Meanwhile, you can use Twilight Elegy or Heather's Bioburst spell to poison the Fallen Warrior. Once the warrior is poisoned, you can pretty much ignore him and concentrate on the other two. Have Brittany cast Antidark Solo onto the Ghost Dancer to make her weak to dark, then have Heather start doublecasting Dark Force. Keep the status effects on the trio.

Lilliana can surge as always. If you want to, you could have Brittany use Antiholy Solo on the Ghost Dancer, then have Lilliana pummel her with Mystic Bombs for huge damage. Otherwise, stick with Lightzone. Poison will eventually drop Fallen Warrior's HP to 1 in which then you can have anyone finish him off with whatever. Continue to have Heather spam Dark Force while the others keep Ghost Dancer slowed and Lost Priestess berserked and you'll beat them eventually.

=======================================================================

Once the poltergeist trio goes down, you can access the eight chests. Inside, you'll find the following:

Mystical Mail - Lilliana's ultimate armor
Full Platemail - Race's ultimate armor
Priestess Cloak - Kerrie's ultimate armor
Dragon Armor - Brash's ultimate armor
Goddess Robe - Heather's ultimate armor
Hunter Manteau - Quinn's ultimate armor
Red Rose Dress - Brittany's ultimate armor
Fleetwind Vest - Tessa's ultimate armor

Pick up all eight of these armors; they'll be necessary for facing the optional crystal bosses.


-----------------------------------------------
SIDEQUEST 6: Unsealing The Ultimate Sorcery
-----------------------------------------------

- Do you remember in Chapter 6 when Heather's father mentioned something about a surge of magical energy pulsating through a section of the Sephyrian forest? This sidequest will focus on that, so let's get started. Go ahead and bring Heather into the active party.

- First thing you want to do is make sure Heather has the Lifestealer, Magicstealer and Prism Blaster spells. All three of these spells can be obtained in the past and were explained in previous sections of the walkthrough. If you have those spells already, fly your skyship into the present. Go to Rikkania Sanctuary, but don't land. Instead, fly a little bit northwest and you should come across a small island in the middle of the lake. Land here and enter the forest. Before examining the stone pillar at the end of the path, bring Heather into the party (if she isn't in already). 

Equip Heather EXACTLY as follows:

Angel's Rod
Rainbow Shield (for a slight magic boost)
Prismic Vest
Ribbon 
Haste Bracer

The two most important items to have are the Prismic Vest and the Ribbon. Haste Bracer is helpful for auto-haste status, although she won't need it (she can inflict haste on herself with the Angel's Rod), and the Rainbow Shield is there for a +10 magic boost and only has a weight of 2 compared to other late game shields.

Examine the stone pillar. After a short conversation, you're thrown into a battle. Get ready.

=======================================================================
BOSS: Pyrosoul, Aquasoul, Aerosoul, Terrasoul

HP: 8,000 (all); AP: 9,999 (all); EXP: 2,500 (all); G: 2,500 (all); Spoils: Super Power Pill, Super Valor Pill, Super Spirit Pill, Super Agility Pill (100%)
Nullify: Physical, Magical, All except opposite element
Weak: Opposite element
Attacks: Fireblast, Berserk, Novaburst (Pyrosoul), Aquawhirl, Seal, Gigasplash (Aquasoul), Twister Claw, Confuse, Whirlwind (Aerosoul), Petristone, Stone, Meteor Shower (Terrasoul)
Suggested Party: Heather (forced)
Suggested Levels: 55+

You can only use Heather in this battle, and even though she's outnumbered 4-1, this should be a simple battle if you equipped her in exactly the way mentioned in the above section. It's only tough if you don't come in prepared for their attacks.

They will periodically change forms; when they open their mouths, they will use their respective level 3 spells; other than that, they'll use level 2 spells or a status spell related to their own element. If you need to heal, use potions. It's very possible to make Heather invincible to all of their attacks in this battle by bringing 1 Resist Fire, 1 Resist Water, 1 Resist Wind, and 1 Resist Earth. Those plus the setup described above and that's all she needs. If you have those, you can't be touched, and she can take her sweet time killing these guys one by one.

Start off by using one of each of the above resist items; keep Heather's HP up during this process. You don't need to worry about the status spells since you'll be immune to those thanks to the Ribbon. Once you use all four, I am 200% positive that it will be impossible for you to lose this fight.

To win this battle, focus on killing one at a time. You can use their weakness elements against all of them EXCEPT for the Aerosoul, in which you'll have to use Lifestealer (it flies so it's immune to earth). So basically, use ice magic to kill Pyrosoul, electric magic to kill Aquasoul, wind magic to kill Terrasoul, and Lifestealer to kill Aerosoul. If you are going to use level 3 spells, you'll be healing/doing no damage to three of them, but hitting the weak point of the fourth one - so basically, just focus on one at a time. Don't forget to doublecast and refill your AP as needed. It shouldn't take too long to kill all four of them, as each of them has just 8,000 HP.

=======================================================================

After Heather's test is complete, she'll learn the Terraflare spell. This is a very powerful non-elemental spell, and can be used to bypass any immunities. It costs a LOT of AP to use, so try not to spam it unless you have a lot of AP potions or are in a desperate situation.


----------------------------------
SIDEQUEST 7: The Battle Arena
----------------------------------

- The battle arena, as you may already know, is inside the Kaskonia Colosseum, just a bit east of Market City Kaskonia. Besides the two times that you have to visit this place during the main story, there is also a multi-part sidequest to be done here, and you are able to battle in the arena at different points during the game for various prizes. Please note that you will NOT be able to battle in the arena during Chapters 1, 2 and 5. You can battle in the arena during Chapters 3, 4, 6 and 7, though.

- There are four different divisions which each consist of three different courses: Alpha, Beta and Delta. Each course has its own set of rules, but the enemies you face will be the same every time, depending on the league that's accessible at the time, of course. Here are the three divisions and when they are available during the game:

MINOR DIVISION: Accessible as soon as you have possession the skyship Yggdrasil in Chapter 3 and lasts until you complete the mission for the Brave Necklace in Chapter 6. 

MAJOR DIVISION: Accessible as soon as you complete the mission for the Brave Necklace in Chapter 6 and lasts until you place the seven time relics inside the pedestals in the Distortional Barrier in Chapter 7.

EXPERT DIVISION: Accessible as soon as you place the seven time relics inside the pedestals in Distortional Barrier in Chapter 7 and lasts until you complete all three courses of this division. Once you beat the Championship Division for the first time, however, this division will open back up for the rest of the game.

CHAMPIONSHIP DIVISION: Only accessible when you complete all three courses of the Expert Division and can only be completed ONCE. Once this is completed, you cannot do it again.

Now that you know what divisions there are, here are the three different courses and their rules (note that these three courses are the same for each division except for the Championship Division):

ALPHA COURSE: In this course, you are given a time limit in which you must win all six battles. The time limit differs depending on which division is currently available; Minor gives you 15 minutes, Major gives you 12 minutes and Expert gives you 10 minutes. You are free to do whatever you want in your battles, just know that the only way to win is to complete the course within the time limit.

BETA COURSE: In this course, you must end each battle within a certain amount of turns. This can prove to be quite challenging if your team is not prepared for the battles. The turn limit differs depending on which division is currently available; Minor gives you 30 turns for each battle, Major gives you 45 turns for each battle and Expert gives you 75 turns.

DELTA COURSE: In this course, there are no time limits or turn limits. Instead, there will be random conditions that will happen at the beginning of each battle. These conditions can either help you or hinder you. You may not get anything at all. You must win the battles while under the influence of the random conditions, so be careful!



Prizes
- Depending on the division, each course will offer different prizes should you win all six battles. If you lose, or give up before then, you recieve a Small Potion instead. Here are the prizes:


MINOR DIVISION

[Alpha]: Small Potion x10, Blue Potion x10, Angel Feather x5
[Beta]: Mid Potion x10, Red Potion x10, Remedial Pill x5
[Delta]: Hi-Potion x5, Green Potion x5, Sundress x1

MAJOR DIVISION

[Alpha]: Red Potion x15, Green Potion x10, Mega Spirit Bracer x1
[Beta]: Resist Items Set x3, Crescent Cloak x1, Nightshade Pole x1
[Delta]: Ancient Sword x1, Ancient Shield x1, Ancient Ring x1

EXPERT DIVISION

[Alpha]: Ultra Potion x10, Magic Potion x10, Meditation Ring x1
[Beta]: Rainbow Armor x1, Rainbow Shield x1, Rainbow Tiara x1
[Delta]: Healing Ring x1, Power Gauntlet x1, Fury Bracer x1


Championship Division

- Upon completing all three courses in the Expert Division, Emily will offer you to challenge the Championship Division to beat Brash's current record and to win the ultimate prize. The bad news for you is that you only have 5 minutes to complete this division, and you have to face off against a monster who's not particularly easy, mind you. Make sure you have 3 Rainbow Bracers and bring Heather, Brash and Brittany with you and equip them:

Lilliana: Mace of Serenity, Starlight Dress, Ribbon, Rainbow Bracer
Heather: Angel's Rod, Rainbow Shield, Goddess Robe, Rainbow Tiara, Rainbow Bracer
Brash: Francisca + Atomic Buster, Moon Armor, Lunar Helm, Rainbow Bracer
Brittany: Dazzletail, Rainbow Shield, Red Rose Dress, Rainbow Tiara, Rainbow Shoes


=======================================================================
BOSS: Silhouette

HP: 35,000; AP: 9,999; EXP: 0; G: 0; Spoils: None
Attacks: Double Attack, Evil Gaze, Gigaslash, Twister Axe, Twister Claw, Berserk Blow, Replenish, Prismsaber
Suggested Party: Lilliana, Heather, Brash, Brittany
Suggested Levels: 60+

Twister Claw is his strongest attack, doing around 3,400 damage to a single character. He can also berserk and blind you. Overall, he's not too tough, but with a five minute time limit, you need to act fast.

Start off by immediately having Brittany use Riff of Rikkania to haste everyone, then have her use Healing Dance. Brash can Frenzy here with no drawbacks; just let him pile on the damage. Heather, in the meantime, can Doublecast and start casting any of her spells (preferably Lightning Lariat or Prism Blaster, as those have short animations; Lifestealer works well, too); DO NOT USE TERRAFLARE HERE. Lilliana should Pole Protector herself, then start surging.

Halfway through, he may cast Replenish on himself, so you need to do as much damage as you can as fast as you can; there is little room for mistakes here. Have Brittany at some point in the battle dance either Break Dance to, hopefully, drop Silhouette's physical resistance or one of her anti-dances to let Heather do more damage with her spells; it's up to you what you want to do here. After that, let Brittany run utility for the rest of the battle. Lilliana should spam Lightzone, Brash will be on auto-pilot doing tons of damage every turn, and Heather should be nuking him with spells every turn.

Prismsaber will start coming eventually; the combination of your Rainbow Bracers and Brittany's Rainbow Shoes and physical protection will cut it down to around 1,100 damage; keep healed up with Hi-Potions/Super Potions. Keep attacking and he will eventually fall with time left to spare. You will win the Championship Belt, an accessory which can only be worn by Lilliana.


------------------------------------------------------
SIDEQUEST 8: The Eight Sealed Crystal Bosses
------------------------------------------------------

- There are a total of eight sealed monsters (hidden bosses) in the game, and if you defeat them, you can gain very powerful items from them. You may have seen purple crystals in some of the dungeons of the game. A hidden boss is sealed inside each one - the key to opening it is an item called the Orc Trinket. 

- You can trade for the Orc Trinket in Market City Kaskonia as early as Chapter 1, but keep in mind that if you do have the trinket on you when you examine a purple crystal, you're automatically forced into the fight with the hidden boss, and you are most likely to get owned horribly. I recommend you that you be at least level 65-70 AND have the appropriate gear/items with you before even thinking about taking on any of these guys. You can take on these powerful bosses in any order you choose.

1-Easy
10-Insanely Difficult

-----------------------------------------------------------
Crystal Boss #1. Spook Tree
Found: Misty Forest
HP: 99,999
Spoils: Ultimus Blade (100%)
Difficulty: 5/10
-----------------------------------------------------------

Attacks
 
Stone Breath - Inflicts petrify on all targets.
Strange Storm - Inflicts poison, blind and/or silence on one target.
Replenish - Heals 3,200+ HP.
Overgrowth - ~2,400+ nature damage to all
Petrify Attack - ~2,500+ damage + petrify effect
Bio Blast - ~2,800+ nature damage to all
Doom Pollen - Inflicts instant death if successful
Eraser - Drains all HP from target if successful

PREPARATIONS TO CONSIDER
- Nature-resistant equipment (Crystal Shield, Natural Mail)
- Petrify protection (Gaia Mail, Soft Bracer)
- Instant death protection (Goddess Ring, Dark Charm)
- 5-10 Resist Natures (this is optional).
- Crystabomb monster skill learned for Quinn. 


OVERVIEW
The purple crystal containing the Spook Tree is located in the Misty Forest. The quickest way to get to it is to land your skyship on the small patch of grass between the northern entrance of the forest and Syrius Sanctuary. Enter the forest and go to the second screen. The crystal is in the center area of that second screen. 

Spook Tree can be rather tough if you're facing him at a lower level or if you're not prepared for his attacks. Also, if you have the Rune Slasher and the Ancient Shield for Race, consider using him, as that will deal some major damage to the tree. 

The main threats in this fight are Stone Breath, Eraser, and Doom Pollen, all of which are able to take out your party members in one shot. Gaia Mails/Soft Bracers are a MUST, otherwise, you will probably lose the battle before you even get a turn - Stone Breath is a 100% shot at petrify. Doom Pollen can be countered with Goddess Rings, or other means of instant death protection. Eraser, however, will kill you no matter how much HP you have, but it has a chance of failing completely. Equip your characters:

Lilliana: Mace of Serenity, Natural Mail, Ribbon, Goddess Ring
Race: Rune Slasher, Ancient Shield, Gaia Mail, Lunar Helm, Nature Charm
Kerrie: Starshade, Crystal Shield, Gaia Mail, any helm, Goddess Ring
Quinn: Any crossbow, Crystal Shield, Gaia Mail, Lunar Helm, Goddess Ring


STRATEGY

Eraser is the main threat here, but Spook Tree will always use Stone Breath on his first turn, which will miss everyone. As soon as Lilliana gets a turn, have her start surging, when she's fully surged, have her constantly use Lightzone or Mystic Flash. Have Quinn use Crystabomb on his first turn; this will make Spook Tree (who's already weak to magic) take 2x damage from magical abilities. Race should Sacrifice, then attack every turn (don't worry about his perma-silence status from the Ancient Shield; he won't be able to use physical based skills with the Rune Slasher equipped anyway). If he is still doing 2-3k criticals after Crystabomb, have Quinn use another Crystabomb. Kerrie's job here is to keep the party healthy with Restore, and to revive anyone who dies to Eraser. Renewal can help, but it's certainly not necessary to survive, although if Eraser shows up a lot, then consider using it. Cast Defenseless so Race's attacks will hit a little harder; he should be doing 3-4k criticals after a successful Crystabomb. After Crystabomb hits successfully, you should dedicate Quinn to running utility; reviving those who fall, especially if Eraser is being used often. Try out Eternal Lance when you get the opportunity, that does a lot of damage to him.

If the nature attacks are getting to be a problem, feel free to use your Resist Natures. Quinn with a Crystal Shield equipped will automatically nullify the nature attacks. As long as you keep your party healed up and you hit fast and hard, he should go down without too many problems - just be careful of Eraser. Between Eraser and Replenish, he can possibly outheal the damage you give to him, so this is especially why you want to hit him as often as possible. You'll get Race's Ultimus Blade after winning this battle.

STRATEGY 2

Replace Race with Heather and equip her as follows:

Angel's Rod, Rainbow Shield, Goddess Robe, Rainbow Tiara, Soft Bracer 

Follow the strategy above for the most part, except with Heather, you want to Doublecast first turn, then spam Lifestealer. Of course, if she dies to Eraser, pick her back up with an Angel Feather or with Kerrie's Resurrection spell and keep attacking until he dies.


----------------------------------------------------------
Crystal Boss #2. Sonbrios
Found: Rikkania Sanctuary
HP: 99,999
Spoils: Disruptor Bow (Quinn's strongest bow in the game)
Difficulty: 9/10
----------------------------------------------------------

Attacks

Electric Zone - Reduces all targets' resistance to electric. Can miss.
Megaton Punch - ~7,000 physical damage to one target.
Thunder Crash - ~4,500+ electric damage to all targets.
100,000 Volts - ~4,000+ electric damage to all targets. Can miss.
Gigaslash - ~8,500+ physical damage to one target.
Supercharge - Restores 4,500+ HP to target.
Electrocution - ~5,000+ electric damage to one target. Removes haste, regen & heighten status.
Energy Bolt - 8,800+ electric damage to one target and reduces target's resistance to electric. Can inflict paralysis. 

PREPARATIONS TO CONSIDER
- Physical-resistant equipment (Blessed armor, Mega Shield Bracers)
- Electric-resistant equipment (Wing Shields, Rainbow Tiaras, Thunder Charms)
- 20 Resist Electrics (bring 25-30, trust me).
- 3 Rainbow Tiaras (get these from the battle arena)
 

OVERVIEW
The purple crystal that contains this hidden boss is located in the first room of the Rikkania Sanctuary in the upper left hand corner of the room. Sonbrios is definetly one of the tougher optional bosses and can destroy your party at any time, so you'll need to be a pretty high level to stand a chance against him. I suggest around 75 or higher.  Sonbrios just friggin' HURTS with his physical attacks and electric spells; I would HIGHLY, HIGHLY suggest you equip your party with armor that protects against physical and electrical attacks. Physical attacks are nullified in this fight, however, he's weak to magical attacks, just like Spook Tree, and he also takes normal damage from water attacks. There really is no best setup for this guy; the following setup works pretty well, though:

Lilliana: Mace of Serenity, Starlight Dress, Rainbow Tiara, Mega Speedy Bracer
Kerrie: Starshade, Rainbow Shield, Priestess Cloak, Rainbow Tiara, Haste Bracer
Tessa: Muramasa, Rainbow Shield, Agile Armor, Rainbow Tiara, Mega Shield Bracer
Brittany: Dazzletail or Psycho Lasher, Rainbow Shield, Red Rose Dress, Ribbon, Rainbow Shoes



STRATEGY 1

Sonbrios is a deadly boss. The first thing you'll probably notice is that he has inherent haste status. Meaning you cannot dispel it. Sonbrios can one shot party members with Megaton Punch and/or Gigaslasher if you don't bring physical protection. He also has some VERY strong electrical based spells. His electrical attacks are, BY FAR, more dangerous than his physical attacks. But the above setup SHOULD allow you to survive rather well (with some luck) until he gets below 30% of his HP. 

Tessa will get the first turn thanks to Muramasa; use this turn to cast Knight's Basilica on HERSELF. Next up is most likely Sonbrios; with 100 speed (including auto-haste), he's going to get his turns QUICK - he'll start off by using Electric Zone, which lowers everyone's electrical resistance. However, it has a 50% chance to fail, so unless you're really unlucky, he won't get the whole party with it. Now have Lilliana use Pole Protector; with this in place, you'll have two characters that will nullify the physical attacks. Kerrie should cast Renewal on herself for a safety net and Brittany should use Riff of Rikkania until everyone is hasted. 

MAKE SURE ALL OF YOUR CHARACTERS ACT BEFORE SONBRIOS'S SECOND ACTION! In other words, let him get the sixth action of the fight, or else he'll use Electric Zone a second time, and a follow up 100,000 Volts will probably ruin you. If you can't get all four characters to act, your speed stat isn't high enough or your level isn't high enough (with the above setup for Brittany and a high enough level, she SHOULD be your fastest character here at 60 speed).

Six turns should have gone by; next is 100,000 Volts; this will most likely KO whoever was hit by Electric Zone last turn, if it hits. Kerrie should now start casting Renewals onto everyone and Tessa should start healing up and reviving those who fall. When she can get a window of opportunity (and if Kerrie is still alive), have Tessa cast Knight's Basilica onto Kerrie so she won't die to a unsuspecting Gigaslasher or Megaton Punch. Lilliana should spend her next four turns surging while Heather can start using Resist Electrics on people; make sure Kerrie and Tessa get first priority as you need these two girls alive for as long as possible. Sonbrios may use back to back Electric Zones at this point, MAKE SURE KERRIE AND TESSA HAVE THOSE RESIST ELECTRICS UP! Or if he's killing you with 100,000 Volts, do your best to stay healthy - these WILL KILL if they hit anyone with normal electric resistance (in other words, those who have been hit with one or more Electric Zones since the start of the battle).

If you're having problems, there's hope. Brittany's not in this party for nothing; Sonbrios can be put to sleep! When things start to get out of control, have Brittany dance Moonlight Shuffle to send Sonbrios to bed, therefore giving your party a few turns of peace.

When the situation has been controlled (everyone has Resist Electrics and Renewals active and/or Sonbrios is sleeping thanks to Brittany), have Tessa start using Heaven's Fury. Don't bother with any of her other bladeskills as they will have no effect. Brittany can also help out in the damage department with her Blast Dance or Bonaparte's Gift. 

Lilliana should be surged by now; have her start spamming Lightzone. Kerrie and Tessa should continue to heal everyone with Restore/Rainbow Lights and Resist Electrics and Renewals when the need arises.

When Sonbrios gets to half health, he'll start using Thunder Crash; this is slightly stronger than 100,000 Volts and it never misses. With Resist Electrics and Knight's Basilicas up on everyone, Sonbrios can't damage you until he uses Electric Zone. 

Soon, he's going to start killing your characters off one by one every turn with Energy Bolt; this attack is very dangerous and there is a good chance he can use it twice before your next character is able to act. Here is what can happen, from best to worst scenario.

1) The character takes 0 damage, loses electric resistance and ends up paralyzed.
2) The character takes 3-4k damage, usually results in death for most characters. Those that live through this will have their electric resistance lowered.
3) The character eats the full 8-9k damage and dies anyway.

Expect 2 and 3 a lot. Basically, treat this phase like Iron Baron's first phase; if someone dies, have THE NEXT AVAILABLE CHARACTER revive the fallen character. Sometimes he may get two turns (and kill two characters) before next character is able to act; you don't want this to happen if the two dead characters are Kerrie and Brittany. Don't bother healing, just make sure they are alive. Sneak some Renewals out with Kerrie if you get the chance, also Tessa's Angel's Basilica comes in handy here. 

If you didn't get it before, this is the perfect time to put Sonbrios to sleep with Moonlight Shuffle, and it may even be your ticket to survival. So just do it and save yourself a headache.

If he isn't asleep, attack Sonbrios when you get the opportunity, which will be quite rare. If Kerrie is the last person standing, have her cast Rebirth ASAP and pray that it revives the other three people; if her level is high enough, she SHOULD be able to outspeed him and therefore they can take turns at a 1:1 ratio; the only characters he can double turn are Lilliana and probably Tessa. If they're the last two alive and not hasted, you're probably screwed anyway.

Good luck with this one, and when you defeat him, you'll get the Disruptor Bow, Quinn's strongest bow.


STRATEGY 2

Use the same party as indicated above, except replace Heather with Race. Give him the Rune Slasher, a Wing Shield, Moon Armor, Lunar Helm and a Mega Speedy Bracer. Race has more HP (which isn't saying much in this battle, but he can survive 100,000 Volts and Thunder Crash a little better than Heather can). Basically, follow the strategy outlined above, except with Race, you want to get him hasted ASAP, then have him start using Resist Electrics. When he gets the chance, Sacrifice for a huge attack bonus, then attack with Rune Slasher; this will only get him for around 3k because Sonbrios has 700 defense. You will also want to get Tessa's Knight Basilica to affect him ASAP, since he's dead meat if he's hit by Megaton Punch or Gigaslasher.



-------------------------------------------------------------------
Crystal Boss #3. Archangel
Found: Tomb of the Fallen Gypsy
HP: 99,999
Spoils: Twin Rainbow (Lilliana's strongest battle pole in the game)
Difficulty: 10/10
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Attacks
Spark Light - ~4,000 light damage to one target
Repel Darkmist - Boosts resistance to dark
Shining Zone - Decreases all targets' resistance to light. Can fail.
Eraser - Drains all HP from target if successful
Impulse Spectra - ~4,900 light damage to all targets
Fallen Angel - Instantly kills one target and depletes all AP; has chance to inflict instant death if successful. Cannot be resisted.
Holy Light - Restores around 5,000 of her HP.
Impaling Light - ~5,000 light damage to all targets; has chance to inflict slow status.
Blessed Light - Boosts speed.

PREPARATIONS TO CONSIDER
- Light resistant equipment (Star Shields, Magic Tiaras, Heaven Mail)
- Prismic Elegy dance or...
- 15-20 Resist Lights (optional or if you aren't using Brittany). Bring more if you are planning to replace Prismic Elegy.


OVERVIEW
Archangel's crystal can be located in the second room inside the Tomb of the Fallen Gypsy. As soon as you enter, head west, use the arrow teleporter and enter the next room and you'll see the crystal right in front of you. 

Archangel is most likely the hardest out of the optional super bosses and is probably in a very close second place to Duras Dolan as being the hardest boss in the entire game. Her attacks do so much damage, it's not even funny. Let's put it this way: If your party doesn't have pre-battle light resistance, she's impossible to defeat. We're talking 4k+ Spark Lights, 5k+ Impulse Spectras, and so on. That's without Shining Zone. Her last 25% of health is especially brutal. Bring AT LEAST 60 or so Angel Feathers to this battle, trust me. 99 would be even better. I would advise that you bring both Kerrie and Tessa, as well as Brittany to this battle and set them up as follows:

Lilliana: Mace of Serenity, Heaven Mail or Mystical Mail, Lunar Helm, Light Charm or Mega Speedy Bracer or Mega Power Bracer
Kerrie: Starshade or Pixie Parasol, Star Shield, Priestess Cloak, Rainbow Tiara, Haste Bracer
Tessa: Muramasa or Holy Valkyria, Star Shield, Agile Armor, Lunar Helm, Magic Ring
Brittany: Dazzletail, Star Shield, Red Rose Dress, Ribbon, Magic Ring


STRATEGY 1

Archangel is going to be a really painful fight. I seriously hope your characters are AT LEAST level 75. She's going to open up with Repel Darkmist, which increases her resistance to dark attacks; use this time to set up Riff of Rikkania (you only need it to affect Lilliana and Brittany herself, as Kerrie and Tessa are auto-hasted), Pole Protector, and Renewal. DO NOT DANCE PRISMIC ELEGY/USE RESIST LIGHTS YET! Next is going to be Shining Zone, which lowers all characters' resistance to light. Pray that it misses Brittany. If it doesn't, she'll need to try and boost her light resistance immediately. The good thing here is that, unlike in the battle with Sonbrios, Shining Zone only appears ONCE in the entire battle. So that's one thing you don't have to constantly worry about.

Brittany's main job in this battle is to keep light immunity on as many characters as possible; you can check to see who doesn't have the Prismic Elegy effect by seeing if any of Archangel's light attacks do damage. If you see ANYTHING other than 0 damage from a light attack on ANY character, use Prismic Elegy/Resist Light on that character. You may have to use it several times before it gives that character additional light resistance, but it should usually take one or two tries. When Angel's light attacks deal 0 damage to all four characters (all characters have light immunity, in other words), that's a good time to squeeze in a Magical Tango, run utility, or just have her stand by. Impulse Spectra, without Prismic Elegy/Resist Light in effect, will hit for around 2,400+ damage to everyone (this is WITH the light resistance from your gear - without light resistance, Impulse Spectra = game over, pretty much), so you have to stay healed up at all costs. 

If Archangel uses Eraser and kills someone, revive that character as soon as you can, and get Prismic Elegy/Resist Light up on that character right away. If haste status wears off of Brittany and/or Lilliana, redance Riff of Rikkania. 

Kerrie will also have her hands full in this fight by healing and making sure everyone is under Renewal. In the meantime, Lilliana should surge and use Lightzone until she runs out of AP; when she runs out of AP, have someone OTHER than Kerrie give her a Red Potion.

When you get Angel down to half health, she will start casting Fallen Angel, which WILL KILL one character and deplete the character's AP completely, no matter what level you are, no matter how good you're set up...if it hits. Pray that it doesn't hit, and pray that she doesn't use it often. You'll be seeing more Impulse Spectras right about now, too - if your light resistances are up, don't worry about them. The only thing that can go wrong here is if she uses Fallen Angel and kills Brittany, and then proceeds to use several Fallen Angels and Erasers back to back, forcing you into a revival loop cycle. That could mean big trouble for you. Keep Lilliana using Lightzone as much as possible, and hope you get lucky. Once you get Angel down to 35% of her HP, be prepared for...

Impaling Light. This attack does ~5,000 damage (with no light resistance gear and no Prismic Elegy) and inflicts slow status on everyone. It's this attack which can throw a monkey wrench in your game, and screw you over if you're really unlucky. Hopefully you have Prismic Elegy still in effect on Brittany, if so, remove the slow status with Recovery Step ASAP. Keep healing, reviving KO'ed members if necessary, PE'ing freshly revived members, and attacking with Lightzone. You'll eventually get Angel down to...

25% health. This is the most dangerous phase of the battle as Angel is probably going to use a technique called Blessed Light, which boosts her speed. This is probably where you may see the game over screen really fast if you get unlucky. Be prepared for some serious Eraser/Fallen Angel spammage as well as random Impaling Lights. You may need to be really lucky to survive this phase. 

Your only option now is to be aggressive and deplete the rest of her HP as fast as possible; although Lilliana is likely to die sooner or later, don't stop with the Lightzones! Also start using Blade's Fury or Heaven's Fury with Tessa. If both Kerrie and Tessa die, you may be screwed, but just hope that doesn't happen. Keep reviving those who fall ASAP; characters dying during this phase is something you're going to have to deal with - it's going to happen no matter what. Remember, speed is essential here. This is an extremely hard fight, but persevere and you can beat her. Once you defeat her, you'll gain the Twin Rainbow, which is Lilliana's strongest weapon in the game. Congrats, you've earned it!


STRATEGY 2

You may be able to kill Archangel quicker this way, but the battle will be more difficult. Replace Tessa with Heather, and equip her with the Angel's Rod (Valkyrie's Island - present time period) or Eternal Cane (won by defeating Iron Baron) and something that gives light resistance (either a Star Shield, Magic Tiara or a Light Charm will work). You'll only have Kerrie to heal, so this may make the battle more difficult. You MUST have Kerrie's Renewal spell and at least 10-20 Resist Lights for this strategy to work effectively!! Try it and see what you think of it.

First round: Repel Darkmist
Kerrie: She automatically acts before Archangel thanks to Haste Bracer; have her cast Renewal on Brittany or herself. Just make sure both Brittany and Kerrie are under Renewal before round three.
Archangel: Repel Darkmist
Brittany: Riff of Rikkania. Pay attention to who it misses, if it misses anyone. Kerrie will not be affected by it since she has auto-haste. If it succeeds on everyone, congratulations.
Lilliana: Surge
Heather: If she is equipped with the Angel's Rod, have her use that as an item to cast Haste on the character who DID NOT receive haste from Riff of Rikkania. If everyone is hasted, use Doublecast. 

Second round: Flash Rust
Kerrie: Cast Renewal on herself, or if you used it on her last round, cast it on Brittany this round. This is the only turn you can get this out safely. Kerrie and Brittany MUST be under Renewal before the third round; if either Renewal spell fails, you should reset.
Archangel: Flash Rust on random character.
Brittany: If she's hasted with at least 36 speed, she'll go before Angel - have her WAIT until Archangel uses Flash Rust (75% success rate), and watch carefully who it targets and if it succeeds or fails. If Flash Rust targets Brittany PERIOD, regardless if it succeeds or fails, use Prismic Elegy or a Resist Light on Brittany. If it targets Heather and succeeds, don't worry about it, if it fails, Archangel wastes a turn. If it targets Kerrie and it succeeds, use Prismic Elegy/Resist Light on Kerrie (remember you don't want her dying this early - she's your only healer!) and pray that Archangel doesn't kill Brittany next round, if it fails, use Prismic Elegy/Resist Light on Brittany. If it targets Lilliana and succeeds or fails, Prismic Elegy/Resist Light on Brittany.
Lilliana: Surge again
Heather: If she was hit by Flash Rust this round, and it succeeded, have her use a Resist Light on herself in case Archangel uses Impulse Spectra or Spark Light on her next round. If Flash Rust failed, use a Resist Light on Kerrie. Do NOT start casting spells yet; she will deal only half damage right now.

Next few rounds: Spark Light, Impulse Spectra, Double attack or Eraser
Wait for Angel to take first action. You may see Spark Light, Impulse Spectra, Eraser or a double attack for the next few rounds. Pray for either the double attack or the Spark Light. 

Spark Light:
If Archangel uses Spark Light on Brittany, check to see if she takes damage. If she does, Brittany must use Prismic Elegy/Resist Light on herself again this round, if she takes 0 damage but Flash Rust targetted and MISSED Heather last round, Brittany targets either Heather or Lilliana with Prismic Elegy/Resist Light instead. If she targets anyone else with it, Kerrie casts Replenish on whoever it hits and Brittany targets whoever was hit successfully with Flash Rust last round with Prismic Elegy/Resist Light. If Spark Light hits the person it targets for 0 damage, Kerrie should cast Renewal on Lilliana. Lilliana surges. Heather uses a Resist Light on Lilliana ONLY if Brittany used Prismic Elegy/Resist Light on her this round, otherwise, use it on herself.

Impulse Spectra:
Pay attention to see if Brittany takes damage or takes 0 damage. Kerrie will have to cast Restore regardless, otherwise a second spectra will take out at least two people, if not the whole party. If Brittany AND Kerrie take 0 damage, you're in very good shape, and she should use Prismic Elegy/Resist Light on Heather now. If Brittany takes 0 damage, but Kerrie takes damage, use Prismic Elegy/Resist Light on Kerrie again. If Brittany takes damage from spectra, reuse Prismic Elegy/Resist Light on Brittany. Lilliana surges and Heather uses a Resist Light on the character that Brittany did NOT target with Prismic Elegy/Resist Light.

Double attack:
This WILL critical unless you have something equipped that prevents critical hits. All four girls shouls be able to survive it; just have Kerrie cast Replenish on whoever was hit. Brittany has to guess who to use Prismic Elegy/Resist Light on because you don't know if light resistance has kicked in or not, to be safe, cast it on herself. Lilliana surges and Heather uses a Resist Light on either Lilliana or herself.

Eraser: 
Just pray that it misses. Eraser has a 55% success rate, so just hope that it fails to connect. If it succeeds, it will instantly KO whoever it targets. If it kills Lilliana, you're fine; Heather uses Angel Feather to revive her, and Kerrie Replenishes her. Or Kerrie casts Benediction and Heather uses a Resist Light on her. If it kills Kerrie, Renewal will bring her back to life and Heather uses a Hi-Potion or a Resist Light on her, if it kills Heather, have Lilliana or Kerrie Angel Feather her or cast Benediction, and then Brittany can use Prismic Elegy/Resist Light on her. If it kills Brittany, she'd BETTER be under Renewal otherwise you're in trouble - cast Benediction on her as fast as possible, Lilliana uses Agile Armor on Brittany as fast as possible. If she has Renewal, she's fine but she'll have to Prismic Elegy/Resist Light herself again; Lilliana should use the Agile Armor on her, and Kerrie should heal. If it misses completely (pray for this result), Kerrie should Renewal on Lilliana, Brittany should Prismic Elegy/Resist Light on Kerrie, OR she can take a risky chance and cast Antidark Solo here. If it connects successfully, Heather can start using Dark Force (she'll be doing normal damage until the second Antidark Solo hits) - if not, she uses a Resist Light on whoever doesn't have light immunity yet. Lilliana surges.


In a nutshell, the goal is to give light resistance to everyone so that everyone has light immunity, priorities go to Brittany first, then Kerrie, then Heather and finally Lilliana. A good way to find out is to let Angel cast Impulse Spectra and check to see if it deals 0 damage to everyone. Once this is done, start spamming Antidark Solo. You need it to successfully hit twice: One to cancel out Repel Darkmist, and a second to drop Angel's dark resistance to 0. ONLY ATTACK WITH HEATHER WHEN ANGEL HAS BEEN HIT WITH TWO SUCCESSFUL ANTIDARK SOLOS!!! 

Lilliana should be surged by this point, so have her Lightzone Angel's HP away. Kerrie's going to have her plate full with healing; remember to revive fallen allies and keep them healthy and have Brittany redance Prismic Elegy/use Resist Lights as needed. If anyone runs out of AP, have someone use an AP replenishing potion quickly. People are going to die in this battle, you'll just have to deal with it, and this strategy really depends on luck, how many Resist Lights you brought with you, and on what abilities Angel uses. Renewal REALLY helps in this battle, so try to keep it on all your characters as much as possible. 50% phase (Fallen Angel) will make things hectic, as you'll start to see your characters dropping more often. But the 35% phase (Impaling Light) and 25% phase (Blessed Light + Eraser/Fallen Angel spammage) will definetly be the hardest parts, and makes the battle much more challenging, however, if you can get plenty of Dark Forces out, Angel should die quicker this way, if you're lucky, of course!


------------------------------------------------------------------
Crystal Boss #4. Elder Haggar
Found: Valkyrie's Island (present time)
HP: 99,999
Spoils: Princess's Shade (Kerrie's strongest umbrella in the game)
Difficulty: 7/10
------------------------------------------------------------------

Attacks
Double Attack - 100% chance to critical.
Aquablast - 3,000+ water damage to all enemies.
Confusion - Inflicts confusion status to all enemies. 100% hit rate.
Compression - 5,000 magical damage to one enemy.
Haste - Inflicts haste status to one ally.
Magic Absorption - Drains all AP from target.
Black Wave - Heals 6,000+ HP to self.
Beam Blast - 9,999 non-elemental damage to one target. Unresistable.
Mystic Reaction - 9,999 non-elemental damage to all targets. Unresistable.

PREPARATIONS TO CONSIDER
- Water resistance equipment (Aqua Mails, Water Charm)
- Magical resistance equipment 
- 3x Rainbow Bracers
- Confusion resistance (Sanity Ring, Typhoon Mail)
- 8-12 Resist Waters (optional)

OVERVIEW
This hidden boss can be found in the purple crystal on the present time Valkyrie's Island. It's the same place where you can find the Odin's Helmet. Elder Haggar has some nasty tricks up its sleeve, and if you aren't prepared for them, you'll get destroyed. So here's a team for you to try:

Lilliana: Mace of Serenity or Cherryblossom or Twin Rainbow/Typhoon Mail/Lunar Helm/Rainbow Bracer
Heather: Angel's Rod/Rainbow Shield/Typhoon Mail/Rainbow Tiara/Rainbow Bracer
Kerrie: Starshade/Rainbow Shield/Priestess Cloak/Ribbon/Haste Bracer
Tessa: Muramasa/Rainbow Shield/Typhoon Mail/Lunar Helm/Rainbow Bracer


STRATEGY

Confusion, water and magical resistance is a must for this fight. If you use the above party and setup, Tessa will get the first turn; have her immediately cast Sage's Basilica on HERSELF. Elder Haggar's first action is Aquablast; this will do around 3,000 damage to everyone without water resistance. If you have a Cherryblossom lying around, Lilliana can help out Tessa by using it as an item to cast Sage's Basilica. If you have the Twin Rainbow, you can normal attack for a lot of damage. If not, don't worry about it - either start using Resist Waters (if you want) or start using Triple Impulse. Make sure that everyone gets a dose of Sage's Basilica early in the fight; preferably before he starts using Compression. When Tessa is done buffing everyone with Sage's Basilica, she can start using either Divine Burst or Blade's Fury. As for Heather, she should Doublecast on her first turn, then start spamming Impulse Spectra.

There's good news for Kerrie here. Elder Haggar is not only weak to light, but is also undead. You know what that means, right? Turn Undead! Kerrie can actually spend a decent portion of the battle on the offensive by casting Turn Undead - just keep in mind that Turn Undead only has a 50% chance of hitting, but when it does, it'll do 9,999 damage to Elder Haggar. Divine Bolt works well, too. If someone needs healing or dies though, start running support as usual OR if Elder Haggar starts using Haste on himself, cast Dispeller to remove it as soon as you can - he's already fast enough as it is; you don't want him hasted as he can outspeed you if he is.

With the above setup, Resist Waters (you can also use Lilliana's Mystical Mail as an item to cast Wave Barrier to achieve a faster effect) and Sage's Basilica's on everyone, most of Elder Haggar's attacks won't be much of a threat. However, you want to keep a close eye (quite literally) on him - when he starts to store power, he'll open up his eye, then unleash a devastating attack called Beam Blast. This will instantly KO a single character, so be very careful.

Ok, normally I would suggest surging with Lillana and using her surge skills. Not this time. Elder Haggar has a nasty trick up his sleeve - if you use any sort of Surge skill on him, he will respond by KILLING YOUR ENTIRE PARTY! Yes, you read that correctly. He will kill the entire party if you use any sort of surge skill on him. This doesn't mean you cannot surge INTO the Mystic Warrior; you definetly can - however do NOT under any circumstances use any surge skills if you want to survive, that is. Just resist the urge and stay away from the Surge command - it's for your own good. I would not surge at all and just use Triple Impulse instead; the only case in where surging would be preferred more than Triple Impulse is if Lilliana has the Twin Rainbow equipped.

Between Triple Impulses, Turn Undeads that successfully connect, Divine Bolts, Impulse Spectras and Blade's Furies, Elder Haggar should fall rather quickly; once he does, Kerrie's ultimate weapon, the Princess's Shade is as good as yours.


-----------------------------------------------------
Crystal Boss #5. Hellshroome
Found: Sephyria Ruins
HP: 99,999
Spoils: Colossus Buster (Brash's strongest axe in game)
Difficulty: 9/10
-----------------------------------------------------

Attacks
Hot Zone - Decreases all targets' fire resistance; used in various points during battle
Multishield - Boosts all targets' magic power & magic defense
Spirit Down - Decreases all targets' magic power & magic defense
Firebreath - ~2,500 fire damage to all targets
Hell's Judgment - ~4,800+ fire damage to one target
Life Force - Restores ~1,800+ HP to one target and inflicts regen.
Fireblast - ~3,400+ fire damage to one target.
Scream - Inflicts fear status on one target.
Fear Flare - ~2,400 fire damage to one target & inflicts fear.
Gigaburn - ~6,400 fire damage to one target

PREPARATIONS TO CONSIDER
- Fire resistance equipment (Flare Mail, Flame Shield, Lunar Helms)
- Fear protection (Violet Bracers, Flare Mail).
- 20+ Violet Leaves
- 20+ Resist Fires


OVERVIEW
This hidden boss can be found in the purple crystal in a small outside section of the Sephyria Ruins. You can reach it quicker if you land your skyship on the small grassy area between the ruins and the Sephyria Skytower. Do NOT challenge this boss unless your characters are at least level 70. 75 is highly advised. You'll want to have some fear protection on at least one party member, as Hellshroome has access to fear inducing attacks. His fire attacks are going to be the main threat in this battle, so fire protection is of the utmost importance. Bring a healthy supply of Violet Leaves (highly advise 20 or so) and Resist Fires (highly advise about 20+). Since Lilliana has a natural resistance to fire, equipping her with either Mystical Mail or Flare Mail will let her nullify fire, and using a Resist Fire on her will let her absorb fire. Try this party and setup:


Lilliana: Mace of Serenity or Twin Rainbow/Mystical Mail or Flare Mail/Lunar Helm/Mega Speedy Bracer or Violet Bracer
Kerrie: Starshade/Star Shield/Flare Mail or Priestess Cloak/Lunar Helm or Rainbow Tiara/Haste Bracer or Violet Bracer
Heather: Eternal Cane or Angel's Rod/Rainbow Shield/Sorcery Dress or Flare Mail/Lunar Helm/Magic Ring or Violet Bracer
Brittany: Dazzletail/Star Shield/Red Rose Dress or Flare Mail/Lunar Helm/Magic Ring


STRATEGY

I hope you're ready, this boss is a real bastard. Hellshroome will start things off with Hot Zone, which reduces everyone's fire resistance. Unlike Slime Emperor, Hellshroome won't follow up with a multi-target fire spell; instead he'll choose to buff himself with Multishield, drop your magic defense with Spirit Down, and then to add insult to injury, he'll cast Hot Zone a second time. So, you won't take any damage until Hellshroome's fifth action, meaning you have time to set up buffs and get some damage in. Use these first few rounds to buff your own characters; have Brittany use Magical Tango to give your party the heighten status, then dance Riff of Rikkania. Don't use Prismic Elegy/Resist Fires yet because Hellshroome will cancel it out with Hot Zone on his fourth action. Kerrie should haste anyone who hasn't got the haste status and Lilliana should immediately start surging (Pole Protector isn't needed). Heather should use Dualcast and start nailing Hellshroome with double Glaciers. As soon as you see Hellshroome cast Hot Zone a second time, have EVERYONE defend, because his next turn is Firebreath. This will deal around 2,500 damage to whoever isn't defending, make sure Kerrie casts Restore ASAP after that.

After Hellshroome's initial Firebreath attack is where the battle starts to pick up, depending on how much damage you did to him already, he'll tend to alternate between Firebreath, Fireblast, Hell's Judgment and Life Force. I will tell you right now that Fireblast and Hell's Judgment will probably one shot characters for the time being, so you will NEED to have Brittany start casting Prismic Elegy/Resist Fires; priorities should be Brittany first, Kerrie second, Heather third, and Lilliana last. She will need to have its fire resistance added TWICE before it will completely protect you against Hellshroome's fire spells (Lilliana only needs it added once); you may want to check for fire nullification by letting Hellshroome cast his fire spells - if they still do damage, keep dancing Prismic Elegy/using Resist Fires. Renewal will also help big time. Life Force will heal Hellshroome and put regen status on him; if he does this, have Kerrie cast Dispeller ASAP, otherwise, have her keep everyone alive and under Renewal and at full HP as long as she can. Lilliana should be fully surged by now, so have her start spamming Lightzone, and Heather should continue to dualcast Glacier. Refill your party's AP as needed. If Hellshroome casts Hot Zone again (which is rarely now), you know what to do - cancel it with Prismic Elegy.

When Hellshroome reaches 75% health, he will add Fear Flare and Scream to his repitoire; both are attacks which can cause the fear status. During this phase, he'll stop using Firebreath and will now alternate between Fear Flare, Scream, Fireblast, Hell's Judgment and Life Force. Continue to have Brittany dance her Prismic Elegy/use Resist Fires until all four characters take 0 damage from fire (Lilliana will absorb fire), then you'll be in the clear for time being. Hellshroome probably won't even be able to damage you at all during this phase, so continue to have Lilliana pound away with Lightzone, and keep those Glaciers coming from Heather. Kerrie should continue to heal and protect your party and keep them alive. This will become easier to do once Brittany and Kerrie are taking 0 damage from the fire spells, and you don't have to worry about Hot Zone for the time being. Refill AP as needed and make sure to keep fear status off of everyone, and remember to keep the regen status off of Hellshroome by casting Dispeller.

Ok. Read this part carefully. When Hellshroome hits half health, he is GUARANTEED to cast Hot Zone, so you will need to have Brittany cancel it with Prismic Elegy/Resist Fire. If your party nulled fire before this, they now take half damage. Now you MUST DEAL AT LEAST 4,150 points of damage between the Hot Zone and his next action, or he WILL cast Hot Zone a second time, making you take 100% damage from fire. This is important as you don't want him to undo all of Brittany's hard work. Dealing 4,150 points of damage shouldn't be too hard, as you have two characters who can easily do that and then some. Once you deal 4,150 points of damage, Hellshroome will stop casting Hot Zone again, and he'll start alternating between Hell's Judgment, Scream, Fear Flare and his strongest attack: Gigaburn. Better hope your Prismic Elegies/Resist Fires are up, because Gigaburn hits for around 6,400 damage (without fire resistance). Lilliana can survive Gigaburn no problem with pre-battle fire resistance, but your other three characters WILL NOT survive it without fire immunity (unless they're about 90 or so, then they can BARELY survive it). So it is of the utmost importance to have Brittany use Prismic Elegy/Resist Fires, and ensure that it adds enough fire protection to cause Gigaburn (and his other fire attacks) to deal 0 damage. Continue to attack him with Lightzone and Glacier and stay healed up and alive, and make sure Kerrie casts Haste on herself (unless she has Haste Bracer) and Heather and Brittany sometime during this phase, as well as keep Renewal on everyone - this is especially important.

When Hellshroome reaches 25% health, things get really difficult as he will start to use Firebreath again. This is dangerous now since Hot Zone is now also in the script again; Hellshroome will alternate between Hell's Judgment, Hot Zone, Firebreath and Gigaburn. It is very possible that you can lose the battle during this phase. If Hellshroome casts Hot Zone, dance Prismic Elegy/use Resist Fires, giving first priority to Brittany, and pray that he doesn't use Firebreath too often. Remember that Gigaburn will one shot any caster/support character without fire immunity. Hopefully, Brittany is hasted so she can get her Prismic Elegies out faster. Get in what damage you can, revive any fallen characters and pray that you outlast him. When you defeat him finally, you can claim a hard earned Colossus Buster, which is Brash's best weapon. Good luck, you'll need it!


------------------------------------------------------
Crystal Boss #6. Iron Baron
Found: Navarre Sanctuary
HP: 99,999
Spoils: Eternal Cane (Heather's strongest rod in game)
Difficulty: 8/10
------------------------------------------------------

Attacks
Double Attack - 50% chance to critical
Eternal Lance - ~7,500+ ranged damage to one target; usually instant death
Crystal Sickle - ~1,500+ physical damage to one target
Curse - Inflicts zombie status if successful
Negative Wave - ~2,700 dark damage to one target
Thunderstrike - ~2,800+ electric damage to one target
Gas Bomb - ~1,400 magical damage to one target and inflicts poison
Water Typhoon - ~3,200+ water damage to all targets

PREPARATIONS TO CONSIDER
- 4 Rainbow Bracers
- Zombie resistance
- 40+ Angel Feathers

OVERVIEW
This hidden boss is located in the purple crystal on the top floor of Navarre Sanctuary, the same place where Kerrie's scenario took place in the very beginning of the game. If you haven't done so already, go to Kaskonia and buy 15 Fish Bundles from the marketplace. Then travel to Bay Town Rikkania and go to the weapon store. You should see a guy here asking for fish. Give the fish to him and ask him to board the skyship. Now go to the skyship's west wing and he'll have a shop set up in the very last room. If you have 300,000 gilla, get 4 Rainbow Bracers. If not, try to get at least 2, OR if you plan on using Alternate Strategy #2 (see below), you'll only need 3 Rainbow Bracers and a Water Charm. Also, bring at least 40 Angel Feathers to this fight; you'll be reviving characters often. In fact, I highly advise 50. DO NOT go into this battle without at least two Rainbow Bracers! Try this party and setup:

Lilliana: Strongest weapon/Shadow Mail/Lunar Helm/Rainbow Bracer
Heather: Angel's Rod/Rainbow Shield/Goddess Robe/Rainbow Tiara/Water Charm
Kerrie: Pixie Parasol/Rainbow Shield/Shadow Mail or Priestess Cloak/Lunar Helm/Rainbow Bracer or Haste Bracer
Brittany: Dazzletail/Star Shield/Red Rose Dress/Ribbon/Rainbow Bracer


STRATEGY

Before I get to the actual strategy, I think I should explain Kerrie's equipment options below:

- Pixie Parasol: This weapon is a MUST have, because it gives first strike ability to Kerrie. Meaning you have a guaranteed chance to cast Slow on him before he gets to use Eternal Lance. Although her Slow spell has a much better chance of connecting, it still might not always hit on the first turn; if this happens, you'll want to reset. The Pixie Parasol can be obtained from the Old Weaponmaster or rarely dropped from Robo Swords in the Distortional Barrier.

- Rainbow Shield: This will provide Kerrie with magical protection in case Gas Bomb comes around during the second half. Even without this, Gas Bomb still doesn't do enough damage to pose a real threat, but you can knock it down to about 700 damage with this on.

- Priestess Cloak VS. Shadow Mail: Here you have a choice. While the Shadow Mail will protect her against Curse and Negative Wave, should he decide to use them, the Priestess Cloak offers water resistance against Water Typhoon and it'll let her cast her spells with half the AP. Now depending on which of these you want to use will affect what accessory you put on her. I personally would choose the Priestess Cloak, as Curse really doesn't show up that often.

-Rainbow Bracer VS. Haste Bracer: There are two combinations to work with here: the Rainbow Bracer + Shadow Mail combo and the Haste Bracer + Priestess Cloak combo. The former combo will allow Kerrie to resist every element Iron Baron can throw at her and make her immune to Curse, however, she'll have no inherent haste status. Meaning, if the Slow spell decides to be mean to you, and/or Iron Baron is constantly killing her off, you could be in some serious trouble. Now with the latter combo, Kerrie will have water protection, poison resistance and a inherent haste status. Which is GOOD, since if she dies, she'll get her turn really quick and possibly get a Slow spell off if the boss isn't already slowed, and it also means faster healing during the second half. The only problem here is that she'll take full damage from electric and shadow and be vulnerable to Curse. Although Curse doesn't show up often enough to be a constant threat, Thunderstrike and Negative Wave will, since without electric and shadow protection, Kerrie will most likely get one-shotted by those skills. This is why you'll need Brittany, because you'll want her to use Prismic Elegy on Kerrie during the second half if you don't want to use resist items.


Now for the actual strategy. Give Kerrie one of the setups described above and take a stab at the Iron Baron. I highly, highly recommend the Pixie Parasol/Rainbow Shield/Priestess Cloak/Rainbow Tiara/Haste Bracer setup. Enter battle. Kerrie will get the first turn; have her cast Slow on him right off the bat; if slow fails to connect, reset. Now this next one may have you resetting a few times. If Kerrie's Slow spell successfully connected, have Brittany dance her Antidark Solo dance and pray that IT connects (50% chance). If not, reset. Keep resetting and trying to get these two spells to connect, once Slow AND Antidark Solo connect on the first turn, THEN and only then should you have Heather use Doublecast. As soon as Iron Baron is slowed, Kerrie needs to start spamming Renewal on people to minimize the turns needed to use Angel Feathers; thus converting those turns into turns where you can attack. Remember that if someone is killed with their turn available and Renewal brings them back to life, that character will still be able to perform his/her action! Your Renewal priorities should be in this order: Kerrie first, Lilliana second, and then your other two characters (if Tessa is with you instead of Heather, she should be third). Brittany should run utility with Green Potions, as both Kerrie and Heather will be casting every turn, and they'll need AP. Lilliana's strategy is still the same as always, so nothing new there.

Since Kerrie has the Haste Bracer (hopefully) and Iron Baron is slowed, she SHOULD be able to handle all of your reviving needs by herself, and thus you can get some attacks in with Lilliana and Heather. If she's still having some trouble, have Brittany assist her by tossing out Angel Feathers too. Heather should start using Dark Force, as Iron Baron is weak to darkness. If you want, you can also haste everyone else with Brittany's Riff of Rikkania dance. Just remember to always keep everyone under Renewal status. When slow wears off, immediately have either Kerrie or Brittany slow him down again. 

Have a calculator with you! You'll want to keep track of how much damage you deal; you should continue to spam Renewal with Kerrie until you've dealt about 48,000 damage to the Iron Baron, then immediately have her cast Restore. The reason why you should keep track of damage here is because once Iron Baron hits 50,000 HP, he will start using Water Typhoon, and if your party isn't healed up before then, you're toast and Renewal WILL NOT SAVE YOU!! If Brittany is with you, she has a natural resistance to water and a Rainbow Bracer equipped, she will take no damage from Water Typhoon, so you're guaranteed to have at least one person survive should you not be able to heal up in time. A good point to cast Restore is after Lilliana has used Lightzone 10 times, or after you've done about 48,000 damage total with Lilliana and Heather combined. This way, you'll only need one more Lightzone to send him into his second phase, and everyone will be healed up to survive his first Water Typhoon; Brittany is guaranteed to survive it as long as she has pre-battle water protection; use a Resist Water on her and she'll absorb the damage as HP!

When the second phase starts, Kerrie should start her normal routine of healing every turn. If anyone dies with Renewal still in effect on them, then they'll come back to life. Just make sure everyone is healed up at all times and throw out Renewals whenever you can just to be safe. Slow isn't needed anymore, but feel free to slow him again if you so choose to make things easier. Also, take this opportunity to have Brittany use Prismic Elegy on Kerrie a few times (or you can use a Resist Dark and a Resist Electric) to boost her electric and shadow resistance; this is because she has no protection against those elements and if Iron Baron uses Negative Wave or Thunderstrike on Kerrie, she's pretty much toast. With PE in effect on Kerrie, she will be able to survive those skills, and if lucky, the added water resistance will allow her to negate Water Typhoon. As for Heather and Lilliana, keep attacking with them with Lightzones and Dark Forces. Kerrie should continue to heal, Brittany should continue to run support and eventually you'll send him packing. Once you do 80,000 damage, you'll have a new toy for Heather to play with in the Eternal Cane, which boosts the damage of all of her elemental spells by 20%.



-----------------------------------------------------------------
Optional Boss #7. Slime Emperor
Found: Sealed Hole
HP: 99,999
Spoils: Holy Valkyria (Tessa's strongest rapier in the game)
Difficulty: 9/10
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Attacks
Poison Cloud - ~6,200+ physical damage to one target and inflicts poison status.
Storm Zone - Decreases all targets' wind resistance.
Hurricane Bolt - ~3,300+ wind damage to all targets.
Time Freeze - Inflicts stop status on one target.
Sonic Wave - ~1,500+ magical damage on one target and inflicts berserk status.
Gale Force - ~2,500+ wind damage + instant death to one target if successful.
Fatal Poison - Deals 1,000 damage and depletes all AP; can sometimes cause instant death. Cannot be resisted.
Cyclone Ripper - ~3,000+ wind damage to one target; can sometimes cause berserk status.

PREPARATIONS TO CONSIDER
- Wind resistant equipment
- Physical resistant equipment
- Instant death protection
- 15+ Resist Winds (optional)
- 50+ Angel Feathers
- 20+ Remedial Pills

OVERVIEW
Remember the switch you had to trigger on the small island with the three stones on it in Chapter 6? The purple crystal containing this hidden boss is in that room, too. In fact, you should have saw it back in Chapter 6. Slime Emperor guards Tessa's ultimate weapon and he can definetly be a difficult boss; in fact, he is up there with Hellshroome and Archangel as far as difficulty, and depending on what gear you decide to use, he could be just as hard, so I would advise you to be around 65 or higher. 70 is even better. Bring 50+ Angel Feathers and around 20+ Remedial Pills. Be sure to save outside the cave before entering and opening the purple crystal. Take the following party and take a look at the following setup.

Lilliana: Best pole/Moon Armor/Lunar Helm/Rainbow Bracer or Wind Charm or Goddess Ring
Kerrie: Starshade/Star Shield/Priestess Cloak/Rainbow Tiara/Wind Charm or Goddess Ring
Heather: Eternal Cane/Starlight Dress or Goddess Robe/Rainbow Tiara/Wind Charm
Brittany: Dazzletail/Star Shield/Red Rose Dress/Ribbon/Wind Charm


STRATEGY 1

Ok, first things first. Slime Emperor, just like Slimex and the Corrupted Core, has two forms: His initial form where he just stares at you and the form where he smiles dementedly. The catch here is that Slime Emperor is immune to ALL ATTACKS in his initial form. Basically he's invincible during that form. His other form, on the other hand, is WEAK to everything except physical based attacks. So basically, the only chance to do damage to him is when he smiles dementedly. This is also the form where he'll have a 33% chance of using either Hurricane Bolt, Gale Force (which may cause instant death), or sit there and do nothing.

Slime Emperor always starts the fight with Storm Zone (this lowers everyone's wind resistance), then follows up by changing into his other form. Have everyone use a Resist Wind on themselves right away before Hurricane Bolt comes and kills your party. If you're fast enough, you should survive his upcoming Hurricane Bolt. If he uses Gale Force instead, or better yet, does nothing, consider yourself lucky and use that opportunity to deal some damage to the Slime Emperor - remember, he's weak to EVERYTHING except physical. If anyone dies here, revive and heal ASAP. 

While Slime Emperor is still in his second form, start surging, doublecast with Heather and start casting whatever you want and have Brittany use Riff of Rikkania, then start using Bonaparte's Gift or something. Get Kerrie's next few turns ready for Renewal spam, as Slime Emperor may throw out several Hurricane Bolts in a row during this point. Continue to attack him until Slime Emperor switches back to his first form.

In Slime Emperor's first form, his attacks come randomly, so be prepared for anything. Stop attacking with everyone, and run support with everyone - basically, just keep everyone alive and at full health and renew wind resistances when Storm Zone is used. Poison Cloud is especially dangerous, so keep everyone alive at all costs. Defend if you must. Wait until he goes back to second form, then resume attacking. Just like with the Archangel battle, when Slime Emperor uses Hurricane Bolt, check to see if anyone takes 0 damage from it. If someone takes damage, continue to use Prismic Elegy/Resist Wind on that character. When that's done, just have her run utility, reviving anyone who falls and administering AP potions to those that need it. Throw in Magical Tango if you wish for extra AP. Especially try your hardest to keep Kerrie alive; you need her to heal as much as possible. Keep Riff of Rikkania up as much as possible, as well as Prismic Elegy on those who fall, and have Lilliana continue to use Lightzone and Heather using any of her spells. 

Beware of the Storm Zone, Storm Zone, Hurricane Bolt combo!! If he uses two Storm Zones in a row, switches to form two, then follows up with a Hurricane Bolt, you are almost guaranteed to get wiped - UNLESS you get extremely lucky and manage to sneak in a Prismic Elegy (that adds wind resistance successfully) on Brittany. This combo is not likely to happen, but it is very possible to occur.

When he hits 30% health, he will use a very dangerous spell called Cyclone Ripper. Cyclone Ripper will do around 3,000 damage to one character with the chance to cause berserk status, so you definetly need to strive your hardest to survive during this phase. Slime Emperor may kill your entire party a few times, but don't give up - he CAN be defeated, with patience, and a little luck on your side. Your reward for this is Tessa's ultimate weapon, the Holy Valkyria.

STRATEGY 2

If Poison Cloud is giving you major problems, try this strategy instead. Replace Heather with Tessa and have her start using her Knight's Basilica spell. As for equipment, stick on the Muramasa, a Rainbow Shield, the Fleetwind Vest, a Rainbow Tiara and a Mega Shield Bracer.

What you want to do with Tessa is get her to cast Knight's Basilica on everyone and maintain it as best as you can. The Fleetwind Vest will let her cast her spells with half the AP and give her wind resistance, so she should be able to go a while before needing AP (unless she's hit with Fatal Poison). Brittany should still be using Riff of Rikkania, then Prismic Elegies and maintain them on everyone. If you haste Kerrie, she will be fast enough to keep your party healed up, so when Slime Emperor switches to 2nd form, she can go on the offensive with Tessa and her Heaven's Fury skill. Lilliana, of course, should always be using Lightzone.


-------------------------------------------------------------
Crystal Boss #8. Flare Spirit, Flare Orb x2
Found: Faerie Mountain - first area
HP: 66,666
Spoils: Psycho Lasher (Brittany's strongest whip in the game)
Difficulty: 7/10
-------------------------------------------------------------

Attacks (Flare Spirit)
Double Attack - Has a 50% chance to critical
Arcanic Curse - Inflicts permanent silence to all targets. This silence effect CANNOT be removed in any way - don't bother trying.
Orb Revive - Revives any fallen targets with full HP; restores HP
Arcanic Zone - Decreases all targets' magical resistance
Drain - Absorbs HP from one target.
Neutralize - Removes positive status effects from one target.
Miniflare - ~1,800+ magical damage to one target.
Meganuke - ~3,600+ magical damage to all targets.
Prepare Gigaflare - Used right before Gigaflare.
Gigaflare - ~5,000+ magical damage to all targets.

Attacks (Flare Orbs)
Double Attack - Has a 100% chance to critical.
Drain - Absorbs HP from one target.

PREPARATIONS TO CONSIDER
- Cherryblossom pole (THIS IS A MUST)
- Magical resistance


OVERVIEW
This hidden boss's purple crystal is located in the first area of Faerie Mountain on the western side near two chests. Use the arrow teleporter to access it. I strongly advise that you have Lilliana's Cherryblossom weapon before initiating this battle. The Cherryblossom is a battle pole that can be bought from the old weaponmaster onboard the Skyship for 38,000 gilla, or rarely dropped by Terminators at the Distortional Barrier. Also, go kill Sonbrios at Rikkania Sanctuary for the Disruptor Bow and Hellshroome at the Sephyria Ruins for the Colossus Buster. This fight can be nearly impossible to win if you don't have the Cherryblossom and/or have no magical resistance. Magical resistance is needed, so don't start this fight without it or you're a goner. I will explain why in the strategy section. Make sure you bring LOTS and LOTS of potions! Mid-Potions, Hi-Potions, Super Potions and even Ultra Potions. You'll need good tactics and a good amount of luck if you want to survive this one, so save your game on the world map and if you have any trouble, try this setup:

Lilliana: Mace of Serenity/Mystical Mail or Agile Armor/Lunar Helm/Championship Belt
Quinn: Disruptor Bow/Hunter Manteau/Lunar Helm/Mega Power Bracer/Aura Ring
Tessa: Muramasa or Queen's Rapier/Star Shield/Fleetwind Vest/Lunar Helm/Haste Bracer
Brash: Colossus Buster + Francisca/Dragon Armor/Lunar Helm/Aura Ring or Mega Speedy Bracer


STRATEGY
The Cherryblossom is REQUIRED to win this fight. I am 100% positively sure that you WILL lose this fight if you do not have this battle pole with you here. It does not necessarily have to be equipped, you just have to have it in your inventory. Proper usage of the Cherryblossom will ultimately mean whether you'll live long enough to defeat the Flare Spirit and the two orbs, or eventually get destroyed by them. So with that said, here's how this works. There are two ways to start the battle; Tessa should have on the Haste Bracer in both cases:

Option 1: Equip Tessa with the Muramasa, and Quinn with the Disruptor Bow. Now before you engage in battle, use the Communicator and take Quinn, Tessa and Brash. Make sure you place Quinn in the SECOND slot and Tessa in the THIRD slot when forming your party (invite them in this order: Quinn, then Tessa, then Brash; Brash will have fourth slot). Tessa's Muramasa and Quinn's Disruptor Bow both have the first strike ability; but with your party in this order, Quinn's first strike will override Tessa's, letting you HOPEFULLY inflict slow status with his initial normal attack. If Quinn fails to inflict slow, reset your game and try again until it does. If it inflicts slow, congratulations. After that, Tessa's first strike will kick in immediately afterwards; have her cast Sage's Basilica on herself. 

OR you can try...

Option 2: Equip Tessa with the Queen's Rapier and Quinn with Disruptor Bow; party order doesn't matter here since Quinn is the only one who'll get the first strike; when the battle starts, Quinn will immediately have the first turn; use this opportunity to shoot the Flare Spirit with the Disruptor Bow, and pray that you inflict it with slow status. If it fails to inflict slow, reset your game and try again until it does. If it inflicts slow, congratulations. Now if Tessa has at least 33 speed with the Haste Bracer, she will be able to act before the two Flare Orbs, have her cast Sage's Basilica on herself at this point.

Why do all this, you may ask? Well, you see, when Flare Spirit takes her first turn, she will use Arcanic Curse, which will seal everyone's abilities and spells for the rest of the fight, and items or dying does not remove the effect, neither does a Loudmouth Bracer prevent it. In other words, your characters will be PERMANENTLY silenced for the remainder of the battle. Basically, your AP will become useless, meaning you can't heal from spells, meaning you can't use surge abilities, no monster skills, no bladeskills, etc. Lilliana, if she has the Cherryblossom (and I hope she does), should use it as an item to place Sage's Basilica on herself. Brash, in the meantime, can use his first turn to attack one of the Flare Orbs.

Now if you went with Option 1 above and Tessa is equipped with the Muramasa and Haste Bracer, she MIGHT be able to get a second turn in before Flare Spirit can get that Arcanic Curse out; use that second turn to cast another Sage's Basilica; aim this one at Quinn or Brash. Chances are you won't though, and with the Queen's Rapier equipped, it will be impossible for her to get a second Sage's Basilica out before she gets permanently silenced. It's impossible to get all four of your characters under Sage's Basilica before Arcanic Curse hits you. You'll be lucky to get three of them with Sage's Basilica, but you should definetly have two of your characters under Sage's Basilica; priorities should be Lilliana and Tessa herself. Arcanic Curse should come out right about now.

After the Arcanic Curse hits your party, you'll be forced to use physical and ranged normal attacks to battle this boss. Lucky for you, Flare Spirit takes 1.5x damage from physical attacks and depending how many of your characters you can get under Sage's Basilica, the Orbs' Drain spells should be missing you completely. If not, it should be hitting for around 1k or so; Tessa's job from now on is to run utility and heal with potions, since she won't be able to do much else. Lilliana should get your remaining members under Sage's Basilica via Cherryblossom spamming, and Brash should keep attacking the Flare Orbs. Quinn should help out Brash by normal attacking Flare Spirit, keeping her slowed as long as possible. 

Flare Spirit's next move is random. She may use Neutralize, which removes haste, regen and heighten status and shouldn't be much of a threat, Miniflare, which may or may not damage you depending on who it hits (Quinn can and should learn this skill). Meganuke, which will do nearly 2k to those who aren't under Sage's Basilica yet, or worst thing she can do now is Arcanic Zone, which has a chance of dropping everyone's magical resistance. Pray that you don't see too much of this spell. If she does use Arcanic Zone frequently, start worrying, especially for those who aren't under Sage's Basilica yet, as follow-up Drains, Miniflares, and Meganukes can be lethal. Meganuke especially (and Gigaflare later in the fight), will one shot the whole party after two successful Arcanic Zones - and if you do not have the Cherryblossom with you, you might as well reset, because I am 110% sure that you WILL lose the battle. No way around it.

Concentrate on taking out only one of the Flare Orbs. Reason why is if both Flare Orbs are taken out, the Flare Spirit will use Orb Revive to revive them back to life with full HP, and worse it'll heal herself. So just kill off one, and leave the other alive. Drain shouldn't be a threat, however the orbs have a double attack which ALWAYS criticals, so be careful. If you want, you can have Lilliana attack one of the orbs with the MoS in an attempt to silence it, then it won't be able to cast Drain. But Drain should be missing, or doing minimal damage, anyway. Lilliana should strive to get everyone under Sage's Basilica via the use of the Cherryblossom (this is why the Cherryblossom is so important to have in this fight, otherwise, you have a very slim chance of winning, impossible to win if Flare Spirit Arcanic Zones you twice), and Tessa should be running utility, tossing out Mid-Potions, Hi-Potions and Super Potions, if need be. Make sure you have plenty of those in stock! If everyone is healthy, just have her defend or use her normal attack - if she has the Queen's Rapier equipped, she can possibly slow the Flare Spirit. Once you've terminated one of the Flare Orbs, start working on the Flare Spirit. It'll be a long fight without mystic powers, so just hack away at her, although if you want some extra "oomph" with Lilliana's damage, you CAN surge, but Cherryblossom spamming is much more important right now.

At half health, Flare Spirit may start draining you; hopefully you have those Sage's Basilicas in effect. But what's worse is that she has access to her most devastating spell - Gigaflare. She will use Prepare Gigaflare right before that, so if you need to, have everyone defend. This does around 5,000 damage to everyone (without magical protection), but with magical protection and Sage's Basilica in effect, it should do 0 damage. If someone was hit by Arcanic Zone, Gigaflare should hit for around 2.5k, unless you're defending, then it should do only around 1.5k. And as said before, two Arcanic Zones + Gigaflare = game over. Have Tessa use items to heal the damage. Below is a breakdown of how you should beat this optional boss:

Lilliana - Her job is to spam Cherryblossom on everyone for the Sage's Basilica effect until all of Flare Spirit's spells deal 0 damage. If Flare Spirit uses Arcanic Zone, and it hits someone, re-use the Cherryblossom on that person. If everything is going well, she can either help Quinn and Brash deal damage, or help Tessa heal with items. If Flare Spirit spams Arcanic Zone, you're in trouble, and if she gets out a Meganuke or Gigaflare after two successful Arcanic Zones, you're finished. Remember that the MoS hits twice, so use that to your advantage!

Tessa - Cast Sage's Basilica on herself first turn; if she gets a second turn before Arcanic Curse (highly unlikely, unless she has a really high speed stat), Sage's Basilica on Lilliana, then run utility for the rest of the battle. She's your healer with items; make sure you keep her alive.

Quinn - One of your important attackers. He should shoot Flare Spirit as soon as the battle starts in an attempt to inflict the slow status. He should be shooting Flare Spirit with normal shots from the Disruptor Bow. It's important that he keep the slow status on her for as long as possible to minimize damage.

Brash - Your main physical attacker. Equipped with the Colossus Buster and the Francisca, he'll be getting three hits every turn. Take down one of the Flare Orbs, then go to town on the Flare Spirit. Frenzy is decent to use, but risky, as he will most likely kill both Flare Orbs, which will result in Flare Spirit casting Orb Revive, fully reviving them, and healing herself for 6,666 HP. Then again, you may roll in the criticals and outdamage Flare Spirit's healing, but this is a risky choice.

Once you defeat Flare Spirit, clean up by taking out the other Flare Orb, which should only take one or two rounds. You'll receive Brittany's Psycho Lasher for winning this brutal battle.



----------------------------------------------------------------
SIDEQUEST 9: Valkyrie's Island & The God of Monsters
----------------------------------------------------------------

You can start this small sidequest once you've defeated all eight sealed monsters. After killing the eighth one, return to the world map and a message will pop up telling you that a hidden cave has opened on an island southeast of Rikkania. This will lead you to Valkyrie's Island, the same island where you got the final time relic. You'll see a cave here. Inside lies the god of all monsters and the toughest boss in the entire game, Duras Dolan. But before you challenge, or attempt to challenge Duras Dolan, you must open those sealed chests you may have seen on this island in all three time periods.

Valkyrie's Island - past time: It's located far to the east of the Lumitz Caldera, where the Lumitz Generator Tower is. You'll see an island with a small pond shaped like a plus sign (in fact, all three islands have this same pond, so look for it). Land here and enter the forest to find the Valkyrie Tiara in the northeastern corner of the area and the two Curselifters, one is hidden behind the tree on the left side of the small stairway. The Curselifters are needed to uncurse the Hex Shield, which turns it into the godly Hero Shield, and the Cursed Crossbow, which turns it into the best crossbow in the game, the Hero's Crossbow.

Valkyrie's Island - present time: Located almost due southeast of Rikkania; the sealed chest is inside the small hut on the southwestern section of the island. This is the same hut you should go to if you have all three broken parts of the Angel's Rod; take them to the man inside the hut to get the Angel's Rod (which you should already have). To find the sealed chest, head right as soon as you cross the small bridge; it's below the fence where the two horses are. Open it to claim Odin's Helmet. 

Valkyrie's Island - future time: Located far to the south of Platinum Dome. If you already have the Francisca for Brash, and the Queen's Rapier for Tessa, then you should already know where to go. The cave on this island has the dangerous Crystalgoyles inside (as well as the elusive Hex Shield), so be extremely careful going through here. The sealed chest lies in the final room, guarded by a Crystalgoyle, which you MUST defeat to access the treasure chest. It contains the Goddess Helmet.

Keep in mind, that the items from the three chests are NOT the actual helmets, so you cannot equip them...yet. Once you have all three items, return to the mysterious cave on Valkyrie's Island in the present and show them to the guardian, and he will then let you through. Duras Dolan resides at the end of the path.

Make sure you head back outside and save and then head back inside to encounter the king of monsters himself, Duras Dolan. If you're having trouble, try using this party and setup as follows:

NOTE: I STRONGLY suggest uncursing the Hex Shield before getting into this battle; it will help out greatly!



-----------------------------------------------------------------
Optional Boss #9. Duras Dolan - The King of Monsters
Found: Valkyrie's Island Unknown Cave (present time)
HP: 99,999
Spoils: Hero Armor (Strongest armor in game, equippable by all!)
Difficulty: 10/10
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Attacks (Physics Mode)
Double Attack - Has a 25% to critical.
Prepare Magics - Uses before shifting to Magic Mode.
Bloody Claw - ~2,500 magical damage to one target and inflicts fear.
Lightspear Blast - ~4,200 physical damage to one target and inflicts berserk.
Multiblade - ~2,300 physical damage to all targets.
Dolan Devastator - ~2,700 physical damage to all targets.
Armor Breaker - Lowers one target's physical resistance (70% chance)
Gigaslasher - ~6,500 physical damage to one target. Can fail.

Attacks (Magic Mode)
Prepare Physics - Uses before shifting to Physics Mode.
Spell Roulette - ~2,500 damage of a random element to all targets.
Arcane Wipe - Drains all AP from one target and inflicts instant death.
Can fail.
Magic Breaker - Lowers one target's magical resistance. (75% chance)

Attacks (Final Form)
Miniflare - ~2,900 magical damage to one target.
Ultra Drain - Absorbs ~4,500 HP from one target. Usually means instant death.
Forbidden Spell - Deals ~9,999 damage to one target and inflicts instant death or zombie. Can fail.
Gate of Peril - Inflicts instant death to all targets.
Prism Blaster - ~3,600 prism damage to one target.
Lightspear Blast - ~4,200 physical damage to one target and inflicts berserk.

OVERVIEW
Well, after defeating the optional bosses, you'd expect a challenge. And a challenge you shall have in the form of Duras Dolan. This guy is brutal. Very brutal. Not only do you need BOTH physical and elemental protection, you'll also need instant death protection as well as very high levels. I suggest no lower than 80.

Lilliana: Twin Rainbow/Mystical Mail/Goddess Helmet/Goddess Ring
Kerrie: Starshade/Hero Shield/Priestess Cloak/Valkyrie Tiara/Goddess Ring or Rainbow Bracer
Tessa: Holy Valkyria/Rainbow Shield/Starlight Dress/Lunar Helm/Goddess Ring
Brittany: Psycho Lasher/Rainbow Shield/Red Rose Dress/Ribbon/Rainbow Bracer



STRATEGY
Ok, here we go. Duras Dolan is the hardest boss in the game, and it will take all the skill you have to best him and claim the Hero Armor.
Duras Dolan, for most of the battle, will periodically switch between two forms: a physical based form (he starts out in this form and looks brownish) and a magic based form (he turns metallicish). His physical based form absorbs ALL elemental attacks and takes only half damage from physical attacks. His magic based form nullifies all physical attacks, absorbs fire, water, wind, earth, dark and light, and halves magical, time, nature, ice and electric attacks. Both forms, however, will take full damage from ranged attacks. So, as he switches forms, you'll need to prepare for many types of attacks.

His physical form is pretty deadly, but the only things you really want to watch out for are Lightspear Blast and Gigaslasher. Without physical protection, these two skills can one-shot one of your party members. So, it is very important to have Tessa get Knight's Basilica up on your entire party as soon as she can. With physical protection in place, your party should be able to handle all of the physical form's attacks. Make sure Kerrie stays on the ball and heal every turn, and have her toss out some Renewals during this point. Sage's Basilica is also a good idea in case Duras Dolan starts throwing out Bloody Claws. Lilliana, in the meantime, can Pole Protector herself, surge, and start hammering Duras Dolan with Lightzone. If Duras Dolan uses Armor Breaker on someone, recast Knight's Basilica, and if anyone gets hit by fear (from Bloody Claw) or from berserk (from Lightspear Blast), just remove the statuses with the respectable items. While Duras Dolan is in his physical phase and Tessa has gotten Knight's Basilica up on everyone, have her use the Agile Armor to place anyone who isn't auto-hasted, under haste status. Now this is important: you will now need to start using Prismic Elegy at least three times on everyone, especially on Tessa and Lilliana. This is so you can be prepared for when Duras Dolan switches to his magical form where he spams elemental attacks on your party.

Duras Dolan's magical form isn't too bad, and if your party has Prismic Elegies active, then they shouldn't have too much of a problem with the elemental attacks. Spell Roulette is your main concern, and it will conjure up a random elemental attack - heal up if you take a lot of damage from it. Other than that, he has Arcane Wipe, which depletes your AP and can possibly insta-kill, and Magic Breaker which lowers your magical resistance. Have Lilliana continue to use Lightzone and Tessa continue to run support - cast Sage's Basilica if anyone is hit with Magic Breaker. Kerrie should continue to heal.

Duras Dolan will continue to periodically switch between physical and magical form until you deplete 70% of his HP, then he will enter his VERY deadly third form; make sure everyone has Renewal active and healed up.

Hopefully your entire party has instant death protection because Duras Dolan will now use Gate of Peril, which has a high chance of killing your entire party instantly. You do not want this to happen. He also can use Ultra Drain and Forbidden Spell, both are capable of wiping out a character instantly. You will need to constantly recast Renewal when it runs out and/or revive manually to stay alive here. Get in what damage you can with Lilliana, and have Brittany and Tessa help out Kerrie in the support department. When DD gets down to 20% of his HP, he will use Forbidden Spell and Ultra Drain more often, as well as Prism Blaster and Miniflare - both of which deal massive damage. Stay healed up and alive, and attack when you get the opportunity. He should go down soon afterwards, and he will drop the Hero Armor, THE strongest armor in the game!



========
SECRETS
========

Massive EXP

There is one area in the game where you can obtain a LOT of EXP as well as a nice amount of gilla. If you travel to the future era and fly to the far southeast of Diamond Dome, you will come across a small island (this island can also be accessed if you fly south of Platinum Dome, as well). Land your skyship and head east into the wedge in the eastern mountains and you'll come across the Valkyrie's Island of the future time period.

Valkyrie's Island in the future time period holds perhaps the most dangerous normal enemy in the entire game: the Crystalgoyle. Here is a run-down of the stats of the Crystalgoyle.

---------------
Crystalgoyles
---------------
HP: 15,000; AP: 5,555; EP: 7,500; Gilla: 15,000; Spoils: Super Potion (35%)
Weakness: None

The Crystalgoyles come in three different formations; you may get one by itself, you may run into two at once, or the worst case scenario, you can run into three of these guys. They may not look too threatening, but actually, they can make you see the game over screen quickly if your party is not equipped correctly, or if you're really unlucky with the abilities they use on you. 

When fighting these guys, there is only one spell you want to watch out for: Eternal Lance. The thing is, when they use this spell, it does a random amount of damage...sometimes it may cause 1 measly point of damage, othertimes, it'll do only 300 or so. Sometimes it may smack someone for 1,000+, which isn't too bad, but other times, it'll KO you instantly, doing over 6,000 damage. Make sure you bring Quinn into at least one of these battles so he can learn Eternal Lance!

Crystalgoyles, despite the attacks they have, are actually pretty hard to kill. The problem is that they have inherent strong regen status, meaning damaging them is virtually pointless. Also, staying alive while you're trying to kill them is very difficult. They are resistant to every status effect except for slow and instant death, so you can hit them with these statuses. 

A good strategy is to bring Tessa equipped with the Muramasa and Brittany equipped with a Crescent Cloak. You can also use Winged Plates. Have Tessa immediately cast Archer's Basilica on Brittany, then have her cast Final Requiem. If you're lucky, Final Requiem will KO all of them at once, if not, just hope for the best.

You will want to kill these things as fast as possible, so try using skills like Lilliana's Disemboweler, normal attacks from the Nightshade Pole, Race's Graviton Missile, Kerrie's normal attacks from the Sunshade, normal attacks from the Skullsplitter (pray that it hits, and causes instant death), normal attacks from Heather's Moonlight Rod, normal attacks from Quinn's Assassin Arrow, Deathspell, and Brittany's Final Requiem dance. Hope for the best, because these skills definetly won't work on the first try, although your best chances are the Skullsplitter and Final Requiem. Slowing them helps a lot, too. A party of 3 Crystalgoyles will yield 22,500 EXP and 45,000 gilla, so they're definetly worth it! Good luck!


The Hex Shield & the Hero Shield

The Hex Shield is a special shield. It can be found on the Valkyrie's Island in the future time period. However, the Hex Shield is cursed; it has no defense, and when equipped, it will hamper the user with many bad status effects. What's worse is that if you equip it, you CANNOT un-equip it, except by having Isabella perform an equipment check (which removes everything). 

There is a way to uncurse the shield. What you have to do is find the Curselifter, this can be located in a hidden chest on Valkyrie's Island in the past time period. Before you can uncurse it, you'll need to defeat all eight of the sealed super bosses. Once that's done, take the Curselifter and the Hex Shield to Father Haubek at the Rikkania Sanctuary in the present. He will then uncurse the shield, turning it into the godly Hero Shield, the strongest shield in the game, which boosts all stats by 50 and resists all negative status effects by 50%!






Recruitable NPC's

At different points of the game, you can meet NPCs which will ask to join you on your skyship. Those extra rooms there aren't for nothing, y'know? Here is a little list of which NPC's will join you, their location in the game, and when you can recruit them.

Armored Knight/Statistic Booster: Only recruitable in Chapter 3 during the escape from Navarre Castle. He's located in the prison cells section. If you finish that dungeon without recruiting him, he's gone for good. He will offer to raise everyone's stats twice; once when you first recruit him, and at the beginning of Chapter 7.

Innkeeper: Automatically recruited before going to the past at the end of Chapter 3. He will take care of the inn, which you can rest at any time for free.

Crissius: He will automatically board your skyship and give you hints and clues on what to do next. This occurs after getting the Mystic Power in Chapter 4.

Armor Dealer: Recruitable at Diamond Dome anytime during Chapter 5 or later. She can be found walking around the northern section of the dome, near the sealed door. When recruited, she will sell elemental resistant armor for a rather decent price.

Light Magic Seller: Recruitable when you have collected six of the seven time relics during Chapter 6, and can be recruited anytime after that. Located in a house at Lake Village Plieko. When recruited, she will sell the multi versions of Kerrie's Protect, Might and Inspire spells, as well as their stat-lowering versions (Defenseless, Weaken and Enfeeble).

Fish Lover/Accessory Seller: Recruitable anytime during Chapter 6 and later. Located inside the weapon shop at Bay Town Rikkania. To recruit him however, you will need to have 15 Fish Bundles in your inventory to give to him. Fish Bundles can be bought in the marketplace at Kaskonia. Once recruited, he will sell you many different accessories; some which are rare, and others which you cannot find anywhere else!

Bored Girlfriend/Leveller: Recruitable when you have collected four of the seven time relics during Chapter 6, and can be recruited anytime after that. Located in a house in the northern section of River Village Macroon. When recruited, she will offer to boost the levels of those who are below your party's average level, however, she will only level you up a maximum of three times! Use this service wisely!

Old Traveller/Weaponmaster: This guy can take quite some time to get and he can be easily missed if you don't know where to look or if you've run away from battles too many times throughout the game. He's recruitable after placing the seven time relics in the pedestals at Distortional Barrier during Chapter 7 and anytime after that. He's located in the Sephyria Ruins. However, before you can recruit him, you must have engaged in at least 1200 battles since the start of the game up to the point when you speak to him, AND you must not have escaped a battle more than 30 times. Failure to meet those requirements means he won't join you. Once recruited, he will sell you various weapons, all rare and unable to be purchased in any store in the game. Some of them aren't worth buying, however, some of them like the Cherryblossom or Stone Crossbow, are a character's second most powerful weapon! If you're a completionist, make sure you check out his shop!



================
6. VARIOUS LISTS
================

			                ----------------------
	                             Magic & Skills List 
		                      ----------------------

Ratings Chart
* = Not very useful at all
** = Has very little use
*** = Can sometimes be useful in the right situations
**** = Has a lot of use
***** = Extremely useful

                           		        Lilliana
                          	             -----------

Water Magic

Heal Water - Heals minor wounds using pure water, restoring some HP.
AP Cost: 2
Attribute: Water
Effect: None
Level learned: Lilliana starts the game with this skill learned.
Rating: *
Comments: Not much use for this skill, but I suppose if you somehow run out of Small Potions or want to conserve, then it'll see some use.

Purify - Cleanses the body with pure water, removing blind, silence and poison.
AP Cost: 6
Attribute: Water
Effect: None
Level learned: 4
Rating: *
Comments: This is like using an Antidote Leaf, Eyedrops and a Magic Pill all in one, if you've stocked up on the aforementioned, there really should be no use of this skill.

Enspiriter - Lilliana increases her own magic power & magic defense using pure water energy.
AP Cost: 8
Attribute: Water
Effect: None
Level learned: 8
Rating: ***
Comments: This skill can see some use; such as beefing up the power of Twin Spiraller and other magical based attacks. This also slightly increases magic defense. The downside is that it only works on Lilliana.

Deluge Field - Using the power of a whirlpool, Lilliana bends it to her will, increasing water resistance for one ally.
AP Cost: 10
Attribute: Water
Effect: None
Level learned: 11 
Rating: **
Comments: Raising water resistance is a good thing, but you'll really only need this skill a few times during the game. Leave it be otherwise.

Tranquil Water - A refreshing rain of pure water showers the target, healing HP.
AP Cost: 12
Attribute: Water
Effect: None
Level learned: 16
Rating: ****
Comments: Finally, a skill that's worth using! This restores a respectable amount of HP, but it's nowhere near as useful as Recover. But you'll probably be relying on this skill a lot, especially once Kerrie goes absent.

Cleanse - Using pure water energy, this completely purifies the body, removing zombie status.
AP Cost: 18
Attribute: Water
Effect: None
Level learned: 24
Rating: **
Comments: Like Deluge Field, this only sees use a few times in the game during the point where you actually have it. It's a shame you don't have it during the parts of the game where zombifying attacks are more frequent.

Wave Barrier - Using the power of a tidal wave, Lilliana bends it to her will, increasing water resistance for all of her allies. Has an 80% success rate on all allies.
AP Cost: 25
Attribute: Water
Effect: None
Level learned: 27
Rating: *
Comments: See Deluge Field.

Power Healing - Heals major wounds using powerful healing water; restoring a large amount of HP and curing status effects.
AP Cost: 40
Attribute: Water
Effect: None
Level learned: 35
Rating: ****
Comments: By the time you get this skill, you probably won't even have it long enough to consider it useful, so use it and abuse it while you have the opportunity. 


Poleskills

*In order to learn Lilliana's poleskills, you must find Melanie the poleskill master, and depending on where you encounter her, you'll also have to have a certain number of poleskills already learned in order to learn the one she has for you. You will first meet her in the very beginning of the game during Lilliana's scenario, so remember what she looks like! She is dressed in a red outfit and has emerald green hair. There are ten poleskills in all. Use the clues she gives to you to find her. Or, just use this following list.*


Ratings Chart
* = Not very useful at all
** = Has very little use
*** = Can sometimes be useful in the right situations
**** = Has a lot of use
***** = Extremely useful



Hard Strike - A focused pole strike; has a 100% hit rate.
AP cost: 4
Attribute: Physical
Effect: None
Melanie's Location: Timberwood Village after defeating Gloom Tree boss.
Earliest Chapter Available: 1
Poleskill Prerequisite: None
Rating: ***
Comments: Decently powerful skill to use until you get Twin Spiraller. But even then, if your enemy is immune to magic, you're most likely better off with this skill instead. Good to use in the beginning of the game.

Twin Spiraller - A spinning pole attack using magical power instead of physical.
AP cost: 6
Attribute: Magical
Effect: None
Melanie's Location: Castle City Syrius; library inside residential district after liberating it from Navarrian Army.
Earliest Chapter Available: 2
Poleskill Prerequisite: Hard Strike
Rating: ****
Comments: When those physical resistant enemies come around, you'll have to turn to this skill quite often - at least until you learn your Surge skills. This skill has loads of usefulness throughout the first half of the game.

Extension Staff - Lilliana extends her staff's length, striking all enemies on screen. Has an 80% success rate against each enemy on screen.
AP cost: 12
Attribute: Physical
Effect: None
Melanie's Location: Port Town Agradia; inside supplies shop.
Earliest Chapter Available: 2
Poleskill Prerequisite: Hard Strike, Twin Spiraller
Rating: ***
Comments: For an 80% of hitting all enemies on the screen, this skill does a good job of clearing the screen for a decent portion of the game - once they've been somewhat weakened, of course.

Pole Protector - Spinning pole's energy creates a reflective shield around Lilliana, increasing her resistance to physical based attacks. Slightly increases defense.
AP cost: 16
Attribute: Physical
Effect: None
Melanie's Location: Nalladia Settlement; backwoods
Earliest Chapter Available: 3
Poleskill Prerequisite: Hard Strike, Twin Spiraller, Extension Staff
Rating: *****
Comments: This is simply a must-have skill. There's lots of situations where you'll be hit with hard physical based attacks (especially in the late game), and this nifty poleskill will drastically soften the blow for you.

Blazing Ring - A quick pole attack which can inflict fear upon the enemy if successful.
AP cost: 14
Attribute: Physical
Effect: Fear
Melanie's Location: Snow Village Centrius; inside weapon shop after completing Sylphi Weathertower.
Earliest Chapter Available: 3
Poleskill Prerequisite: Hard Strike, Twin Spiraller, Extension Staff, Pole Protector
Rating: ***
Comments: Fear status can be useful against certain enemies, and the damage from this skill isn't that bad, especially since this will be the next step up from Hard Strike.

Impulse Blow - A strong pole strike that implodes the air around the enemy, resulting in an explosion.
AP cost: 18
Attribute: Physical
Effect: None
Melanie's Location: Island Town Palmiro; on beach.
Earliest Chapter Available: 4
Poleskill Prerequisite: Hard Strike, Twin Spiraller, Extension Staff, Pole Protector, Blazing Ring
Rating: ****
Comments: For its slightly higher AP cost, the damage of this skill is  better than that of Blazing Ring, although this doesn't cause any negative statuses. Good all around damage skill.

Disemboweler - Targets a pressure point on enemy's body; causing instant death if successful. Has a 60% success rate.
AP cost: 24
Attribute: Physical
Effect: Instant Death
Melanie's Location: Faerie Mountain; first area.
Earliest Chapter Available: 6
Poleskill Prerequisite: Hard Strike, Twin Spiraller, Extension Staff, Pole Protector, Blazing Ring, Impulse Blow
Rating: **
Comments: By the time you get your hands on this skill, there will be quite a few enemies immune to instant death. This does have its usefulness when fighting, say, Crystalgoyles, but other than that, try not to rely on this skill. Instant death sounds good on paper, but...yeah, it's not reliable. And there are other characters that do it better.

Stasis Strike - Targets a pressure point on enemy's body; causing stop status if successful. Has a 60% success rate.
AP cost: 26
Attribute: Physical
Effect: Stop
Melanie's Location: Kaskonia Colosseum pub during Chapter 6.
Earliest Chapter Available: 6
Poleskill Prerequisite: Hard Strike, Twin Spiraller, Extension Staff, Pole Protector, Blazing Ring, Impulse Blow, Disemboweler
Rating: ***
Comments: Inflicting stop on an enemy is always good, and while its basically Blazing Ring with a different status effect, stop lasts longer and this skill does a fair bit more damage than Blazing Ring.

Spiral Maelstrom - Spinning her staff, Lilliana creates a giant tornado, which does magical damage.
AP cost: 28
Attribute: Magical
Effect: None
Earliest Chapter Available: 7
Melanie's Location: Bay Town Rikkania; inside house next to item shop; must be in Chapter 7.
Poleskill Prerequisite: Hard Strike, Twin Spiraller, Extension Staff, Pole Protector, Blazing Ring, Impulse Blow, Disemboweler, Stasis Strike
Rating: ****
Comments: Spiral Maelstrom is better than Twin Spiraller in almost every way. This poleskill is very useful and it does around three times the damage of Twin Spiraller. It's quite costly, but the damage this puppy can deal is worth it - especially on those who are weak to magic.

Triple Impulse - A pole strike that implodes the area around the battlefield, resulting in three energy explosions for huge damage. Has an 85% success rate against the enemy target.
AP cost: 40
Attribute: Physical
Effect: None
Earliest Chapter Available: 7
Melanie's Location: Skyship Yggdrasil; east wing, room 3; must have placed the seven time relics in the pedestals at Distortional Barrier before she will appear.
Poleskill Prerequisite: All other poleskills
Rating: ***
Comments: Sure, this is Lilliana's strongest non-surge skill, and the damage is almost equal to Lightspear, but by the time you get it, it really isn't worth using. For one, it doesn't hit 100% of the time and two, it has a hefty AP cost. Use it sparingly.


Mystic Powers

*Lightzone is an upgraded version of Lightspear, so it has the same effect, only it does around twice the damage.
** Mystic Star is only accessible during the final boss fight.

Ratings Chart
* = Not very useful at all
** = Has very little use
*** = Can sometimes be useful in the right situations
**** = Has a lot of use
***** = Extremely useful

Lightspear - Strikes one enemy with mystical spears, dealing major damage.
AP cost: 12
Attribute: None
Effect: None
Attainable: Chapter 4 after claiming Mystic Power for the first time.
Rating: *****
Comments: A ~1,800 damage skill that ignores defense for 12 AP? What's not to like about it? Seriously, this skill will be your bread and butter for a long time - at least until you get Lightzone...

Lightzone - Strikes one enemy with mystical spears, dealing major damage; is twice as effective as Lightspear.
AP cost: 24
Attribute: None
Effect: None
Attainable: Forgotten Ruins during Chapter 6 after getting all seven time relics; will replace Lightspear when obtained.
Rating: *****
Comments: This is basically Lightspear, only this is better in every way. It costs double the AP, but considering the damage this baby can do and you've got yourself a winner. This will most likely be your staple surge skill for those optional crystal bosses, too.

Mystic Flash - Strikes one enemy with a burst of mystic light. Has an 80% success rate.
AP cost: 1/2 of Lilliana's current maximum AP.
Attribute: None
Effect: None
Attainable: Chapter 4 after claiming Mystic Power for the first time.
Rating: ****
Comments: If you're a gambler, then this is your skill. Well, one of them, anyway. While it doesn't hit 100% of the time, this does do more damage than Lightzone, which can be useful if you're hurrying to take out a boss or if you've just gotten the mystic skills. Only problem is that it eats up AP like candy.

Mystic Bomb - Blows up one enemy with a light particle bomb.
AP cost: 44
Attribute: Light
Effect: None
Attainable: Chapter 5 after reviving Lilliana on the skyship.
Rating: *****
Comments: If the enemy is weak to light, then this is, by far, the better choice. It has a 44 AP tag, but the damage this spell can do definetly makes it worth it. 

Final Explosion - Blows up all enemies with a giant nuke. Has a 20% success rate.
AP cost: All of Lilliana's AP. AP must be full in order to use this.
Attribute: None
Effect: None
Attainable: Chapter 5 after reviving Lilliana on the skyship.
Rating: **
Comments: To be honest, this isn't that useful. Sure it can hit for 9,999 damage, but it will only hit 20% of the time. Not to mention that Lilliana will need to be at FULL AP in order to use it and it depletes her AP completely afterwards.

Mystic Star - The ultimate mystic power, born from the seed of human emotions. Deals massive damage to one target.
AP cost: 50
Attribute: None
Effect: None
Attainable: During the final battle with the Entity of Time, final form.
Rating: *****
Comments: This is, simply put, the Entity of Time's worst nightmare. Use it against it and you'll see why.





				       Race
			            ------

Ratings Chart
* = Not very useful at all
** = Has very little use
*** = Can sometimes be useful in the right situations
**** = Has a lot of use
***** = Extremely useful

Swordskills

*Swordskills are learned by examining the small seals with the swords moving inside of them. You must have Race in the active party in order to learn the skills. Unlike Lilliana's skills, you can learn these in any order, at any time, except for Combustion Sword, which MUST be learned on the Skybase Fortress during your trip through there.*

Power Missile - An energy projectile attack that hits one opponent for some damage.
AP cost: 4
Attribute: Physical
Effect: None
Earliest Chapter Available: 1
Learning Location: Race starts the game with this skill learned.
Rating: ****
Comments: Does good damage for a first skill, especially for the first 2 chapters and it's dirt cheap. A real boss killer early on. This will lose its spark around late chapter 2, though.

Explosion Sword - Hits one enemy with focused magical energy. Feels like the force of a small explosion.
AP cost: 5
Attribute: Magical
Effect: None
Earliest Chapter Available: 1
Learning Location: Mountain Pass
Rating: ****
Comments: The damage of this skill is actually quite impressive especially when you first get your hands on it. Learn to love this skill when you're up against a physical immune enemy, though. 

Mental Blade - Steals one enemy's AP by using a magical blade. Has an 88% success rate.
AP cost: 5
Attribute: Physical
Effect: None
Earliest Chapter Available: 2
Learning Location: Misty Forest
Rating: **
Comments: This skill is good to use when you're running low on AP potions and it drains a decent amount of AP, too.

Weakness Missile - An energy projectile attack that targets the weak points of the enemy, drastically lowering its defense. Has a 70% success rate.
AP cost: 8
Attribute: Physical
Effect: None
Earliest Chapter Available: 2
Learning Location: Tomb of the Fallen Gypsy
Rating: ****
Comments: Using this skill will almost always reduce the enemy's defense to nothing, which is always good as it will allow Race and any  other physical damage dealers to inflict even more pain. And it does good damage on top of that. It won't hit every time, but a 70% success rate isn't too bad.

Crippler Missile - An energy projectile attack that targets the legs of the enemy, inflicting slow status.
AP cost: 12
Attribute: Physical
Effect: Slow
Earliest Chapter Available: 4
Learning Location: Automatically learned when he returns to the party at Forgotten Ruins.
Rating: *****
Comments: What can I say? It's stronger than Weakness Missile and has the chance to inflict slow status, too. A really high chance, might I add. And it's rather cheap. Very useful as there are plenty of enemies (including some bosses) in the game that are vulnerable to slow.

Breaker Missile - Attacks all enemies on screen with energy projectiles. Has a 75% success rate against each enemy.
AP cost: 14
Attribute: Physical
Effect: None
Earliest Chapter Available: 4
Learning Location: Automatically learned when he returns to the party at Forgotten Ruins.
Rating: ****
Comments: This can potentially wipe the field, but the 75% chance to hit is the only thing that stops me from giving this skill a perfect 5. At least it's better than Extension Staff...somewhat.

Vampiric Blade - Steals one enemy's HP by using a magical blade. 
AP cost: 15
Attribute: Physical
Effect: None
Earliest Chapter Available: 4
Learning Location: Sanctuary of the Sun
Rating: *****
Comments: Race has high HP; this skill does great damage. The result? Race gaining absurd amounts of HP whenever he uses this skill. And it hits 100% of the time, too. I see no faults with this swordskill.

Combustion Sword - Hits all enemies with the force of a magical explosion. Has a 85% success rate against all enemies on screen.
AP cost: 18
Attribute: Magical
Effect: None
Earliest Chapter Available: 4
Learning Location: Skybase Fortress (you must get this skill while on the Skybase Fortress; if you do not, you will not have another opportunity!)
Rating: ***
Comments: While this skill can wreck a party of magical-weak enemies, its hit rate isn't so hot, so if I were you, I wouldn't use this skill too often; it will drain your AP quickly.

Tiger Missile - A projectile missile attack that strikes like the fangs of a raging tiger, sometimes causing paralysis. A more powerful version of Power Missile.
AP cost: 22
Attribute: Physical
Effect: Paralysis
Earliest Chapter Available: 6
Learning Location: Faerie Mountain
Rating: *****
Comments: This skill is good. It's actually almost too good. This skill is basically Power Missile on steroids and it's technically the second strongest single target skill in his arsenal, only losing to Graviton Missile. And even then, you may want to stick with this skill for its 100% hit rate and paralysis inflicting effect. The AP cost is rather steep, though, so watch your AP when using this one.

Graviton Missile - A projectile missile attack that strikes like the force of gravity. The explosion it creates inflicts major damage and may cause instant death. Has an 75% success rate.
AP cost: 40
Attribute: Physical
Effect: Instant Death
Earliest Chapter Available: 7
Learning Location: Distortional Barrier - laboratory
Rating: ***
Comments: This is Race's strongest skill, but the cons outweigh the pros here. The good news is that this does more damage than Tiger Missile (which says a lot) and can sometimes cause instant death, but it doesn't hit 100% of the time AND costs almost double the AP of Tiger Missile. Race isn't big on AP, remember, so use this sparingly unless you have colored potions to burn...



				       Quinn
			            -------

Ratings Chart
* = Not very useful at all
** = Has very little use
*** = Can sometimes be useful in the right situations
**** = Has a lot of use
***** = Extremely useful

Monster Skills

*All monster skills are learned when Quinn is in the active party and when the monster uses the skill in battle.*

Poison Bubble - Attacks one target with poisonous liquid. Has a 75% success chance.
AP cost: 6
Attribute: Nature
Effect: Poison
Learned From: Dark Crocodile
Rating: ***
Comments: It's quick, cheap and does a good job of poisoning enemies. It won't matter if the enemy is immune to nature; if that same enemy can be poisoned, chances are it will be. Decent skill to have overall.

Firebreath - Attacks all enemies with a wave of flames. 
AP cost: 10
Attribute: Fire
Effect: None
Learned From: Fireball, Lava Hound, Grotesque, Hellshroome
Rating: **
Comments: Early on, this skill can deal some nice damage and it'll be one of your few multitarget skills. This especially rocks enemies in Centrius. It'll lose its luster pretty fast, though - and there will be other monster skills you'll want to turn your attention to.

Thunderblaster - Attacks all enemies with an electrical storm. 
AP cost: 30
Attribute: Electric
Effect: None
Learned From: Gordavon III, Scorpinus
Rating: ***
Comments: It has a pretty heavy AP cost, but the damage is very worth it, especially when you're up against enemies that are weak to electric. This should definetly see some use before Heather's Lightning Lariat shows up.

Explosion - Rocks one enemy with a magical explosion. 
AP cost: 12
Attribute: Magical
Effect: None
Learned From: Evil Wisp, Pyroball, Elementals
Rating: ***
Comments: Good magical damage with a reasonable AP cost to boot. Overall, a decent skill to use; a little better than Poison Bubble.

Local Twister - Tosses the enemy around in a fierce tornado. 
AP cost: 14
Attribute: Wind
Effect: None
Learned From: Scorpinus, Doppleganger Red 
Rating: ****
Comments: This is actually a pretty good monster skill; it's pretty strong and rather cheap. The catch is that it can only be learned in the battle with Scorpinus and against Doppleganger Red, so make sure you grab it.

Leafwhip - Hits one enemy with a razor sharp whip of thorns and leaves.
AP cost: 8
Attribute: Ranged
Effect: None
Learned From: Queen Finklily
Rating: ***
Comments: An average skill at best, it'll most likely do more damage than your regular attack, but against flyers, this will get the job done. It'll never miss, though.
                               
Cold Blaze - Encases one enemy inside a giant block of ice and can cause freeze status. Has a 75% success chance.
AP cost: 18
Attribute: Ice
Effect: Freeze
Learned From: Wing Cannon
Rating: ****
Comments: There aren't many skills accessible to your characters that can inflict the freeze status, so you will definetly want to have this around. Not only that, it also does fairly decent ice elemental damage.

Galactic Rift - Magical energy deals time elemental damage and forces one target to fall asleep. 
AP cost: 15
Attribute: Time
Effect: Sleep
Learned From: Deathtrap, Poltergeist
Rating: **
Comments: I suppose if you get into a bind in battle, this might save you. Then again, Brittany does it better with her Moonlight Shuffle dance. It's your call.

Life Force - Restores some HP and inflicts regen status. 
AP cost: 35
Attribute: Nature
Effect: Regen
Learned From: Scorpinus, Rustshroome, Mud Dragon, Archangel, Hellshroome
Rating: ****
Comments: This is pretty much a weaker version of Kerrie's Sanctuary spell. However, you can get this a bit earlier than Sanctuary. It's still a good skill, regardless. 

Cure - Restores some HP to one ally. 
AP cost: 7
Attribute: Magical
Effect: None
Learned From: Porima III
Rating: *****
Comments: Excellent skill. Although it's only single target, this will heal for a lot more than say, Recover or Holy Light. And it's really easy on Quinn's AP. You only have one shot at this spell, and that from your battle with Porima in the Dungeon of Dreams. Make sure you get your hands on this spell.

Trade-Off - Boosts Quinn's elemental resistances, but inflicts silence. Has a 90% success rate.
AP cost: 50
Attribute: Prism
Effect: Increases elemental resistances + Silence
Learned From: Berserker Bat
Rating: ****
Comments: The pros of this skill far outweigh the cons. Boosting all of Quinn's elemental resistances is ALWAYS a good thing, it'll just leave him silenced for the remainder of the battle. It might not be worth it during long boss battles. The only bad thing about this skill is that it only targets Quinn. Bummer, huh? Berserker Bats aren't exactly common, either...

Blow Needles - Shoots piercing needles at all enemies. Has a 70% success chance against all enemies.
AP cost: 30
Attribute: Ranged
Effect: None
Learned From: Alpha Sasquatch, Beta Sasquatch, Omega Sasquatch, Platinum Driver
Rating: *****
Comments: Blow Needles is actually pretty awesome. It targets all enemies, does ranged damage, has a 70% hit rate and wrecks flyers. What's not to like about this skill? Well, maybe it's 30 AP cost.

Time Freeze - Stops time for one enemy for a short while. Has a 60% success rate.
AP cost: 28
Attribute: Time
Effect: Stop
Learned From: Porima III, Slime Emperor
Rating: ***
Comments: This is in the same boat as Galactic Rift, although this skill doesn't do any damage and causes stop status, and stop lasts longer than sleep. 

Spike Laser - Shoots a laser beam at one enemy. Has a 90% success rate.
AP cost: 22
Attribute: Ranged
Effect: None
Learned From: Robo Soldier, Hyperdriver, Hyperdriver Z, Metal Flare, Crystal Driver, Pod Grunt
Rating: *****
Comments: Another great skill to have. This is pretty much like Blow Needles, only this hits one target, is slightly cheaper, and does a bit more damage. Good to use against flying bosses, but for flying normal monsters, might as well stick with Blow Needles. Of course, you can get this earlier than Blow Needles, so...

Crystabomb - Hits one enemy with a crystalline bomb. Can weaken magical defenses. Has a 66% success rate.
AP cost: 48
Attribute: Magical
Effect: Decreases magical resistance.
Learned From: Crystal Driver
Rating: ****
Comments: This is a must have, considering it is the ONLY skill in the game that can lower enemy magical resistance. The damage is nothing to write home about, but one successful shot of this, means more damage from magical spells, whether it be Quinn's or anyone else's.

Tremor - Shakes up enemies with an earthquake. Has a 75% success rate.
AP cost: 45
Attribute: Earth
Effect: None
Learned From: Diamond Driver, Viral Worm
Rating: ***
Comments: Another decent multitarget monster skill. Tremor doesn't first come until Chapter 5 though. It could probably still see some use, but there aren't that many earth-weak monsters out there.

Category 2 Tsunami - Hits one enemy with a fierce tidal wave.
AP cost: 10
Attribute: Water
Effect: None
Learned From: Wave Snake
Rating: **
Comments: An average water elemental skill. Does decent damage, but other than that, there's nothing special about this skill. Now if he could learn Category 7 Tsunami, that'd be a different story.

Miniflare - Attacks one enemy with a miniature explosion. Can dispel status effects.
AP cost: 33
Attribute: Magical
Effect: Dispels haste, regen & heighten
Learned From: Flare Spirit, Duras Dolan
Rating: *****
Comments: It'll be late in the game when you can get this skill, but it's worth the wait. Huge magical damage and the ability to remove haste, regen, and heighten statuses? Yes, please. Trust me, this skill is worth it.

Deathspell - Instantly defeats one enemy. Has a 70% success rate.
AP cost: 40
Attribute: Dark
Effect: Instant Death
Learned From: Shadow Dragon, Golem Ghost, Cotton Fluff, Shellshifter, Robo Mage, Xanabie Z.  
Rating: ****
Comments: This particular instant death skill will hit more often than say, Disemboweler or Dance of the Dead. But still, 70% will probably backfire on you more than you can imagine. It's pretty expensive, too.

Eternal Lance - Rains heavenly lances down on one enemy for big damage.
AP cost: 55
Attribute: Ranged
Effect: None
Learned From: Crystalgoyle, Iron Baron, Eradicator  
Rating: *****
Comments: This is the be all, end all of the ranged skills. The damage is simply fantastic. Might be some rough going getting your hands on it, but you'll be pleased once you do. 

                              		 Tessa
                               	     ---------

Ratings Chart
* = Not very useful at all
** = Has very little use
*** = Can sometimes be useful in the right situations
**** = Has a lot of use
***** = Extremely useful


*All bladeskills ignore enemy defenses.*
*The elemental bladeskills run off of TWO atrributes, not just one. If the enemy is immune to one of them, they will not do damage at all. Example: In the case of Blaze Thrust (which is BOTH physical and fire property), if enemy is weak to fire, but immune to physical, it still won't hit and vice versa.


Bladeskills

Blaze Thrust - Enchants the rapier with excessive heat energy. Fire elemental slash attack.
AP cost: 8
Attribute: Physical & Fire
Effect: None
Level learned: Tessa has this skill learned when she first joins.
Rating: ***
Comments: This cheap skill does about the same damage as a Weakness Missile! And it's only Tessa's first skill. So, yeah, you can pretty much determine how powerful this is. The big drawback about this skill (and the other bladeskills) is the dual property thing.

Glacial Burst - Enchants the rapier with ice elemental power. Ice elemental slash attack.
AP cost: 8
Attribute: Physical & Ice
Effect: None
Level learned: Tessa has this skill learned when she first joins.
Rating: ***
Comments: Pretty much the same as Blaze Thrust, only switch the element from fire to ice. The big drawback about this skill (and the other bladeskills) is the dual property thing.

Air Slasher - Enchants the rapier with the power of a gale force wind. Wind elemental slash attack.
AP cost: 12
Attribute: Physical & Wind
Effect: None
Level learned: 30	
Rating: ***
Comments: Well, nothing much to be said here; this is slightly stronger than Glacial Burst or Blaze Thrust, use it as you please, just remember that the big drawback about this skill (and the other bladeskills) is the dual property thing.
			
Thunder Slash - Enchants the rapier with electrical energy. Electric elemental slash attack
AP cost: 16
Attribute: Physical & Electric
Effect: None
Level learned: 32
Rating: ****
Comments: The damage from this skill is just as good as Air Slasher, only this adds a different element - in this case, it's electric. I swear I wasn't thinking of the song when I wrote this! Really! The big drawback about this skill (and the other bladeskills) is the dual property thing.

Aqua Thrust - Enchants the rapier with water energy. Water elemental slash attack. 
AP cost: 20
Attribute: Physical & Water
Effect: None
Level learned: 36
Rating: ***
Comments: This skill actually hits pretty hard, especially with Tessa's attack power. The big drawback about this skill (and the other bladeskills) is the dual property thing.

Divine Burst - Tessa enchants her rapier with unforeseen holy energy; deals light damage to one enemy.
AP cost: 24
Attribute: Physical & Light
Effect: None
Level learned: 42
Rating: ****
Comments: Does good damage and adds light property to the weapon. Which means pain for those weak to light. The big drawback about this skill (and the other bladeskills) is the dual property thing.

Seismic Slash - Enchants the rapier with earth energy. Earth elemental slash attack. 
AP cost: 28
Attribute: Physical & Earth
Effect: None
Level learned: 47
Rating: **
Comments: This is actually one of Tessa's strongest bladeskills, but there aren't many earth weak enemies out there. The big drawback about this skill (and the other bladeskills) is the dual property thing.

Rainbow Thrust - Enchants the rapier with elemental energy. Prism elemental slash attack against all enemies. Has a 50% success rate against all enemies.
AP cost: 40
Attribute: Physical & Prism
Effect: None
Level learned: 50
Rating: ***
Comments: While this skill may theoretically trump the others before it, this one only has a 50% chance to hit, so it isn't really reliable. It does hit all enemies though. The big drawback about this skill (and the other bladeskills) is the dual property thing.

Blade's Fury - Slashes one enemy with many blades. Does excellent damage.
AP cost: 50
Attribute: Physical
Effect: None
Level learned: 55
Rating: *****
Comments: Now this is where it's at. Although it doesn't add any elements like many of Tessa's other bladeskills, this one does a hefty amount of damage, although with a rather expensive AP cost.

Heaven's Fury - Tessa summons the fury of the gods above into her rapier, showering her enemy with three angelic spears. Deals major damage to the enemy.
AP cost: 65
Attribute: Magical
Effect: None
Level needed: 65 - You must have placed the seven time relics into the pedestals inside the Distortional Barrier. Talk to Isabella onboard the skyship with Tessa in the active party to learn this skill.
Rating: *****
Comments: Forget the 65 AP cost. Seriously, don't worry about it, because this skill, unlike some other final skills, IS definetly worth it. It deals tons of damage and ignores defense, of course.


Holy Magic


Holy Light - Tessa blesses one ally with holy light, healing some HP.
AP cost: 6
Attribute: Light
Effect: None
Level learned: Tessa joins with this skill learned.
Rating: ***
Comments: Tessa's basic healing spell, much like Kerrie's Recover spell. This is a good starting healing skill for Tessa; it'll quickly lose its usefulness once she gets Healing Light, though. 

Sage's Basilica - A field of holy energy surrounds the target, increasing magical resistance.
AP cost: 15
Attribute: Light
Effect: Increases magical resistance.
Level learned: Tessa joins with this skill learned.
Rating: *****
Comments: This is a very useful skill as it will increase a character's resistance to magical attacks. It becomes a very important skill especially towards end game, so don't forget about this one!

Healing Light - Tessa blesses all of her allies with holy light, healing some HP.
AP cost: 14
Attribute: Light
Effect: None
Level learned: 30
Rating: *****
Comments: It's basically Holy Light, only better in every possible way.
You'll be relying on this skill a lot if you like to use Tessa as a pure healer - well, at least until she learns Rainbow Light....

Knight's Basilica - A field of holy energy surrounds the target, increasing physical resistance. 
AP cost: 25
Attribute: Light
Effect: Increases physical resistance.
Level learned: 33
Rating: *****
Comments: This is a very useful skill as it will increase a character's resistance to physical attacks. This is just as important as Sage's Basilica, especially towards end game, so don't forget about this one!

Serene Light - A holy light shines and showers the target, restoring lots of HP.
AP cost: 24
Attribute: Light
Effect: None
Level learned: 40
Rating: ****
Comments: It'll be 10 more levels until Tessa sees Rainbow Light, and while the healing power from this spell is slightly weaker than that of Replenish, it still sees use. This is still a very handy spell though, especially when you first get it; and you'll most likely get it before you can get Replenish.

Archer's Basilica - A field of holy energy surrounds the target, increasing ranged resistance. 
AP cost: 35
Attribute: Light
Effect: Increases ranged resistance.
Level learned: 44
Rating: *****
Comments: This is a very useful skill as it will increase a character's resistance to ranged attacks. Having problems with Crystagoyles? This could be your answer.

Rainbow Light - Tessa summons the purifying light of a rainbow, restoring all targets' HP.
AP cost: 32
Attribute: Light
Effect: None
Level learned: 50
Rating: *****
Comments: A MT Serene Light is what this awesome healing spell is all about. The thing is, Tessa will most likely see this spell before Kerrie can see her Restore spell, so basically, you might be relying on this skill to save your skin until Kerrie gets Restore. And even after she does get Restore, you'll still want to rely on Rainbow Light. That's how awesome this skill is.

Angel's Basilica - A field of holy energy surrounds the target, inflicting various positive effects. 
AP cost: 15% of maximum AP.
Attribute: Light
Effect: Regen, Heighten, Protects from physical attacks, Auto-revival.
Level needed: 65 - You must have placed the seven time relics into the pedestals inside the Distortional Barrier. Talk to Isabella onboard the skyship with Tessa in the active party to learn this skill.
Rating: *****
Comments: Out of the four basilica skills, this one is easily the best one. But, you gotta wait until level 65 to learn this awesome skill. It will be worth the wait though, as it gives one character several buffs at once, including the effects of the Renewal spell! And who doesn't like that?


                             Kerrie
			          --------

Ratings Chart
* = Not very useful at all
** = Has very little use
*** = Can sometimes be useful in the right situations
**** = Has a lot of use
***** = Extremely useful


Light Magic

*Unlike Tessa's holy magic which all come from the light element, Kerrie's light magic comes from several different elements, although most of them do come from the light element.*

Recover - Restores partial HP with a holy light.
AP cost: 5
Attribute: Light
Effect: None
Spell location: Kerrie starts with this spell already learned.
Rating: *****
Comments: It's Kerrie's run-of-the-mill basic healing spell. Which you'll be using for a good while, so get used to it. It may seem powerful at first, but it's power will dwindle slowly - you'll definetly notice it and wish that it'd heal for more by the time you get to mid to end Chapter 2...

Antidote - Kerrie uses holy water to remove toxins from a friend's body. Removes poison status.
AP cost: 1
Attribute: Water
Effect: None
Spell location: Kerrie starts with this spell already learned.
Rating: *
Comments: I suppose if you somehow run out of Antidote Leaves, then this skill will become useful slightly. But seriously, if you have plenty of Antidote Leaves, don't bother wasting your time with this skill.

Softener - Breaks up a petrifying body with a calm chant, returning the body to normal. Removes petrify status.
AP cost: 10
Attribute: Earth
Effect: None
Spell location: Kerrie starts with this spell already learned.
Rating: *
Comments: See Antidote.

Protect - Kerrie summons a magic field that surrounds its target in earth energy, increasing defense. Has a 75% success chance.
AP cost: 8
Attribute: Earth
Effect: None
Spell location: Kerrie starts with this spell already learned.
Rating: ****
Comments: Boosting one ally's defense for only 8 AP is pretty nice.
This will especially help those with low defense overall, like Kerrie herself...

Inspire - Kerrie summons a magic field that surrounds its target in water energy, increasing magic power and magic defense. Has a 75% success chance.
AP cost: 8
Attribute: Water
Effect: None
Spell location: Kerrie starts with this spell already learned.
Rating: ****
Comments: Making your spells stronger and your party take less damage from magic is always a good thing. It's also nice to use on Heather before she gets her Focus skill.

Seal - Kerrie binds her foe's magical powers with a quick chant. Inflicts silence status on one foe. Has a 70% success rate.
AP cost: 7
Attribute: Water
Effect: Silence
Spell location: Kerrie starts with this spell already learned.
Rating: **
Comments: Silencing enemies is pretty handy, but there really aren't any good instances in where you'll want to use this spell in any consistency. Except against Kerrie's prologue boss.

Might - Kerrie summons a magic field that surrounds its target in heat energy, increasing strength and attack power. Has a 75% success chance.
AP cost: 14
Attribute: Fire
Effect: None
Spell location: Timberwood Village & Syrius Castle (CH. 2) magic shop
Rating: *****
Comments: Power based characters will love Kerrie for this nifty spell.
Increasing their attack power only makes battles shorter for you and Kerrie's life a little easier.

Confuse - Using wind energy, Kerrie clouds the enemy's mind, making it unable to tell friend from foe. Inflicts confusion status. Has a 70% success rate.
AP cost: 7
Attribute: Wind
Effect: Confuse
Spell location: Timberwood Village & Syrius Castle (CH. 2) magic shops.
Rating: **
Comments: See Seal. 

Berserk - Kerrie provokes her enemy target and sends it into an uncontrollable rage. Inflicts berserk status. Has a 70% success rate.
AP cost: 10
Attribute: Magical
Effect: Berserk
Spell location: Timberwood Village & Syrius Castle (CH. 2) magic shop
Rating: ***
Comments: This gets a 3 because there are actually quite a number of enemies (bosses included) that can be put in berserk status. When used correctly, it can basically disable the enemies' more dangerous abilities and spells for a while and give your party a breather.

Revive - Kerrie says a quick prayer to resurrect a fallen comrade in battle with minimal HP. Revives a dead ally with 10% of their max HP.
AP cost: 15
Attribute: Light
Effect: None
Spell location: Castle City Syrius magic shop (CH. 2 or later), Agradia magic shop, Rikkania Town (past & present) magic shop
Rating: ***
Comments: If you run out of Angel Feathers, this is the spell to turn to. Granted it may not revive for much, but it does its job. Heck, you should use it even if you do have Angel Feathers, because then you can conserve.

Haste - Kerrie summons the forces of time and space to speed up time for one friend. Inflicts haste status.
AP cost: 30
Attribute: Time
Effect: Haste
Spell location: Agradia magic shop, Rikkania Town (past & present) magic shop
Rating: *****
Comments: What a lovely spell. It's pretty costly early on, but Kerrie's AP pool should be able to handle it. You'll be liking this spell a lot - at least until Brittany gets the steps down pat for Riff of Rikkania...

Aura - Kerrie summons a light barrier that surrounds its target in rejuvenating energy, gradually restoring the target's HP. Inflicts regen status.
AP cost: 25
Attribute: Light
Effect: Regen
Spell location: Kerrie rejoins the party with this skill learned.
Rating: **
Comments: Aura isn't a bad skill, and regen is a very helpful status effect. Thing is, by the time you have this skill, you'll also have Healing Dance. But if you're not using Brittany, then by all means.

Rejuvenate - Restores all allies' HP with holy light. More effective than Recover.
AP cost: 15
Attribute: Light
Effect: None
Spell location: Kerrie rejoins the party with this skill learned.
Rating: *****
Comments: Kerrie comes back to you with an all party refreshing healing spell which is very, very nice to have. Get to know it and love it because it'll be a LONG time before she sees its big brother Restore.

Slow - Kerrie summons the forces of time and space to slow down time for one enemy. Inflicts slow status. Has a 60% success rate.
AP cost: 15
Attribute: Time
Effect: Slow
Spell location: Kerrie rejoins the party with this skill learned.
Rating: ****
Comments: Unlike other status effects, slow is pretty powerful and effective. It will literally chop the enemy's speed in half, slowing down the number of attacks it uses against your party. Not to mention it works on a good number of enemies, INCLUDING a few bosses, so make use of it when you're able to.

Defenseless - A barrier of corrosive air surrounds an enemy, reducing its defense. Has a 75% success rate.
AP cost: 14
Attribute: Wind
Effect: None
Spell location: Centrius, Syrius Province and Palmiro magic shops.
Rating: ****
Comments: Lowering the enemy's defense does nothing but good things for your power based characters, especially when combined with Might. Weakness Missile may be a better skill for lowering defense, but this one is better when Weakness Missile can't land on its target due to physical immunity.

Weaken - A barrier of stale water surrounds an enemy, reducing its attack power and weakening it. Has a 75% success rate.
AP cost: 18
Attribute: Water
Effect: None
Spell location: Centrius, Syrius Province and Palmiro magic shops.
Rating: **
Comments: I can't really see an instance where this would be useful; I mean Protect is cheaper and much better. Then again, this combined with Protect is a pretty effective combo. But if you wish to use it, go nuts.

Enfeeble - A barrier of unnatural flame surrounds an enemy, reducing its magic power and magic defense. Has a 75% success rate.
AP cost: 16
Attribute: Fire
Effect: None
Spell location: Centrius, Syrius Province and Palmiro magic shops.
Rating: **
Comments: See Weaken.

Dispeller - Kerrie summons a shield around her foe that neutralizes their power. Dispels positive status effects.
AP cost: 18
Attribute: Magical
Effect: None
Spell location: Syrius Province and Palmiro magic shops.
Rating: *****
Comments: If there's one spell you have to get, it is this one. Sure, Brittany may have Mystic Requiem, but if you're not using Brittany, this is the way to go to remove those pesky positive status effects from the monsters.

Remedy - Cleanses the body completely of any effects. Dispels all negative status effects.
AP cost: 25
Attribute: Light
Effect: None
Spell location: Syrius Province, Palmiro & Diamond Dome magic shops.
Rating: ****
Comments: This is basically the spell version of a Remedial Pill. Recovery Step is better in almost every way, however, Recovery Step can't remove stop and zombie AND also has a chance of failing. This removes all bad statuses and is cheaper. Use it when you see fit.

Supplication - Kerrie summons a natural barrier around all of her allies, which temporarily amplifies any further healing effects, be it from magic or items. Increases all healing effects from items and spells by 50%. Has a 60% success rate on each ally.
AP cost: 35
Attribute: Nature
Effect: None
Spell location: Syrius Province, Palmiro & Diamond Dome magic shops.
Rating: ****
Comments: This odd spell is pretty useful if you find that your healing is not getting the job done, or if you want to ensure that your healing spells will get you back to full HP every time. It also works with AP and HP recovery items!

Heighten - Kerrie summons a natural barrier that surrounds its target in arcanic energy, gradually restoring the target's AP. Inflicts heighten status. Has a 75% success rate.
AP cost: 18
Attribute: Nature
Effect: Heighten
Spell location: Centrius, Syrius Province, Palmiro & Syrius Castle (CH. 6) magic shops.
Rating: ****
Comments: While it may not see as much use to the power based characters (or maybe it can, who knows?), spellcasters like Heather, Brittany, and Kerrie herself see wonderful uses for this.

Resurrection - Kerrie says a prayer to resurrect a fallen comrade in battle with some HP. Revives a dead ally with half of their max HP.
AP cost: 30
Attribute: Light
Effect: None
Spell location: Diamond Dome & Syrius Castle (CH. 6) magic shop
Rating: ****
Comments: The next tier revival spell is pretty powerful and restores a nice 50% of an ally's maximum HP upon revival, too. Make use of this often.

Replenish - Restores lots of HP with a holy prayer.
AP cost: 38
Attribute: Light
Effect: None
Spell location: Diamond Dome & Syrius Castle (CH. 6) magic shop
Rating: *****
Comments: A powerful healing skill, but only single target. This'll put Kerrie in second place to Tessa as far as healing is concerned until she gets Restore.

Turn Undead - Kerrie smites an undead foe with holy light, banishing it to the netherworld for all eternity. Works only on undead monsters. Has a 50% success rate.
AP cost: 26
Attribute: Light
Effect: None
Spell location: Diamond Dome & Syrius Castle (CH. 6) magic shop
Rating: ***
Comments: There's plenty of undead enemies in the game, meaning plenty of chances to put this skill to use. Can we say 9999 damage to undead? Yes we can. If it hits, that is. 50% isn't exactly reliable....

Rebirth - Kerrie says a prayer to resurrect multiple fallen comrades in battle with some HP. Revives all dead allies with 10% of their max HP. Has a 70% success rate.
AP cost: 46
Attribute: Light
Effect: None
Spell location: Syrius Castle (CH. 6) magic shop
Rating: ****
Comments: This is an excellent skill to use if you find your guys dying a lot. The only reason why it doesn't get a perfect 5 is because of its 70% success rate. If multiple allies fall, this is your best bet of getting them back on their feet.

Sanctuary - A field of holy energy surrounds the target, healing some HP and inflicting strong regen status.
AP cost: 48
Attribute: Light
Effect: Strong Regen
Spell location: Learnable during the final battle with Isabella.
Rating: *****
Comments: If you're looking for the spell that gives you the strong regen status, you've found it. This is the only spell in the game that will give you this status effect AND heals at the same time. Heals for a decent amount, might I add. Very nice spell.

Renewal - Kerrie says a prayer to the gods above, blessing one of her friends with the protection of an angel. If the target is killed in battle, this will automatically resurrect him/her with some HP. Has a 70% success rate.
AP cost: 76
Attribute: Light
Effect: None
Spell location: Syrius Castle (CH. 6) magic shop, Diamond Dome magic shop after getting six of the seven time relics.
Rating: *****
Comments: This is one of only two auto-revival spells in the game. This comes in handy for tough bosses that kill your characters a lot. However, due to a kink in the RPG Maker program (meaning it's out of my hands and cannot be fixed by me), it will NOT revive you if your entire party collapses at the same time, or if there's only one character left standing.

Restore - Kerrie's special prayer is answered by showering her friends in rejuvenating light. Restores lots of HP to all targets.
AP cost: 42
Attribute: Light
Effect: None
Spell location: Diamond Dome magic shop after getting six of the seven time relics.
Rating: *****
Comments: You'll be very glad when you get this spell. While it does have a slight edge over Rainbow Light, Rainbow Light still is a great contender for the best healing spell. You'll be using this spell a lot.

Multiprotect - Kerrie summons a magic field that surrounds all targets in earth energy, increasing defense. Has an 88% success rate for each target.
AP cost: 40
Attribute: Earth
Effect: None
Spell location: Recruitable light magic seller from Plieko; must have six of the seven time relics before recruiting her aboard the skyship.
Rating: ***
Comments: This is basically a MT Protect spell that has a chance of failing. Couple this with Power Down though, and you've got a winning combination.

Multishield - Kerrie summons a magic field that surrounds all targets in water energy, increasing magic power and magic defense. Has an 88% success rate for each target.
AP cost: 40
Attribute: Water
Effect: None
Spell location: Recruitable light magic seller from Plieko; must have six of the seven time relics before recruiting her aboard the skyship.
Rating: ***
Comments: Raising the party's magic power and defense is good, especially if you have a team of spellcasters and supporters.

Multimight - Kerrie summons a magic field that surrounds all targets in flame energy, increasing attack power. Has an 88% success rate for each target.
AP cost: 48
Attribute: Fire
Effect: None
Spell location: Recruitable light magic seller from Plieko; must have six of the seven time relics before recruiting her aboard the skyship.
Rating: ***
Comments: Raising the party's attack power is always a good thing, especially if you have a team of power based characters.

Defense Down - A barrier of corrosive air surrounds all enemies, reducing their defense. Has a 79% success rate for each target.
AP cost: 28
Attribute: Wind
Effect: None
Spell location: Recruitable light magic seller from Plieko; must have six of the seven time relics before recruiting her aboard the skyship.
Rating: **
Comments: Good for power based characters, but otherwise, I wouldn't bother with it. Multimight, while more expensive, is better to use.

Spirit Down - A barrier of unnatural flame surrounds all enemies, reducing their magic power and magic defense. Has a 79% success rate for each target.
AP cost: 28
Attribute: Fire
Effect: None
Spell location: Recruitable light magic seller from Plieko; must have six of the seven time relics before recruiting her aboard the skyship.
Rating: **
Comments: Good for everyone, really, but otherwise, I wouldn't mess with this skill. Multishield works better.

Power Down - A barrier of stale water surrounds all enemies, reducing their attack power and weakening them. Has a 79% success rate for each target.
AP cost: 28
Attribute: Water
Effect: None
Spell location: Recruitable light magic seller from Plieko; must have six of the seven time relics before recruiting her aboard the skyship.
Rating: ****
Comments: Now I can see a good use for this spell, mass crippling enemies so that they don't do nearly as much damage as before, and this will also weaken any of their special skills that rely on attack power. Couple this with Multiprotect, and you've got yourself a pretty effective combo.

Revitalize - Kerrie says the ultimate prayer, asking the gods above to bless her friends with life and purify their bodies. Heals HP fully and removes bad status effects. 
AP cost: 60
Attribute: Light
Effect: None
Spell location: Crystal Dome magic shop. Must have placed the seven relics in their slots in the final dungeon.
Rating: *****
Comments: Revitalize is the best healing spell in the game, by far. This spell is just full of awesomeness. It's like Replenish and Remedy wrapped up in one. Yeah, it's only single target and costs 60 AP, but the effects of this spell should make you not want to care if it's single target or not. This spell is that good.

Benediction - Kerrie says the ultimate prayer, asking the gods above to bless her friends with life. Revives and restores HP to full.
AP cost: 88
Attribute: Light
Effect: None
Spell location: Travel to the present and go to Rikkania Sanctuary. Speak to the assistant priest and he will give Kerrie the Revitalize spell. Must have placed the seven relics in their slots in the final dungeon.
Rating: *****
Comments: Simply put, this is THE best resurrection spell in the entire game. It has a hefty 88 AP cost, but it can still see some use.

Divine Bolt - Kerrie says the ultimate prayer, asking the gods above to strike down her foe with pure sacred energy. Deals massive light damage to one enemy.
AP cost: 15% of Kerrie's current maximum AP.
Attribute: Light
Effect: None
Spell location: Travel to the present and go to Rikkania Sanctuary. Speak to the assistant priest and he will give Kerrie the Revitalize spell. Must have placed the seven relics in their slots in the final dungeon.
Rating: ****
Comments: Divine Bolt, while not accessible until the final chapter, is Kerrie's only attacking spell. Think of it as Holy from the Final Fantasy series. It only hits one target, though, and it fails against light nullifying/absorbing monsters. With Kerrie's magic power though, it will cause a huge amount of damage.




				       Heather
			           -----------

*Heather's arcane spells are categorized into three groups: Basic, Intermediate, and Advanced. Basic includes her level 1 spells, Intermediate includes her level 2 spells, and Advanced include her level 3 spells.

Basic Arcane Magic (level 1)
*Heather joins the party with these spells already learned. All Basic spells affect one enemy target and have a 100% success rate.*

Under Roaster - Scalds one enemy with searing hot flames.
AP cost: 4
Attribute: Fire
Effect: None

Gusher - Shoots a small gusher of water at an enemy.
AP cost: 4
Attribute: Water
Effect: None

Air Slash - Heather summons a small tornado to slice up one enemy.
AP cost: 5
Attribute: Wind
Effect: None

Sandpit - Swallows the ground underneath the enemy using a quicksand pit.
AP cost: 5
Attribute: Earth
Effect: None

Shadow Bolt - Blasts one enemy with a negative energy wave.
AP cost: 6
Attribute: Dark
Effect: None

Light Ray - Burns one enemy with a sudden blast of hot light.
AP cost: 6
Attribute: Light
Effect: None

Ice Spike - Chills a target with several icicles.
AP cost: 6
Attribute: Ice
Effect: None

Thunderbolt - Heather summons a lightning bolt to strike her enemy.
AP cost: 7
Attribute: Electric
Effect: None

Black Hole - Wraps one enemy inside a small black hole.
AP cost: 8
Attribute: Time
Effect: None

Razor Sprout - Heather summons a spiny vine to shred her enemy.
AP cost: 8
Attribute: Nature
Effect: None


Intermediate Arcane Magic (level 2)
*Heather learns these spells after neutralizing the Greater Demon at Greenleaf Mountain during Chapter 3. All Intermediate spells affect one enemy target, deal more damage than Basic spells and have a 100% success rate.*

Fireblast - Engulfs an enemy inside an inferno of flames.
AP cost: 12
Attribute: Fire
Effect: None

Aquawhirl - Heather calls upon a whirlpool to shred her enemy.
AP cost: 12
Attribute: Water
Effect: None

Twister Claw - Heather summons a cyclone to toss around her enemy.
AP cost: 15
Attribute: Wind
Effect: None

Petristone - Beans one enemy with several large boulders.
AP cost: 15
Attribute: Earth
Effect: None

Black Wave - Attacks one enemy with a dark shockwave.
AP cost: 18
Attribute: Dark
Effect: None

Spark Light - Hits an enemy with an explosion of bright light.
AP cost: 18
Attribute: Light
Effect: None

Solidify - Traps an enemy inside a giant ice block. Instantly freezes and damages the enemy once trapped inside.
AP cost: 18
Attribute: Ice
Effect: None

Electroshocker - Heather summons a sphere of electricity to roast and toast her enemy.
AP cost: 21
Attribute: Electric
Effect: None

Disturbance - Time goes haywire around the target, damaging it.
AP cost: 24
Attribute: Time
Effect: None

Bioburst - The enemy is hit with a natural explosion. Sometimes poisons the enemy.
AP cost: 24
Attribute: Nature
Effect: Poison


Advanced Arcane Magic (level 3)
*Heather learns these spells after claiming the Sacred Tome during Chapter 6. All Advanced spells affect all enemy targets, deal more damage then Intermediate spells and have a 100% success rate, unless indicated otherwise.*

Novaburst - Swallows all enemies in a massive fiery explosion.
AP cost: 24
Attribute: Fire
Effect: None

Gigasplash - Shreds the enemy party with three gigantic whirlpools of destruction.
AP cost: 24
Attribute: Water
Effect: None

Whirlwind - This whirlwind of doom will crush all enemies in its path.
AP cost: 30
Attribute: Wind
Effect: None

Meteor Shower - Enemies are hit by falling meteors and giant rocks for huge damage.
AP cost: 30
Attribute: Earth
Effect: None

Dark Force - Heather summons the forces of darkness, which envelop her enemies inside an ultranegative explosion.
AP cost: 36
Attribute: Dark
Effect: None

Impulse Spectra - Envelops all enemies with bright, destructive flashes of light.
AP cost: 36
Attribute: Light
Effect: None

Glacier - Drops a huge ice rock on top of all enemies.
AP cost: 36
Attribute: Ice
Effect: None

Lightning Lariat - Heather summons a massive thunderstorm to fry all enemies who oppose her.
AP cost: 42
Attribute: Electric
Effect: None

Galactic Star - A giant black hole opens up, and stars rain down upon all targets.
AP cost: 48
Attribute: Time
Effect: None

Razorleaf Storm - Blows away the enemies with a huge, natural storm.
AP cost: 48
Attribute: Nature
Effect: None


Optional Learnable Spells


Lifestealer - Heather steals the life force from one enemy, transferring it to her own. Steals enemy's HP. Has an 80% success rate.
AP cost: 30
Attribute: Magical
Effect: None
Location Found: Secluded forest located south of Navarre Province and Navarre Generator Tower. Must be in Chapter 4 or later and must have obtained the Mystic Power.
Rating: ****
Comments: Lifestealer packs quite a punch for when you first get it. In fact, you may find yourself using it over Heather's other elemental spells often! If the enemy is immune to magic, however, then you've gotta go back to basics.

Magicstealer - Heather steals the magical force from one enemy, transferring it to her own. Steals enemy's AP. Has an 80% success rate.
AP cost: 3
Attribute: Magical
Effect: None
Location Found: Secluded snowy island located slightly northwest of the Forgotten Ruins. Must be in Chapter 4 or later and must have obtained the Mystic Power.
Rating: ***
Comments: Hmm, I suppose if you don't want to waste colored potions, this spell can get the job done. Again, if it's on a magic immune monster, don't bother with this skill.

Prism Blaster - Heather combines the forces of all the elements into one gigantic spell. Deals massive prism elemental damage. Has an 84% success rate.
AP cost: 70
Attribute: Prism
Effect: None
Location Found: Secluded forest directly north of the Sanctuary of the Sun and directly south of the Ocean Base. Must be in Chapter 7 and have spoken to the NPC standing near the building in Palmiro.
Rating: ***
Comments: This spell is pretty nice to use, even if it is an AP hogger. This is basically like tossing all of Heather's level 2 spells at the same time to one enemy, and it'll definetly feel the effects of it. It can also be useful if the enemy takes damage from a certain element, and Sensory doesn't give you a weakness to go by...

Terraflare - Heather casts the ultimate sorcery spell, which envelopes the enemies in the ultimate explosion. Has a 100% success rate.
AP cost: 25% of Heather's maximum AP
Attribute: Non Elemental
Effect: None
Location Found: Secluded forest directly north of Rikkania Sanctuary.
Rating: *****
Comments: What can I say? This spell packs a punch. A HUGE punch. And considering that it is the only non-elemental spell in the game, it is going to help you loads at the end of the day. Just be cautious of your AP when you doublecast this; this will destroy your AP in a few rounds.


				       Brittany
			            ----------

Danceskills
*All of Brittany's dances are of the magical property.*

Ratings Chart
* = Not very useful at all
** = Has very little use
*** = Can sometimes be useful in the right situations
**** = Has a lot of use
***** = Extremely useful


Healing Dance - A simple dance that summons the spirit of life, which  conjures up replenishing life energy rays for her friends that are affected. 
AP cost: 6
Attribute: Magical
Effect: Regen (all targets)
Acquired From: Brittany joins the party with this dance step learned.
Rating: *****
Comments: Giving regen status to the whole party is just wonderful. Plus, this will give your healers something else to do - at least until your party actually NEEDS serious healing...

Slow Shuffle - Dance step which intimidates enemies into attacking the dancer less frequently. Once affected, enemies will only act at half of their normal speed. Has a 50% success rate for each target.
AP cost: 8
Attribute: Magical
Effect: Slow (all targets)
Acquired From: Dance Lessons volume 1 - Tomb of the Fallen Gypsy
Rating: *****
Comments: Slow is an awesome and useful status effect. Lots of enemies, including some bosses can be affected by it, and with this dance, you should get plenty of turns compared to the enemies' turns. Use this if you need or want a speed advantage or are facing a fast enemy.

Twilight Elegy - Dance step which surrounds enemies in a toxic cloud, infecting them with poison. Once affected, the dancer can sit back and watch the poison slowly eat her enemy away. Has a 50% success rate for each target.
AP cost: 10
Attribute: Magical
Effect: Poison (all targets)
Acquired From: Dance Lessons volume 1 - Tomb of the Fallen Gypsy
Rating: *****
Comments: Poison is a great way to slowly deal damage to enemies over time, and there are plenty of monsters in the game that are susceptible to this status effect. A very good support dance for any type of party you have with you.

Mind Dazzler - Dance step which tricks and confounds the mind of her enemies. Once affected, they no longer see the dancer as a threat and will turn hostile toward each other. Has a 50% success rate for each target.
AP cost: 10
Attribute: Magical
Effect: Confuse (all targets)
Acquired From: Dance Lessons volume 2 - Nalladia Settlement backwoods
Rating: ***
Comments: Confusion can be a hard status effect to take advantage of. It can be removed very quickly, meaning in a few rounds, the enemies are right back to attacking you again. There's other dances better out there.

Recovery Step - Dance step which summons the spirit of life. Surrounds those who are affected in purifying light energy and removes most negative status effects.
AP cost: 25
Attribute: Magical
Effect: Removes all negative status effects except stop & zombie (all targets)
Acquired From: Dance Lessons volume 2 - Nalladia Settlement backwoods
Rating: *****
Comments: You'll get this early enough to see it have PLENTY of uses throughout the game. I mean seriously, removing negative status effects from everyone at once is just awesome - especially, against those who like to inflict them. But, it doesn't remove stop or zombie; you'll have to rely on Remedial Pills or Kerrie's Remedy spell for those.

Hush Harmony - Dance step which intimidates enemies into not speaking and renders them unable to cast spells or use abilities. Once heard, they never speak of the dancer again. Has a 50% success rate for each target.
AP cost: 6
Attribute: Magical
Effect: Silence (all targets)
Acquired From: Dance Lessons volume 3 - Lake Rikkania
Rating: ****
Comments: Do not underestimate this dance. While it may not be as effective on enemies that don't have AP or use skills that often, silence can simply wreck the enemies that do rely on skills, turning them into pansies. Plus, silencing enemies will mean that you take less damage from them overall. Very good skill.

Impulsive Riff - Potent dance step of destruction. Once affected, her enemy will succumb as if it were hit with an explosion.
AP cost: 14
Attribute: Magical
Effect: Deals moderate magical damage (one target)
Acquired From: Dance Lessons volume 3 - Lake Rikkania
Rating: ****
Comments: Brittany's first damage dealing dance is pretty powerful when she first gets it. As you go through the game though, it's use will slowly fade.

Flash Dance - Dance step which surrounds enemies in blinding light, drastically reducing their hit rate. Once affected, the dancer doesn't have to worry about being hit anymore. Has a 50% success rate for each target.
AP cost: 8
Attribute: Magical
Effect: Blind (all targets)
Acquired From: Dance Lessons volume 4 - Centrius Village
Rating: ***
Comments: To a physical attacking monster, blindness is its worst nightmare. If it can be affected by blindness, that is. Still, this skill does merit its uses all throughout the game and it even works on a few bosses.

Moonlight Shuffle - Dance steps to an mysterious lullaby, sending those it affects into a deep sleep. Has a 50% success rate for each target.
AP cost: 8
Attribute: Magical
Effect: Sleep (all targets)
Acquired From: Dance Lessons volume 4 - Centrius Village
Rating: ***
Comments: Sleep, although it doesn't last as long as other status effects, can be effective. In most cases, Hush Harmony is better, but if you'd like to watch your enemies fall asleep in mid-battle, then this skill will do the trick. Plus there's some enemies that can be affected by sleep but can't be affected by silence, making this the better choice.

Antiflame Solo - Dance step which makes one afraid of fire. Has a 50% success rate.
AP cost: 20
Attribute: Magical
Effect: Lowers flame elemental resistance (one target)
Acquired From: Dance Lessons volume 5 - Sylphi Weathertower 6F
Rating: *****
Comments: This is one of the dances that make the Heather/Brittany combo so effective. Lowering the monster's fire resistance means that Heather can do that much more damage with her fire spells. This also applies to any character using a fire elemental weapon, and it's also useful for those certain enemies who can raise their own fire resistance. It's 50% success chance makes this dance a pain to get it to stick, however, it's still deserves 5 stars.

Antideluge Solo - Dance step which makes one afraid of water. Has a 50% success rate.
AP cost: 20
Attribute: Magical
Effect: Lowers water elemental resistance (one target)
Acquired From: Dance Lessons volume 5 - Sylphi Weathertower 6F
Rating: *****
Comments: See Antiflame Solo, only switch fire to water.

Antiskye Solo - Dance step which makes one afraid of the wind. Has a 50% success rate.
AP cost: 20
Attribute: Magical
Effect: Lowers wind elemental resistance (one target)
Acquired From: Dance Lessons volume 6 - Sanctuary of the Sun
Rating: *****
Comments: See Antiflame Solo, only switch fire to wind.

Aurora's Wind - Dance step which summons a magic breeze around the dancer, rendering her invisible for a while. Once affected, she can dodge attacks with the utmost of ease and act much quicker than before. Has an 85% success rate.
AP cost: 32
Attribute: Magical
Effect: Temporarily causes invisibility, nullifying physical attacks and inflicting haste status (self)
Acquired From: Navarre Castle prison; Brittany automatically learns it after your party is freed.
Rating: *****
Comments: This is extremely useful against those who use physical attacks a lot. Not only that, it also gives her haste status, meaning she can cause further pain with her other dances even quicker! Simply wonderful. Not to mention it is pretty fun to see an hyper, invisible Brittany on the battlefield, though...

Antigrav Solo - Dance step which makes one afraid of the earth. Has a 50% success rate.
AP cost: 20
Attribute: Magical
Effect: Lowers earth elemental resistance (one target)
Acquired From: Dance Lessons volume 6 - Sanctuary of the Sun
Rating: *****
Comments: See Antiflame Solo, only switch fire to earth.

Antidark Solo - Dance step which makes one afraid of darkness. Has a 50% success rate.
AP cost: 20
Attribute: Magical
Effect: Lowers dark elemental resistance (one target)
Acquired From: Dance Lessons volume 7 - Ocean Base
Rating: *****
Comments: See Antiflame Solo, only switch fire to dark.

Antiholy Solo - Dance step which makes one fear bright light. Has a 50% success rate.
AP cost: 20
Attribute: Magical
Effect: Lowers light elemental resistance (one target)
Acquired From: Dance Lessons volume 7 - Ocean Base
Rating: *****
Comments: See Antiflame Solo, only switch fire to light.

Dance of the Dead - The dance steps of death & delirium; can cause gruesome effects. Has a 40% success rate.
AP cost: 22
Attribute: Magical
Effect: Zombie or Instant Death (one target)
Acquired From: Dance Lessons volume 8 - Lake of the Dead
Rating: ****
Comments: Dance of the Dead is a pretty awesome skill that can inflict a combination of zombie or instant death, both being lethal status effects. When you use it, unless the enemy is immune to both status effects, there's a good chance that you'll get one of them to stick.  If you get zombie, congratulations - that enemy is officially dead and it can possibly take other enemies with it, and instant death needs no explanation. Now you see why this dance is called 'Dance of the Dead'?

Blast Dance - Potent dance step of destruction. Once affected, her enemy will succumb as if it were hit with the force of a nuclear explosion.
AP cost: 28
Attribute: Magical
Effect: Deals heavy magical damage. (one target)
Acquired From: Dance Lessons volume 8 - Lake of the Dead
Rating: *****
Comments: Enemies will want to fear little Brittany once she's learned this dance. Blast Dance is certainly a step up from Impulsive Riff, and it will prove to be much more effective, too. Use this a lot.

Magical Tango - The magical dance steps of the sage; inspires those it affects with intelligence and wisdom. Has a 70% success rate for each target.
AP cost: 38
Attribute: Magical
Effect: Heighten (all targets)
Acquired From: Dance Lessons volume 9 - Terra Dome
Rating: ****
Comments: This dance features a hefty 38 AP cost with a 30% chance to fail. However, giving heighten status to your team is very well worth it. Meaning you won't need to use the colored potions as often. This especially works wonders if you're using Kerrie and Heather.

Mystic Requiem - Dance step that neutralizes the enemy's powers and removes any enhancements. Has a 75% success rate. 
AP cost: 26
Attribute: Magical
Effect: Dispel (all targets)
Acquired From: Dance Lessons volume 9 - Terra Dome
Rating: ****
Comments: The only reason why this dance is better than Kerrie's Dispeller spell is that it hits all enemies on the field. If you're facing multiple enemies who are buffing themselves, this is the way to go, otherwise you're probably better off using Dispeller.

Break Dance - The dance steps to a mysterious Rikkanian tune. It distracts the enemy and leaves it off guard, leaving it vulnerable to incoming attacks. Has a 25% success rate.
AP cost: 46
Attribute: Magical
Effect: Decreases enemy's physical resistance. (one target)
Acquired From: Dance Lessons volume 10 - Sealed Sanctuary
Rating: ****
Comments: This skill, while it has a lousy hit rate, is actually pretty powerful. If it succeeds, it will decrease the enemy's resistance to physical attacks - not that Brittany cares, but ahem, Brash or Race might, though!

Riff of Rikkania - The dance steps to a legendary Rikkanian song; motivates and quickens those it affects. Has a 70% success rate for each target.
AP cost: 58
Attribute: Magical
Effect: Haste (all targets)
Acquired From: Dance Lessons volume 10 - Sealed Sanctuary
Rating: *****
Comments: Another one of Brittany's best dances. This one sets your whole party with haste status, which is just lovely - and necessary for later bosses. Sure it can fail, but it shouldn't take more than three of these to get the entire party under its effects, unless you're really unlucky. 

Stasis Step - An ancient dance step used by forbidden dancers. It was rumored that it can stop time itself. Not much else is known about this dance. Has a 50% success rate for each target.
AP cost: 42
Attribute: Magical
Effect: Stop and/or Paralysis (all targets)
Acquired From: Dance Lessons volume 10 - Sealed Sanctuary
Rating: ****
Comments: Stasis Step is another one of Brittany's top-notch dances. She can potentially freeze the entire enemy party in their tracks, allowing your party to decimate them without fear of retaliation. Just awesome, indeed. If it works, that is.

Rainbow Requiem - The slow dance steps of nature's elements; combines the elements into one destructive force.
AP cost: 60
Attribute: Prism
Effect: Deals heavy prism damage. (one target)
Acquired From: Dance Lessons volume 11 - Distortional Barrier
Rating: *****
Comments: Brittany's just one awesome character, isn't she? Rainbow Requiem is basically Brittany's version of Prism Blaster. This one is quite weaker than Prism Blaster and it can fail sometimes, but still packs a wallop. Useful if you aren't quite sure what element to use against your enemy, with this, you're sure to hit a weakness if it has one.

Chaotic Dazzler - The dance steps of chaos; can cause random effects. Has a 25% success rate for each status effect, minus enemy resistances.
AP cost: 36
Attribute: Magical
Effect: Random negative status. (one target)
Acquired From: Dance Lessons volume 11 - Distortional Barrier
Rating: *****
Comments: This is, by far, one of Brittany's best dances. I can't even begin to describe how USEFUL this skill is. It's so useful it can also be considered cheap. This can potentially hammer your foe with every single status effect in the game that it isn't immune to. Great status effects to look for out of this skill are slow, zombie, stop, freeze, fear and sleep. Poison, blind, silence, petrify, paralysis and confusion aren't too bad, either. Of course, don't use it if your enemy is immune to all status effects, which include most bosses. Don't mind the 25% hit rate; when used, this skill does a pretty good job of sticking the enemy with at least one status effect.

Prismic Elegy - The cheerful dance steps of nature's elements. Protects those it affects from its very own destructive forces. Has a 50% success rate for each element.
AP cost: 75
Attribute: Prism
Effect: Increases all elemental resistances. (one target)
Acquired From: Dance Lessons volume 12 - Parallel Prison
Rating: *****
Comments: Yet another one of Brittany's awesome dances. This one is a MUST HAVE if you plan on tackling any of the hidden optional bosses, don't plan on using resist items, and is a good idea to get for the final boss, too. Giving elemental protection to your teammates ensures that they won't fall to the dangerous elemental attacks you'll see towards the end of the game. You'll want to use it multiple times because the game doesn't let you know exactly which element the receiveing character is protected against. Simply put, GET THIS SKILL AND USE IT. You won't regret it.

Bonaparte's Gift - The dance steps of the legendary dancer herself. Has an 75% success rate for damage and for each status inflicted.
AP cost: 135
Attribute: Magical
Effect: Deals major magical damage and inflicts random negative status effects. (one target)
Acquired From: After defeating Bonaparte's Spirit in the Parallel Prison.
Rating: *****
Comments: Bonaparte's Gift is, plainly put, Chaotic Dazzler and Blast Dance wrapped up in one potent combination. You get the status effects from Chaotic Dazzler and the magical damage of Blast Dance...well, actually, you get about 2.5x the damage of Blast Dance. Marvelous dance to use. That AP cost is a killer, though...

Final Requiem - The ultimate dance. Has powers beyond the imagination. One who knows this dance step can truly call herself a dancing sensation.
AP cost: 150
Attribute: Magical
Effect: Deals great magical damage and inflicts instant death. (all targets)
Acquired From: After defeating Bonaparte's Spirit in the Parallel Prison.
Rating: ***
Comments: This dance does a lot of damage, but a little less than Bonaparte's Gift. And it can also inflict instant death to all. But, to be honest with you, although this skill seems very appealing, 150 AP is a LOT for Brittany, so that's why this skill gets only a 3. Instant death to all enemies is quite nice, though.



			             -----------
				         Weapons
			             -----------


Attack Power = The weapon's attack strength. When the weapon is equipped, this number is added to the character's attack power. Displayed as 'Pwr' in-game.
Weight = The weapon's weight value. The number listed will lower your character's speed by that amount. Displayed as 'Wgt' in game.
Property = The weapon's elemental property, if it has one.
Effects = The weapon's special effects. These range from adding stats, to inflicting status effects and more.
Base Critical % = The weapon's chance to cause a critical hit when using the attack command.
Cast Effect = The weapon will cast the spell listed, if any. To use a weapon with a "cast effect", have the character who can equip it normally use it as you would an item. For example, in order for the Angel Mace to cast Razor Sprout in battle, go under the items list with Lilliana and select it, then choose your target. It will then cast the spell.
Acquirable = Where, how, or from whom you can obtain the weapon


**Weapons with magical properties will deal extra damage to undead, and to creatures that are weak against magic. You cannot perform physical abilities with a magical weapon equipped. For example, Lilliana could not perform Hard Strike with an Angel Mace or a Runemaster equipped, since they are magical weapons. Choose your weapons carefully - the weapon with the highest power doesn't necessarily mean it's the best one.

**Weapons with evasion pierce ignore the enemy's evasion rate when striking.



Lilliana (Battle Poles)

*All of Lilliana's battle poles have a fixed base critical hit rate of 30%.*

---------------
Wooden Pole
---------------
Attack Power: 10
Weight: 1
Property: None
Effects: None
Base Hit%: 94%
Base Critical %: 30%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Melanie gives this weapon to Lilliana during her scenario during the beginning of the game.

-------
Cudgel
-------
Attack Power: 16
Weight: 1
Property: None
Effects: None
Base Hit%: 94%
Base Critical %: 30%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Dropped from Gloom Tree; Timberwood, Plieko, Kaskonia & Syrius weapon stores

------------
Long Staff
------------
Attack Power: 21
Weight: 1
Property: None
Effects: None
Base Hit%: 94%
Base Critical %: 30%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Syrius weapon store, Agradia weapon store

------------
Double Mace
------------
Attack Power: 27
Weight: 2
Property: None
Effects: Speed +3
Base Hit%: 94%
Base Critical %: 30%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Agradia weapon store; rarely dropped by Gordavon (1st fight)

----------------
Icecloud Staff
----------------
Attack Power: 34
Weight: 2
Property: Ice
Effects: 33% chance to inflict freeze status on striking.
Base Hit%: 94%
Base Critical %: 30%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Tomb of the Fallen Gypsy; Rikkania Town (past) weapon store

-----------
Iron Pole
-----------
Attack Power: 38
Weight: 3
Property: None
Effects: Critical bonus +5%.
Base Hit%: 96%
Base Critical %: 30%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Rikkania Town (past) weapon store (CH. 3); Twilight Mines; Rikkania Town (present) weapon store

-----------
Angel Mace
-----------
Attack Power: 43
Weight: 2
Property: Light
Effects: Magic +5
Base Hit%: 96%
Base Critical %: 30%
Cast Effect: Light Ray
Acquirable: Rikkania Town (present) weapon store; Sephyria Skytower peddler

----------
Caduceus
----------
Attack Power: 49
Weight: 3
Property: None
Effects: Critical bonus +10%; Magic +10
Base Hit%: 96%
Base Critical %: 30%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Sephyria Skytower peddler; Centrius weapon store; rarely dropped from Gordavon (2nd fight)

-------------------
Twinblaze Staff
-------------------
Attack Power: 56
Weight: 1
Property: Fire
Effects: 33% chance to inflict fear status on striking.
Base Hit%: 96%
Base Critical %: 30%
Cast Effect: Under Roaster
Acquirable: Ice Wall Canyon; Centrius weapon store (after completing Sylphi Weathertower)		

-------------
Silver Pole
-------------
Attack Power: 63
Weight: 2
Property: None
Effects: 33% chance to inflict slow status on striking.
Base Hit%: 96%
Base Critical %: 30%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Rarely dropped by Gordavon (3rd fight); Rikkania Town (past) weapon store (CH. 4), Syrius & Navarre Province weapon stores, Palmiro weapon store

-----------------
Monkey King Mace
-----------------
Attack Power: 70
Weight: 1
Property: Magical; Wind
Effects: 33% chance to inflict confuse status on striking.
Base Hit%: 97%
Base Critical %: 30%
Cast Effect: Confuse
Acquirable: Ocean Fortress; Palmiro weapon store (after disabling at least 1 generator)

----------------
Serpent Cudgel
----------------
Attack Power: 77
Weight: 2
Property: None
Effects: Hit +5%; 33% chance to inflict poison status effect on striking.
Base Hit%: 97%
Base Critical %: 30%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Dungeon of Dreams

------------
Wing Staff
------------
Attack Power: 84
Weight: 4
Property: None
Effects: None
Base Hit%: 97%
Base Critical %: 30%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Kaskonia Arena Minor Division prize (Delta level), Diamond Dome weapon store (CH. 5); Syrius weapon store (CH. 6)

-----------
Runemaster
-----------
Attack Power: 91
Weight: 2
Property: Magical
Effects: Critical bonus +30%, Magic +10.
Base Hit%: 97%
Base Critical %: 30%
Cast Effect: Dispeller
Acquirable: Sealed Sanctuary

-----------------
Nightshade Pole
-----------------
Attack Power: 97
Weight: 3
Property: Dark
Effects: 33% chance to inflict zombie status and/or instant KO on striking; Defense & Magic -15
Base Hit%: 97%
Base Critical %: 30%
Cast Effect: Black Wave
Acquirable: Kaskonia Arena Major Division prize (Beta level)

--------------
Platinum Mace
--------------
Attack Power: 104
Weight: 4
Property: None
Effects: None
Base Hit%: 97%
Base Critical %: 30%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Kaskonia Colosseum store (CH. 6)

---------------
Crystal Cudgel
---------------
Attack Power: 110
Weight: 5
Property: None
Effects: Magic +10
Base Hit%: 98%
Base Critical %: 30%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Diamond Dome weapon store (after completing Crystal Jewel quest); Distortional Barrier weapon stores; Crystal Dome weapon store (after inserting 7 relics in the Distortional Barrier)

----------------
Starlight Staff
----------------
Attack Power: 118
Weight: 3
Property: Electric
Effects: 33% to inflict blind status effect on striking; Defense +10.
Base Hit%: 98%
Base Critical %: 30%
Cast Effect: Electroshocker
Acquirable: Distortional Barrier weapon stores; Crystal Dome weapon store (after inserting 7 relics in the Distortional Barrier)

------------------
Mace of Serenity
------------------
Attack Power: 122
Weight: 1
Property: None
Effects: All stats +5; +1 hits; 33% to inflict sleep status on striking.
Base Hit%: 98%
Base Critical %: 30%
Cast Effect: Purify
Acquirable: Castle City Syrius - Lilliana's Room (after placing the relics in the final dungeon)

---------------
Cherryblossom
---------------
Attack Power: 128
Weight: 3
Property: None
Effects: Evasion pierce; Critical bonus +35%.
Base Hit%: 98%
Base Critical %: 30%
Cast Effect: Sage's Basilica
Acquirable: Rarely dropped by Terminator in the Distortional Barrier; buyable from old weaponmaster.

---------------
Twin Rainbow
---------------
Attack Power: 185
Weight: 4
Property: Prism
Effects: Defense +12; Magic +15; Evasion pierce; Critical bonus +50%.
Base Hit%: 99%
Base Critical %: 30%
Cast Effect: Enfeeble
Acquirable: Defeat Sealed Monster Archangel.



Race (Heavy Swords)

*All of Race's swords have a fixed base critical hit rate of 20% and will naturally add to his defense stat when equipped.*

------------
Iron Sword
------------
Attack Power: 12
Weight: 2
Natural Defense Bonus: +3
Property: None
Effects: None
Base Hit%: 89%
Base Critical %: 20%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Race joins with this weapon equipped.

-------------
Sentry Blade
-------------
Attack Power: 18
Weight: 3
Natural Defense Bonus: +3
Property: None
Effects: None
Base Hit%: 89%
Base Critical %: 20%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Timberwood, Plieko, Kaskonia and Syrius weapon stores.

------------
Broad Sword
------------
Attack Power: 24
Weight: 2
Natural Defense Bonus: +3
Property: None
Effects: None
Base Hit%: 89%
Base Critical %: 20%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Syrius weapon store (CH. 2), Agradia weapon store

------------
Storm Saber
------------
Attack Power: 30
Weight: 3
Natural Defense Bonus: +3
Property: Wind
Effects: None
Base Hit%: 89%
Base Critical %: 20%
Cast Effect: Air Slash
Acquirable: Agradia weapon store.

----------------
Darkness Blade
----------------
Attack Power: 36
Weight: 3
Natural Defense Bonus: +3
Property: None
Effects: Defense +2; 33% chance to inflict blind status on striking.
Base Hit%: 89%
Base Critical %: 20%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Tomb of the Fallen Gypsy

-------------
Silver Blade
-------------
Attack Power: 68
Weight: 4
Natural Defense Bonus: +5
Property: None
Effects: Magic +15.
Base Hit%: 93%
Base Critical %: 20%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Equipped on Race when he rejoins party in CH. 4., Rikkania Town (past) weapon store (CH. 4), Syrius & Navarre Province weapon stores, Palmiro weapon store

-----------
Defender
-----------
Attack Power: 80
Weight: 4
Natural Defense Bonus: +5
Property: None
Effects: Critical +5%; Defense +40.
Base Hit%: 93%
Base Critical %: 20%
Cast Effect: Protect
Acquirable: Defeat Metal Haggar at Lumitz Tower

-----------
Wing Sword
-----------
Attack Power: 88
Weight: 5
Natural Defense Bonus: +8
Property: None
Effects: None
Base Hit%: 93%
Base Critical %: 20%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Diamond Dome weapon store (CH. 5); Syrius weapon store (CH. 6)

-------------
Fireflasher
-------------
Attack Power: 97
Weight: 5
Natural Defense Bonus: +8
Property: Fire
Effects: +1 hits
Base Hit%: 93%
Base Critical %: 20%
Cast Effect: Fireblast
Acquirable: Faerie Mountain

----------------
Ancient Sword
----------------
Attack Power: 103
Weight: 5
Natural Defense Bonus: +8
Property: Time
Effects: Speed +10; 95% chance to inflict berserk status on striking.
Base Hit%: 75%
Base Critical %: 20%
Cast Effect: Disturbance
Acquirable: Rarely dropped from Berillius (4th fight), Seltessa's Lab (CH. 6)

----------------
Platinum Blade
----------------
Attack Power: 108
Weight: 7
Natural Defense Bonus: +8
Property: None
Effects: None
Base Hit%: 98%
Base Critical %: 20%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Kaskonia Colosseum store (CH. 6)

----------------
Crystal Sword
----------------
Attack Power: 115
Weight: 8
Natural Defense Bonus: +8
Property: None
Effects: Defense +10
Base Hit%: 98%
Base Critical %: 20%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Diamond Dome weapon store (after completing Crystal Jewel quest); Distortional Barrier weapon stores; Crystal Dome weapon store (after inserting 7 relics in the Distortional Barrier)

----------------
Stardust Saber
----------------
Attack Power: 123
Weight: 8
Natural Defense Bonus: +13
Property: None
Effects: Defense +15; 33% chance to inflict stop status on striking.
Base Hit%: 98%
Base Critical %: 20%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Distortional Barrier weapon stores; Crystal Dome weapon store (after inserting 7 relics in the Distortional Barrier)

--------------
Rune Slasher
--------------
Attack Power: 130
Weight: 7
Natural Defense Bonus: +13
Property: Magical
Effects: Magic +10; Critical bonus +40%/drains 10 AP per strike.
Base Hit%: 98%
Base Critical %: 20%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Receive from Marcos during CH. 7

---------------
Ultimus Blade
---------------
Attack Power: 190
Weight: 6
Natural Defense Bonus: +16
Property: None
Effects: Defense +50, Magic +20, Critical bonus +40%, ignores evasion, 65% chance to inflict fear and/or silence status on striking.
Base Hit%: 99%
Base Critical %: 20%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Kaskonia Colosseum store (CH. 6)


Kerrie (Umbrellas & Parasols)

*All of Kerrie's umbrellas and parasols have a fixed base critical hit rate of 50% and will naturally add to her magic stat when equipped. They also have a perfect 100% hit rate and will never miss and will ignore the enemy's evasion.*

-----------
Umbrella
-----------
Attack Power: 8
Weight: 1
Natural Magic Bonus: +3
Property: None
Effects: None
Base Hit%: 100%
Base Critical %: 50%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Kerrie begins with this weapon equipped.

-----------------
Battle Umbrella
-----------------
Attack Power: 13
Weight: 2
Natural Magic Bonus: +3
Property: None
Effects: None
Base Hit%: 100%
Base Critical %: 50%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Timberwood, Plieko, Kaskonia and Syrius weapon stores.

---------
Parasol
---------
Attack Power: 18
Weight: 2
Natural Magic Bonus: +3
Property: None
Effects: Magic +3.
Base Hit%: 100%
Base Critical %: 50%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Syrius weapon store (CH. 2), Agradia weapon store, Serenity Isle

----------
Funbrella
----------
Attack Power: 25
Weight: 2
Natural Magic Bonus: +3
Property: None
Effects: Multistrike
Base Hit%: 75%
Base Critical %: 50%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Agradia weapon store.

--------------------
Acolyte's Parasol
--------------------
Attack Power: 31
Weight: 2
Natural Magic Bonus: +3
Property: None
Effects: Defense +5.
Base Hit%: 100%
Base Critical %: 50%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Tomb of the Fallen Gypsy

----------------
Silver Umbrella
----------------
Attack Power: 58
Weight: 4
Natural Magic Bonus: +5
Property: None
Effects: Critical +5%.
Base Hit%: 100%
Base Critical %: 50%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Equipped on Kerrie when she rejoins in CH. 4, Rikkania Town (past) weapon store (CH. 4), Syrius & Navarre Province weapon stores, Palmiro weapon store

---------
Sunshade
---------
Attack Power: 65
Weight: 3
Natural Magic Bonus: +9
Property: None
Effects: Magic -10; drains 20 AP per strike; 50% chance to inflict instant death on striking.
Base Hit%: 85%
Base Critical %: 50%
Cast Effect: None
Acquirable: Defeat Rustshroome at Sunshine Islands Generator Tower

-------------
Wing Parasol
-------------
Attack Power: 71
Weight: 4
Natural Magic Bonus: +9
Property: None
Effects: None
Base Hit%: 100%
Base Critical %: 50%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Diamond Dome weapon store (CH. 5); Syrius weapon store (CH. 6)

------------------
Rainbow Parasol
------------------
Attack Power: 77
Weight: 2
Natural Magic Bonus: +9
Property: Prism
Effects: None
Base Hit%: 100%
Base Critical %: 50%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Sealed Sanctuary

----------------
Divine Parasol
----------------
Attack Power: 82
Weight: 5
Natural Magic Bonus: +9
Property: Light
Effects: Deals 3x damage to undead.
Base Hit%: 100%
Base Critical %: 20%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Defeat Alpha Sasquatch (80% drop chance); Seltessa's Lab (CH. 6)

-------------------
Platinum Umbrella
-------------------
Attack Power: 88
Weight: 5
Natural Magic Bonus: +12
Property: None
Effects: None
Base Hit%: 100%
Base Critical %: 50%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Kaskonia Colosseum store (CH. 6)

------------------
Crystal Parasol
------------------
Attack Power: 95
Weight: 6
Natural Magic Bonus: +12
Property: None
Effects: Magic +10.
Base Hit%: 100%
Base Critical %: 50%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Diamond Dome weapon store (after completing Crystal Jewel quest); Distortional Barrier weapon stores; Crystal Dome weapon store (after inserting 7 relics in the Distortional Barrier)

----------
Starshade
----------
Attack Power: 101
Weight: 3
Natural Magic Bonus: +12
Property: Earth
Effects: Speed +5 30% chance to inflict paralyze status on striking.
Base Hit%: 100%
Base Critical %: 50%
Cast Effect: Black Hole
Acquirable: Distortional Barrier weapon stores; Crystal Dome weapon store (after inserting 7 relics in the Distortional Barrier)

--------------
Pixie Parasol
--------------
Attack Power: 108
Weight: 4
Natural Magic Bonus: +12
Property: None
Effects: Magic +15; First strike; Defense +2; 20% chance to inflict slow status on striking.
Base Hit%: 100%
Base Critical %: 50%
Cast Effect: Deluge Field
Acquirable: Rarely dropped by Robo Sword at Distortional Barrier.

-----------------
Princess's Shade
-----------------
Attack Power: 145
Weight: 2
Natural Magic Bonus: +15
Property: None
Effects: Defense +5; Magic +35; +1 hits; 55% chance to inflict blind and/or confusion status on striking.
Base Hit%: 100%
Base Critical %: 50%
Cast Effect: Magicstealer
Acquirable: Defeat Sealed Monster Elder Haggar.


Brash (Axes)

*All of Brash's axes have a fixed base critical hit rate of 40% 

----------
Hand Axe
----------
Attack Power: 12
Weight: 1
Property: None
Effects: None
Base Hit%: 93%
Base Critical %: 40
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Brash joins with this weapon equipped.

------------
Bronze Axe
------------
Attack Power: 16
Weight: 2
Property: None
Effects: None
Base Hit%: 93%
Base Critical %: 40
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Kaskonia weapon store (CH. 2), Syrius weapon store (CH. 2, after defeating Gordavon), Agradia weapon store.

--------
Ice Axe
--------
Attack Power: 21
Weight: 2
Property: Ice
Effects: None
Base Hit%: 93%
Base Critical %: 40
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Agradia weapon store

-------------
Double Axe
-------------
Attack Power: 27
Weight: 1
Property: None
Effects: Critical bonus +5%.
Base Hit%: 93%
Base Critical %: 40
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Tomb of the Fallen Gypsy, Rikkania Town (past) weapon store (CH. 3)

----------
Tomahawk
----------
Attack Power: 32
Weight: 2
Property: Magical
Effects: 33% chance to inflict slow status on striking.
Base Hit%: 93%
Base Critical %: 40
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Dropped by Ruffler, Rikkania Town (present) weapon store

-------------
Brainbuster
-------------
Attack Power: 37
Weight: 2
Property: None
Effects: Hit +5%, 33% chance to inflict confusion status on striking.
Base Hit%: 93%
Base Critical %: 40
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Centrius weapon store.

-----------
Silver Axe
-----------
Attack Power: 44
Weight: 3
Property: None
Effects: Critical +10%, 33% chance to inflict freeze on striking.
Base Hit%: 96%
Base Critical %: 40
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Navarre Castle caves; Rikkania Town (past) weapon store (CH. 4), Syrius & Navarre Province weapon stores, Palmiro weapon store

-------------
Golden Axe
-------------
Attack Power: 50
Weight: 3
Property: None
Effects: 33% chance to inflict blind status on striking; All stats +5.
Base Hit%: 96%
Base Critical %: 40
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Dungeon of Dreams

------------
Wing Buster
------------
Attack Power: 55
Weight: 4
Property: None
Effects: None
Base Hit%: 96%
Base Critical %: 40
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Diamond Dome weapon store (CH. 5); Syrius weapon store (CH. 6)

------------
Battle Axe
------------
Attack Power: 58
Weight: 2
Property: None
Effects: 33% chance of inflicting paralyze status on striking.
Base Hit%: 96%
Base Critical %: 40
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Terra Dome

------------
Poison Axe
------------
Attack Power: 63	
Weight: 1
Property: None
Effects: 33% chance of inflicting poison status on striking.
Base Hit%: 96%
Base Critical %: 40
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Sealed Sanctuary

--------------
Skullsplitter
--------------
Attack Power: 66
Weight: 3
Property: Magical
Effects: Critical +10%; 80% chance of inflicting instant death on striking.
Base Hit%: 75%
Base Critical %: 40
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Isolated Facility

---------------
Platinum Axe
---------------
Attack Power: 71	
Weight: 4
Property: None
Effects: None
Base Hit%: 97%
Base Critical %: 40
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Kaskonia Colosseum store (CH. 6)

-------------
Crystal Axe
-------------
Attack Power: 77	
Weight: 5
Property: Magical
Effects: Defense +10.
Base Hit%: 97%
Base Critical %: 40
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Diamond Dome weapon store (after completing Crystal Jewel quest); Distortional Barrier weapon stores; Crystal Dome weapon store (after inserting 7 relics in the Distortional Barrier)

----------------
Atomic Buster
----------------
Attack Power: 83	
Weight: 3
Property: None
Effects: Magic +6; Critical bonus +20%; 33% chance to inflict sleep status on striking.
Base Hit%: 97%
Base Critical %: 40
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Distortional Barrier - 2nd section; Distortional Barrier weapon stores; Crystal Dome weapon store (after inserting 7 relics in the Distortional Barrier)

-----------
Francisca
-----------
Attack Power: 94	
Weight: 2
Property: None
Effects: Speed +10; Evasion pierce.
Base Hit%: 97%
Base Critical %: 40
Cast Effect: None
Acquirable: Valkyrie's Island - future time

-----------------
Colossus Buster
-----------------
Attack Power: 110	
Weight: 6
Property: None
Effects: Defense +15; Magic +5; +1 hits; Evasion pierce; +30% critical bonus.
Base Hit%: 99%
Base Critical %: 40
Cast Effect: None
Acquirable: Defeat Sealed Monster Hellshroome.



Heather (Rods & Canes)

*All of Heather's rods and canes are of the magical property and will deal magical type damage. All of Heather's rods have a fixed base critical rate of 5% and will naturally add to her magic stat when equipped.*

------------
Magic Rod
------------
Attack Power: 16
Weight: 1
Natural Magic Bonus: +5
Property: Magical
Effects: 33% chance to inflict blind status on striking.
Base Hit%: 80%
Base Critical %: 5%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Heather joins with this weapon equipped.

-------------
Spirit Cane
-------------
Attack Power: 22
Weight: 1
Natural Magic Bonus: +5
Property: Magical
Effects: 33% chance to inflict sleep status on striking.
Base Hit%: 80%
Base Critical %: 5%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Tomb of the Fallen Gypsy, Twilight weapon store (CH. 3), Rikkania Town (present) weapon store.

--------------
Poison Rod
--------------
Attack Power: 28
Weight: 2
Natural Magic Bonus: +5
Property: Magical
Effects: Magic +10; 33% chance to inflict poison status on striking.
Base Hit%: 80%
Base Critical %: 5%
Cast Effect: Poison Bubble
Acquirable: Rikkania Town (present) weapon store.

--------------
Healing Rod
--------------
Attack Power: 32
Weight: 1
Natural Magic Bonus: +5
Property: Magical
Effects: Critical +70%; ignores enemy evasion; restores the HP of target it strikes. (NOTE: This weapon will ONLY damage undead monsters!)
Base Hit%: 80%
Base Critical %: 5%
Cast Effect: Aura
Acquirable: Lake Rikkania

----------------
Faerie's Cane
----------------
Attack Power: 38
Weight: 2
Natural Magic Bonus: +5
Property: Magical
Effects: 33% chance to inflict slow status on striking; Magic +15.
Base Hit%: 80%
Base Critical %: 5%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Sephyria Skytower peddler; Centrius weapon store.

----------
Evil Rod
----------
Attack Power: 45
Weight: 3
Natural Magic Bonus: +8
Property: Magical, Dark
Effects: 33% chance to inflict zombie status on striking.
Base Hit%: 80%
Base Critical %: 5%
Cast Effect: Shadow Bolt
Acquirable: Sylphi Weathertower; Centrius weapon store (after completing Sylphi Weathertower)

----------
Silver Rod
----------
Attack Power: 51
Weight: 3
Natural Magic Bonus: +8
Property: Magical
Effects: 33% chance to inflict fear status on striking.
Base Hit%: 84%
Base Critical %: 5%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Rikkania Town (past), Syrius Prov, Navarre Prov. and Plieko weapon stores (CH. 4)

---------------
Sylvaria Cane
---------------
Attack Power: 57
Weight: 1
Natural Magic Bonus: +8
Property: Magical, Time
Effects: Speed +5; 33% chance to inflict stop status on striking.
Base Hit%: 84%
Base Critical %: 5%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Defeat Shadow Dragon at Ocean Base.

----------
Wing Rod
----------
Attack Power: 62
Weight: 4
Natural Magic Bonus: +8
Property: Magical
Effects: 33% chance to inflict paralyze status on striking.
Base Hit%: 84%
Base Critical %: 5%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Skybase Fortress; Diamond Dome weapon store (CH. 5); Syrius weapon store (CH. 6)

------------
Prism Rod
------------
Attack Power: 69
Weight: 1
Natural Magic Bonus: +8
Property: Magical, Prism
Effects: 33% chance to inflict confuse status on striking.
Base Hit%: 84%
Base Critical %: 5%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Mirage Tower

--------------
Silence Rod
--------------
Attack Power: 74
Weight: 1
Natural Magic Bonus: +14
Property: Magical
Effects: 33% chance to inflict silence status on striking.
Base Hit%: 84%
Base Critical %: 5%
Cast Effect: Seal
Acquirable: Sealed Sanctuary

-----------------
Platinum Cane
-----------------
Attack Power: 78
Weight: 3
Natural Magic Bonus: +14
Property: Magical
Effects: 33% chance to inflict fear status on striking.
Base Hit%: 84%
Base Critical %: 5%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Kaskonia Colosseum weapon store (CH. 6)

---------------
Crystal Cane
---------------
Attack Power: 84
Weight: 4
Natural Magic Bonus: +14
Property: Magical, Water
Effects: Magic +10; 33% chance to inflict freeze status on striking.
Base Hit%: 87%
Base Critical %: 5%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Diamond Dome weapon store (after completing Crystal Jewel quest); Distortional Barrier weapon stores; Crystal Dome weapon store (after inserting 7 relics in the Distortional Barrier)

--------------
Moonlight Rod
--------------
Attack Power: 90
Weight: 3
Natural Magic Bonus: +14
Property: Magical
Effects: +1 hits; 33% chance to inflict instant death on striking.
Base Hit%: 87%
Base Critical %: 5%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Distortional Barrier weapon stores; Crystal Dome weapon store (after inserting 7 relics in the Distortional Barrier)

--------------
Angel's Rod
--------------
Attack Power: 95
Weight: 2
Natural Magic Bonus: +20
Property: Magical, Light
Effects: Magic +30; 33% chance to inflict regen status on striking.
Base Hit%: 90%
Base Critical %: 5%
Cast Effect: Haste
Acquirable: Receive from man on Valkryie's Island (present time) after bringing him all three broken rod parts.

---------------
Eternal Cane
---------------
Attack Power: 115
Weight: 4
Natural Magic Bonus: +25
Property: Magical
Effects: Defense +8, Speed +5, Critical bonus +5%, Magic +50, Boosts all elemental damage by 20%; 33% chance to dispel positive status effects on striking.
Base Hit%: 90%
Base Critical %: 5%
Cast Effect: Revive
Acquirable: Defeat Sealed Monster Iron Baron.




Quinn (Bows & Crossbows)

* All of Quinn's bows & crossbows are ranged, and will deal extra damage to floating or flying creatures. All of Quinn's bows have a fixed base critical hit rate of 25%, while crossbows have a fixed base critical hit rate of 30%.
* All regular bows are two-handed (Hunting Bow, Long Bow, etc), while all crossbows are one-handed and can be worn with a shield (Crossbow, Poison Bow, etc)

---------------
Hunting Bow
---------------
Attack Power: 36
Weight: 1
Property: None
Effects: None
Base Hit%: 90%
Base Critical %: 25%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Quinn joins with this weapon equipped.

-----------
Long Bow
-----------
Attack Power: 42
Weight: 2
Property: None
Effects: None
Base Hit%: 90%
Base Critical %: 25%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Lake Rikkania; Sephyria Skytower peddler.

------------
Twin Bow
------------
Attack Power: 46
Weight: 3
Property: None
Effects: +1 hits; Defense +5.
Base Hit%: 90%
Base Critical %: 25%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Centrius weapon store.

---------
Crossbow
---------
Attack Power: 53
Weight: 1
Property: None
Effects: Magic +10
Base Hit%: 83%
Base Critical %: 30%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Sylphi Weathertower; Centrius weapon store (after completing Sylphi Weathertower).

-------------
Silver Bow
-------------
Attack Power: 60
Weight: 2
Property: None
Effects: Critical +15%.
Base Hit%: 90%
Base Critical %: 25%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Rikkania Town (past), Syrius Prov, Navarre Prov. and Plieko weapon stores (CH. 4)

------------
Poison Bow
------------
Attack Power: 70
Weight: 3
Property: None
Effects: Critical +20%; 33% chance to inflict poison status on striking.
Base Hit%: 83%
Base Critical %: 30%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Palmiro weapon store (after completing 1 generator tower), Dungeon of Dreams, Diamond Dome weapon store (CH. 5)

---------------
Wing Crossbow
---------------
Attack Power: 79
Weight: 4
Property: None
Effects: None
Base Hit%: 83%
Base Critical %: 30%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Diamond Dome weapon store (CH. 5); Syrius weapon store (CH. 6)

--------------
Aqua Arrow
--------------
Attack Power: 85
Weight: 3
Property: Water
Effects: 33% chance to inflict silence status on striking.
Base Hit%: 90%
Base Critical %: 25%
Cast Effect: Gusher
Acquirable: Mirage Tower

---------------
Skyeshooter
---------------
Attack Power: 92
Weight: 4
Property: Wind
Effects: Magic +10.
Base Hit%: 83%
Base Critical %: 30%
Cast Effect: Air Slash
Acquirable: Rarely dropped by Neon Zero.

----------------
Plague Arrow
----------------
Attack Power: 96
Weight: 4
Property: None
Effects: 33% chance to inflict zombie status on striking.
Base Hit%: 90%
Base Critical %: 25%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Sealed Sanctuary

-----------------------
Platinum Crossbow
----------------------
Attack Power: 100
Weight: 4
Property: None
Effects: None
Base Hit%: 83%
Base Critical %: 30%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Kaskonia Colosseum weapon store (CH. 6)

---------------
Crystal Bow
---------------
Attack Power: 108
Weight: 4
Property: None
Effects: Critical +10%.
Base Hit%: 90%
Base Critical %: 25%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Diamond Dome weapon store (after completing Crystal Jewel quest); Distortional Barrier weapon stores; Crystal Dome weapon store (after inserting 7 relics in the Distortional Barrier)

-------------
Moon Bow
-------------
Attack Power: 116
Weight: 5
Property: None
Effects: Magic +10; 33% chance to inflict freeze on striking.
Base Hit%: 90%
Base Critical %: 25%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Distortional Barrier weapon stores; Crystal Dome weapon store (after inserting 7 relics in the Distortional Barrier)

-----------------
Assassin's Bow
-----------------
Attack Power: 125
Weight: 4
Property: None
Effects: Magic +5; First strike; 50% chance to inflict instant death on striking.
Base Hit%: 90%
Base Critical %: 25%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Receive from archer at Nalladia Settlement after inserting 7 relics in the Distortional Barrier.

------------------
Stone Crossbow
------------------
Attack Power: 127
Weight: 8
Property: None
Effects: Hit Rate -35%; 80% chance to inflict stop status on striking.
Base Hit%: 48%
Base Critical %: 30%
Cast Effect: Antigrav Solo
Acquirable: Rarely dropped by Distorted Gate.

----------------
Disruptor Bow
----------------
Attack Power: 170
Weight: 3
Property: None
Effects: Defense +5; Magic +10; Speed +20; First strike; 75% chance to inflict slow and/or confuse status on striking.
Base Hit%: 100%
Base Critical %: 25%
Cast Effect: Confuse
Acquirable: Defeat Sealed Monster Sonbrios.

----------------
Hero's Crossbow
----------------
Attack Power: 170
Weight: 6
Property: None
Effects: Critical % +30; Defense +20; Speed +5; +1 hits; Multistrike; 75% chance to inflict paralyze and/or poison status on striking.
Base Hit%: 91%
Base Critical %: 30%
Cast Effect: None
Acquirable: Receive at Rikkania Sanctuary after uncursing the Cursed Crossbow.


Brittany (Whips)

* All of Brittany's whips are ranged, and will deal extra damage to floating or flying creatures. All of Brittany's whips have a fixed base critical hit rate of 10%, have a 100% hit rate, and will naturally add to her speed stat when equipped.

---------
Rope Whip
---------
Attack Power: 25
Weight: 1
Natural Speed Bonus: +2
Property: None
Effects: None
Base Hit%: 100%
Base Critical %: 10%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Brittany joins with this weapon equipped.

------
Lasher
------
Attack Power: 30
Weight: 1
Natural Speed Bonus: +2
Property: None
Effects: None
Base Hit%: 100%
Base Critical %: 10%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Rikkania Town (past) weapon store (CH. 3), Twilight Mines, Rikkania Town (past & present) weapon store.

-------------
Dancer's Rope
-------------
Attack Power: 36
Weight: 1
Natural Speed Bonus: +2
Property: Magical
Effects: Defense +5
Base Hit%: 100%
Base Critical %: 10%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Rikkania Town (present) weapon store, Sephyria Skytower peddler

-----------
Battle Whip
-----------
Attack Power: 43
Weight: 1
Natural Speed Bonus: +2
Property: None
Effects: Critical +10%; Magic +5
Base Hit%: 100%
Base Critical %: 10%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Centrius weapon store

----------------
Thornvine Tail
----------------
Attack Power: 50
Weight: 1
Natural Speed Bonus: +2
Property: Nature
Effects: 33% chance to inflict poison status on striking.
Base Hit%: 100%
Base Critical %: 10%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Sylphi Weathertower, Centrius weapon store (after completing Sylphi Weathertower)

----------------
Silver Lasher
----------------
Attack Power: 57
Weight: 2
Natural Speed Bonus: +3
Property: Magical
Effects: 33% chance to inflict silence status on striking.
Base Hit%: 100%
Base Critical %: 10%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Rikkania Town (past) weapon store (CH. 4), Syrius Prov, Navarre Prov. and Plieko weapon stores (CH. 4)

--------------
Electric Whip
--------------
Attack Power: 64
Weight: 2
Natural Speed Bonus: +3
Property: Electric
Effects: 33% chance to inflicts paralysis on striking.
Base Hit%: 100%
Base Critical %: 10%
Cast Effect: Electroshocker
Acquirable: Defeat Drogna & Mini-Orb at Navarre Generator Tower; Diamond Dome weapon store (CH. 5)

------------
Winged Rope
------------
Attack Power: 69
Weight: 2
Natural Speed Bonus: +3
Property: None
Effects: None
Base Hit%: 100%
Base Critical %: 10%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Diamond Dome weapon store (CH. 5); Syrius weapon store (CH. 6)

---------------
Pheonix Tail
---------------
Attack Power: 74
Weight: 2
Natural Speed Bonus: +3
Property: Fire
Effects: Speed +5
Base Hit%: 100%
Base Critical %: 10%
Cast Effect: Fireblast
Acquirable: Mirage Tower

----------------
Medusa's Bute
----------------
Attack Power: 79
Weight: 2
Natural Speed Bonus: +3
Property: None
Effects: 33% chance to inflict petrify status on striking.
Base Hit%: 100%
Base Critical %: 10%
Cast Effect: Sandpit
Acquirable: Defeat Beta Sasquatch at Isolated Facility (80%)

-----------------
Platinum Whip
-----------------
Attack Power: 84
Weight: 3
Natural Speed Bonus: +4
Property: None
Effects: None
Base Hit%: 100%
Base Critical %: 10%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Haunted Catacombs; Kaskonia weapon store (CH. 6)

---------------
Crystal Rope
---------------
Attack Power: 90
Weight: 4
Natural Speed Bonus: +4
Property: None
Effects: Magic +10.
Base Hit%: 100%
Base Critical %: 10%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Diamond Dome weapon store (after completing Crystal Jewel quest); Distortional Barrier weapon stores; Crystal Dome weapon store (after inserting 7 relics in the Distortional Barrier)

--------------
Lunatic Lasher
--------------
Attack Power: 98
Weight: 2
Natural Speed Bonus: +4
Property: None
Effects: Multistrike; 33% chance to inflict berserk status on striking.
Base Hit%: 100%
Base Critical %: 10%
Cast Effect: Berserk
Acquirable: Distortional Barrier weapon stores; Crystal Dome weapon store (after inserting 7 relics in the Distortional Barrier)

------------
Dazzletail
------------
Attack Power: 105
Weight: 1
Natural Speed Bonus: +4
Property: Light
Effects: Magic +20, Defense +7
Base Hit%: 100%
Base Critical %: 10%
Cast Effect: Spark Light
Acquirable: Parallel Prison

--------------
Psycho Lasher
--------------
Attack Power: 135
Weight: 1
Natural Speed Bonus: +5
Property: None
Effects: Magic +20, Defense +10, Speed +10, Evasion pierce, 33% chance to inflict a random status effect on striking.
Base Hit%: 100%
Base Critical %: 10%
Cast Effect: Heighten
Acquirable: Defeat Sealed Monster Flare Spirit.


Tessa (Rapiers)

*All of Tessa's rapiers have a fixed base critical hit rate of 20%.* 

--------
Rapier
--------
Attack Power: 40
Weight: 1
Property: None
Effects: None
Base Hit%: 96%
Base Critical %: 20%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Tessa joins with this weapon equipped.

------------
Mist Blade
------------
Attack Power: 48
Weight: 1
Property: None
Effects: Magic +10.
Base Hit%: 96%
Base Critical %: 20%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Tidal Sand Caves, Centrius weapon store

----------------
Cross Stiletto
----------------
Attack Power: 54
Weight: 2
Property: None
Effects: 33% chance to inflict paralyze status on striking.
Base Hit%: 96%
Base Critical %: 20%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Defeat White Dragon at Ice Wall Canyon; Centrius weapon store after completing Sylphi Weathertower.

---------------
Silver Rapier
---------------
Attack Power: 61
Weight: 2
Property: None
Effects: Magic +15
Base Hit%: 96%
Base Critical %: 20%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Rikkania Town (past), Syrius Prov, Navarre Prov. and Plieko weapon stores (CH. 4)

--------------
Dancing Blade
--------------
Attack Power: 73
Weight: 3
Property: None
Effects: Multistrike; Hit -15%.
Base Hit%: 96%
Base Critical %: 20%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Defeat Golem Ghost in the Dungeon of Dreams.

-------------
Wing Rapier
-------------
Attack Power: 82
Weight: 4
Property: None
Effects: None
Base Hit%: 96%
Base Critical %: 20%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Diamond Dome weapon store (CH. 5); Syrius weapon store (CH. 6)

----------
Skydancer
----------
Attack Power: 90
Weight: 1
Property: Wind
Effects: 33% chance to inflict berserk status effect on striking, Speed +5.
Base Hit%: 98%
Base Critical %: 20%
Cast Effect: Defenseless
Acquirable: Defeat Sasquatch at the Crystalline Mine.

-------------------
Sunshine Rapier
-------------------
Attack Power: 95
Weight: 1
Property: None
Effects: Critical bonus +10%, All stats +5.
Base Hit%: 98%
Base Critical %: 20%
Cast Effect: Spark Light
Acquirable: Receive from Isabella aboard the Yggdrasil after CH. 6 begins.

--------------
Lucky Blade
--------------
Attack Power: 99
Weight: 4
Property: None
Effects: Hit -50%, Critical bonus +100%
Base Hit%: 98%
Base Critical %: 20%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Dropped from Omega Sasquatch at Isolated Facility (80% chance)

-------------------
Platinum Stiletto
-------------------
Attack Power: 102
Weight: 3
Property: None
Effects: None
Base Hit%: 98%
Base Critical %: 20%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Kaskonia Colosseum weapon store (CH. 6)

---------------
Crystal Blade
---------------
Attack Power: 109
Weight: 4
Property: None
Effects: Magic +10.
Base Hit%: 98%
Base Critical %: 20%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Diamond Dome weapon store (after completing Crystal Jewel quest); Distortional Barrier weapon stores; Crystal Dome weapon store (after inserting 7 relics in the Distortional Barrier)

------------
Muramasa
------------
Attack Power: 111
Weight: 2
Property: None
Effects: First strike; Magic +20
Base Hit%: 98%
Base Critical %: 20%
Cast Effect: Cleanse
Acquirable: Dropped from Warped Shroome during the Distortion scene (75% chance)

------------------
Starlight Rapier
------------------
Attack Power: 116
Weight: 5
Property: None
Effects: All stats +5; 33% chance to inflict confuse status on striking.
Base Hit%: 98%
Base Critical %: 20%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Distortional Barrier weapon stores; Crystal Dome weapon store (after inserting 7 relics in the Distortional Barrier)

---------------
Queen's Rapier
---------------
Attack Power: 125
Weight: 3
Property: None
Effects: Speed +10; Critical +10%; 33% chance to inflict slow status on striking.
Base Hit%: 99%
Base Critical %: 20%
Cast Effect: n/a
Acquirable: Valkyrie's Island - future time

--------------
Holy Valkyria
--------------
Attack Power: 175
Weight: 1
Property: None
Effects: Defense & Speed +10; Magic +20; Critical bonus +55%/drains 10 AP per strike; 50% chance to inflict freeze status on striking.
Base Hit%: 100%
Base Critical %: 20%
Cast Effect: Divine Bolt
Acquirable: Defeat Sealed Monster Slime Emperor.



                                    ==========
						BODY ARMOR
						==========



Defense Power = The armor's defense power. When the armor is equipped, this number is added to the character's defense power. Displayed as 'Def' in-game.
Weight = The armor's weight value. The number listed will lower your character's speed by that amount. Displayed as 'Wgt' in game.
Type = The type of armor. Check this and compare it to the wearable list to see who can wear it.
Effects = The armor's special effects. These range from adding stats, to protecting against status effects and more.
Cast Effect = The armor will cast the spell listed, if any. To use an armor with a "cast effect", have the character who can equip it normally use it as you would an item. For example, in order for the Flare Mail to use Under Roaster in battle, go under the items list with anyone who can use it and select it, then choose your target. It will then cast the spell.



*There are three types of body armor: Heavy Armor, which include Mails, Suits, and Armor, Light Armor, which include vests, manteaus, and plates, and Arcanic Armor, which include robes, cloaks, and dresses. Some characters, like Lilliana, can wear most of all three types, however characters like Kerrie can only wear arcanic armor. There are some armors which are able to be worn by everyone, regardless on what type it is.*

The Wearable List of who can wear what:

Lilliana: Most Heavy, All Light and All Arcanic
Race: All Heavy and Most Light
Kerrie: Some Light and All Arcanic
Brash: All Heavy and Most Light
Heather: Some Light and All Arcanic
Quinn: Some Heavy and Most Light
Brittany: Some Light and All Arcanic
Tessa: Heavy, Most Light and All Arcanic

*The only exception is the elemental armors and the Hero Armor, which all are heavy, but is equippable by everyone.*


HEAVY ARMOR

-----------
Hide Armor
-----------
Defense Power: 8
Weight: 1
Type: Heavy
Effects: None
Cast Effect: None

-----------
Padded Mail
-----------
Defense Power: 14
Weight: 2
Type: Heavy
Effects: None
Cast Effect: None

-----------
Chain Mail
-----------
Defense Power: 26
Weight: 3
Type: Heavy
Effects: None
Cast Effect: None

-----------
Splint Mail
-----------
Defense Power: 32
Weight: 4
Type: Heavy
Effects: None
Cast Effect: None

-----------
Iron Mail
-----------
Defense Power: 40
Weight: 5
Type: Heavy
Effects: Power +3
Cast Effect: None

------------
Magical Mail
------------
Defense Power: 48
Weight: 4
Type: Heavy
Effects: Resists magical; +15% to confusion resistance.
Cast Effect: None

-----------
Plate Mail
-----------
Defense Power: 57
Weight: 4
Type: Heavy
Effects: Resists water; +15% to paralysis resistance.
Cast Effect: None

-----------
Flare Mail
-----------
Defense Power: 45
Weight: 4
Type: Heavy
Effects: Magic +5; Resists fire; wearer is immune to fear.
Cast Effect: Fireblast

-----------
Aqua Mail
-----------
Defense Power: 45
Weight: 4
Type: Heavy
Effects: Magic +5; Resists water; wearer is immune to silence.
Cast Effect: Aquawhirl

------------
Typhoon Mail
------------
Defense Power: 45
Weight: 4
Type: Heavy
Effects: Magic +5; Resists wind; wearer is immune to confusion.
Cast Effect: Twister Claw

----------
Gaia Mail
----------
Defense Power: 45
Weight: 4
Type: Heavy
Effects: Magic +5; Resists earth; wearer is immune to petrify.
Cast Effect: Petristone

-----------
Shadow Mail
-----------
Defense Power: 45
Weight: 4
Type: Heavy
Effects: Magic +5; Resists dark; wearer is immune to zombie.
Cast Effect: Black Wave

-----------
Heaven Mail
-----------
Defense Power: 45
Weight: 4
Type: Heavy
Effects: Magic +5; Resists light; wearer is immune to sleep.
Cast Effect: Spark Light

-----------
Vortex Mail
-----------
Defense Power: 45
Weight: 4
Type: Heavy
Effects: Magic +5; Resists time; wearer is immune to stop.
Cast Effect: Disturbance

-----------
Natural Mail
-----------
Defense Power: 45
Weight: 4
Type: Heavy
Effects: Magic +5; Resists nature; wearer is immune to poison.
Cast Effect: Bioburst

------------
Silver Armor
------------
Defense Power: 68
Weight: 4
Type: Heavy
Effects: Power +8.
Cast Effect: None

-----------
Shining Mail
-----------
Defense Power: 76
Weight: 3
Type: Heavy
Effects: +20% to zombie and stop resistance.
Cast Effect: None

-----------
Wing Armor
-----------
Defense Power: 84
Weight: 5
Type: Heavy
Effects: Resists magical; Power +10.
Cast Effect: None

------------
Agile Armor
------------
Defense Power: 60
Weight: 5
Type: Heavy
Effects: Inflicts auto-haste.
Cast Effect: Haste

--------------
Platinum Armor
--------------
Defense Power: 93
Weight: 5
Type: Heavy
Effects: Power +5; +30% to berserk resistance.
Cast Effect: None

------------
Crystal Mail
------------
Defense Power: 105
Weight: 6
Type: Heavy
Effects: Power +15; +25% to instant death resistance.
Cast Effect: None

--------------
Rainbow Armor
--------------
Defense Power: 115
Weight: 6
Type: Heavy
Effects: Power +3; Magic +12; Resists magical, fire, water & ranged; +50% to confuse resistance
Cast Effect: None

----------
Moon Armor
----------
Defense Power: 128
Weight: 7
Type: Heavy
Effects: All stats +7; Prevents critical hits; Resists physical; wearer is immune to stop.
Cast Effect: None




LIGHT ARMOR

----------
Hide Vest
----------
Defense Power: 6
Weight: 1
Type: Light
Effects: None
Cast Effect: None

----------
Padded Vest
----------
Defense Power: 12
Weight: 2
Type: Light
Effects: None
Cast Effect: None

------------
Leather Vest
------------
Defense Power: 18
Weight: 2
Type: Light
Effects: None
Cast Effect: None

-----------
Chain Plate
-----------
Defense Power: 24
Weight: 2
Type: Light
Effects: None
Cast Effect: None

-----------
Breastplate
-----------
Defense Power: 30
Weight: 2
Type: Light
Effects: None
Cast Effect: None

----------
Iron Vest
----------
Defense Power: 38
Weight: 3
Type: Light
Effects: None
Cast Effect: None

-----------
Plated Vest
-----------
Defense Power: 55
Weight: 3
Type: Light
Effects: Power +5; +15% to freeze resistance.
Cast Effect: None

------------
Prismic Vest
------------
Defense Power: 30
Weight: 9
Type: Light
Effects: Resist all elements; +30% to all status resistances.
Cast Effect: None

------------
Winged Plate
------------
Defense Power: 82
Weight: 4
Type: Light
Effects: Speed +3; Resists ranged attacks.
Cast Effect: None

----------
Power Vest
----------
Defense Power: 65
Weight: 4
Type: Light
Effects: Power +20; inflicts auto-regen.
Cast Effect: Might

------------
Crystal Vest
------------
Defense Power: 104
Weight: 5
Type: Light
Effects: Speed +5; +25% to instant death resistance.
Cast Effect: None

------------
Atomic Plate
------------
Defense Power: 124
Weight: 8
Type: Light
Effects: Prevent critical hits; All stats +7; Resists physical; wearer is immune to slow.
Cast Effect: None


ARCANIC ARMOR


----
Robe
----
Defense Power: 5
Weight: 1
Type: Arcanic
Effects: Magic +2.
Cast Effect: None

------------
Padded Dress
------------
Defense Power: 10
Weight: 1
Type: Arcanic
Effects: None
Cast Effect: None

----------
Silk Robe
----------
Defense Power: 14
Weight: 1
Type: Arcanic
Effects: Resists water; Magic +3.
Cast Effect: Ice Spike

-------------
Leather Cloak
-------------
Defense Power: 16
Weight: 2
Type: Arcanic
Effects: None
Cast Effect: None

-----------
Amber Dress
-----------
Defense Power: 36
Weight: 2
Type: Arcanic
Effects: Magic +3.
Cast Effect: None

------------
Magical Robe
------------
Defense Power: 44
Weight: 3
Type: Arcanic
Effects: Resists magical; +15% to zombie resistance.
Cast Effect: Aquawhirl

-----------
Wizard Robe
-----------
Defense Power: 52
Weight: 2
Type: Arcanic
Effects: Magic +10; +15% to sleep & fear resistance.
Cast Effect: None

------------
Silver Cloak
------------
Defense Power: 65
Weight: 2
Type: Arcanic
Effects: Magic +8.
Cast Effect: None

--------
Sundress
--------
Defense Power: 73
Weight: 2
Type: Arcanic
Effects: +20% to zombie & poison resistance.
Cast Effect: None

------------
Wing Dress
------------
Defense Power: 80
Weight: 3
Type: Arcanic
Effects: Resists magical; Magic +10.
Cast Effect: None

-------------
Sorcery Dress
-------------
Defense Power: 55
Weight: 3
Type: Arcanic
Effects: Magic +20; inflicts auto-heighten
Cast Effect: Inspire

-------------
Platinum Robe
-------------
Defense Power: 91
Weight: 3
Type: Arcanic
Effects: Magic +5; +30% to berserk resistance.
Cast Effect: None

-------------
Crystal Robe
-------------
Defense Power: 101
Weight: 4
Type: Arcanic
Effects: Magic +15; +25% to instant death resistance.
Cast Effect: None

--------------
Crescent Cloak
--------------
Defense Power: 110
Weight: 1
Type: Arcanic
Effects: Magic +12; Resists magical, dark, ice & ranged; +50% to paralysis resistance.
Cast Effect: None

---------------
Starlight Dress
---------------
Defense Power: 122
Weight: 3
Type: Arcanic
Effects: All stats +7; Prevents critical hits; Resists physical; wearer is immune to freeze.
Cast Effect: None


						============
						   SHIELDS
						============
Defense Power = The shield's defense power. When the shield is equipped, this number is added to the character's defense power. Displayed as 'Def' in-game.
Weight = The shield's weight value. The number listed will lower your character's speed by that amount. Displayed as 'Wgt' in game.
Effects = The shield's special effects. These range from adding stats, to protecting against status effects and more.

-----------
Hide Shield
-----------
Defense Power: 4
Weight: 1
Effects: None

-------------
Padded Shield
-------------
Defense Power: 8
Weight: 2
Effects: None

-------------
Leather Shield
-------------
Defense Power: 12
Weight: 2
Effects: None

-------------
Large Shield
-------------
Defense Power: 15
Weight: 2
Effects: None

-----------
Iron Shield
-----------
Defense Power: 20
Weight: 3
Effects: None

----------
Flame Shield
----------
Defense Power: 24
Weight: 2
Effects: Resists fire.

----------
Ice Shield
----------
Defense Power: 27
Weight: 3
Effects: Resists ice.

-------------
Plated Shield
-------------
Defense Power: 32
Weight: 3
Effects: None

-------------
Silver Shield
-------------
Defense Power: 42
Weight: 3
Effects: +20% to blind resistance.

-----------
Wing Shield
-----------
Defense Power: 52
Weight: 4
Effects: Resists electric.

---------------
Ancient Shield
---------------
Defense Power: 60
Weight: 4
Effects: Power +25; Resists magical; inflicts auto-silence; doubles power in battle.

---------------
Platinum Shield
---------------
Defense Power: 62
Weight: 4
Effects: None

--------------
Crystal Shield
--------------
Defense Power: 70
Weight: 5
Effects: Resists nature.

--------------
Rainbow Shield
--------------
Defense Power: 75
Weight: 2
Effects: Magic +10; Resists magical, earth & time.

-----------
Star Shield
-----------
Defense Power: 80
Weight: 3
Effects: Power +10; Magic +5; Resists dark & light.





						============
						   HELMETS
						============
Defense Power = The helmet's defense power. When the helmet is equipped, this number is added to the character's defense power. Displayed as 'Def' in-game.
Weight = The helmet's weight value. The number listed will lower your character's speed by that amount. Displayed as 'Wgt' in game.
Effects = The helmet's special effects. These range from adding stats, to protecting against status effects and more.


-----------
Hide Helmet
-----------
Defense Power: 2
Weight: 1
Effects: None

-------------
Padded Helmet
-------------
Defense Power: 4
Weight: 1
Effects: None

--------------
Leather Helmet
--------------
Defense Power: 8
Weight: 2
Effects: None

------
Tiara
------
Defense Power: 10
Weight: 1
Effects: Magic +3; Resists magical.
Note: Only female characters can equip this helmet.

------
Casque
------
Defense Power: 12
Weight: 1
Effects: Resists fire.
Note: Only male characters can equip this helmet.

-----------
Iron Helmet
-----------
Defense Power: 18
Weight: 3
Effects: Power +5.

-----------
Magic Tiara
-----------
Defense Power: 16
Weight: 1
Effects: Magic +5; Resists light.
Note: Only female characters can equip this helmet.

------------
Plate Helmet
------------
Defense Power: 24
Weight: 3
Effects: Power +3.

-------------
Silver Helmet
-------------
Defense Power: 34
Weight: 4
Effects: Magic +5.

-----------
Winged Helm
-----------
Defense Power: 44
Weight: 4
Effects: +20% to poison resistance.

---------------
Platinum Helmet
---------------
Defense Power: 50
Weight: 4
Effects: Power +10.

--------------
Crystal Helmet
--------------
Defense Power: 58
Weight: 5
Effects: +25% to confusion resistance.

-------------
Rainbow Tiara
-------------
Defense Power: 62
Weight: 1
Effects: Magic +5; Resists wind, electric & nature.
Cast Effect: Disturbance
Note: Only female characters can equip this helmet.

----------
Lunar Helm
----------
Defense Power: 66
Weight: 4
Effects: Power +15; Magic +5; Resists fire & ice.

-------
Ribbon
-------
Defense Power: 10
Weight: 0
Effects: Grants immunity to all negative status effects.
Cast Effect: Remedy
Note: Only female characters can equip this helmet.





						========================
						      ACCESSORIES
						========================

--------------
Antidote Ring
--------------
Effects: Grants immunity to poison.

----------
Shade Ring
----------
Effects: Grants immunity to blind.

----------------
Loudmouth Bracer
----------------
Effects: Grants immunity to silence.

------------
Sanity Ring
------------
Effects: Grants immunity to confusion & berserk.

------------
Soft Bracer
------------
Effects: Grants immunity to petrify.

-----------
Vigor Ring
-----------
Effects: Grants immunity to paralysis.

--------------
Insomniac Ring
--------------
Effects: Grants immunity to sleep.

-------------
Motion Bracer
-------------
Effects: Grants immunity to stop & freeze.

--------------
Violet Bracer
--------------
Effects: Grants immunity to fear.

------------
Goddess Ring
------------
Effects: Grants immunity to zombie & instant death; Speed -3.

---------
Aura Ring
---------
Effects: Defense +5; Inflicts auto-regen status.

-----------
Magic Ring
-----------
Effects: Allows spells to be cast using only half the AP; Speed -5.

------------
Power Bracer
------------
Effects: Power +25.

------------------
Mega Power Bracer
------------------
Effects: Power +75; prevents critical hits.

-------------
Shield Bracer
-------------
Effects: Defense +25.

------------------
Mega Shield Bracer
------------------
Effects: Defense +75; increases resistance to physical.

-------------
Spirit Bracer
-------------
Effects: Magic +25.

------------------
Mega Spirit Bracer
------------------
Effects: Magic +75; increases resistance to magical.

-------------
Speedy Bracer
-------------
Effects: Speed +5.

------------------
Mega Speedy Bracer
------------------
Effects: Speed +10; increases evasion.

--------------
Rainbow Bracer
--------------
Effects: Increases resistances to magical & to all elements; All stats -10.

------------
Rose Bracer
------------
Effects: Grants immunity to slow.

------------
Fury Bracer
------------
Effects: Power +100; Defense -100; inflicts auto-berserk.

----------------
Meditation Ring
----------------
Effects: Magic +100; Speed -15; inflicts auto-heighten.

------------
Haste Bracer
------------
Effects: Attack -100; inflicts auto-haste.

------------
Ancient Ring
------------
Effects: Power +10; Increases all status resistances by 50%

--------------
Cleansing Ring
--------------
Effects: Speed -15; Grants immunity to all negative status effects.

-------------
Healing Ring
-------------
Effects: Boosts healing effects; inflicts auto-heighten & auto-regen.

--------------
Power Gauntlet
--------------
Effects: Power +200.

------------------
Championship Belt
------------------
Effects: Power, Magic & Defense +75; Speed +10; Prevents critical hits; Increases evasion; resists physical & magical; grants immunity to blind, petrify, paralyze & stop. Can only be worn by Lilliana.

------------
Fire Charm
------------
Effects: Increases resistance to fire; increases fear resistance by 50%.

------------
Water Charm
------------
Effects: Increases resistance to water; increases silence resistance by 50%.

------------
Wind Charm
------------
Effects: Increases resistance to wind; increases confusion resistance by 50%.

------------
Earth Charm
------------
Effects: Increases resistance to earth; increases petrify resistance by 50%.

------------
Dark Charm
------------
Effects: Increases resistance to dark; increases instant death resistance by 50%.

------------
Light Charm
------------
Effects: Increases resistance to light; increases sleep resistance by 50%.

------------
Time Charm
------------
Effects: Increases resistance to time; increases slow resistance by 50%.

------------
Nature Charm
------------
Effects: Increases resistance to nature; increases poison resistance by 50%.

------------
Ice Charm
------------
Effects: Increases resistance to ice; increases freeze resistance by 50%.

-------------
Thunder Charm
-------------
Effects: Increases resistance to electric; increases paralysis resistance by 50%.

------------
Angelic Charm
------------
Effects: Increases zombie resistance by 50%.




						
						===========================
						    SPECIAL EQUIPMENT
						===========================


-------------
Mystical Mail
-------------
Defense Power: 160
Weight: 5
Type: Heavy
Effects: Power & Magic +15; Speed +5; Prevents critical hits; Resists magical, fire, ice & electric; +50% to fear resistance.
Cast Effect: Wave Barrier
Note: Only Lilliana can wear this armor.
Acquired: Platinum Dome; must use Ageworn Key to open the chest!

--------------
Full Platemail
--------------
Defense Power: 163
Weight: 10
Type: Heavy
Effects: Power +25; Magic +5; Speed +5; Prevents critical hits; Resists magical, fire, earth & dark; +50% to petrify resistance. 
Cast Effect: Defense Down
Note: Only Race can wear this armor.
Acquired: Platinum Dome; must use Ageworn Key to open the chest!

---------------
Priestess Cloak
---------------
Defense Power: 153
Weight: 3
Type: Arcanic
Effects: Power +10; Magic +25; Speed +5; Allows spells to be cast with half AP consumption; Resists physical, water, time & nature; +50% to stop resistance.
Cast Effect: Antiholy Solo
Note: Only Kerrie can wear this armor.
Acquired: Platinum Dome; must use Ageworn Key to open the chest!

------------
Dragon Armor
------------
Defense Power: 161
Weight: 8
Type: Heavy
Effects: Power +25; Magic +5; Speed +5; increases evasion; Resists magical, fire, wind & earth; +50% to confuse resistance.
Cast Effect: Power Down
Note: Only Brash can wear this armor.
Acquired: Platinum Dome; must use Ageworn Key to open the chest!

------------
Goddess Robe
------------
Defense Power: 155
Weight: 1
Type: Arcanic
Effects: Power +5; Speed +5; Magic +30; increases evasion; Resists physical, dark, nature & electric; +50% to poison resistance.
Cast Effect: Dispeller
Note: Only Heather can wear this armor.
Acquired: Platinum Dome; must use Ageworn Key to open the chest!

---------------
Hunter Manteau
---------------
Defense Power: 157
Weight: 4
Type: Light
Effects: Power +15; Magic +5; Speed +5; prevents critical hits; Resists physical, magical, earth, electric & ranged attacks; +50% to paralysis resistance.
Cast Effect: Multimight
Note: Only Quinn can wear this armor.
Acquired: Platinum Dome; must use Ageworn Key to open the chest!

--------------
Red Rose Dress
--------------
Defense Power: 154
Weight: 1
Type: Arcanic
Effects: Power +5; Magic +20; Speed +5; increases evasion; prevents harmful terrain damage; Resists physical, water, nature & ice; +50% to silence resistance.
Cast Effect: Deathspell
Note: Only Brittany can wear this armor.
Acquired: Platinum Dome; must use Ageworn Key to open the chest!

--------------
Fleetwind Vest
--------------
Defense Power: 158
Weight: 2
Type: Light
Effects: Power +20; Magic +15; Speed +5; allows spells to be cast with half AP consumption; Resists magical, dark, wind & light; +50% to zombie resistance.
Cast Effect: Local Twister
Note: Only Tessa can wear this armor.
Acquired: Platinum Dome; must use Ageworn Key to open the chest!

----------
Hero Armor
----------
Defense Power: 150
Weight: 4
Type: Heavy
Effects: Power & Magic +20; Prevents critical hits, boosts evasion, allows spells to be cast with half AP consumption, Resists all elements, wearer is immune to all status effects, including instant death!
Cast Effect: Weaken

---------------
Valkyrie Tiara
---------------
Defense Power: 75
Weight: 1
Effects: Power & Magic +15; Speed +5; prevents critical hits; increases evasion; Resists physical & light; inflicts auto-heighten.
Cast Effect: None
Note: Only female characters can equip this helmet.
Acquired: Valkyrie's Island (past); must have defeated the eight sealed super bosses before chest can be opened. Take to ???? cave to trade it for the real one.

-------------
Odin's Helmet
-------------
Defense Power: 80
Weight: 4
Effects: Power & Magic +20; Speed +5; prevents critical hits; increases evasion; Resists magical & electric; inflicts auto-haste.
Cast Effect: None
Note: Only male characters can equip this helmet.
Acquired: Valkyrie's Island outside of lone hut (present); must have defeated the eight sealed super bosses before chest can be opened. Take to ???? cave to trade it for the real one.

--------------
Goddess Helmet
--------------
Defense Power: 85
Weight: 3
Effects: Power & Magic +20; Speed +5; Resists physical, magical & ranged attacks; inflicts auto-regen.
Cast Effect: None
Note: Any character can equip this helmet.
Acquired: Valkyrie's Island (future); must have defeated the eight sealed super bosses before chest can be opened. Take to ???? cave to trade it for the real one.

----------
Hex Shield
----------
Defense Power: 0
Weight: 5
Effects: CURSED (Attack & Magic -30, Speed -5; inflicts poison, blind, silence, confuse, sleep, fear and slow) Cannot unequip once equipped!
Acquired: Valkyrie's Island (future)

-----------
Hero Shield
-----------
Defense Power: 85
Weight: 5
Effects: Attack & Magic +50, Speed +5; increases evasion; +50% to all status resistances.
Acquired: Rikkania Sanctuary; must have defeated the eight sealed bosses, have the Hex Shield and a Curselifter in your inventory in order to uncurse it.



					===========================
					     DANCER ACCESSORIES
					===========================

*Only Brittany can use these unique accessories!*

--------------
Dancer's Shoes
--------------
Effects: Speed +3.
Cast Effect: None
Note: Only Brittany can equip this accessory.
Acquired: Brittany joins the party with this accessory equipped.

----------------
Performing Shoes
----------------
Effects: Speed +5.
Cast Effect: None
Note: Only Brittany can equip this accessory.
Acquired: Centrius weapon shop.

---------
Tap Shoes
---------
Effects: Speed +7; +50% to slow resistance.
Cast Effect: None
Note: Only Brittany can equip this accessory.
Acquired: Diamond Dome weapon shop; Syrius Castle weapon shop (CH. 6)

-------------
Gypsy's Shoes
-------------
Effects: Speed +10; Power, Defense & Magic +5; Increases evasion; Grants immunity to slow & stop status effects.
Cast Effect: None
Note: Only Brittany can equip this accessory.
Acquired: Distortional Barrier weapon shops.

-------------
Rainbow Shoes
-------------
Effects: Speed +15; Resists all elemental attacks; increases evasion; nullifies terrain damage.
Cast Effect: None
Note: Only Brittany can equip this accessory.
Acquired: Brittany's father after defeating Bonaparte's Spirit.


                                              

=============
7. CONCLUSION
=============
I seriously hope you enjoyed this game - it took me a LONG while to make! (as a matter of fact, so did this FAQ...haha :p I'll try not to go overboard next time...) Anyway, if there are any questions,  concerns, comments, flames, or something that you feel that I missed, feel free to contact me by e-mail at lilbeastomega@yahoo.com or at beastly23@gmail.com. You can also contact me on my YouTube channel at http://www.youtube.com/user/Beastly242.


Thanks for playing my game, I appreciate it loads! Bye for now! :D

